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Today, life is fast. It vaporizes morals. Futility suits the postmodern, for words
as well as things. Bur that doesn't keep us from asking questions: how [0 live,
and why? You're not done living because YOll chalk it up [0 artifice.
Jean-Fran'rois Lyorard I
_

Nihilism no longer wears the dark, Wagnerian, Spenglerian, fuliginous
colours of {he end of the century. Ir no longer comes from a weltanschauung
of decadence nor from a metaphysical radicality born of the death of God and
of all the consequences that must be taken from this death. Today's nihilism
is one of transparency, and it is in some sense more radical, more crucial than
in its prior and historical forms, because this transparency, this irresolution is
indissolubly that of the system, and that of all the theory that still pretends
[0 analyse it.
- Jean Baudrillard2

Nihilism is still developing, and it is impossible [0 draw any definitive
conclusions about it. We can and we must, however, try to understand at
what point it stands, in what way it concerns tiS, and what the choices and
attitudes are that it asks us to decide upon.
- Gianni VarrimoJ

Inrroduction

The claims that Western civilisadon is in decline and that there is a current
"crisis of meaning" in contemporary culmre are common. 1 These claims are
often associated with the following kinds of observadons. Life £Oday, it is
thought, is more complicated, less certain. The acceleration of cultural and
technological changes that the twentieth century has witnessed seems to
have left many people confused, unsure abom their place in the world and
the meaning of their lives. Dominant social institutions stich as the Church
and the traditional values associated with these institutions, which previously
gave orientation to people's lives, seem £0 have been eroded by these changes.
Furthermore, high rates of suicide in the world's most "developed" nations,
especially amongst the young, are sometimes taken to suggest that meaning
£Oday is more difficult £0 find than in previous generations.2 While these kinds
of reflections on the contemporary problem of meaning are common, however,
they often remain vague, signalling something like a general feeling of unease
or disquiet and taking the form of claims that are difficult to clarify or justify.
Friedrich Nietzsche and various thinkers following him have attempted to
think these problems in a rigorous philosophical manner, using the term
"nihilism" to refer to the decline of Western civilization and the difficulty of
living a meaningful life in the horizon of this decline. While a contentious
and problematic tradition. the discourse of nihilism provides a philosophical
framework for thinking through the problem of meaning in the contemporary
world that mherwise stands in danger of remaining too amorphOllS £0 analyse.
As a philosophical concern, nihilism asks how we are £0 understand the
question of the meaningfulness of existence in the current epoch, and what
philosophical positions-ontological, epistemological, ethical, political
this question compels us £0 decide upon. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century, Nietzsche predicted the advent and development of nihilism over
the course of the next two centuries.) If his prediction was accurate, at the
beginning of {he twenty-first century we are about half way through this
historical process. How are we to understand the status of nihilism as we face
it today? l'his book attempts to engage this question by bringing nihilism
into contact with a recent, influential, and wide-ranging theory of the
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comemporary siruarion: the discourse of the "posrffiodern." To paraphrase
Jean-Fran!yois Lyotard in his influential study of the posrmodern condition,
my working hypothesis is that the status of nihilism is altered as societies
emer what is known as the pose-industrial age and cultures enter what is
known as the pos(fllOdern age.4
Of course, rhe view that contemporary culture is afHicted with a crisis or
decline is itself nmhing new. Within the broad rubric of nihilism thought
as rhe decline of rhe West in (he course of modernisation, we can cite this
concern in the writings of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Gustave Haubert,
and Charles Baudelaire (among orhers).5 If we consider rhe resonance of
this nihilistic theme with religious prophecies of the end of the world as
punishment for decadence, we see history scattered with these nNions of
crisis and decline. However, it is arguably the case that as we have entered
the historical epoch referred (Q as late modernity or postmodernity, changes
in both the cond itions of culture and the theory that attempts to gauge these
changes mean that the nature of nihilism in the contemporary world has
also changed. As well as continuities with the past, the contemporary epoch
has a specificity that mllst be thought on its own terms. For nineteenth
and early twentieth century thinkers who have taken lip the problematic of
nihilism, nihilism itself is intricately bound up with modernity understood
as a philosophical problem. If modernity has "mutated" into postmodernity,
then we should expect that the problem of nihilism has also altered its stanIS.
The nature of this changed status, however, has received little exploration,
at least in Anglophone literature. Karen L. Carr-one of the few authors
to examine the changing status of nihilism in postmodernity-justifies her
book, the Banaiization ofNihilism, as follows:
Without exception nihilism is portrayed as a monolithic phenomenon
which has nOt changed since its discovery. The present work is an
attempt (Q offer a larger picture of the history of nihilism, showing
borh that the appraisal of nihilism has changed over the last century,
and how it has changed. Thus it seeks to begin to fill an important gap
in scholarly reRections on the modern period.6

7his present work aims to contribute further to the important task offliling
the gap that Carr identifles, through a comparative and critical examination
of neglected work in this area by prominent "Continental" philosophers.
On the other hand, it might be objected that the discourse of the
postmodern was a phenomenon of the nineteen-eighties, widely out of
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favour (Oday and hence not new enough (0 give any genuine insight inro our
comemporary siruation. While it is true that such perceptions are common
in the current academic comext, I believe it is instructive (0 recall a comment
Lyotard made in the mid-eighties, (0 the efFect that people would tire of
discussing the postmodern before anyone had determined what it means.
Arguably, postmodernism was received with the aura of a fad in the nineteen
eighties and early -nineties, and has fallen ou[ of favour for no deeper reason
than the weariness with which fads are frequently followed. Moreover, it
is becoming increasingly acknowledged that the initial receptions of many
Continental philosophers frequently associated with the postmodern
misrepresented their thought, often assimilating their views (0 simplistic
versions of epistemic scepticism and metaphysical anti-realism'? Indeed, it is
often only after the initial burst of enthusiasm for particular ideas that they
can be seen in a clearer and more sober light. Against prominent (bU[ by no
means (Otalising) tides of intellectual fashion, then, I assert that post modern
philosophy can both now profimbly be reconsidered after its initial up-take
and decline in interest in the Anglophone academy, and that it affords depths
of insight that not only remain relevant, but have yet (0 be fully unders(Ood or
played out. This latter point, as I will show throughout, becomes particularly
apparent when the discourse of the postmodern is understood in relation
to that of nihilism. Considered in this light. the postmodern appears as a
concept designating an epochal shift, a change at the deepest levels of our
culture, which canot be subordinated to the fashions of one or two decades.
While several orher books have also explored the issue of nihilism in
relation to postmodernity,8 most have done so in a peripheral manner, and
none have given significant attention to three major theorists ofpostmodernity
who also deal centrally with the issue of nihilism: Jean-Frans:ois Lyotard, Jean
Baudrillard, and Gianni Vatrimo. It is my view that each of these thinkers
comributes significantly and in an original way to understanding the
postmodern transformation of nihilism, and are ignored to the peril of our
understanding of the meaning of nihilism in the current situation. Moreover,
each of these thinkers grapples with the problem of how best to mitigate the
nihilism of the post modern situation, and the novel strategies they invent are
invaluable for developing a response to meaninglessness appropriate to the
new situation in which we find ourselves.
Jean-Frans:ois Lyotard (1924-1998) was professor of philosophy at
the University of Paris VIII, Vincennes, as well as holding appointments
at many universities outside France. He was associated with French
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posr-srrucruralism, and was instrumental in d isseminating [he idea of the
postmodern through his 1979 book the Posnnodern Condition. Lymard
is best known for his work in this period, while his earlier book Libidinal
Economy (1974)9 is usually either ignored entirely or dismissed out of hand as
a failed experiment, an example of the excesses of post-May '6 8 imellecruai
turmoil (an attitude the later Lyorard himself endorsed). Recently, however,
Lyotard scholar James Williams has called for a revaluation of Libidinal
EconomylO, and here I follow his lead in suggesting that Lyotard's "libidinal"
philosophy contributes in important ways to a reconfiguration of nihilism in
relation (0 reeell( theoretical concerns. I n Libidinal Economy and associated
essays, Lyorard explores the Nietzschen problematic of nihilism through
a novel employment of Freudian psychoanalytic theory, a critical analysis
of structuralism, semiotics, and Marxism, and stylistic experimentation.
While I shall employ Lyotard's later work on the postmodern as an essential
reference for our understanding of the current situation, it is the earlier work
that provides the best treatment of nihilism and with which I will therefore
be primarily concerned.
Jean Baudrillard (1929-2007) taught sociology at the University of
Nanterre from ]966 to 1987, and is known internationally for his unique
writings on contemporary culrure. Like Lyorard, Baudrillard is associated
with the post-strucmralist strand of French thought and often cited as
a key theorist of the postmodern. While l3audrillard's explicit uses of the
rhetoric of nihilism are occasional, much of his ma(Ure thought may be read
in terms of such concerns. His unique contribution to the theorisation of
nihilism in postmodernity consists in his focus on [he contemporary media
and information-saturated state of culture and society, as well as a keenly
reflexive sense of the nihilism of contemporary theory. While [he presence
of nihilism in Baudrillard's thought is noted by various commemarors, he
is typically presented as a passive nihilist who offers little of positive value
towards responding to the problem of meaninglessness in contemporary life.
In the present work I challenge and complexify this reading, showing that
Baudrillard's treatment of nihilism is highly ambiguous and suggests positive
potentialities that have hitherto been given little recognition.l l
Gianni Vattimo (1936-) is one of Italy's foremost contemporary
philosophers, but is much less well known in the Anglophone world than
French post-structuralists such as Lyotard and Baudrillard. Given this,
a more extensive introduction to Vanimo is called for. After obtaining a
degree in classical studies (the Liceo classico), Vanimo completed a doctorate
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ar rhe Universiry of Turin under rhe supervision of Luigi Pareyson, Iraly's
foremost existentialist philosopher. He then studied at the University of
Heidelberg with Hans-Georg Gadamer and Karl L5with, and began to gain
international recognition with a well-received paper given at the Royaumont
colloquium on Heidegger in 1966. Vanimo succeeded Pareyson as Professor
of Aesthetics at Turin, and since 1982 has held the position of Professor
of Theoretical Philosophy at the same institution. He has been a visiting
scholar at numerous universities, including some (such as Stanford) in the
Anglophone world. In addition to his reputation as an academic philosopher,
Vattimo is popularly known in Italy and Europe for his political activities
(he was a member of the European Parliament from 2000 to 2005) and his
regular contriburions to newspapers sLich as La Stampa.
Vattimo has translated Hans-Georg Gadamer's Truth and Method into
Italian, and is the leading promoter of philosophical hermeneutics in Italy.
He has also devoted several books and numerous essays to the interpretation
of Nietzsche and Heidegger, and has brought the theme of nihilism from
these thinkers together with hermeneutics and the idea of the postmodern
to formulate his own philosophy of weak thought" (if pensiero debole),
which has coalesced into a general trend in Italian philosophy (much as
Jacques Derrida's deconstruction has on a wider scale). More than any other
contemporary philosopher, Vanimo has staked om the connection between
nihilism and the post modern, and argued for a new understanding of
nihilism in postmodernity.12
My examination of Lyorard's and Baudrillard's treatments of nihilism
here seeks to highlight the value and importance of the post-structuralist
contribution (Q this problematic, which has received surprisingly little
attention. Furthermore, this examination aims to clarify the connection
between post-stnlCruralist thought and nihilism that is frequently alluded
to, usually in a predominantly negative way that gestures towards the
undermining of theoretical, ethical, and political normativity in post
structuralist discourse. I am concerned to show that it is the problem of
nihilism itself that has led certain strands of post-structuralist thought to
pursue anti foundational strategies rather than normative positions, and to
show how these strategies contribute towards a positive response to nihilism. It
is my further hope thar this book will contribute to the philosophical literature
on nihilism by serving as an introduction to the scene of contemporary Italian
philosophy, which is perhaps the most fecund ground of debate concerning
the Nietzschean problematic of nihilism in contemporary philosophy. The
"
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Italian scene has received vinually no attention in the Anglophone literature
on nihilism despite the important contributions of this tradition. While I
restrict my disclIssion to Va[(imo, his work may act as a point of entrance to
the wider philosophical debate in Italian philosophy.13
As well as comribming to the literature on nihilism by examining it in
the light of Condnental philosophy and posrmodernism, it is my hope that
this study will in turn illuminate Continental philosophy and postmodernism
through an analysis of nihilism. Nihilism is a problematic that acts as a guiding
thread through diverse strands of Continental thought: Nietzsche, Heidegger,
exisrenriaiism, structuralism, post-srrucruralism, contemporary Italian
philosophy; to a lesser extent Marxist and Hegelian dialectics, psychoanalysis,
hermeneutics and Crirical �Iheory. Furrhermore, nihilism ties these strands of
philosophy, which at times reach points ofextreme abstraction and abstruseness,
to a very practical concern: how to live, and why? By bringing the concerns
expressed in rhese diverse forms of thought into conract with this practical
concern, they are given a philosophical meaning and value that is perhaps at
times in danger of being occluded. Funhermore, rhe ofren hazy concept of
the postmodern may be given sharper focus by examining it through the lens
of nihilism. Nihilism is often very loosely associated with the postmodern,
with the effect that the POStmodern, nihilism, and the relationship between
the two concepts remains vague. I am concerned here with bringing these
concepts into tighter focus, in the hope that, in illuminating each other, they
will shed light on our "currem simarion."14
Most significantly, the three thinkers considered here all offer responses to
nihilism in postmodernity, and beyond achieving an increased understanding
of nihilism in the comemporary world, my aim here is ro explore the
parameters of how best to respond to the problem of meaninglessness that
besets us today. According ro the theories examined here, the post modern
situation itself places specific restrictions on our ability to respond to
nihilism. Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo each attempt to calibrate their
responses to the problem of meaning according to the particular needs of the
current simarion. I explore the novel responses to nihilism these posrmodern
thinkers offer, and assess the value and success of these responses.
This introductory chapter provides an initial clarification of the
basic concepts I am concerned with, firstly by giving an oudine of the
concept of nihilism that indicates its main types and situates it within the
philosophical tradition. I then approach the problematic and contested
concept of the postmodern, indicating its specific usefulness to this project
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and clarifying the idea of a postmodern philosophy, as distinct from other
cultural expressions of the postmodern sensibility, by ourlining several of irs
distinctive themes. This is followed by a brief history of the association of the
concepts of nihilism and the posrmodern, which shows that this association
is long-standing and far from arbitrary. I then address some of rhe specific
methodological problems that a study of nihilism and the postmodern faces,
given thar borh discourses call into question the representational model of
thought and traditional modes of academic wriring. Having thus simared
the problem under consideration, I provide a brief summary overview of the
chapters that follow.
Nihilism

Nihilism is a term rhar is employed in a variery ofways, often ambiguously,
both in philosophy and in wider contexts. The root of the term "nihilism" is
the Latin nihil, meaning "norhing"; it carries with it the obvious connotations
of norhingness and negation, and has been employed in a wide variety ofways
to indicate philosophies or ways of thought, belief, or practice that primarily
negate or reduce ro the poin{ of leaving nothing ofvalue. The specific ways in
which the term will be used in this study will become clear in the discussions
of particular philosophers' theories of nihilism, but the ambiguity of the
term, even when restricted ro its philosophical uses, calls for some initial
orientation and clarification.
Nihilism, undersrood very generally as a negative aniwde rowards life,
can be seen as a perennial human problem rhat is evident in Western thought
at leasr since ancient Greece.15 As I have already suggested, however, my
concern is with the problem of nihilism as it is thought i n the European
tradition of philosophy since Nietzsche; it is this tradition from which the
postmodern theorists of nihilism take their bearings. The source of this
tradition can be traced to the first philosophical use of the term "nihilism,"16
which is usually attributed ro Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi's ]799 text, "Open
Letter to Fichte."17 Here, Jacobi accuses Johann Gottlieb Fichte of nihilism
in his idealist philosophy. BrieRy, Fichtean idealism follows Immanuel Kant's
critique of the limits of knowledge, and according to Fichte, we cannot
know things in rhemselves or rhe ground of rhe self. All we can know is
the ego, which is merely a product of the free power of the imagination. IS
The following passage indicates the profound nihilism Jacobi sees in Fichte's
philosophy. Jacobi writes:

8
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If the highesr upon which I can reReer, what I can contemplate, is my
empty and pure, naked and mere ego, with its autonomy and freedom:
(hen cadonal self�contemplarion, then rationality is for me a curse-I
deplore my existence.19
With Jacobi we see rhe beginnings of rhe idea rhat a philosophical
position can lead (0 a mood of despair, and a criticism of this position on
that basis. Nihilism, in the tradition that extends from Jacobi, is a concept
that suggests rhat certain philosophical positions or beliefs aboU( the world
negate so much that is of value in life rhat the desirability ofliving is called
into question. Nihilism is a concept that indicates a (dis)connecrion between
abstract philosophical concepts and the practical desire and necessity
of living a meaningful life. As a philosophical problematic, it asks us to
think abom philosophical concepts in a way that is not simply technical or
abstract, but that asks about their ramifications on our perceptions of the
value and meaningfulness of existence. Moreover, as becomes particularly
evident in Nietz.sche's treatment of nihilism, nihilistic interpretations of the
world are not restricted to the abstract concepts of academic philosophy, bur
thoroughly permeate human culture. Nihilism asks us to think about what
forms of thought and what interpretations of the world are commensurate
with a positive valuation of existence, and what forms are detrimental to such
a valuation. Moreover, what are the criteria for such judgements? I would
argue that even more abstract uses of the term in philosophy-such as the
tendency to apply it to any doctrine that denies the existence of something
carries with it these existential ramifications in the critical connotation it has.
"Nihilism" is most often an accusation, a criticism, not a neutral description
of a doctrine or position.
BrieRy summarising the history of the philosophical analysis of nihilism
since Jacobi, Japanese philosopher Keiji Nishitani writes that ". . . the current of
nihilism . . . springs from the decline ofHegelian philosophy and runs through
Feuerbach (with a branch off to Kierkegaard), Stimer, and Schopenhauer to
Nietzsche and Heidegger."2o Further early twentieth century philosophers in
this tradition include existentialists such as Gabriel Marcel, Karl Jaspers, Jean�
Paul Sartre, and Albert Camus, as well as German scholars Ernst JUnger and
Karl Lowith. While this lineage, very brieRy summarised here, situates my
concern with nihilism within the European tradition, I will limit my scope
to considerations of nihilism since Nietzsche. Several recent works, as well
as classic works slich as Lowith's, seek to understand the present meaning of
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nihilism by illuminating its pre-Nietzschean genealogy.21 While recognising
the importance of this task, it lies oU(side the scope of my current project.
My concern is to bring to lighr and assess theories of nihilism that appear
in the latter part of the twentieth century, all of which take Nietzsche as a
primary inspiration. While it is important to indicate the broader historical
span within which this tradition of thought is situated, it is not necessary
to delve into the pre-Nietzschean history of nihilism in order to appreciate
these theories' continuities with, and divergences from, those theories that
predominated in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
It is common for works on nihilism ro introduce the concept by means
of a typology of the various different meanings that the term can have. 22
Typologies of nihilism that accord with standard philosophical categories
are common; we might distinguish epistemological, metaphysical, moral,
political, and existential kinds ofnihilism. I am predominantly concerned here
with existential nihilism, the negation of the value oflife. This type of nihilism
concerns the problem of the felt meaninglessness of contemporary life with
which I began this introduction. Rather than treating existential nihilism
as an isolated problem, however, I prefer to characterise it as a dimension of
nihilism, which I suggest should be undersrood as a holistic phenomenon.
In the European tradition, nihilism is often understood as a multifaceted
phenomenon in which one particular type cannot be entirely separated from
other types. For Heidegger, to take just one example, existential nihilism is
inextricably tied to ontological nihilism, understood in a specific sense (see
chapter one below). Furthermore, the theorists of nihilism engaged with in
this study often develop their own unique typologies that must be explained
along with their rich and complex bodies ofwark. The necessary distinctions
that will allow a sophisticated consideration of nihilism in postmodernity
will therefore be developed gradually in the course of this investigation.
For these reasons, J will forgo the practise of providing a generic typology
of nihilism as an introduction to the concept, and simply indicate that my
primary concern is with existential nihilism, allowing that this cannot be
thought in isolation from other manifestations and forms of nihilism.
The specification of existential nihilism as my primary interest requires
some further clarification, however: the term "existential nihilism" must be
distinguished from the term "existentialist nihilism." In order to provide the
necessary background for understanding the postmodern transformation of
nihilism, this study deals in part with theories of nihilism developed within
the context of existentialist philosophy, in particular that of Sartre. I shall
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lise the term "existentialist nihilism" to refer ro these theories. Existentialist
nihilism configures nihilism in a particular way, typically in terms of
philosophical themes such as individualism and subjectivism. I shall lise the
term "existential nihilism" in a broader and more inclusive way, to indicate
that kind of nihilism that is concerned with [he meaning and value of life or
existence. Terms sllch as "meaning," "value," "life" and "existence," as well as
"existential nihilism," remain vague, but this vagueness can be more positively
charaC(erised as an "openness" that allows them (Q be given specificity in
different ways by the different philosophical orientations of the writers under
consideration. I n Vanimo's work, for instance, existence is thought in terms
of hermeneutic omology, where it appears as a play of inrerpretations. With
Lyotard, life is considered in terms of a Freudian-inspired libidinal economy.
This deliberate openness of "existential nihilism" is particularly important
because the popularity of existentialism in the early-to-middle part of the
twentieth cenrury has strongly equated-at least in many people's minds
the possibility of thinking about the meaningfulness of life philosophically
with a necessary acceptance of certain existentialist themes, such as freedom
of the will or the primacy of the subject. An important part of this project is
to show that the ways in which the meaningfulness of life is addressed have
changed in line with recent changes in theory, and the possibility of thinking
about existential nihilism is not dependent on an existentialist framework.
Terms such as "value," "meaning," "significance," and so on, are
particularly problematic in the context of a book such as this, because such
terms tend to be lIsed in differing, technical ways by the different thinkers
discussed. NO[ only does what counts as existentially meaningful, valuable,
or significant differ from thinker to thinker, but these terms themselves are
sometimes used negatively, being understood as implicated in nihilism. For
example, Heidegger criticises the very notion of "value" as nihilistic, while
"significance" etymologically alludes to "signification," which is implicated
by Lyotard's and Baudrillard's criticisms of semiotics. However, there appears
to be no uncompromised alternative term, and such terms thus remain
unavoidable given my concerns here. Unless otherwise specified by context,
I will use such terms to indicate that which nihilism denies or negates, or
which stands as a positive alternative or response to nihilism. I shall also use
the Nietzschean term life-affirmation in this regard (a term that might itself
be criticised from a Heideggerian perspective).
A final terminological clarification is in order here. While having foregone
a detailed typological classification of nihilism, I do wish to inrroduce a
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typological distinction between what I shall call "reductive" nihilism and
"abyssal" nihilism. As I stipulate these terms, they refer to what I understand
as the two main types of existential nihilism, types that may arguably be
identified in all the theories of nihilism examined here. This distinction
will facilitate interpretation of the various theories of nihilism examined,
and be crucial to the assessment of postmodern responses to nihilism with
which I conclude this book. Reductive and abyssal nihilism are twO "poles"
to which nihilism tends. That is, they are twO, apparently contrary, ways
in which existential meaning seems to be negated. I shall use the term
"reductive nihilism" to indicate those forms of nihilism in which meaning
is negated through a reduction of some son. Often, this reduction also
involves an abstraction that isolates those elements of a phenomenon that
can be rationally schematised or expressed in a theory or discourse. Those
elemems that cannot be so abstracted are negated, either with respect to
their existence, or simply their value. Reductive nihilism is often associated
with philosophical reductionism, where phenomena are construed as
"nothing bur" whatever is expressed in the philosophical theory of those
phenomena. For many of the theorists examined below, nihilism follows
from reductionism because what gets left om of the reduction is precisely
what makes life existentially valuable.
On the other hand, I use the term "abyssal nihilism" to indicate the
negation of meaning that takes place when the field of existence becomes
toO wide and indeterminate, when there are no criteria of evaluation or
guide! ines for choosing between differenr possibilities. This form of nihilism
is often expressed in accusations of epistemological, moral, or political
nihilism, where the theory i n question is accused of comaining no coherent
ground or normative framework for assessing knowledge claims, deciding
moral values, or taking politically efficacious action. I choose the term
"abyssal" nihilism in reference to the figure of the abyss as it is used in
the works of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and others, to liken the experience of
the inability (Q choose existential values to the feeling of plunging into a
bottomless pit.D At times, I also refer to this form of nihilism as contingency,
a term Sanre sometimes employs. This term expresses the radical absence
of any necessity governing the meaning and value of human life; it reflects
the non-existence of anything that could ground meaning in a secure
foundation. such as God. an objectively meaningful structure of the world,
or human nature. In the theories examined here. this form of nihilism is
often associated with a delegitimation of traditional structures (both social
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and theoretical) that previously provided frameworks for meaning and
value. This "abyssal" condition of being unable to choose values, beliefs
or courses of action negates the value of existence because it undermines
the structure and direction that may be uken as minimal conditions for
a meaningful life. This abyssal form of nihilism, I suggest, is what critics
of posrmodern theory often have in mind when they accuse it of being
nihilistic - by calling into question the powers of reason, it is claimed,
posrmodernism undermines the normative framework of modernity and
leaves us without the resources for constructing a new normative framework.
(In COntrast ro this understanding of rhe relationship between nihilism and
reason, postmodern theorists themselves often claim that it is the modern
hegemony of reason that inculcates a pervasive reductive nihilism.)
Despite the fact that the reductive and abyssal forms of nihilism appear
to inhabit opposite poles, they may in fact be seen as complimentary, and
as developing together in modernity and postmodernity according to a
coherent logical unfolding. �This complementarity is clearly indicated by
Simon Critchley in his following summary of the deveiopmem of nihilism
in modern culture:
1. [T]he values of modernity or Enligheenment do noe connect wieh

(he fabric of moral and social relations, with the stuff of everyday
life. . .The moral values of Enlightenment (. . . ) lack any effectivity, any
connection to social praxis.
2. However, not only do the moral values of Enlightenment fail to
connect with the fabric of moral and social relations, but-worse
still-they lead instead to the progressive degradation ofthose relations
through processes that we might call, with Weber, rationalization, with
Marx, capitalization, with Adorno and Horkheimer, instrumental
rationality, and with Heidegger, the oblivion of Being.24
I n this passage, Critchley outlines the way in which (he reductive
processes of abstraction and rationalisation degrade the social relations and
structures that provide meaning and value. Reductive nihilism contributes
to the development of abyssal nihilism by undermining the frameworks that
have traditionally provided the possibility of a meaningful existence. As we
shall see in detail below, each of the theorists of nihilism considered here
develops the themes of reductive and abyssal nihilism, and the dynamic
between them, in their own specific terms.
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The postmodern

"Postmodernism" is a highly contested theory of the contemporary.
Moreover, as Fredric Jameson notes, the concept of the postmodern 'is not
merely contested, it is also internally conflicted and comradictory.'25 This
fact has led some commentators to suggest that the idea of the post modern
itself is hopelessly incoherent.26 However, this "openness" of the concept,
this lack of a settled and secure definition, can also be thought of as an
advantage for the attempt to theorise the "current situation." The concept
of the postmodern is sufficiently broad to encompass many contemporary
trends in academic thought as well as society and the arts: it is a concept that
captures diverse aspects of culture within the horizon of a general theory
of the contemporary situation. More specifically for my purposes, it allows
links to be made between various contemporary discussions of the problem
of nihilism, and allows these philosophical discussions to be situated
within a wider historical and cultural analysis. Lyotard. Baudrillard. and
Vattimo all associate their thought with the analysis of the contemporary
epoch as postmodern. and their theories of nihilism may be linked with the
specificity of the contemporary situation through the general rubric of the
postmodern. The idea of the postmodern thus provides a framework in which
to conceptualise the recent transformations the discourse of nihilism has
undergone, and to link these transformations with broader cultural trends.
While the general terms employed in the discourse of the postmodern
are loose and comested, I shall follow a common practice by using them
in the following ways. "Modernity" and "postmodernity" refer to histOrical
epochs. "Modernism" and "postmodernism" refer to the theory and cultural
practice associated with these epochs. The terms "the modern" and "the
postmodern" refer generally to either or both. The question of the meaning
of the postmodern raises the question of the meaning of the modern, itself a
notoriously vague conceptY Arguably, the concept of the modern acquires
coherence in two principal ways. One is by contrast with the ancient. the
classical, or the "premodern;" the other is by contrast with the postmodern.
The use of the term "modern," Jiirgen Habermas tells us, can be dated to the
late fifth century, when it characterised the Chrisdan present in opposition to
the Roman and pagan pase It was similarly used during the twelfth century
and in the late seventeenth century, to distinguish the contemporary age
from earlier times.28 On the orher hand, the concept of the modern and of
a historical modernity can be differentiated from the postmodern. Theories
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that posit a relatively recent hisrorical rupture that separates the modern
age from the contemporary or postmodern age characterise modernity and
the modern in ways that will not necessarily be contiguous with the ways
modernists themselves characterised their own age. My prime focus in this
s(Udy is on (he posrmodern; I will not anempt a characrerisarion of that
nebulous norion of"rhe modern" beyond those characterisations that emerge
in the specific theories of the postmodern under consideration.
The discourse of posrmodernism maimains an ambiguous relation with
historical period isation: a common claim ofpostmodern theory is that history
cannot be nearly comparrmemaiised into distinct periods. yet at the same
time there is a common tendency among theorists of the postmodern to date
the end of modernity and the beginning of postmodernity. Ihis ambiguity
will be discussed in detail in relation to Vattimo's engagement with Lyotard's
theory of postmodernity in chapter three. For the moment, however, we may
take a "naYve" approach towards this issue and indicate the historical period
to which the term "postmodernity" commonly refers. Although alternative
dating systems have been proposed by theorists of the pos(modern, a common
approach suggests that we make a distinction between (he period from the
Enlightenmem (Q abom 1950-designated "modernity"-and 1950 (Q the
present-designated (lpostmodernity."2') Alternative periodisations tend
to place the beginning of postmodernity earlier; the period after the end
of (he Second World War (Q the present is idemified as postmodernity in
most (heories.30 The claim is made that social and cultural conditions have
changed dramatically enough in recent times to warrant such a distinction.
Alex Callinicos usefully suggests that the postmodern can be broadly
understood through the convergence of three distinct cultural trends: the
arts, philosophy, and sociologyY I n each of these trends, the post modern
is thought as breaking with, or proceeding from bm transforming in
significant ways, themes and practices that are thought of as modern. In
the arts, postmodernism refers to styles that are distinguished from the
modernist experiments of the early (wemieth century avant-gardes, as well
as from earlier styles in the history of art. I n philosophy, postmodernism has
become synonymous with POSt-structuralism, but also encompasses other
forms of philosophy that question central themes of modern philosophy,
such as the emancipatory role of reason, (he epistemological status of
science, or the epistemic centrality of the subject. I n sociology, the idea of a
postmodern state of society has built upon the concept of the post-industrial,
the notion that the primary mode of production in "advanced" societies is no
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longer industrial, bur informarionalY This transition ro a knowledge-based
economy is thought ro have a profound effect on social organisation and class
relationships. Taken rogether, these three cultural trends suggest that the
postmodern signals a broad rethinking of the goals, values, and principles
that have animated Western culture since the Enlightenment.
Of the three cultural trends that characterise the postmodern, my
focus here is on philosophy. Postmodern philosophy should be understood,
however, as one cultural expression of a widespread postmodern sensibility.
Manfred Frank writes that postmodern philosophy ". . . seems to reAect very
accurately the current disaffection with government and national politics,
as well as a certain weariness with civilization. The sceptical attitude toward
rationality is in fact nothing but a particular manifestation of a much
more widespread discontent experienced by many in the emotional climate
of the whole Western world."33 As I have indicated above, it is this very
pervasiveness of post modernism across culture that allows the analysis of
nihilism in the context of the postmodern to link the discourse of nihilism
with a comprehensive theorisation of the contemporary situation. The links
between poStmodern philosophy and the postmodern moment in other
aspects of culture, the arts, and society has already been widely made, and
there is no need for me to reproduce those analyses here.J4 I shall focus on
philosophical theories of the post modern, engaging only occasionally with
the discourses of other disciplines.35
Postmodern philosophy has its own periodisation and irs own thematics
defining a break with the tradirion of modern philosophy. Rene Descartes
is widely regarded as the father of modern philosophy, and the great
philosophers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, such as Kant, Hegel
and Marx. are characterised as modern. Modernity. in philosophical terms, is
characterised as that period extending from the European Enlightenment and
that is marked by its ideal, which (simplifying greatly) may be summarised
as progress towards social emancipation through the development of reason.
Postmodern philosophy takes its direction from critiques of modernity and the
modern ideal of progress through reason, particularly those of Nietzsche and
Heidegger. Indeed, these two German philosophers might well be considered
the "grandfathers" of postmodernism. French post-structuralist philosophy
in general has become associated with the postmodern: thinkers as diverse
as Lyotard, Baudrillard, Jacques Lacan. Michel Foucault, Gilles De1euze and
Jacques Derrida have been taken under this rubric. and post-strucruralism is
often characterised as the philosophical branch of postmodernism.
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Additionally, thinkers outside of France have taken lip similar themes
and characterised their own philosophies as post modern (Vattimo in Italy
and Richard Rorry in America are two prominent examples). While rhe
approaches of these thinkers vary widely, it is possible to draw out points of
comact through the issues on which rhey break with various dominant themes
of modern philosophy. In these introductory remarks, I wish to signpost five
themes that I believe are the most important in characterising postmodern
philosophy. These themes allow the panicuiar changes and developments I
will chart in rhe discourse of nihilism to be referred back to the rubric of
posrmodern philosophy, and thus provide an orienting framework through
which the post modern "transformation" of nihilism may be approached. The
five themes that I suggest represent the most significant points of departure
from philosophical modernism are the critique of reason, (he critique of (he
subjecr, ami-humanism, the end of hiscory, and difference.

7he critique ofreason
Vincent Descombes writes that, "according co the most considerable
authorities, for once in agreemem-Hegel and Heidegger for example
the pursuit of a truth that has the character of absolute certainty marks
the inauguration of modern philosophy."% This desire for truth as absolute
certainty is the ideal of Enlightenment rationalism, neatly encapsulated
by Frank: '''Enlightenmem' means to transform anything merely
posited, anything merely believed, into objects of secure knowledge."3?
In modern philosophy there is a link between the idea of finding a new,
secure foundation for reason and the possibility of social emancipation:
if we wipe away the errors of the past and make the world more rational,
it is believed, we will alleviate the suffering associated with the human
condition, making life both more secure and more free. This modern image
of rationality has had its opponents since its inception: it has been argued
that the rationalisation of society leads to alienation and social control
rather than emancipation, and that the modern emphasis on reason tends
to illegitimately devalue emotion, sensation, and all that is deemed to be
the "other" of reason.J8 Postmodern philosophy is arguably characterised
by a radicalisation of this critique of reason in that it rejects the certitude
of fruth and the foundational character of reason in toto {whereas earlier
critiques often attempted to find more apodictic trmhs, more secure
foundations}. Comparing post-structuralism and weak thought {the two
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exemplary forms of postmodern philosophy I am interested In here},
Giovanna Borradori writes that
poststfucturalist theories in general embody the unequivocal reality
that the 'crisis of reason' can no longer be undersrood in terms of a
'bad truth' for which a 'better trurh' can be substituted . . . 'Weak
thought' is similar ro French poststfucturalism in its opposition
w the effort to give the human sciences 'another' or 'alternative'
foundation . . 39
.

7he critique ofthe subject
the postmodern critique ofthe subject is connected with the radicalisation
of the critique of reason in so far as it undermines Descartes's attempt w
find a foundation for the certitude of truth in the knowing subject. The
self-consciousness of this subject is an indubitable certitude upon which
a structure of certain knowledge might safely be erected. Descombes
summarises this theme:
'Subject' {or 'suppositum'} is the name given to a be-ing whose identity
is sufficiently stable for it ro bear, in every sense of the word, (sustain,
serve as a foundation for, withstand), change or modification. The
subject remains the same, while accidental qualities are altered. Since
Descartes, the most subjective of all subjects is the one which is certain
of its identity, the ego of ego cogito. The quality of subjectivity is thus
confined to consciousness.4o
Simply put, the postmodern critique of the subject attempts to undermine
the subject's epistemic priority by arguing that it is not transparent w itself
(and thus is not the master of meaning and cannot ground the whole of
knowledge). Fucthermore, postmodern philosophy criticises the common
modernist notion that the epistemic subject is transcendent to the world,
occupying a neutral position sub specie aeternitatis.41 Contril this, it is argued
that the subject is itself constituted by its simation in the world, and its
perspective is limited by this situation (which constitutes a rejection of the
idea that the subject can take a "view from nowhere'>42 and thus have access
to universal truths).
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Anti-humanism
Posrmodern philosophy is associated with certain anti-humanist
philosophical currents in twentieth century philosophy. Philosophical
humanism takes human being-in whatever way it is defined-as a universal
standard for knowledge, and thus as a foundation for reason and umh. The
postmodern pathology of humanism asserts that it is simply a secularised
form of mOl1mheisric religion: it puts Man in the place vacated by God.
Postmodern philosophy rejects the idea that "the human" can act as a stable
ground for knowledge in its cririque of the view of a generalised conception
of rhe human as a universal subject of history. Rather, rhe idea of the human
is shown [0 be a historically and culturally contingent one, most famously by
Foucault in The Order o/Things:
One thing in any case is certain: man is neither the oldest nor the
most constant problem that has been posed for human knowledge.
Taking a reladvely short chronological sample within a restricted
geographical area-European culture since the sixteenth century
one can be certain that man is a recent invention within it. . .If those
arrangement.s were

to

disappear as they appeared . . ,(hen one can

certainly wager that man would be erased, like a face drawn in sand
at the edge of the sea.43

The end 0/history
Arguably, the end of history is the most clearly defining thesis of
postmodern philosophy. Vattimo writes that "one of the most important
points on which the descriptions of the postmodern condition agree-no
matter how different they are from other points ofview-is the consideration
of postmodernity i n terms of 'the end of history."'-i4 The postmodern thesis
of the end of history is to be radically distinguished from (he Hegelian
concepdon of the end of history. in which historical development reaches a
logical culmination. The postmodern idea of the end of history is a critique
of the idea of history. prominent in modernity and exemplified by Hegelian
and Marxist dialectics, in which reason unfolds historically. progressing
towards an ever-greater state of enlightenment. The postmodern position
is that we can no longer believe in a unilinear and teleological philosophy
of history or in the notion of progress through reason. This myth of the
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philosophy of history has been exploded both by the catastrophic evems of
the twentieth century that belie the idea of progress and by the collapse of
Western historiographical narratives into a multitude of localised stories told
from different perspectives and by different cultures.

Diffirence
The modern images of rationality, the subject, Man, and history are all
arguably undergirded by the logical principle of identity. A A. In modern
thought, idemiry acts as a principle that grounds thought and organises
its elements around a central axis. The subject, in being conscious of itself,
is self-identical; it is the one thing that maintains its identity without
change, and can thus act as a secure ground for knowledge. 'The idea of
humanism opel'ates by identifying common elemems amongst different
individuals, races, and cultures in order to establish a universal standard.
This universal standard only acknowledges a particular set of qualities as
legitimately human, disqualifying various individuals, races, cultures,
genders, sexualities, and behaviours. The dialectical progress of history
operates by synthesising opposites in a higher unity. finding idenrity where
there seemed to be only difference. In these ways, the principle of identity
is seen by postmodern philosophers to underlie the modernist conception of
reason, which operates principally by establishing identities and excluding
differences that might upset the integrity of those idemities. Against idemity,
postmodern philosophy attempts to develop a form of thought that will
do jllS[ice to difference without subordinating it to a prior identity. Where
modern thought thinks difference on the basis of identity (that which is
different is that which is non-identical), postmodern thought thinks identity
as derivative from a prior difference (identity is a generality about things that
in fact differ},4') The principle of difference underlies POSt modern positions on
epistemology, ontology, ethics, and politics, enabling a way of thinking that
is nOt dominated by the modern image of reason.
=

Nihilism and the postmodern

There is a longstanding association between the concepts ofthe postmodern
and of nihilism. Since I am concerned here with elucidating the connection
between these concepts, it will be instructive to brieRy nOte the history of
this association in order to show that it is far from arbitrary: the discourse of
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the posrmodern has had nihilistic resonances from some of the earliest uses
of the term. Given this associ arion, the current link often made between
nihilism and the posrmodern is more than accidental; in a hisrorical light, the
relationship between nihilism and the post modern appears highly motivated.
While the idea of the posrmodern achieved prominence in the ninereen
seventies and -eighties, rhe term originated much earlier.46 Throughout the
twentieth century, variolls hism(ians, sociologists, and literary critics have
employed the idea of rhe postmodern in ways that resonate strongly with
nihilism. Significantly, the first use of the term to designate a historical
epoch-Rudolf Pannwirz's 1917 Die Krisis der europtiischen Kultu/17-;s
explicitly informed by Nietzsche's theory of nihilism. Pannwirz characterises
the postmodern age as a nihilistic decline of traditional values i n Europe.
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the term was again used to distinguish a
hiscorical epoch by Arnold Toynbee. for Toynbee, the Modern age ended i n
1875, and the contemporary world should be described as post�modern. The
post-modern age, according w Toynbee, is characterised by a collapse of the
Enlightenmem ideals of rationality and progress and by the rise of anarchism
and total relativism.'i8
C. Wright Mills's The Sociological Imagination (1959)49 presents the
postmodern age as a new Dark Age, characterised by a breakdown of the
Enlightenment connection between reason and emancipation. I n this new
Dark Age, the ernancipatory political philosophies ofliberalism and Marxism
have become defunct. Mills links the process of the rationalisation of society,
not with freedom, but with dehumanising bureaucratisation, technological
organisation, and a blind drift wwards empty conformity. Nihilistic themes
are also present in two early essays on cultural postmodernism: Irving Howe's
"Mass Society and Post-Modern Fiction" (1959)50 and Leslie Fiedler's "The
New Mutants" (1965)Y Howe rakes a negative stance towards post modern
literature and society, on the grounds that it is characterised by the decline
of Enlightenment rationalism, anti-intellectualism, and the loss of faith i n
social progress through culture. Fiedler announces the death of modernist
avant-garde art and the emergence of a new, post-modern art that breaks
down {he barriers between "high" and "low" art. He associates this art with
popular trends i n youth counter-culture and the rejection oftraditional values
such as Protestantism, Victorianism, rationalism and humanism. In the early
essay "The New Mutants" Fiedler portrays post�modernism negatively and
associates it with nihilism, but in later works he celebrates it as a positive
break from stale and repressive modern forms of art and life.
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If we understand nihilism in the general sense of a decline of Western
culrure, then nihilistic themes are clearly evident in the works of Pannwitz,
Toynbee, Mills, Howe, and Fiedler. Nihilism is thus closely associated with
the postmodern in many of its seminal appearances. The decline of traditional
values and the bankruptcy of the Enlightenment ideals of rationality and
progress are recurring themes in these early works, and these themes are
also prominent i n philosophical theories of nihilism and later theories of the
postmodern. In many of these early works, postmodernity stands in a lesser
relation to modernity; postmodern culture is characterised negatively in terms
of a loss of the hopes that infused the modern era with optimism. Many of
the theories of the post modern that popularised the idea in the seventies and
eighties are decidedly more positive, but often retain the themes of social
disintegration and the dissolution of traditional values. In Ihab Hassan's
1971 "POSTmodernISM: A Paracrirical Bibliography"52 and Charles Jencks'
1977 the Language of Post-modern Architecture, postmodernism appears
as a new, vibrant alternative to the stale modernist forms of literature and
architecture (respectively). Steven Best and Douglas Kellner explain that
there are two conflicting matrices of postmodern discourse in the period
before it proliferated in the nineteen-eighties, one that casts postmodernity
in a negative light, and one that views it positively.)3
Since the popularisation of postmodernism i n the nineteen-eighties,
it has often been negatively characterised as a form of nihilism. This
characterisation takes two notable forms. Firstly, equations between
postmodernism and nihilism are frequenrly made in passing, with linle
analysis, as though it were self-evidently true that postmodernism is
nihilistic. Secondly, without necessarily using the term "nihilism," many
intellectuals have attacked postmodernism for undermining any possibility
ofcoherent theory or normative ethics and politics. As sllch, post modernism
has effectively been accused of epistemological, metaphysical, ethical, and
political nihilism.54 One obvious and important philosophical approach to
the question of nihilism in postmodernitywould be to engage these debates.
For the most parr, however, I shall avoid such engagements, for two reasons.
Firstly, as I have already indicated, my primary focus here is on existential
nihilism, a topic not directly treated by many of the influential attacks
on postmodernism. Secondly, many of these arracks on postmodernism
fail to seriously engage with the texts of postmodern thinkers, and simply
beg the question. Many of the criticisms of postmodernism are made on
the basis of assumptions firmly rooted in "modernist" or Enlightenment
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traditions CCallinicos and Terry Eagleton are Marxists, for example, and
Christopher Norris is committed to a form of metaphysical realism}.
For these thinkers, if postmodernism denies the modernist principles to
which they are committed, then it is ipso facto nihilisdc. These criticisms
of posrmodernism therefore risk simply begging (he question, deciding
against the postrnodern in advance. 55
Moreover, even if these analyses are correct in their assessments that
posrmodernism is epistemologically, metaphysically, ethically, or politically
nihilistic, it does not necessarily follow that postmodernism is existentially
nihiliscic. For Nietzsche, from whom the postrnodern thinkers examined
here all take their bearings, values such as the true, the real, and the good
that modernist thinkers accuse postmodernism of undermining are in fact
sources of existemial nihilism: undermining these values may therefore lead
to a greater affirmation, rather than negation of, the value and meaning of
life. To avoid begging the question in a study of the relationship between
postmodernism and existential nihilism, these values must be placed, with
Nietzsche, in question. In this study I pursue an "internal" reading of the
tradition of nihilism and postmodern theory, avoiding the attempts that
have been made to assess postmodernism from the perspectives of other
traditions, and interrogating it through the criteria that are established
within the tradition itself. While avoiding the problem of question begging,
this approach presents its own methodological difficulties.
The economy of this writing

The study of nihilism in postmodernity faces particular methodological
problems due to the fact that both the discourses of nihilism and of the
postmodern call into question many of the conventions of academic practice.
The final chapter of Lyorard's Libidinal Economy is entitled "The economy
of this writing"; in it he explains the unusual style of the book as an attempt
to avoid the nihilism of traditional academic theory that the book analyses.
The book is a pastiche of styles with a goal he later describes as 'inscribing
the passage of intensities directly in the prose itself without any mediation at
all:56 with the result that some parts of the text read more like an avam-garde
novel than a traditional philosophical tract. This problem ofstyle and method
is typical of the texts with which I deal in this book; both the discourses
of nihilism and the postmodern call into question conventions of academic
thought and writing, especially the image of thought as representation.
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Baudrillard, for his parr, employs a style that is often more poetic than
academic, eschewing the usual scholarly apparatus and signalling the
renunciation of any claim w representational objectivity. I n his paper "The
Year 2000 Will Not Take Place" he writes:
[W]hat I put forward here is nothing other than an exerCise I n
simulation. [ am no longer in a position to 'reRect' anything. I can
only push hypotheses to their limit, remove them from their cridcal
zone of reference, make them go beyond the point of no-return. I send
theory as well into the hyperspace of simulation-where it loses all
objective validity, but perhaps gains in coherence, that is to say in real
affinity with the system that surrounds us.57
'The fact that Lyotard and other philosophers who deal with nihilism and
the postmodern reson to experimemal styles and new methods of inquiry in
engaging these issues forces me to reRect on the economy of my own writing
and the nature of the methodology I shall pursue here. This demand arises
both from the desire to do justice to the theories I am examining «(0 avoid
na'ivete), and the desire w contribute in my own way wwards a response
to the problem of nihilism in postmodernity. As I argue in this book, the
increasing reflexivity of the discourse of nihilism is one of the distinctive
traits of its postmodernisation, and one risks both failing to do justice (0 the
subject of this study and failing (0 contribute towards a response to nihilism
if one neglects the necessary reflexivity in one's own discourse. Is nihilism to
be considered as an objective fact of culture, which this discourse attempts
to represent as accurately as possible? Or can my discourse simply represent
the discourses of others, bracketing the problem of the relation between
those discourses and the cultural reality they purponedly analyse? If neither
possibility is adequate, what alternatives are there?
In response to these problems of methodology, I follow several ofVattimo's
suggestions and examples. As Vattimo notes, the "current situation" cannot
be considered in any simple sense objective; the subject position of the analyst
of nihilism is itself within the zone of the nihilism analysed. He writes that
the ontology of present existence that we are looking for is a theory
(hat both speaks about this existence and belongs to this existence. . ..
I n other words, the content of the ontology de l'actualin': that we are
attempting to construct must be developed by taking into account the
meaning of the needs expressed by this very attempt. . .58
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The discourse of nihilism in posrmoderniry is thus both the subject
and the object of my study here. It is not simply a matter of producing a
secondary text that represents the content of primary texts that themselves
represent an objective reality (or rather, which I might assess on the basis of
their aspirations to objective representation). Rather, the needs expressed by
the discourse of nihilism I am smdying are themselves parr of thar nihilism;
the philosophical positions and problems that arise from these texts are
symptoms of (he generalised pathos analysed in (he discourse of nihilism. Or,
more simply pur, the discourse of nihilism is itself a part of the problematic
of nihilism. Analysing the discourse of nihilism, then, is analysing nihilism
itself, bur in a way that cannm pretend to be exhaustive-nihilism has
many cultural expressions other than the theory that attempts to analyse
it. Furthermore, this means that my own discourse is inevitably part of the
postmodern nihilism it anempts to examine-I cannot pretend to rake an
enunciative position outside of it.
Second, however, the discourse of nihilism-including my own discourse,
which is continuous with the textual tradition examined here-cannot avoid
staging representations. �The nihilistic aspects of culture that are examined in
the discourse of nihilism are inevitably treated as objects, separate from the
subject of analysis. My own discourse cannm avoid a double representation:
firsdy it represents the other discourses of nihilism under examination
here, and secondly it implicidy endorses the representations made in these
discourses. By examining what Lyorard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo say about
the conditions of contemporary society and culture, I am unavoidably
restaging their own representations. Whar these two points, taken rogether,
mean is thar on the one hand I cannot entirely avoid staging a representation
of nihilism, but on the other hand the nature of this staging avoids the most
viciously nihilistic and problematic aspects of representational discourse,
since it posits no clear distinction between the object of study and the subject
that studies. According to the postmodern theorists examined here, the
most problematic aspects of representation stem from positing an objective
reality that can be known by a transcendent subject. Blurring the distinction
between discourse and the "reality" it analyses alleviates the problem of
representadon somewhat, but leaves the possibiliry and ineviubility of
represemarional effects in discourse imact.
I do not attempt to avoid the problems of representation in discourse
stylistically a La Lyotard or Baudrillard. For both Lyotard and Baudrillard,
such attempts are never entirely successful in any case, but simply remove
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the viciousness of the problem of represenrarion. Rather, I follow Varrimo's
method of the historical analysis of texts, a method that both accepts
the unavoidability of represenration in discourse, and removes the most
problematic aspects of representation by blurring the distinction between
"representation" and "reality." I further follow Vattimo's usual method here
by reading the texts of philosophy in a comparative and critical way in order
to illuminate the "current situation." �This does not result in a final, complete,
or systematised theory, bur a sketch of our current position vis a vis nihilism
made possible by a comparison of postmodern theorisations of this issue.
In gauging the adequacy of the posrmodern responses to nihilism, I do nor
appeal to a pre-theoretical realm that the postmodernists may be judged to
have or have not accurately represented. Rather, I assess the postmodern
theories with respect to the needs expressed within the discourses of nihilism
and the postmodern themselves.
My approach (Q the question of nihilism in postmodernity is undertaken
primarily through a comparative and critical study ofVattimo, Lyotard, and
Baudrillard. Furthermore, I seek to characterise the novelty and uniqueness
of the postmodern approach to nihilism by comparing it with earlier
theorisations of rhe topic. In this regard I limit my smdy of earlier theories
of nihilism to the three thinkers I believe are most important in defining
the problem in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, before the
"postmodern turn": Niet1.sche, Sartre, and Heidegger. My central focus here
is on the characteristic features, advantages, and limitations of the theories of
nihilism advanced by the three postmodern thinkers, Lyotard, Baudrillard,
and Vattimo. While there are significant differences in their theories of
nihilism that must be acknowledged, my concern here is primarily with the
shared themes that emerge from a comparison of these thinkers in so far as
they allow us to recognise a characteristically "postmodern" diagnosis of,
and response to, nihilism. Jeff Malpas suggests that comparisons of different
philosophers shed new light on the issues that are at stake in their thought
through a "fusion of horizons"59: my aim is to shed light on the status of
nihilism in postmodernity through a comparison of the perspectives on this
issue offered by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo.
Overview

To conclude this introducrory chapter, let me turn, brieRy, to a broad
examination of the terrain (Q be explored in this book by giving an overview
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of the srruc[Ure and content of the following chapters. Chapter one begins
a themadc survey of the development of nihilism, foclising on the main
theories of nihilism prior to the "postmodern turn." I examine three major
philosophical figures around whom the discourse of nihilism crystallises
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: Nietzsche, Sartre, and
Heidegger. In the works of these three thinkers we find [he dominant themes
of nihilism against which the uniqueness of postmodern theories of nihilism
s£and Ollt. I resist (he temptation co characterise the theories of nihilism
advanced by these three thinkers as "modern." Such a characterisation
would be reductive to a highly problematic degree, in no small pan due
to the fact that Nietzsche and Heidegger stand as "grandfathers" of the
postmodern. While my intent is to bring to light cenain significant recent
developments in the theorisation of nihilism that can be thought under the
general rubric of the postmodern, these developments do not necessarily
consti(Ute a radical break with previous theories of nihilism. Indeed, while
Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo develop nihilism in new ways, all are
influenced by Nietzsche and/or Heidegger and there are significant points of
continuity in the ways nihilism is understood. In particular, I emphasise the
way in which Heidegger's problematisation of the possibility of overcoming
nihilism (a possibility that Nietzsche and Sarrre both pursue) paves the way
for postmodern formulations of, and responses to, nihilism.
Chapter two gives an initial presentation of the three postmodern
theories of nihilism that constitute the main focus of this book. I examine
the concept of nihilism as it is theorised by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and
Vattimo. Lyotard deploys concepts derived from Nietzsche and Freud [Q
analyse representational theory as nihilistic, and rejects "critique" itself as
a form of nihilistic theory. He develops a notion of "libidinal economy" i n
an attempt to side-step critique by releasing feelings and desires rather than
setting up an alternative theoretical position. Baudrillard is predominantly
understood as a passive nihilist who presents a bleak vision of postmodernity
in which {here is no more hope for meaning. Against this interpretation,
I develop a reading of his work that shows that he not only engages in an
as(Ute analysis of nihilism, but is concerned [Q develop a positive response.
Vattimo understands nihilism principally as ontological and epistemological
anti-foundationalism, and sees the postmodern as a radicalisation of
Nietzsche's and Heidegger's understandings of nihilism. His originality
lies in his development of a positive understanding of nihilism: he does
not see nihilism as a crisis, but primarily as an opponunity for new modes
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of existence. I conclude this chapter by idenrifying three poinrs through
which a characteristically postmodern approach [0 nihilism emerges from
these diverse theories: they follow the wider theoretical trend known as the
linguistic turn, they display a deep reflexivity, recognising the implication
in nihilism of the discourse (hat analyses it, and, most significantly, they
abandon the hope that nihilism might be overcome.
While the fOClIS of chapter two is on the philosophical and theoretical
aspects of nihilism developed by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vauimo, chapter
three gives auemion to the theories of postmodernity advanced by these
thinkers. All three understand postmodernity as significantly marked by
nihilism, and emphasise recent changes in technological science and capitalism
as decisive for our understanding of the nihilism of the postmodern situation.
I develop a picture of the status of nihilism in postmodernity as it emerges
from a comparison of these theories, arguing that all three suggest a tension
in the way that nihilism manifests in pos(modernity. On (he one hand,
nihilism appears complete in postmodernity; the postmodern condition may
be understood as the collapse of the Enlightenment values that Nietzsche
identified as the "highest values" of modernity, replacing but holding the
same place as the values of religion. This completion suggests a resolution of
the problems of nihilism. On the other hand, however, nihilism continues
and is perhaps deepened by the recent developments i n rechnoscience and
capitalism that characterise postmodernity, and still appears as a problem in
postmodernity that requires a response. I argue that this tension is expressed
in (he posrmodern idea of the end of history, an idea that resonates with the
postmodern rejection of the possibility of overcoming nihilism.
With the stage now set for the question ofhow best to respond to nihilism
in the current situation, I begin chapter four with a summary of the logical
possibilities for such a response, following an analysis given by Simon
Critchley. I situate the postmodern responses under consideration here as
auempts to respond to nihilism once the hope for its overcoming has been
abandoned. Despite the differences between the theoretical approaches taken
by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vauimo, I argue that it is possible to outline
a characteristically postmodern response to nihilism organised around twO
themes: the "logic of difference" and the "politics of passivity." I turn to
Gilles Deleuze's development of a logic of difference in the context of the
Nietzschean problematic of overcoming nihilism in order to give rigorous
expression to the logic underlying the postmodern responses. The politics
of passivity is introduced through further consideration of Heidegger's
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treatment of the problem of overcoming nihilism. I examine these themes
in more detail through concepts and srraregies developed by each of the
posrmodern theorists as responses [0 nihilism: Lyorard's tactics for releasing
affects dissimulated in structures, Baudrillard's deployment of seduction
against simulation, and Vanimo's call for a Verwindung of metaphysics.
Finally, I offer a crideal appraisal of the postmodern responses to nihilism. I
argue firstly that the responses offered by Vattimo, Lyorard and Baudrillard
consrimte positive advancements in so far as (hey deal with [he aporia
of the attempt to overcome nihilism in a more sophisticated way than
Nietzsche, Satrre, and Heidegger. However, I also argue that the post modern
theorisations of nihilism do not deal sufficiently with abyssal nihilism, the
disorienting feeling that all meanings and values are absolutely contingent,
which results from the breakdown in the social traditions and institutions
that had previously served to give life structure and direction.
In the conclusion, I return to the general question of the problem of
meaninglessness in the contemporary world, and reRect on what this study
of nihilism in postmodernity tells us about our current situation. I show
how the detailed understanding of the connection between nihilism and
the postmodern that emerges from this study clarifies the nature of rhe
contemporary problem of meaning, and sets the parameters for an effective
response. I argue that such a response must be a political one, and indicate the
directions in which this response might be developed. Moreover, I outline
the implications of this study for wider debates concerning the postmodern,
arguing that it demonsrrates that postmodern theory is far more than merely
a symptomatic expression of contemporary disaffection as is sometimes
supposed. The postmodernisrs considered here all attempt to respond to
nihilism, and, unlike many of their detractOrs, attempt to calibrate their
responses to rhe demands of the current situation. Ultimately, in undertaking
this comparison of postmodern theories of nihilism, my hope is to make a
contribmion to our understanding of, and potential for responding to, the
problem of meaning in the posrmodern world. It is to this task I now rum.

Chapter I
The Advent of Nihilism

What I relate is the history of the next two centuries. I describe what is
coming, what can no longer come differently: the advent of nihilism.
-Friedrich Nietzsche]

lhe above words indicate the place Nietzsche holds as both formative
thinker and prophet of nihilism in modernity and beyond. He stands at the
head of a lineage of philosophers who have confronted nihilism in the twen
tieth century, from Heidegger and the existentialists through to post modern
thinkers, and his thought acts as a touchstone that gives coherence to the
diverse theorizations of nihilism in the Continental tradition. My concern i n
this chapter is to outline the source of this lineage in Nietzsche's work and
its early unfolding in French existemialism-of which I will take Jean-Paul
Sartre as represemarive-and in the thought of Martin Heidegger. These
early thinkers of nihilism explore the devaluation of life in modern times,
enquiring about the possibility of meaning and value against the backdrop of
the historical and cultural situation in which they lived and thought. These
theorizations of nihilism, which take place before the "post modern rum,"
set the comext for the emergence of postmodern theories of nihilism and
establish the problems to which later thinkers such as Lyotard, Baudrillard,
and Vattimo respond. Outlining the main theories of nihilism in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is therefore essential groundwork if
we are to understand the distinctive contributions more recent theorists have
made, and how these contributions attempt to deal with what they see as a
new situation with regard to nihilism. However, the material covered in this
chapter remains background for the focus of this book, and I cannot hope to
do full justice to the theories of nihilism, or proposed solutions, offered by
these three thinkers.
Nietzsche, Sartre and Heidegger each employ different theoretical frame
works in analyzing nihilism, and offer different solutions to the problem of
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meaning that modernity poses. While Nietzsche's thought remains cenrral
to the discourse of nihilism, subsequenr thinkers pose the issue in their own
terms, often seriously problematizing both the terms of analysis and the re
sponse to nihilism ofFered by Nietzsche, and by other subsequem thinkers.
The hismfY of nihilism appears as a hisrory of increasing problematization,
where the adequacy of previous thought on the mpic is constandy under
mined, and where the possibility of overcoming or effectively responding to
nihilism seems increasingly unlikely. In the early history of theorizations of
nihilism brieRy rehearsed i n this chapter, Heidegger is seen to inaugurate this
problemarizarion with his crirical responses (Q bmh Nietzsche and Sarne.
Proceeding in a roughly chronological manner, I shall begin with Nietzsche's
formulation of and response to the problem of nihilism, followed by a discus
sion of Sartre's existemialist nihilism, which re-conceives (he death of God
in an atheistic, humanistic framework, and applies the phenomenological
method (Q the analysis of the problem of existential meaning. I shall then
examine Heidegger's confrontation with nihilism, which unfolds in the con
text of his ontological project. In his engagemems with Nietzsche and Sarne,
Heidegger alerts us to the danger that the analysis of nihilism might be posed
in terms that are themselves implicated in nihilism, and which foreclose the
possibility of an effective response. Furthermore, according (Q Heidegger the
anempt (Q overcome nihilism is itself a nihilistic impulse, and sllch anempts
lead to an aporetic impasse. �nlis dlapter thus follows the early his(Qry of
theorizations of nihilism (Q an aporetic point, where the possibility of ef
fectively analyzing and overcoming nihilism is severely problematized. It is
this scene of aporia that the postmodern theorists of nihilism inherit, and [Q
which they anempt to respond.
Nietzsche: the devaluation of the highest values

What does nihilism mean? -That the highest values devaluate themselves. -The
aim is lacking; "why?" finds no answer.
-Friedrich Nietzsche2
While nihilism, unders[Qod as (he problem of (he meaningfulness of life,
existed before Nietzsche lived and wrote, with Nietzsche-as Camus pms
it-'nihilism becomes conscious for the first time.'3 Nietzsche provides
the first extensive analysis of nihilism, effectively introducing the problem
of meaning and value as central for modern thought. In one of his most
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succinct formulations, Nietzsche defines nihilism as 'the radical repudiation
of value, meaning and desirability.'4 According to Deleuze's interpretation of
Nietzsche, nihil in the word "nihilism" signifies a value of nil, and 'life takes
on a value of nil insofar as it is denied and depreciated.'5 Nietzsche's theory
of nihilism is a critique of modernity as an age in which meaning and value
have become problematized; the imminent danger afHicting modernity is the
view that "everything lacks meaning."6 While he is concerned with "social
distress,"7 Nietzsche sees such distress as an effect, the causes of which must
be identified as certain values underlying Western thought and culture. Ac�
cording to this analysis, nihilism occurs when all the highest values previ
ously posited become devalued. Nietzsche's theory of nihilism is a diagnosis
of this devaluation of the highest values in modernity, and an exploration of
the implications this devaluation has on both the social and the individual
level. Nietzsche proposes that modernity is in the grip of this process of the
devaluation of the highest values, and prognoses the inevitable worsening of
this illness. He writes as a prophet of nihilism, declaring that "[t]his future
speaks even now in a hundred signs, this destiny announces itself every
where ..."8 According to Nietzsche the course of this nihilistic process is not
inevitable, however, and it in fact represents a chance to revitalize Western
culture by renewing the possibility of interpreting life in ways that affirm its
value. Nietzsche claims to have confronted the problem of nihilism on the
level of the individual, within himself, and worked out a path to its overcom
ing that might be applied on the level of society. He confesses that he is "the
first perfect nihilist of Europe who, however, has even now lived through the
whole of nihilism, to the end, leaving it behind, outside himself."9
While Nietzsche's discussion of nihilism often takes European culture
of the late nineteenth century as its target, thus constituting a critique of
modernity, this critique is grounded in a theory that has wider application.
Nietzsche's theory of nihilism is elucidated through a typological descrip
tion of the main ways nihilism manifests in the course of its development.
These types of nihilism represent the modes of life-devaluation that particu
lar forms of life and thought effect, and elaborate the "inner logic" at work
in the nihilistic process. Alan White suggests that Nietzsche's analysis of
nihilism reveals three main types: religious, radical, and complete nihilism.lO
Radical nihilism can be further divided into the subtypes of active and pas
sive nihilism. The first of these types, religious nihilism, describes the initial
constitution of the nihilistic impulse in human culture, which has unfolded
through history and resulted in the ailments of European modernity. For
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Nietzsche, religious nihilism-and the other types that follow in its wake
originates in a particular imerpretation of the world: the Christian-moral one.
This interpretarion has twin origins in the teachings of Plato and Christ, and
Nietzsche argues that Platonism and Christianity constitute the prime influ
ences that continue to shape Western thought, and in particular conceptions
of meaning and value, in modernity. The Christian-moral interpretation of
the world is thus the basis for the " highest values," which Nietzsche believes
have begun to devalue themselves, cOl1Sri(ming the modern nihilistic crisis.
Nietzsche's analysis of religious nihilism takes the form of a genealogy
that traces the origins of the "highest values" back to less-than-noble im
pulses. This genealogy begins with the problem that existence is marked by
suffering. All sentient beings suffer, bm human beings are conscious, inter
pretive creawres who demand that their suffering must have a meaning. Ac
cording [Q Nietzsche, human beings suffer more from the meaninglessness of
suffering than from suffering itself, and it is the inability to find a meaning
in suffering that gives rise to the first impulse [Q negate the value of life.11
This negation potentially leads to suicide, "the deed of nihilism."12 Accord
ing to Nietzsche, religious nihilism arises as a way to avoid this outcome; it
provides an interpretation of life that gives a meaning [Q suffering and thus
attenuates the devaluation of life. However, it does so in such a way that a
fundamentally devalued life is preserved, foreclosing the possibility of fully
life-affirmative valuation.
Religious nihilism interprets existence on the basis of three tendencies
that Nietzsche calls ressentiment, bad conscience, and the ascetic ideal.13 Res
sentiment is the resentment against life that arises when a meaning is de
manded for suffering and none is found; life is judged to be inadequate and
in need of justification and redemption. Bad conscience provides an answer
to the question of the meaning of suffering by locating the cause of this suf
fering in the sufferer him or herself.-he or she suffers because he or she is
guilty and deserves to suffer. The ascetic ideal provides a sense of meaning
and value in conjunction with ressentiment and bad conscience by placing
value on the denial of the self and the natural world. In order to justify and
redeem life, the ascetic ideal sets up categories of valuation beyond the world
of experience. These categories constitute what Nietzsche calls the "highest
values," and these values form the basis of the Christian-moral interpretation
of the world.
In a succinct formulation found in the Will to Power, Nietzsche identifies
the "highest values" according to three categories: aim, unity and truth.14
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These categories justify and redeem life by interpreting it in such a way that
it seems meaningful, yet the categories themselves refer to things that can
not be found in our experience of the world. In Nietzsche's estimation, these
categories are imaginative inventions that are projected onto the world in
order (Q give it value, but (hat place the source of value outside the world.
The first posits a goal that might be achieved through the process of life, for
example: "the ' fulfillment' of some highest ethical canon in all events, the
moral world order; or the growth of love and harmony in the intercourse of
beings; or the gradual approximation of a state of universal happiness; or
even the development toward a scate of universal annihilation."15 The ascetic
ideal gives a sense of meaning to life by providing such a goal in the form of
the life of self-denial as the highest ideal of human flourishing. The second
category, unity, suggests a systematic organization of the world that tocalizes
all events under the aegis of some supreme form of domination or admin
istration. Conceiving himself as a part of this unity "suffices to give man a
deep feeling of standing in the context of, and being dependent on, some
whole that is infinitely superior to him, and he sees himself as a mode of the
deity."16 l·he individual is thus imbued with value and meaning by feeling
him or herself to be part of a supreme universal.
The third category, truth, gives a sense of meaning to life by positing a
"true world," a transcendent world beyond the immanent world of mere ap
pearance. If the world of experience is judged to lack the qualities that would
make it meaningful (that is, qualities that would justify suffering), then
these qualities might still be thought ro exist in a transcendent, suprasensible
realm. This "[rue world" then becomes the source of value and meaning,
which justifies the existence of the "merely apparent" world. This suprasen
sible world is the central referent ofNietzsche's use of the term "metaphysics,"
and his polemics concerning mecaphysics must be understood in relation to
his arguments regarding the life-devaluing effects of religious nihilism. These
three categories are typical of religiolls modes of thinking, and underlie the
Christian-moral interpretation of the world. For Nietzsche, all these catego
ries are encapsulated in the figure of the Christian God, the divine legislator
of value, the "spider of finality and morality that is supposed ro exist behind
the great net and web of causality."l? For Nietzsche, "God" thus functions as
a proper name for religious nihilism and the highest values posited hitherto.
While the "highest values" are a means to the preservation of life, pro
tecting against suicide, according to Nietzsche they preserve a sick, im
poverished form of life that is incapable of healthful life-affirmation. The
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Christian-moral interpretation of [he world is a form of nihilism because the
"highest values" it sets up are outside oflife and in opposition to life; the cat
egories of aim, unity, and truth have [0 be posited beyond life because they
cannot be found within it. By implication, such values negate life itself as it is
experienced in the "merely apparem" world, and reduce it (Q the instrumen
tal value of consrimring a bridge (0 (he "true world."18 The Christian-moral
interpretation fi nds this world inadequate in itself, guilty of nm having a
meaning in itself, and judges that it is in need of ajustification and a redemp
tion. The devaluation offife that this judgment implies finds expression in the
asceric's denial of worldly existence and the forms of gratificarion that can be
found in life, in the name of "higher" ideals. Vincem Descomhes succinctly
expresses the structure of the religious nihilism constituted by the Christian
moral interpretation of the world, the ascetic ideal, and the "highest values,"
as follows:
1 . An ideal is posited, and then opposed point by point to the real
ity of the present. [. . J
2. This ideal, though itself guilty of not existing, of being no more
{han an ideal, now permits us to accuse {he present of having fallen
.

short of it.19

Religious nihilism thus perpetuates the devaluation of life by promoting
otherworldly ideals against which life is judged to be lacking. 1his judgment
constitutes a negation of the value of life in itself, and a deferral of value by
placing its source in a world "beyond."
According to Nietzsche, modernity remains thoroughly conditioned by
religious and ascetic values, despite the modern attempt to establish thought
on a new foundation independent of religion. He argues that philosophy
and science remain enmeshed in the ascetic ideal insofar as they are still ani
mated by the ideal of truth. Of modern philosophers and scientists, Nietzsche
writes that "what compels these men to this absolute will to truth, albeit as its
unconsciolls imperative, is the beliefin the ascetic ideal itself . . it is the belief
in a metaphysical value, the value of trllth in itself. . . "20 Nietzsche's argument
is that the idea of truth in itself.-or differently expressed, of "facts" free of
interpretation-makes the same d istinction between the erroneous, merely
apparent world, and the "true" world, that the ascetic ideal makes. He argues
against the possibility of a presuppositionless science, asserting that {here are
no "facts" that are not cond itioned by interpretation. 21 Insofar as philosophy
and science make the distinction between "essence" and "appearance," they
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are expressions of the ascetic ideal and manifest religious nihilism. On Ni
etzsche's interpretation, what Christianity and Platonism have in common is
the impulse to "otherwordliness" or transcendence, and all forms of thought
motivated by this impulse remain nihilistic in the religious sense. Insofar as
modern forms of thought still posit transcendent categories (such as "truth "),
Nietzsche believes they bear the marks of the Platonic and Chrisdan inter
pretations of the world. Modernity has not escaped the nihilism of religiolls
thought, merely reformulated iL
Nietzsche's story about nihilism thus far explained concerns the "psy
chology" of nihilism, that is, the way certain forms of thought of the indi
vidual promote certain forms of life for that individual, and vice versa. But
Nietzsche's diagnosis also has a "sociological" dimension, which concerns
the way the psychology of nihilism takes hold of people collectively and in
fluences an entire culture. He provides a genealogy of the triumph of reli
gious nihilism in Western culmre with the aid of a distinction between the
psychological types Master and Slave, and the forms of morality associated
with eachY The Master, Nietzsche's privileged type in this distinction, is a
strong type who affirms his or her self, affirms life, and actively creates values.
"Master morality" is founded on a primary affirmation of the self as good,
and a secondary judgment of the other as bad. The Slave, on the other hand,
is a weak type who cannot affirm life direcriy, and defines the selfin opposi
tion to the Master. Slave morality begins with ressentimentagainst the Master
type, whom the Slave blames for his or her weakness and suffering. Slave
morality is founded on an initial determinadon of the Master and Master
morality as evil, and a subsequent judgment of the self as good.2J In the case
of the Slave, ressentiment is directed towards the Master type (rather than
against existence in genera!), who is blamed for the Slave's suffering. Motivat
ed by this ressentiment, the Slave condemns the life-affirmative, strong traits
of Master moral ity as evil, and elevates the traits of weakness to the level of
the good, defining slave motality as the only valid morality.
This analysis of Master and Slave moralities rakes on a sociological di
mension through Nietzsche's argument that Western culture is founded on
the triumph of Slave morality over Master morality, of the weak over the
strong. The triumph of Slave morality takes place through a weakening of the
strong by promoting the belief that strength (Master morality) is evil, and
that the strong can freely choose to be weak, thereby imbuing the strong with
bad conscience. Nietzsche also calls Slave morality "herd morality," a name
that indicates the "leveling" effect he believes this form of morality has on
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the individuals who comprise a society in which Slave morality takes hold.
While Master morality privileges the self-assertion of the individual and his
or her personally created values, Slave morality condemns this individual
ism as evil, favoring seiRessness, mildness, and conformity. Nietzsche thus
sees "herd morality" as producing a social mediocrity in which individuals
only affirm values that are affirmed by the majority, and are not inspired to
create their own values. Since Nietzsche views the active creation of values
associated with Master morality as (he apogee of life-affirmation, (he "level
ing" associated with Slave morality is a prime component of nihilism. This
"slave revolt in morals"21 takes place in conjunction with the promotion of
the ascetic ideal and the "highest values," forming the moral dimension of
the Christian-moral interpretation of the world. According to Nietzsche, the
belief in transcendent categories and in slave morality are complimentary as
pects of religious nihilism, a form of interpretation that preserves an im
poverished and degenerate form of life while stifling the possibility of more
affirmative life-valuation.
On Nietzsche's interpretation, just as modernity remains conditioned by
the "highest values," so too modern European culture remains dominated
by herd morality. He argues that the modernist imperative of freedom from
religious dogmatism has not undermined Christian morality, as it logically
should. Of his contemporaries, he writes, "[t]hey have got rid of the Christian
God, and now Feel obliged to cling all the more firmly to Christian moral
ity."25 Moreover, Nietzsche sees modern forms of social organization such as
the State, democracy, socialism, capitalism and the bourgeoisie as instantia
tions of herd morality, in which mediocrity and conformity are privileged
over individualism, experimemation, and risk-taking. He idemifies modern
technological and cultural innovations, such as "[t]he press, the machine,
the railway, the telegraph,"26 as exacerbating the leveling effect of European
society. Such innovations increase communication between cultures, and the
resulting multicultural consciousness increases leveling by further reducing
the possibilities for asserting values, since the majority, which must assent
to such values, is more diffuse. For Nietzsche, modern "progress," insofar as
it attempts to establish equality and equanimity. is in fact a regress. since it
reduces all individuals to the same level, promoting Slave morality and un
dermining the possibility of Master morality.
While Nietzsche argues that religious nihilism and Slave morality persist
in modernity. the crux of his story about the nihilism of modernity is that
the modern age is one in which the "highest values" have begun to devaluate
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themselves. Modernity is thus the historical site of the passage to the next
type of nihilism, radical nihilism. According to Nietzsche, the Christian
moral worldview, which acts as a preserver of life by giving it a meaningful
interpretadon, begins to undermine itself in modernity. This self-undermin
ing constitutes a nihilistic crisis because the interpretive categories that had
previously bestowed life with meaning and value are withdrawn, producing
the imminent danger that the value of life will be reduced to nil. Accord
ing to Nietzsche, the devaluation of the highest values takes place because
the Christian-moral value of truthfulness has been developed so far that it
has turned against the "highest values" themselves, finding them to be un
true. The categories of aim, unity, and truth are seen to be mere fabrications,
inventions that have served the purpose of imbuing life with a value it was
thought to lack in itself. Summarizing the radical nihilism of modernity,
Nietzsche writes:
What has happened, at bottom? The feeling of valuelessness was
reached with the realisation that the overall character of existence may
not be interpreted by means of the concept of "aim," the concept of
"unity," or the concept of "truth." Existence has no goal or end; any
comprehensive unity in the plurality of events is lacking: the charac

ter of existence is not "true," is folse. One simply lacks any reason for
convincing oneself that there is a true world. BrieRy: the categories
"aim," "unity," "being" which we used to project some value into the
world-we pull out again; so the world looks valuelessY
Nietzsche's thesis that the highest values devaluate themselves I n mo
dernity is based on the view that the Enlightenment pursuit of scientific
and rational truth has undermined core religious beliefs. Among the most
important examples of this undermining for Nietzsche are the Copernican
revolution in cosmology, which unsettles the belief that the Earth, and also
humanity, is at the centre of (and of central importance in) the universe, and
Charles Darwin's development and popularization of the theory of evolu
tion by natural selection, which undermines the theory of a divine creation
and thereby the necessity of a creator God. Nietzsche is thus concerned with
secularization, which he gives a unique interpretation through his emphasis
on the values underlying this process. Nietzsche sees secularization not as a
process in which dogmatic belief is replaced by apodictic truth, but as one
of rhe progressive self-undermining of rhe "highest values," including truth
itself. Nietzsche's formulaic expression of the nihilism of modernity, "God is
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dead," 28 means that the categories that consrinned the highest values hith
erto posited in Western cu\wre are becoming null and void, undermined by
the pursuit of truth in modern thought.
Radical nihilism consists in the devaluation of the highest values, to
gerher with rhe belief (hat these values constitute rhe only possible source of
value. Life is judged to be without meaning and value, since nothing in this
world corresponds to the highest values and the modern will to truth will not
allow faith in rhe existence of any transcendent world. Of rhe radical nihilist,
Nietzsche writes: "A nihilist is a man who judges of the world as it is that it
ought not to be, and of rhe world as it ought to be that it does not exisr."29
According to Nietzsche, modern humanity is so conditioned by thousands
of years of belief in the "highest values" that it cannot simply throw off this
mode of valuadon and posit another. Moreover, the feeling of disappoint
meO( that arises with (he realiza(ion that we have been mistaken all along
about the existence of transcendent values may lead to a rejecdon of belief in
any possible value (we have been wrong once, we could be wrong again . . .).
Radical nihilism manifests as twO subtypes with dras(ically different consequences, as the following fragment in the Will to Power indicates.
Nihilism. It is ambiguous:

A. Nihilism as a sign of increased power of the spirir: as acrive nihil
I sm.
B. Nihilism as decline and recession of the power of the spirit: as pas
sive nihilism.JO
This passage suggests that the primary distinction between these (wo
types of radical nihilism is not one of conceptual content, but the degree of
strength or power they exhibit. Both kinds of nihilism involve the radical
repudiation of value, meaning, and desirability, bur they represent different
ways of responding to this repudiation. As with all types of nihilism, these dif
ferent ways of responding may be manifest on an individual or a social level.
Passive nihilism is a despairing resignation in the face of a valueless world.
On a sociological level, passive nihilism represents the extreme point of the
decadence and social distress of modernity. As a possible destiny of the nihil
ism germinating in late nineteenth century Europe, passive nihilism indicates
that (he devaluation of the highest values could potentially lead to a culture
dominated by a general pessimism in which meaninglessness is accepted as
inevitable. The passive nihilist remains faithful to the "highest values," and
concludes that because meaning is impossible by these criteria, it is impossible
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absolutely. Passive nihilism corresponds (Q a general exhaustion and weariness,
a feeling of having had enough of life that could be experienced by a weak
individual, or that could take hold of Western culture in its entirety.
Active nihilism, on the other hand, responds to the apparem meaning
lessness of existence with a passion to destroy whatever remains of the old
values and traditional ways of generating meaning. In reference to this type
of nihilism, Nietzsche writes:
Nihilism does not only contemplate the 'in vain!' nor is it merely the
belief that everything deserves to perish: one helps to destroy-This
is, if you will, illogical; but the nihilist does not believe that one needs
to be logical." l
'This response to nihilism is an outgrowth of a degree of power not pos
sessed by the passive nihilist; active nihilism is "the condition of strong spirits
and wills."32 For Nietzsche, active nihilism is preferable to passive nihilism,
because active nihilism constitutes a movement towards the overcoming of
nihilism. This is so because if active nihilism runs its course, it ends in the
negation of belief in the " highest values" as necessary sources of value. While
the passive nihilist never transcends the belief that the categories posited by
the Christian-moral interpretation of the world are the only possible catego
ries of valuation, even though these categories are empty, the active nihilist
destroys belief in the necessity of these categories as well. Nietzsche him
self engages in such active nihilism through his genealogical critiques of the
"highest values." The radical nihilist who pursues th is path reaches a point of
belief in nothing and an absolute repudiation of value, meaning, and desir
ability, and this point constitutes the next type of nihilism, complete nihilism.
Like radical nihilism, complete nihilism is also ambiguous, indicating
both the extreme point of nihilism and its overcoming. Complete nihilism
wipes away the categories of thought perpetuated by religious nihilism, re
moving not only belief in the existence of the highest values, but also the be
lief that transcendent values are necessary for valuation of any kind. For Ni
etzsche, this freedom from the traditional framework of valuation represents
both the anguish of a life in which value and meaning are no longer given
by secure, pre-given categories, and the opportunity for new valuations. �The
ambiguity of this position is well expressed in the following passage.

In the horizon of the infinite.-We have left the land and have em
barked. We have burned our bridges behind us-indeed, we have
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gone farther and destroyed the land behind liS. Now, iinie ship, look
out! Beside you is the ocean: to be sure, it does not always roar, and at
times it lies spread out like silk and gold and reveries of graciousness.
Bur hours will come when you will realise that it is infinite and that
there is nmhing more awesome than infinity. Oh, (he poor bird (hat
felt free and now strikes the walls of this cage! Woe, when you feel
homesick for the land as if jt had offered more freedom-and there is
no longer any '\and.'B
Nietzsche privileges the oppor(uniry that complete nihilism offers, how
ever, for renewing the possibility of the life-affirmative, active creation of val
ues associated with Master morality. -The complete nihilist realizes that the
value and meaning of life do not necessarily depend on transcendent sources
of value, and that other forms of valuation are possible. Nietzsche advocates
experimentation and the active creation of values by strong individuals as
the way to fill the void left by the destruction of the "highest values." On
the sociological level, Nietzsche's story about nihilism suggests that after the
two-century long radicalization of nihilism, a post-nihilistic, "postmodern"
culrure will emerge, invigorated by healthy, life-affirming values. Nietzsche
thus privileges the creation of values by strong individuals as the process by
which the nihilism of modernity might be ultimately overcome and a strong
sense of value and meaning restored. Nietzsche refers to this process of over
throwing the old values, based in transcendent categories, and positing new
life-affirmative values, as a "revaluation of all values."
I n addition to advocating that individuals create their own values, Ni
etzsche attempts to develop his own principles for a new valuation of exis
tence through concepts slLch as the will to power, the eternal return, and the
Obennensch {"superman" or "overman"}. Such categories do nOt simply name
values, they attempt to theorize a new source of values, to explain how valu
ation is possible without reference to transcendent ideals. In order for these
new categories of valuation to be successful, they must avoid the negation of
the value oflife enacted by the categories associated with religious nihilism.
Nietzsche advocates an affirmation of life in its [Otality, including suffering,
which will avoid the negation that follows from the religious nihilist's judg
ment that life is in need of justification. Nietzsche's new valuation must also
avoid the positing of transcendent ideals, in all their forms, against which
life may be judged negatively. If Nietzsche is to successfully theorize the
overcoming of nihilism, then he must also provide an adequate account of
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how meaning and value are possible in the absence of transcendent criteria.
Nietzsche's new principles of valuation and the question of their success in
avoiding nihilism will be discussed with reference to Heidegger's confronta
tion with Nietzsche's thought in the final section of this chapter.
I n summary. Nietzsche's theory of nihilism is a critical diagnosis of mo
dernity that identifies a crisis in the underlying values animating Western
culture. �The crisis facing modernity is that the highest values that imbue
life with a sense of meaning are being undermined, and Nietzsche believes
that they will eventually be destroyed. Since he believes that these "highest
values" are themselves nihilistic, however, he advocates an exacerbation of
nihilism to a point where it negates itself. Nihilism may then be overcome by
positing new meanings and values through creative acts. Nietzsche's analysis
of nihilism applies on both the individual and social levels, and he foresees
the deepening of the nihilistic crisis in Western culture and the eventual
overcoming of this crisis in the twO centuries following his own. In regard to
the two main types of nihilism outlined in the introductory chapter, reduc
tive and abyssal nihilism, Nietzsche can be seen as concerned with both. Re
ligious nihilism and associated concepts such as Slave morality are a form of
reductive nihilism, since they restrict the possibilities of life-affirmation and
undermine the meaningfulness oflife. Nietzsche is also concerned with abys
sal nihilism, however, as the absence of meaning in the wake of the delegiti
mization of the " highest values" (i.e. the death of God). His prescription for a
revaluation of all values is an attempt to overcome both types of nihilism. Ni
etzsche's inAuential formulation of nihilism is taken up and transformed into
existential terms by Sartre, and into ontological terms by Heidegger. Each
gives the analysis of the crisis of value and meaning announced by Nietzsche
a different emphasis, with repercllssions for how this crisis might be resolved.
It is to Sartre's reformulation of the nihilistic problematic that I now rurn.
Sartre: existentialist nihilism

The being of human reality is suffering. . . Human reality therefore is by na
ture an unhappy consciousness with no possibility of surpassing its unhappy
state.
-Jean-Paul Sartre·H
The existentialist confrontation with questions of the meaning and val
ue of life, typified in the thought of Jean-Paul Sanre, gained wide public
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anenrion following the Second World War and continues to shape popular
understandings of slich issues. While Sartre does not make significant use
of rhe term "nihilism," his concern with elaborating Nietzsche's theme of
the death of God and the consequences that must be drawn from it place
him squarely in the tradition I am concerned with here.35 Sucre takes up
Nietzsche's theme by posidoning himself as a radical atheist and arguing that
the bourgeoisie have not realized the full consequences of atheism: rhe loss of
belief in God, followed through, necessarily leads to loss of belief in any ob
jective structure that could provide a sense of meaning and value for human
life. Sanre defines his philosophy of existentialism as 'nothing else bur an
attempt to draw the full conclusions from a consistently atheistic position.'J6
He is concerned with the problem of how an individual can live a meaning
ful, valuable life in the face of an objectively meaningless world, and how he
or she can create values wi(hom the privilege of a secure founda(ion. While
Sanre's treatment of nihilism develops many of the problems expressed by
Nietzsche, his work is distinguished by an emphasis on human realitf? and
(he lived experience of (he individual, an emphasis pardy shaped by his em
ployment of a phenomenological theory of meaning that centralizes con
sciousness in its account of the production of meaning in the world. Sanre
thus contributes a distinctive, and highly inRuential, chapter to the saga of
nihilism in the rwentieth century by thinking through meaning and value in
a way that places emphasis on the individual, consciousness, and lived experi
ence, construing nihilism as a problem for human reality. These emphases,
moreover, constitute some of the main points on which postmodern theories
of nihilism have differed in their analyses of the problem.
Sanre plays Out the Nietzschean theme of (he death of God through the
idea of contingency, arguing that the objective world and human existence
are both radically contingent in the sense of lacking any necessary mean
ing or value. He argues that the world is meaningless in itself, and only ap
pears meaningful through the human activity of conferring meaning on it.
Without a God, there is no exterior guarantor of meaning, and the meaning
and value of life are emirely dependem on human beings themselves. Sartre
further argues that there is no human nature because there is no God to have
a conception of it.J8 Moreover, human beings are unable to found them
selves (they are not ens cosua sui). Because of this, human beings cannot be
foundations for their own values-values cannot be determined on the basis
of any pre-existing natural human essence, nor on the basis of a consistent
and secure self-created essence. The meaning and value of human life thus
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have no secure foundation or justification, either in a transcendent source
or in human nature. Sanre expresses this contingency of human reality in
a philosophically rigorous manner through his adoption of a modified form
of Husserlian phenomenology. Phenomenology, Sartre argues, shows us that
consciousness constitutes the world as meaningful, and that human reality
lacks a foundation.
From Edmund Husserl, Sanre takes a significamly modified version of
the transcendental reduction (epoche).J9 Husserl contrasts the reduction with
the "natural attitude," a prima facie view of the world that includes an un
critical acceptance of both the "objectivist" view of the world as consisting
of external, spatio-temporal facts, and the world of human meanings, values,
and conventional beliefs.40 For Husserl, the reduction "brackets" or "puts out
of action" the beliefs accepted uncritically by the nanlral attitude, and allows
consciousness to examine its own structures in abstraction from these beliefs.
Sanre rejects the bracketing of the first aspect of the nanlral attinlde, argu
ing that we cannot bracket the existence of the external world.41 However,
he employs a reduction of the second aspect, that of the world of meanings,
values, and significances taken for granted in "everyday" conscious experi
ence. Sanre's reduction reveals the fact that the meaning of the world is
constituted by human consciousness, bur it also reveals that there are limits
to this conscious constitution: when the process of meaning-constitution is
in abeyance, the world is perceived as a collection of meaningless objects.
In Sartre's terms, the reduction reveals an irreducible residue of "existence."
Sanre describes this existence as "brute" or "sheer," indicating the raw and
undefined character of the objective world divested of consciolls meaning
giving. Furthermore, the limits (0 meaning-constitution are demonstrated
by the fact that for Sanre a particular world is revealed to consciollsness, and
this world has no necessity-there is no reason that the world revealed exists
as the world it is, rather than some other world. He writes:
. . .phenomenological descriptions can discover, for instance, that the
very structure of the transcendental consciousness implies that this
consciousness is constitutive ofa world. But it is evident that they will
not teach LIS that consciousness mliSt be constitutive ofsuch a world,
that is exactly the one where we are, with its earth, irs animals, its men
and the story of these men. We are here in the presence of a primary
and irreducible fact which presents itself as a contingent and irrational
specification of the noematic essence of the world.42
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According to Sartre, the phenomenological method thus reveals that the
world is radically contingent, lacking in any reason or necessity in itself, and
with no mher meaning or value than that conferred on it by human con
SCiousness.
Sartre explores the comingency of the world in his famolls philosophical
novel Nausea (the working title of which was "Memo on Contingency'>43) in
which the protagonist, Antoine Roquemin, undergoes the experience of the
reduC(ion. Sante reveals contingency through Roquemin's feelings of dis
gUSt and horror at the recognition that things exist prior to meaning being
conferred on them by human struc(Ures of significance. According CO Sattre,
certain moods-such as boredom and "nausea," bmh of which Roquentin
experiences-tend to produce the reduction because they place consciously
created structures of significance in abeyance. In the following well-known
passage, Roquemin, while contemplating the roO( of a tree, reflects on the
independence of this world of sheer existence from human reasoning, high
lighting the absurdity of the world in itself:
l'he world of explanations and reasons is nO( that of existence. A circle
is not absurd, it is clearly explicable by the rotarion of a segment of a
straight line around one of its extremities. But a circle doesn't exist
either. That root, on the other hand, existed in so far that I could not
explain it. Knotty, inert, nameless, it fascinated me, filled my eyes,
repeatedly brought me back to its own existence. It was no use my
repeating: 'It is a root'-that didn't work anymore. I saw clearly that
you could nOt pass from its function as a root, as a suction-pump, to
that, to that hard, compact, sea-lion skin, to that oily, horny, stubborn
look. The function explained nO(hing; it enabled YOll to understand
in general what a root was, bur not that one at all. That root, with its
colour, its shape, its frozen movement, was ... beneath all explanation.
Each of its qualities escaped from it a little, flowed Out of it, half-solid
ified, almost became a thing; each one was superfluous in the root, and
the whole stump now gave me the impression ofrolling a linle ourside
itself, denying itself, losing itself in a strange excess.14
Sartre further argues that comingency does not just apply to the objective
world, bur to human reality as well. Sanre's argument for the existence of
contingency in human reality derives from a further engagement with Hus
serlian phenomenology: the rejection of the transcendental ego. In Sartre's
early essay The Transcendence of the Ego,15 he argues against Husserl's thesis
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that the ego is a transcendental condition for consciousness, accompanying,
and necessary for, all conscious experience. Sarrre's argument is that positing
such a transcendental ego is superfluous. He notes that it is often thought
necessary to posit this ego in order to account for the unity of conscious
ness and the individuation of separate consciousnesses, but argues that these
two feamres of consciousness can be accounted for by rhe phenomenological
theory of intentionality. According [0 Sartre, consciousness is unified by the
object that it posits, and it limits itself, constituting a "synthetic [Otality" that
isolates itself from other totalities of the same type (other consciousnesses).46
Sartre further argues that the ego is a "transcendent, external " object of con
sciousness, a synthetic unity of states, actions. and qualities. It is an object
posited by certain conscious acts, bur not a permanent accompaniment of all
consciousness. The ego arises when consciousness reflects on its past states,
acts, and qualities, and synthesizes these elements into a unity. For Sartre,
consciousness is an impersonal "Transcendental Field" that acts spontane
ously; consciousness is thus the condition for the possibility of the ego, rather
than vice versa. The rejection of the transcendental ego means that the spon
taneous activity ofconsciousness has no foundation and is not conditioned or
limited by a stable strucrure. Withom rhe transcendental ego, consciousness
(determines its existence at each instant, without our being able to conceive
anything before it. �Thus each instant of our conscious life reveals to us a cre
ation ex nihilo.>47
Sartre's phenomenological srudy of human consciousness thus reveals
a radical freedom, which he later expresses in the famous dicrum existence
precedes essence.4"" Human consciousness exists first. surging up spontane
ously into the world, and gives itself essence through its actions. The essence
consciousness creates for itself is never permanent and does not constrain
the freedom of consciOllsness, however, because consciousness is a transcen
dence, always going beyond itself. According to Sarrre. the realization of
this radical freedom at the heart of human reality, revealed by the reduction,
produces anguish. Anguish arises with rhe knowledge that both rhe world
and the ego are contingent; the meaning-conferring activity of consciousness
is a necessary condition for a meaningful world and a meaningful sense of
self. For Sartre, there is no human nature because there is no prior or exterior
determination of human essence by God, and because human being cannot
found itself (it is not a self-caused entity. which gives to itself a fixed and per
manent essence, and cannot be such because of its self-transcendent nature).
Both these forms of contingency mean that the meaning and value of human
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life has no secure fou ndation or jusrificarion, either in a rranscendenr source
or in human nature. Sacrrc writes:
For if indeed existence precedes essence, one will never be able to ex
plain one's aerion by reference to a given and specific human na(Ure;
in other words, there is no determinism-man is free, man is freedom.
Nor, on the other hand, if God does nor exist, are we provided with
any values or commands that could legitimise our behaviour.49
Sante develops a phenomenological account oEhow meaning arises in the
world, and how the desire for ultimate meaningfulness in human reality is
frustrated, in Being and Nothingness. Here, in the major work of his existen
tialist philosophy, Sance attempts to develop a phenomenological omology
of human existence, that is, a mapping of the general structures of human
existence in so far as they appear to us and constitute reality for us.50 Sartre
begins with a basic ontological distinction, derived from his analysis of the
inrenrionality of consciousness: the distinction between being-in-itself and
being-for-itself While these terms receive a complex elaboration in Being and
Nothingness, they may brieRy be glossed as follows. Being-in-itself is what
consciousness is conscious of, it includes both matter and the objectified as
pects of human reality, such as the ego. Being-in-itself is unconscious being;
it is positive, self-consistem, and "is what it is." Being-for-itself is conscious
being; it is the conscioliS dimension of human reality. Sartre conceives of
consciousness as nothingness, or more accurately, a nihilating activity. Being
for-itself is negative, it is a "withdrawal" that allows being to relate to itself.
As such, Sanre says that being-for-itself is never consistent with itself; it "is
what it is not and is not what it is." Being-for-itself transcends being-in-itself,
and transcends itself in the sense that it is always going beyond itself, negat
ing its past states. According to Sanre, the interplay between being and noth
ingness is what constitutes human reality and the world of significance (the
Lebenswelt, or " life-world"). Through complex modifications of this basic
distinction, Sartre attempts to give a description of the fundamental struc
tures of human being and its world. For Sartre, the possibility of meaning,
significance, and value is explained by the nihilating activity of conscious
ness, which introduces distinction into the world, dividing this from not
this and thus forming the basis of intelligibility. Furthermore, consciousness
makes the world meaningful by wrapping it in the for-itself's51 existential
projects (that is, those aims and activities that are significant for the for
itself's life or existence as a whole), a process to which Sartre gives a complex
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description. This description constitutes a further layer in Sanre's analysis of
nihilism, since according to Sartre a consequence of the ontological structure
of the for-itself is that its existential projects, and the very project of meaning
ful human life, is futile.
The explanation of the existential projects of the for-itself begins with a
more complex description of the contingency of human reality than is given
in Sartre's earlier works. His denial of human nature-in the sense of a fixed,
permanent essence, established prior to existence-is explained in the on
tological terms of Being and Nothingness through the nihilating activity of
consciousness that constitutes the for-itself. This nihilation is a nihilation of
the in-itself Wh ile being-for-itself is negative, and has no positive being, ex
isting only in relation to the in-itself that it negates, being-in-itself is absolute
(in the sense of "unrelated") positive being. Being-in-itselfhas a fixed essence
or nature. Consciousness nihilates the in-itself because of the intentionality
of consciousness: if consciousness were the same as its object, SarHe reasons,
then consciousness would not be ofthe object-it would be the object. Thus,
consciousness negates the object of consciousness in relation to itself, and
negates itself in relation to its object-consciousness is not what it is con
scious of In Sanre's words, "the for-itself is perpetually determining itself not
to be the in-itself. This means that it can establish itself only in terms of the
in-itself and against the in-itself."52 Thus, the very being of the for-itself is to
negate that which is fixed, permanent, and has an essence, or nature (the in
itself; positive being). The for-itself is, therefore, a lack ofbeing.H
This lack of being constitutes the fundamenral impetus of the for-itself
to create existential projects, since all such projects are aimed at overcoming
this lack. Further ontological description, which shows the dynamic of the
desire to overcome this lack inherent to the ontological structure of the for
itself, takes place via an ol1(ological analysis of lack, desire, and value.54 Sanre
analyses lack as a trinity comprised of the elements the lacking, the existing,
and the lacked. The lacking is that which is missing; the existing is that which
misses the lacking; and the lacked is the totality, which would be restored by
a synthesis of the existing and the lacking. According to Sartre, lack can only
exist in human reality: only consciollsness can conceive of the lacking, and
imaginatively project the lacked as a possibility. Furthermore, Sanre insists
that human reality itself must be a lack, for only a being that is itself a lack
can introduce lack into the world. "Only being which lacks can surpass being
towards the lacked."55 Sartre believes that the existence of desire is enough to
prove that human reality is a lack. Through desire, the for-itself summons
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something (0 itself in order ro complete itself Sarrre thus understands desire
as the experience of a lack, and reasons that the ontological basis for this
experience could only be a lack of being.
The determination of human reality as a lack is fleshed ou( by specifying
the three terms of the trinity that this determination implies. lhe existing is
the for-itself. the lacking-that which the for-itself lacks-is the self as in
itself This is because [he for-itself founds itself as a negation of the in-itself,
as itself being a lack of being (or at least the lack of a certain kind of being,
the positive being of being-in-itself). Being-for-itself is not a "stable," positive
srrucrure that simply differs from the in-itself. Rather, its very essence is the
negation of the in-itself, bur at the same time it transcends itself towards the
in-itself. That is, the negation of the in-itself is itself a lack of being the in
itself. In this sense, the for-itself desires the in-itself; its very constitution is the
consciousness of lacking being-in-itself. At the same time, however, it does
not desire to simply become being-in-itself, for this would mean the dissolu
tion of its transcendence; the for-itself would cease to be by collapsing imo
the in-itself. Such a collapse would not represent a {Orality achieved by a syn
thesis of the existent (the for-itself) and the lacking (the self as in-itself), but
rather a dissolution of rhe existent. What is desired by the for-itself, then, is a
totality achieved by a synthesis of the for-itself and the in-itself.-an ontologi
cal structure Sartre calls the in-itselffor-itself This structure would possess
the qualities of both kinds of being: it would have the stable, self-consistent
essence of the in-itself, yet also transcend itself as a self for-itself. Simply put,
the desire to be being-in-itself-for-itself is the desire to have both security and
freedom. It is the desire to be able to make free choices, and also to be a se
cure foundation for rhose choices {in the sense of having a determined, and
determining, nature or essence that grounds, limits and directs such choices}.
According to Sanre, rhe achievement of the ontological struCture being
in-itself-for-itself is the fundamental desire that animates human reality, and
the achievement of this structure is the aim of every individual's existential
projects. Sartre goes so far as to identify being-in-itself-for-itself as the onto
logical structure of value. Value understood in this sense is value in general;
it is both the supreme value and the origin of all other values. It is that irre
ducible ontological structure to which all other values may be reduced. Sanre
specifies rhat in relation to any lack, value is not rhe lacking, but the lacked.
Thus, the lacked of human reality is value (or in other words, it is being-in
itself-for-itself). According to Sanre, the for-itself does not exist first and then
posit value, bur rather, value exists co-extensively with the for-itself; it arises
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with the uprising of consciousness because this uprising itself constitutes a
lack (the lacked of which is value). Sartre moreover idemifies being-in-itself
for-itself with God, arguing that it expresses our fundamental concept of
the necessary being. He writes, '[i]s not God a being who is what he is-in
that he is all positivity and the foundation of the world-and at the same
time a being who is not what he is and who is what he is not-in that he is
a self-consciousness and the necessary foundation of himself?'56 God may be
understood in philosophical terms as the em causa sui, the being that founds
itself, and this is what the structure being-in-itself-for-itself expresses. Given
this equation of God with being-in-itself-for-itself, Sarrre asserts that man is
the being whose project is to be God, and even that man fundamemally is
the desire to be God.
Human reality is thus understood by Sartre as the desire to be God,
where "God" is (he ultimate value to which all other values may be reduced.
According to Sanre, all of the projects that human beings pursue in their
lives are at bottom motivated by the desire to be God, and the pursuit of such
projects is what introduces meaning into (he world. Sartre argues, however,
that a profound existential nihilism haunts the ontological constitution of
human reality, because the desire ro be God cannot be realized on the basis
of this constitution. The desire to be God is a futile desire: being-in-itse1f-for
itself is an impossible structure, because the two terms, being-in-itself and
being-for-itself, are fundamentally irreconcilable. The determination of the
for-itself is to not be the in-itself; the very existence of the for-itself depends
on {his negation. Sanre summarizes the unhappy consequences of this ontol
ogy as follows:
The being of human reality is suffering because it rises in being as per
petually haunted by a totality which it is without being able to be it,
precisely because it could not attain the in-itself without losing itself as
for-itself. Human reality therefore is by nature an unhappy conscious
ness with no possibility of surpassing its unhappy state.57
I n addition to his arguments that meaning and value are given no foun
dation in a divine God and in human nature, then, Sarrre also argues that
the projects through which we attempt to find meaning and value in life are
futile. Since all such projects have their basis in (he desire to be God, rhey
are all equally fmile, and this leads Sanre to a relativism with respect to sllch
projects. He concludes that 'it amounts to the same thing whether one gets
drunk alone or is a leader of nations.'58
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Despite the apparently pessimistic terms of Sante's analysis, however, he
does sketch a path wwards a possible overcoming of this existential nihilism.
This path was never fully developed in Sante's wrirings,59 bm its general
direction is discernable. In order to understand Sattre's suggested response,
we must follow Thomas W. Busch in distinguishing three forms or levels
of consciollsness in Sante's work: unreflective (or pre-reflective) consciousness,
impure (or ancillary) reflection, and pure reflection. These different levels of
consciousness have significance for our relation to, and understanding of, the
world. The first two levels, unreflective consciousness and impure reflection,
preserve the assumptions of the natural attitude. In the natural attitude, the
human orientation toward meanings and values is conditioned by what Sar
tre calls "the spirit of seriousness," which he describes as follows:
The spirit of seriousness has two characreristics: it considers values as
rranscendem givens independent of human subjectivity, and it trans
fers the quality of ' desirable' from the ontological structure of things
to their simple material constitution.GO
I n an unreflective state, consciousness is caught up in the world of objects,
and attributes meanings and values to the objects themselves. Unreflective
consciousness is not conscious of the fact that it constitutes the world as
meaningful. Impure or ancillary reflection is a state of consciousness that re
flects on and examines consciousness, but in such a way that the natural at
titude's assumptions about the world of objects are maintained. I n Transcen
dence of the Ego. for example. impure reRection maintains the illusion that
the ego is transcendental to consciousness (rather than vice versa).
Sarrre's analysis of the desire to be God, like most of his analyses in Being
and Nothingness, describes a structure of human reality that pertains to the
level of the natural attitude, prior to the transcendental reduction.6] That is,
according to Sartre, human beings are motivated by the desire to be God
when they are in unreflective or impure reflective states of consciollsness. In
these states, the desire to be God is a desire that is believed to be attainable
because values are thought of in terms of the spirit of seriousness (they are
seen as objective, as inhering in external objects and states of affairs). The
spirit of seriousness thus gives rise to the illusion that the desire to be God
can be fulfilled by fulfilling certain empirical conditions. Sanre understands
these unreflective and impure reflective states of consciollsness as "fallen";
they are states in which human beings are condemned to strive for an unat
tainable fulflllment. As such, SarHe's analysis of nihilism is a secularized
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description of the common religious theme of an original fall from a state of
grace, as the following passage from the Notebooksfor an Ethics makes clear:
'Ihe historical act by which being negates itself into the for-itself is a
fall and a memory of Paradise Lost. Myth of the fault in every religion
and in folklore. . .The appearance of the for-itself is properly speaking
the irruption of History in the world. The spontaneous movement of
the For-itself as a lack (on the plane of the unreflective) is to seek the
in-itself-for-itself. . . 62
Sanre's apparently pessimistic declaration that human reality is by nature
an unhappy consciousness must thus be understood as referring only to this
"spontaneous movement of the for-itself" on the unreflective and impure re
flective levels of consciousness. He gestures towards a way of overcoming the
nihilism inherent in these forms of consciousness, in which life is habimally
lived, through the application of the epoche, which reveals that meaning and
value are creations of consciousness and that the in-itself-for-itself is unat
tainable
Sanre's version of the phenomenological reduction is equivalent to the
third form of consciousness, pure reRection. This state reveals the constitutive
character of consciousness and the contingency of human reality. In Being
and Nothingness Sanre sketches an "existential psychoanalysis" that would be
a therapeutic application of the reduction, freeing the subject of this analysis
from his or her assumptions abom the meaning and value oflife.63 The goal
of existential psychoanalysis, according to Sanre, is to reveal that the reality
of human being-on the unreflective level-consists in reaching toward the
goal of being God, and to reveal the specific ways in which the subject of the
analysis tries to reach this goal. Sanre calls the specific project through which
the subject of analysis hopes to attain the structure being-in-itself-for-itself
the "original project of being." The form of the original project of being is
a choice abom the mode of existence or way of life to be pursued, and s tich
choices always manifest themselves singularly and in the concrete lives of
individuals. For example, it may take the form of the choice to be a success
ful writer, a passionate lover, or a powerful politician-any idealized form
of life in which it is hoped that the fusion of freedom and security might be
achieved. All the specific existential projects engaged in by individuals are
expressions of this original project. It is the purpose of existential psycho
analysis to reveal this original project of being as essentially the desire to be
God and therefore as futile.
.
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Exisremiai psychoanalysis aims to make the one who undergoes this anal
ysis realize the futility of rhe desire to be God, and so reconcile him or her (Q
the fact of being for-itself, a radically free and ungrounded creator of values.
The associated goal of existential psychoanalysis is to lift the spirit of serious
ness, thus revealing all value as comingem and a creation of human reality.
Sanre suggests that through the reduction and existential psychoanalysis, a
new ethics becomes possible in which human reality takes on full responsi
bility for rhe creation ofvalues that may provide life with meaning. Since Sar
tre insists on the non-existence of God and human nature, there are no given
criteria for rhe crearion of such values. Sarue suggesrs rhar in rhe absence
of given criteria, freedom irself may be raken as rhe criterion rhar guides the
crearion of values. l'he ontological freedom of the for-itself thus becomes the
basis of the value and meaning that may be created in life, and the measure
by which we may judge values. Forms of life rhar acknowledge ontological
freedom are privileged by Sartre (at least implicitly) as more meaningful than
those which deny it by continuing to believe in objectively given values.
Sarue expresses rhe acknowledgement or denial of freedom as a choice
between authenticity and badfoith (mauvaiseJot)' which are two ways of re
sponding to the revelation of freedom rhar rhe phenomenological reduction
affords. Sarue argues that while becoming aware of our freedom (rhat is, re
flecting on our existence by bracketing the natural attitude) is not an uncom
mon human experience, it is possible, and quite common, to flee from the an
guish that this awareness brings. This Right from anguish, which Sartre calls
bad fairh, involves deceiving ourselves by insisting rhar objective values exist
or that we have a fixed nature that guides our choices.64 Sartre's prescription
for the overcoming of nihilism therefore consists in an ethic concerning the
operations of consciousness, viz. performing and accepting the consequences
of the phenomenological reduction. Employing quasi-religious language, he
suggests rhat living authentically in full acceptance of the need ro create val
ues is only possible after a "radical conversion"65 to a different "fundamental
artitude."GG This radical conversion to an authentic life is further referred to
as a "deliverance," and "salvation,"G7 and described as "a self-recovery of being
which was previously corrupted."GlI
Some attempts ro formulate the radical conversion to authenticity in col
lective, inter-subjective terms in the NotebookJor an Ethics notwithstanding,
Sarrre's early, "classic" exisrentialist writings on the whole imply that exis
tential nihilism is a problem thar musr be overcome by each individual, on
their own. His emphases on consciousness as meaning-constituting and the
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individual's choice to live in bad faith or anempt to achieve aurhenticity
mean that nihilism must be confronted in the personal life of the individual.
Sanre's well-known theme of radical freedom means that the individual hu
man being is free to constitute the meaning of his or her own life, uncon
snained by any empirical or cultural limitations. While he develops the idea
of existential analysis on the Freudian model of analyst/analysand, Sanre
suggests that the analyst and the subject of analysis may in fact be the same
person.69 He assens that "there are many men who have practiced this psy
choanalysis on themselves and who have not waited to learn its principles in
order to make lise of them as a means of deliverance and salvation."7o
While Sanre's analysis of and prescription for overcoming nihilism cen
tralizes consciollsness, his view of consciousness as directly involved in the
world (a corollary of views on the intentionality of consciousness and his
rejection of the rranscendemal ego) means that the ethic of authenticity is
one of concrete action. He proposes that values are created through concrete
acts in the world , through active modes of living rather than merely passive
thinking and judging. In a well-known passage, he assens that 'in this world
where I engage myself, my acts cause values to spring up like partridges.'?l
Summing up his position on the meaning and value of life in the wake of the
death of God, Sanre writes:
[T]o say that we invent values means no more nor than this; that there
is no sense in life a priori. Life is nothing until it is lived; but it is yours
to make sense of, and the value of it is nothing else but the sense that
you chooseJ2
In summary, nihilism is understood in Sanre's existemialism as the
meaninglessness that is drawn as a conclusion from a thoroughgoing athe
istic position. Sanre extrapolates the meaning of the Nietzschean "death of
God" for human reality, arguing that existence is conringent, ungrounded,
and without objective value. Through his emphases on objective meaning
lessness and the furility of human life, Sartre appears primarily concerned
with the problem posed by the abyssal form of nihilism: how is a valuable
life possible in the face of a meaningless world, where there appears to be no
source of guidance for determining how our lives should be lived? Like Ni
etzsche, Sarrre proposes an overcoming of nihilism through the free and ac
tive creation of values. His phenomenological methodology gives primacy to
individual consciousness and lived experience in his analysis of and response
to nihilism, and he places a central importance on human beings as the
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crearors of value. Marrin Heidegger, while also employing a phenomenologi
cal approach, analyses nihilism in terms which differ sharply from Sartre's,
and which call into question the validity of the analyses and responses to
nihilism ofFered by both Sante and Nietzsche.
Heidegger: nihilism and metaphysics

Being itself necessarily remains unthought in metaphysics. Me(aphysics is a
history in which there is essentially nothing to Being itself: metaphysics as
such is nihilism proper.
-Martin Heidegger73
Heidegger offers a powerful reworking of the problem of nihilism in the
terms of his own highly original thought, and this reworking is pivotal in the
movement toward postmodern theorizations of rhe problem of existential
meaning. Wirh Heidegger, the adequacy of the terms in which nihilism is
analyzed, and rhe possibiliry of irs overcoming, become seriously problema
tized. Like Nietzsche, Heidegger diagnoses modernity as suffering from a
breakdown of the srructures thar traditionally have provided meaning, and
traces the cause of this breakdown to fundamental features of the West
ern cultural and intellectual tradition. Heidegger develops these themes in a
unique way, however, by insisting that questions of meaning and significance
are fundamemally ontological questions, which should be addressed wirh
reference to Being itself, not simply the being of values or of "human real
ity." Heidegger's engagemem with nihilism concerns the actual conditions of
culrure in Europe (and Germany in panicular) of his time, bur he anempts
to think nihilism in its essence, as a problem concerning Being, a problem
which he sees as having a global significance.74 Indeed, he argues that nihil
ism remains uncomprehended in the works of Nietzsche and other thinkers
who fail to think it in its essemial character as the oblivion, or abandonment,
of Being.75
l"hroughour his career, Heidegger expressed a concern with the problem
of meaning that nihilism represents. In the early 1920s, he centralized the
problem of rhe meaning of human life, which he then referred to as "life,"
"facticity," and "factical life."76 The critical confrontation with modernity
which his entire philosophy can be seen as enacting, and which arguably goes
some way at least to explaining his notorious involvement with National So
cialism in rhe early 1930s, can be understood as concerned with the erosion
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of meaning in modern clilrure.77 Heidegger's explicit engagemem with the
discourse of nihilism, however, takes place most often through his commen
tary on Nietzsche, which he began in the mid-1930s concurrently with the
"cum" in his thought. In explicating Heidegger's encounter with nihilism,
then, I will focus on Heidegger's thought "after the rurn," referring to Being
and Time and earlier writings only insofar as they provide points of reference
for siruating the later project.
Heidegger's concern with nihilism is perhaps most readily apparent in
his critical comments on various aspects of modernity, in particular modern
technology and clilrural changes associated with the proliferation of this tech
nology. Often such comments are made in the context of popular speeches
or lectures, and remain at a relatively superficial level ofHeidegger's thought.
These comments, however, help to situate Heidegger with other thinkers
concerned with nihilism by showing that he shares many of their concerns,
and it is thus useful to note these criticisms of modernity before turning to
their root cause (according to Heidegger) in ontological conditions. �The cul
tural changes associated with modernization that concern Heidegger include
the increasing migration of the populace from rural to urban areas and the
widespread exposure to the generalized communication of messages afforded
by the mass media. In an address delivered to Schwarz.wald peasants, Hei
degger explains the plight of many modern Germans as follows:
Hourly and daily they are chained to radio and television. Week after
week the movies carry them olf into uncommon, bur often merely
common, realms of the imagination, and give the illusion of a world
that is no world. Picture magaz.ines are everywhere available. All that
with which modern techniques of communication stimulate, assail,
and drive man-all that is already much closer to man today than his
fields around his farmstead, closer than the sky over the earth, closer
than the night over day, closer than the conventions and customs of
his village. than the tradition of his native world.78
From Heidegger's observation of this state of affairs in which the messag
es of the mass media are more real to people than their traditional customs,
he concludes that "the rootedness, the autochthony, of man is threatened today
at its core!"79
Heidegger's principal concern expressed here is that in modernity, West
ern culture has lost a "grounding" which provides the basis for shared con
cerns, commitments and significance. His assessment of the modern situation
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is that "there is no longer any goal in and through which all the forces of the
historical existence of peoples can cohere and in the direction of which they
can develop."80 Heidegger suggests here that true meaning and significance
can only be found in commitment to a goal, and such a commitment re�
quires the existence of a "world," a shared system of understanding in which
beings are given particular signincances.B! Such a world of significances has
generally been provided by tradition, and traditional beliefs, lifestyles, and
cultural practices are precisely what are being undermined by moderniza
tion. Heidegger writes that "[a]ccording to our human experience and his
tory, at least as far as I see it, I know that everything essenrial and everything
great originated from the fact that man had a home and was rooted in a
tradition."82 In these "popular" accounts of Heidegger's thought, the central
problem of modernity is that modern humanity has lost a sense of meaning
that has been provided by tradition. Heidegger's theorization of nihilism is
an attempt to account for, and examine the possibilities for overcoming, this
loss of meaning. However, his analysis of nihilism in his philosophical works
moves far beyond the common understanding of terms such as "home" and
"tradition," to considerations of Being.
Heidegger argues that the negative conditions of culture associated with
modern technology and mass media have an underlying essential determina
tion. He distinguishes between two manifestations of nihilism, using the
expression "actual nihilism" to indicate existing cultural conditions and "es
sential nihilism" to indicate the ontological dimension in which these con
ditions are groundecl.M3 Since for Heidegger essenrial nihilism is the funda
mental cause of actual nihilism, the only hope we have of understanding and
effectively responding to the crisis of nihilism is to think it i n its essence,
that is, in terms of Being. For Heidegger, "essence" does not indicate the
unchanging core of a phenomenon as it does in classical metaphysics, bur
rather the way in which a phenomenon is disclosed, which endures for a time,
then passes away.84 To think a phenomenon in its essence, for the later Hei
degger, is thus to think the history of Being our of which that phenomenon
arises. An appreciation of Heidegger's understanding of essential nihilism
thus requires an acquaintance with the basic concepts of his philosophy, and
in particular his thought after the turn which centers around thinking the
"history of Being."
As is well-known, Heidegger argues that the meaning of Being has been
forgotten, and his entire philosophical project centers around a renewed at
tempt to think Being. The meaning of Being is a problem because what it
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means "to be" is one of the mosr basic philosophical questions we can ask,
yet it is a question which does not lend itself to a ready answer. As Arisrorle
famously nored, rhere are many ways in which somerhing may be said "ro
be," and the "leading" meaning of being, which unifies all these ways, is
not easy to discern. Heidegger wams to insisr on the mulriple senses of the
verb "m be," and yet insist that they are unified in some way. In addition to
these basic problems, according to Heidegger the hismry of philosophy has
clouded our thinking about Being by giving misleading answers to the ques
tion of the meaning of Being. It has done this by forgetting what Heidegger
somerimes calls "the ontological difference," the difference berween Being
and beings (or particular entities). Heidegger suggests that there are four ba
sic ways in which rhe philosophical tradition has tended to answer questions
about Being thar make the mistake of forgetting the ontological difference:
Being is a parricular being, often rhoughr as the supreme being,
God. (Heidegger somerimes calls this "ontotheology.")
2. Being is an empty universal derived through abstraction from be
ings. Being is that which all beings have in common.
3. Being is a property that all beings have, along with their other
I.

properties,

Being is understood by raking one being (often, human being) as
a paradigm or standard for all Being.85
4.

From his firsr lectures on Nietzsche (1936-7) on, Heidegger often calls
the type of philosophical thinking rhat forgets the ontological difference
"metaphysics" in order to distinguish it from his own attempts to think the
question of Being in a more rigorous fashion.
I n his first major work Being and Time (1927),86 Heidegger conceives
the rethinking of Being as a project of "fundamental ontology," the attempt
to find the meaning of Being itself which provides the foundation for all
"regional" ontologies (the being of particular entities). lnis fundamental
ontology proceeds methodologically through an analytic of the existential
structures of Dasein (human being understood as that being for whom be
ing itself is an issue), towards an explication of time as the horizonal, tran
scendental meaning of Being. However, as is also well-known, the project of
fundamental ontology begun in Being and Time was aborted before it was
completed, and Heidegger's thought underwent a "turn"87 in the mid-1930s,
away from fundamenral ontology as a search for the meaning of Being and
toward "being-historical rhinking" (seynsgeschichtliches Denken) as a search
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for the truth of Being. While the reasons for this [Urn are complex, pur
simply, Heidegger came to believe that the project of fundamental ontology
could only thematise Being as time for Dasein88, and could not think Being
in itself. This limitation of fundamental ontology is bound up with a con�
ceprion of (he problem of Being as a search for its meaning, since Heidegger
understands meaning in Being and Time as only possible through and in
relation [Q Dasein.8,) The turn in his thought sought to think Being itself in
terms of its own temporality, or its history, as the hismfY of the occurrence
of truth (understood as disclosure), and as the origin of time-space itself In
short, {he turn is a move from the cenrraiiry of Dasein and its temporality
to the cemrality of Being and its history. Heidegger's analysis of essential
nihilism takes place in the context of this turn, as indicated by the tirle of
one of his cemral essays on the topic, "Nihilism as Determined by the His
tory of Being."
There is an imponant sense in which an "adequate" answer to the ques
tion of Being was never achieved in Heidegger's thought, since, as we shall
see, according to him Being "stays away" in the currem epoch, and all our
thinking can do is prepare for its return. Moreover, Heidegger's own med
itations on Being are complex, sometimes esoteric, and shift significantly
through the course of his writings. A brief outline of his views on Being are
necessary here in order to allow an appreciation of his approach to nihilism.
Such an outline may be made by highlighting some key points on which Hei
degger's understanding of Being differs from traditional philosophical un
derstandings. Heidegger thinks through the history of metaphysics in order
to show how Being has been understood, and also how these understandings
have been forms of misunderstanding-or, more accurately, how in each
way Being has disclosed itself, it has progressively kept more of itself hidden.
Heidegger anemprs to think the "hidden" side of Being, and thus indicate
what Being might be beyond its metaphysical determination. In what follows
I will indicate some of the salient points of Heidegger's "more originary"
thinking of Being. However, this brief outline will unavoidably remain par
tial and approximate.
For Heidegger, Being is that which discloses entities, or makes them pres
ent. Being itself: however, should not be understood as a particular being,
or as anything [hat is itself present. The tendency to understand Being as
presence is, for Heidegger, characteristic of the metaphysical tradition. This
tendency was established in Ancient Greek philosophy, and especially the
philosophy of Aristorle. Aristotle identified ousia {essence, or what it means
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be") with parousia (presence), thus claiming that what it means (0 be,
is (0 be present. However, Heidegger argues, the idea of presence implies
temporality, and this is a deeper meaning of Being which metaphysics itself
cannot thinkYo For Heidegger, Being is a processual, temporal, event-like oc
currence in which particular beings are revealed, disclosed, or "come to pres
ence." Drawing on the Ancient Greek concept of nature as phusis, Heidegger
understands Being as an "emerging power" which brings particular beings
to light and stabilizes this disclosure of beings for a time, but does nO( make
them permanently present.91 On this account, Being is a dynamic process
that discloses beings in different ways at different times. Being thus has a his
tory, which is the his(Ory of these changing disclosures. Heidegger identifies
stages i n this history, in which a particular way of disclosure predominates
for a time, which he calls "epochs" (Epochen). However, he also identifies
trans-epochal regularities or tendencies in the history of Being, which he
refers to as "destining," or "sending" (Geschick).
Significantly, Heidegger conceives of [he disclosure of Being as also im
plying a necessary dimension of concealing. As Michael Inwood explains, this
double process of revealing and concealing operates on two levels. On one
level, particular beings are revealed, but never fully. In our encollntering of
particular beings, their being is unconcealed or disclosed to us "partially
and case by case."92 On a "higher" level, beings as a whole are disclosed in
what Heidegger at times calls a "world" or the "open." On this level, Be
ing conceals itself insofar as not all of reality, or all of its possibilities, are
revealed in a particular disclosure of Being.93 Heidegger likens Being in its
self-concealing aspect on this level to a chasm, abyss, or open space, which
allows beings which are revealed to stand our, bur which itself falls away,
remaining hidden. In different epochs of the history of Being, not only are
different aspects of reality revealed, but Being itself can remain concealed
to varying degrees. As is well-known, Heidegger associates the double pro
cess of disclosure and concealing with an understanding of truth as aletheia,
which he takes to be more primordial than truth as correspondence.91 Thus,
Heidegger's turn to the history of Being also marks a shift to a concern with
the truth of Being (and no longer its meaning), in so far as the different ways
Being has disclosed and concealed itself historically may be understood as
occurrences of tcurh.
According to Heidegger, Being discloses beings in a way which is
event-like. For him, Being is nOt something static; it cannot be correctly
thought as an eternal essence, a universal, or a rranscendental structureYs In
(0
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Contributions to Philosophy, Heidegger develops the term Ereignis9G as an at
tempt to think Being itself, free from the metaphysical perspective that only
thinks Being in relation to beings.97 For Heidegger, then, Being itself is Er
eignis98_uevent" or "occurrence"-rather than stable structure or enduring
presence. The sense of "event" (Q which Ereignis alludes is nor simply a local
occurrence, bm an epochal disclosure which reveals the totality of beings in
a world. Moreover, Ereignis cannot be understood as an evem which occurs
to a being within a given space and time; rather, it is what gives, founds, or
discloses the very time-space in which beings appear?9
Evenrs of Being disclose beings as panicuiar kinds of beings. In show
ing up as particular kinds of beings, beings have certain signif1cances, and
relate to each other in ways which themselves have significance. All beings,
including human beings, are disclosed by Being in this way, and the network
of signif1cam relations between things includes relations between persons,
and between persons and their environmem. The evem of Being is thus what
founds social roles and hierarchies, the sense individuals have of their place
in their community and the world, and the meaningful life projects which
might be pursued within the world. �Thus, for Heidegger, the disclosive power
of Being is what lies at the origin of the "Iifeworld," the world of signif1cances
which gives coherence to lived human existence.
In Heidegger's statements such as those from the Discourse on 7hinking
quoted earlier, it appears as though tradition is what gives coherence to these
networks of significam relations and allows their persistence over time. Tradi
tion thus indicates a "rootedness" in a disclosure ofbeings, which constitures
a world for a community, providing the members of that community with a
sense of meaning and significance. Heidegger's concern with the loss of root
edness or autochthony in modern Western society is thus expresses itself as a
concern with the breakdown of traditional communities and the networks of
meaning and signif1cance they embodied. On Heidegger's view, it would seem
that a minimal degree of coherence in a community, provided by rootedness
in tradition, is a prerequisite for a sense of meaning. However, it is essential
to understand that for Heidegger, all beings and their significance have their
origin in Being. That is, it is that which discloses beings-and our relation to
it-which is the issue at stake for Heidegger, rather than any particular tradi
tion or way of life grounded in stich a disclosure. Moreover, for him Being
itself is more originary than distinctions such as individual and community,
or tradition and progress. Tradition and community are not the origin of sig
nificance, and Heidegger rhus disavows any amhropological reading of his
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philosophy which would locate his analysis at the sociological level. That is,
the breakdown of traditions and rural communities is for Heidegger only a
symptom of nihilism, not its origin. Thus, while denouncements of modern
ization such as the ones from the Discourse on Thinking can make Heidegger
appear to be a romantic traditionalist, he does nor believe we can overcome
nihilism by simply returning to traditional ways of life. Because for him the
essence of nihilism lies with Being itself, issues of existential meaning can only
legitimately be confronted through "being-historical-thinking."
As is well known, Heidegger's critique of modernity and analysis of nihil
ism is bound up with a cririque of technology. This critique, however, is itself
a form of being-historical-thinking: it is a critique of the essence of technol
ogy, rather than of technology itself. Heidegger understands the essence of
modern technology as the culmination of metaphysics in the current age,
insofar as it constitutes a way of disclosing beings in which Being itself is
covered over and forgotten. For Heidegger, the essence of technology is a way
of revealing beings that predates the developments of modern science and the
proliferation of actual technological artifacts. The essence of modern tech
nology is closely tied to the subjectivism that characterizes modern philoso
phy. For Heidegger, rhe categories of subject and object are not universal and
necessary givens, but particular, contingent ways that beings are revealed.
Heidegger gives an analysis of the subject as "that-which-lies-before, which,
as ground, gathers everything onto itself." IOO The subject is the privileged
centre of the world which acts as a ground or foundarion for knowledge,
while everything else in the world has the character of objecrness. abjectness
is understood as "whatever stands-over-against,"IOl or that which appears to
the subject as a contingent object on the ground of its own subjectivity. Hei
degger moreover argues that the wiLL is an extension of subjectivism and thus
a part of the metaphysical worldview that contributes to the essence of tech
nology. On Heidegger's account, the will presupposes a willing subject which
sets itself up before the world of objects and sees the world as consisting of
objects for its manipulation and control. Understood in conjunction with
modern philosophy, which privileges the subject, the will appears at bottom
as a will to dominate the world. The division of the world into subject and
object thus gives the subject a priority that is ethical as well as epistemologi
cal, in the sense that rhe world appears to the subject as a series of objects for
its use and disposal. Objects are not seen to have any meaning or worth in
themselves, bur have worth only insofar as they are used as means to meet the
ends of knowing and willing subjects.
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On Heidegger's imerprerarion, the essence of technology is a crystalliza
tion and apmheosis of the worldview set up by subjectivism and the will. He
names the essence of technology Ge-stell, a term commonly translated as "en
framing."I02 As this translation suggests, the essence of technology consists
in the sening up of a fixed framework or perspective through which beings
are disclosed, which predetermines the way they are disclosed. Heidegger
calls the way beings are disclosed in the technological enframing Bestand,
which may be variously rransiared as standing reserve, stock, resource, or raw
material. Through the perspective of Ge-stell, beings are revealed as potential
energy that may be stored and pm (0 use according (Q the calculations and
plans of willing subjects. Modern technology is thus unders(Ood, in its es�
sence or its relation (0 Being, as a means (0 the willing subject's domination
of the objective world. However, Heidegger argues that the essence of mod�
ern technology extends beyond this determination because Ge-stell is a way
of disclosing beings, which has a hegemonic tendency. Bestand is a disclosure
of beings in which the qualities of subject and object disappear: beings are
"ordered" or placed in a series in which the elemems are imerchangeable;
there is no longer a hierarchical relation between objective beings and a sub
jeer which acts as their ground. Because Ge-stell tends (Owards hegemony, all
beings are susceptible to being disclosed as Bestand, including human beings
who were previously disclosed as the willing subjects that manipulated the
object-world.103
Heidegger argues that the essence of modern technology is the zenith of
metaphysics because Ge-stell is the way of disclosing beings in which Being
itself is most completely covered over and forgotten. Ge-stell is an especially
narrow way of disclosing beings that maximises the degree of concealment
in the process of disclosure on both levels identified earlier. First, in relation
(0 particular bei ngs, through Ge-stell any particular being is revealed as Bes
tand, and nothing but Bestand. As all beings are disclosed as raw materials
awaiting use, this disclosure covers over the particularity and uniqueness of
beings, {he fact that they appear in a particular way, and that they hide other
potentialities of disclosure. As Heidegger phrases this, Ge-stell does not let
beings: be. Rather, it seizes beings and determines their way of being nar
rowly. That is, Ge-stell conceals a particularly large range of potential other
ways of being disclosed that any particular being will have. Second, in rela
tion to the disclosure of beings as a whole, Ge-stell discloses all beings in fun
damentally {he same way: as Bestand. Moreover, this disclosure covers over
disclosure itself in a profound way, since beings are determined in their pure
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presence, as fully accessible to calculative rationality and fully disposable ac
cording to whatever task they are turned to. I n other words, Ce-stell conceals
the totality of Beings as disclosed, and thus conceals Being itself, because it
presents the world as consisting of beings which ate simply presem, which
contain no mystery, no side of their being which remains hidden, and which
would be in no need of disclosure.
Heidegger's undetstanding of the metaphysical nature of philosophy and
of modern technology is decisive for his determination of the nature of es
sential nihilism. He detetmines this essential meaning by isolating the root
of the word nihilism, nihil-meaning "nothing"-and thinking it in terms
of Being. Heidegger's answer ro the question, "What is happening to Being,
such that actual nihilism is the case?" is answered with the assertion that
'Nothing is happening to Being.'I04 By this he does not mean that nothing
at all is happening to Being, but rather that Being itself is becoming noth
ing. With {his move Heidegger identifies the problem of nihilism announced
by Nietzsche with the forgetting of Being in metaphysics, interpreting the
nothingness of Being as the way in which Being remains unthought-and
hence is effectively reduced to nothing-in metaphysical thinking. For Hei
degger, like Nietz.sche, the history of Western thought and culture can be
understood as a slow decline into a nihilistic state, the crisis-point of which is
reached in modernity. Heidegger's analysis differs from Nietzsche's, however,
in that he gives the meaning of nihilism a primarily ontological determina
tion: nihilism as determined by the history of Being is the waning of Being
in accord with the waxing of metaphysics, reaching its culmination in the
world of modern technological enframing. Heidegger thus names the essence
of nihilism by identifying it as metaphysics, writing that "metaphysics as such

is nihilism proper."I05
Heidegger furrher argues that the concealing of Being in metaphysics
is a double concealing, and that this double concealing constitutes the full
essence of nihilism. Metaphysics doubly conceals, or doubly forgets Being
because not only is Being forgorren, but the forgerring of Being itself is for
gotten. In philosophy, metaphysics gives an answer to the question of Being
by providing a theory about beings, obscuring the question of Being itself by
passing off an inadequate answer as adequate. In modern technology, beings
are disclosed in such a way that there appears to be no more to them than
their appearance as Bestand, obscuring the necessity of a power of disclo
sure which discloses them as such, and which might disclose them in other
ways. Heidegger employs the terminological couplet authentic/inauthentic to
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distinguish the two senses of the forgetting of Being in {he essence of nihil
ism: authentic nihilism designates the concealing of Being in metaphysics,
and inauthentic nihilism designates the concealing of this concealing. lOG In
this context, the term "authentic" (eigentlich) indicates the holding-fast of a
thing [Q its essence, whereas "inauthentic" (lIneigentfich) indicates the devia
tion of a thing from irs essence. In the case of nihilism, amhenric nihilism
indicates the concealing of Being as the essence of nihilism, but Heidegger
notes that this authenticity is not itself something authentic, since it consists
in a concealing of the essence of Being. Inauthentic nihilism, on the other
hand, consists in a deviation of nihilism from its own essence, since it con
ceals the very concealing of Being. However, Heidegger states that it is the
unity of authentic and inauthentic nihilism-the concealing of Being and
the concealing of this concealing-which must be understood as the full es
sence of nihilism, and which is expressed in the culmination of metaphysics
in modernity. 107
Heidegger's meditation on the essence of nihilism may be related back to
the problem of acrual nihilism via the importance he gives to the conception
of a "world," as the totality of beings in networks of significance, for the es
tablishment of meaning. Heidegger argues that in the era of modern technol
ogy the rootedness and autochthony of cultures is being eroded because the
disclosure of beings as Bestand does not allow for the significant relations that
are required for meaningful human life. While Ge-stell constitutes a world by
disclosing beings, it discloses them in such a way that they do not constitute
or connect with meaningful human purposes and activities. This is because
beings, as resources or "standing reserve," reveal nothing about the nature of
the world such that certain ends or purposes might appear significant. Sim
ply put, Ge-stell discloses a world of means, without ends. Resources tell liS
nothing about the purposes to which they might meaningfully be put. More
pointedly, Ge-stell undermines the meaning of human life by reducing hu
man beings themselves to the status of resources; interchangeable items held
on hand for use, without purposes or ends of their own.
I n this way, Heidegger's analysis of nihilism in the essence of modern
technology constitutes a form of reductive nihilism, since it decreases the pos
sibilities for a meaningful sense of existence by reducing the perspective in
which existence is revealed to one which doesn't effectively establish meaning
for human life. Heidegger's argument here rests on the supposition that the
world of modern technology, calculation, and planning is ultimately with
Out purpose, despite the apparent purposefulness of industry and the many
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practical applications of technological devices. The disclosure of beings as
Bestand, in becoming hegemonic, coincides with an auwnomy of modern
technology in which resources are employed instrumentally without signifi
cant thought to overall aims or purposes. The world that modern technology
reveals is thus one in which human beings no longer have a home; the sense
of significance and purpose has been eroded by the technological disclosure
of beings and this same disclosure prevents further disclosive events of Be
ing which might restore a more meaningful world. In this sense, Heidegger's
analysis of nihilism also contains an abyssal dimension, since direction and
purpose evaporate in {he perspective of Ge-stell.
We have now seen in outline Heidegger's analysis of nihilism. How does
he propose we respond [0 this problem? Heidegger's reRections on the pos
sibility of overcoming nihilism may be approached by first noting his engage
menrs with Nietzsche and Sanre and his rejection of the kinds of responses
to nihilism offered by these phiiosophers.IOH I n the context of Heidegger's
construal of nihilism, some of the concepts central [Q Nietzsche's and Sar
tre's analyses of and responses [0 nihilism appear implicated in the prob
lem of nihilism itself, and hence cannot be seen [0 herald an effective way
out. On Heidegger's account, both Nietzsche's and Sartre's philosophies are
metaphysical, and their analyses of and responses to nihilism are founded on
metaphysical categories such as the subject, the will, and value. Heidegger
argues that despite Nietzsche's and Sarne's attempts to overturn the meta
physical tradition, both of their philosophies reRect traditional metaphysical
categories and thus remain rooted in the tradition of thought which obscures
Being itself.
Nietzsche attempts to overturn (he metaphysics associated with Pla
tonism and the Christian-moral interpretation of the world by replacing
belief in a suprasensory world with an affirmation of the world as will to
power. The will to power is an interpretation of the world as a Rux of forc
es, consisting entirely of quanta of force that expand outwards, increasing
their outward expansion relative to other such quanta of force. Nietzsche's
view of the world as will [0 power is a vision of a dynamic, chaotic inter
play of forces in which becoming, rather than Being, is the ontological prin
ciple, and seemingly fixed identities are only relative stabilizations of dif
ferent forces in Rux.109 The will to power is an immanenr onrology, which
promises to overcome the "twO world" ontologies Nietzsche associates with
religious nihilism: it eschews belief in any transcendent, "nue" world, and
affirms this world. While the will to power might be an effective alternative
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to nihilism as Nietzsche understands it, however, Heidegger argues that it is
not effective against nihilism understood as metaphysics as such. According
to Heidegger, Nietzsche's ontology of the will to power is complemented by
his doctrine of the eternal returning of the same (die ewige Wiederkunft). The
eternal returning of the same is a cyclical view of time which posits that in
a cosmos of finite space and infinite dme. the same arrangements of ma(�
ter will recur an infinire number of times. This means that every event will
recur, exacdy the same, infinitely.1l0 On Heidegger's imerprerarion, (he will
to power and the eternal returning of the same conform to the traditional
metaphysical categories of essence (essentia) and existence (existentia): will (Q
power is the essence of what is, and the eternal returning of the same is the
way this essence is actualized.t l l For Heidegger, these metaphysical terms are
not originary enough: Being discloses beings in terms of these categories,
but we need to think beyond them to think Being itself. Nietzsche's anempt
(Q overcome metaphysics is therefore unsuccessful according to Heidegger's
reckoning, since he does no more than set up a new metaphysics in place of
the Christian-Platonic metaphysics he has deposed.1l2
Heidegger gives an even more critical analysis of Nietzsche's reflections
on nihilism in arguing that the concept of value which underlies these re
Rections is impl icated in nihilism. Indeed, he argues that Nietzsche holds a
special place in the history of Western philosophy as that thinker in whose
thought nihilism is consummated, precisely because Nietzsche thinks Being
as value. Heidegger suppOrts this interpretation by giving an analysis of the
will to power as a metaphysics of value, and arguing that this meraphysics is
the answer Nietzsche gives to the question of Being. Heidegger interprets Ni
etzsche's understanding of value with reference (Q aphorism 710 of the Will
to Power: "The point of view of 'value" is the point of view constituting the
preservation-enhancement conditions wirh respect to complex forms of rela
tive duration of life within becoming." l lJ According to this aphorism, value
is a point of view, and Heidegger understands this in both the sense of that
which is viewed in a certain perspective and of that which does the viewing.
As the latter, value implies a point which directs the gaze towards something
and posits it according to an aim. As the former, value is the positing of a
view according to this aim. As such, values are not things in themselves, but
only points of view posited by and dependent upon that which views.1l4
Heidegger further interprets this aphorism as identifying value with the
will (Q power through the terms "life" and "becoming." As previously noted,
Nietzsche's theory of the will to power is an ontology and metaphysics of
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becoming, and the world itself is nothing bm will to power. On Heidegger's
interpretation, the 'complex forms of relative duration of life within becom
ing' are "dominating centres" or "ruling configurations" shaped within the
will to power. Art, the state, religion, science, and society are forms of these
ruling configurations, and these configurations attempt to preserve and en
hance themse1ves.ll'l According to Nietzsche's aphorism, values are the con
ditions posited by the will to power in order to preserve and enhance itself
On Heidegger's inrerpre(ation then, '[t]he will to power is the ground of the
necessity of value-positing and of the origin of the possibility of value judge
ment.'llG Moreover, since the will ro power is itself nothing bm a dynamic
interplay of forces for preservation-enhancement, values appear as the funda
mental condition of the will to power itself 117 Given the identification of the
will to power with Being, Heidegger thus interprets Nietzsche's thought as
implying that Being itself is value.
Heidegger's argument for the association of value with nihilism derives
from that aspect of value which implies a point from which the viewing of
values takes place. He associates this point with the subject of modern phi
losophy, and argues that all value-positing is a subjectivising.1l8 Heidegger
argues that while values purport to impart worth to what is valued, they
in fact detract from such worth by making this worth dependent on, and
relative to. a value-positing subject. That which is valued is implicitly judged
as having no worth in itself, independently of the subject's valuation of it.
Heidegger writes:
[PJrecisely through the characterization of something as "a value" what
is so valued is robbed of its worth. That is to say, by the assessment of
something as a value what is valued is admitted only as an object for
man's estimation.119
That which is given value by a subject can just as easily have that value
taken away. and value is thus a very weak way of conceiving the worth or
meaningfulness of a thing. Heidegger's critical stance towards value-thinking
can also be understood as owing a debt to his phenomenological heritage: for
him, true meaning and significance must be imbedded in the unified whole of
a background network of significances, which constitutes a "world." Values, as
objects of intentional consciollsness, are abstracted from such networks of sig
nificance, and as such do not form parr of a meaningful contextual whole. In
stead, they may be chosen or rejected by subjects as mere objects of conscious
attention, rather than forming part of the background conditions for choice
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which give such choices meaning and significance. Arguably, i( is only (he
type of meaning or significance that constitutes such background condirions
that has true significance, and which can motivate real commitment and seri
ous concern. Heidegger expresses this weakness of value in his comment that
"[0]0 one dies foe mere values."120 He concludes that "thinking in values is (he
grearest blasphemy agains( Being,"121 since it reduces it (0 contingent positing
by a subject. He views Nietzsche as the consummate nihilist because, while
believing he has thought Being in the most exalted manner (i.e. as a value),
he has devalued Being to the greatest degree and covered over the question of
Being mosr completely. Since Nietzsche's enrire thinking abour nihilism takes
place in terms of values, on Heidegger's view he is thoroughly embroiled in
nihilism itself, with no hope of overcoming it.
Heidegger's portrait of Nietzsche as the consummate nihilist is completed
by linking Nietzsche's thought with the metaphysics of modern technology.
This link is made via the subjectivising tendency that Heidegger notes in
the will [Q power, which in turn corresponds with rhe disclosure of beings
as objects (Q be manipulated and controlled by willing and evaluating sub
jecrs. Heidegger interprets Nietzsche's project of a revaluarion of all values
as consisting essenrially in establishing a new source of valuation, a change
that involves a move from the suprasensory world as the source of value to
the will to power as this source. For Heidegger, this move is analogous to
the arrempt of modern philosophy to establish subjectivity as the seat of cer
tainty in preference to external sources of justification, such as religion: in
human subjectivity the value-positing activity of rhe will to power becomes
conscious of itself, and rhus establishes itself as the ground of valuation. This
subject then posits beings as objects to manipulate for the end of its own pres
ervation and enhancement. As such, Heidegger sees Nietzsche's metaphysics
of rhe will to power as manifesting a will to the domination of the earth, the
very will which enframes beings as Bestand and inaugurates the culmination
of nihilism in modern technology. On this account, Nietzsche's analysis of
and response to nihilism is thus not only an impasse, bur a recapitulation and
deepening of the tendencies in the history of metaphysics which have led to
the nihilistic crisis of modernity.
Heidegger's criticisms of Sanre are comparatively brief, and may be treated
briefly here since they encompass some of the same points on which he cri
tiques Nietzsche. Heidegger gives an analysis of Sanre's phenomenological
onrology which picks out (he same fundamental points as his discussion of
Nietzsche's ontology, and which focuses on Sartre's slogan "existence precedes
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essence" (existentia precedes essentia). Sanre's formula is a reversal of the tradi
tional metaphysical doctrine that essence precedes existence. Heidegger argues
that, like Nietzsche, Sanre does not succeed in overcoming what is decisive
about mecaphysics, viz. its obscuring of Being, because he does not enquire
into the origin of the categories ofessence and existence. For Heidegger, Being
must be questioned at a more fundamental level and understood as that which
discloses the categories of essence and existence. A reversal of a metaphysical
statement, such as the one Sanre performs, remains a metaphysical statement
because it still accepts the categories of metaphysics. According to Heidegger,
with the slogan of existentialism, "existence preceeds essence," Sanre "stays
with metaphysics in oblivion of the truth of Being."1 22 Insofar as Nietzsche
and Sanre both recain traditional metaphysical categories as the philosophi
cal ground for their analyses of nihilism, from Heidegger's perspective these
analyses will reproduce the fundamental traits of nihilism as metaphysics and
will not enable a move beyond nihilism. In both these cases, then, Heidegger
argues that a reversal of metaphysical categories is not enough [Q overcome
metaphysics and thereby overcome nihilism.
Insofar as Sanre's theorization of nihilism is also heavily dependent on val
ues, his thought is also subject to the same judgment as we have seen him give
to Nietzsche on this count. Sanre's proposal to overcome nihilism through
the free creation of values is seen, from a Heideggerian perspective, as noth
ing other than a deeper entanglement in the problem of nihilism. Heidegger's
final criticism ofSanre's existentialism is that it is a humanism, as the title of
Sarrre's popular lecture itself asserts. He takes issue with Sanre's statement,
"we are precisely in a situation where there are only human beings."123 In the
context of his own philosophy, Heidegger assens that this should say instead,
"we are precisely in a situation where principally there is Being."I24 The dif
ference between Sanre and Heidegger here can be understood in terms of
their respective understandings of the origin of meaning in the world: for
Sanre, the world is meaningless in itself, and is only imbued with meaning
through the meaning-conferring activities of conscious human beings. For
Heidegger, although human beings (as Dasein) have an essential role to play
in the revelation of meaning, Being takes priority since Being is that which
gives meaning to human beings. From Heidegger's perspective, Sanre's cen
tral focus on consciollsness and human reality reproduces the subjectivism of
modern metaphysics. In supposing that meaning issues entirely from human
consciousness, Sanre's theory of meaning remains blind to the way Being
gives the meaning of beings. Heidegger criticizes humanism in general as a
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metaphysical conception of what it means to be human, which decides the
answer to this question in advance of "essential" considerations. Humanism
takes a panicular disclosure of the human being as universal and necessary.
and is unable to think the essence of human beings in their special relation
to Being.125 The humanistic character of Sante's existentialism is therefore a
contributing [acm( ro its remaining metaphysical and its consequent failure
as a solution [Q nihilism.
Heidegger's own response to nihilism seeks (Q avoid the aporiae that he
sees in Nietzsche's and Sartte's responses. This response hinges on the insight
that the metaphysical way of disclosing beings is not simply a miscake made
by human beings, but is given by Being itself. This follows from Heidegger's
understanding of the necessary interplay between Being and human being
(Dasein) in the process of the disclosure of beings: while Ce-stell consists of
a reification of the way human beings interpret beings, this way of disclos
ing beings is itself given by Being. This follows from Heidegger's account of
meaning, in which all disclosure of beings is necessarily given by Being, but
Being itself may be concealed in such disclosure. According (Q Heidegger,
nihilism is therefore the history of Being itself, and cannot be conceived of as
simply a human mistake. Nihilism, as the oblivion of Being, is Being in its
self-concealing, or as Heidegger phrases it, in its ((default."
Ihis determination of nihilism is most clearly evident in Heidegger's re
sponse to Ernst ]linger on the topiC,126 where he argues against the adequa
cy of represeming nihilism as a line between (wo historical epochs, which
humanity must cross in order to proceed with a meaningful history. On
]i.inger's accollnt (as Heidegger construes it), it is as ifhuman beings currently
occupy the side of the line designated by "nihilism," but may cross (he line
to (re)join Being on the other side. For Heidegger this image is inadequate
because it separates both nihilism and Being from human beings, treating
the former terms as objects and the latter as subjects. On this objectification
of nihilism, Heidegger writes:
People have tended to represent the 'oblivion of Being' as though, to
say it by way of an image, Being were the umbrella that has been left
sitting somewhere through the forgetfulness of some philosophy pro
fessor.127
This way of thinking nihilism is not conducive to an overcoming of nihil
ism because it reproduces the metaphysical thinking that divides beings imo
subjects and objects. As such, it cannot think nihilism in its essence, that is,
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with regard to what is going on with Being prior ro the disclosure of beings
in terms of subjects and objects. Heidegger prefers the image of nihilism as a
zone in which nihilism, Being, and human beings are co-present. This image
more closely approximates Heidegger's understanding of nihilism as Being
itself in its default, and human beings as implicated in nihilism because ni
hilism concerns the way Being discloses beings [0 human beings, and human
beings to themselves.
This understanding of nihilism as Being itself in its default has decisive
implications for the attempt to overcome nihilism. If the essence of nihilism
consists in Being's self-withdrawal, then any arrempt by human beings to
overcome nihilism will not be sufficient in itself. Indeed, such attempts ap
pear counterproductive. Heidegger writes:
To want (0 assail the default of Being itself directly would mean not
heeding Being itself as Being. The overcoming of nihilism willed in
such a way would simply be a more dismal relapse into the inauthen
deity of its essence, which distorts all authenticity.u8
I n other words, to attempt to overcome nihilism directly would only
deepen nihilism since it would result in an even greater distancing of human
being from Being (in its default). Moreover, from Heidegger's perspective,
the effort to overcome nihilism through an act of the will remains within
the purview of the subjectivism which dreams of technological mastery of
the world. Together with the supposition that the thinking of nihilism as
something that might be overcome maintains the metaphysics of the subject!
object distinction. these points converge into a powerful argument that the
attempt to overcome nihilism is deeply aporetic.
Heidegger is by no means resigned to a passive acceptance of nihilism,
however, and argues that alrhough nihilism cannot be overcome directly.
an appropriate form of thinking can prepare the way for a turning in Be
ing which may establish a new foundation for existential meaningfulness.
He maintains that in withdrawing or concealing itself, Being holds itself as
a "promise" of itself, a promise which at this point in the history of Being
remains a "mystery." The comem of this mystery, insofar as we are able to
think it in a preparatory fashion, is a post-metaphysical understanding of
Being which may allow a new foundation for a meaningful world of genuine
concerns and significances. For Heidegger, thinking which prepares for a
turning of Being away from nihilism must itself turn towards nihilism, into
a closer thinking of its essence. In this way. thinking draws closer to Being
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itself. In the terms established in the essay "Nihilism as Determined by the
History of Being," preparawry thinking involves a move from metaphysical
thought, in which the inauthentic essence of nihilism holds sway and the
oblivion of Being itself is forgotten, co a form of thought which tries to think
Being in its oblivion.129
Such preparawry thinking involves a "desrrucrion"130 of the categories of
metaphysics and of the technological framework of Ge-stell, towards the ideal
of encountering beings as Being gives them. U1 From the mid-1930s, and par
ticularly in the Contributions to Philosophy, Heidegger attributes the history
of Being with two "beginnings" (or, more accurately, a single beginning with
a double aspect). The "l1rst beginning" is the one we are most familiar with:
it is the history of Western metaphysics since the birth ofAncient Greek phi
losophy. On Heidegger's account, the history of Being since the "l1rst begin
ning" has been the his(Qry of nihilism, that is, of the forgetting of being. -file
"other beginning," however, is what preparatory thinking prepares for; it is in
some sense the overcoming of nihilism. Preparatory thinking, however, does
not proceed via a radical break from metaphysical thought; this would only
be to Aee further from Being in its default. Such thinking, rather, "repeats"
the "l1rst beginn ing," running through the history of metaphysics again from
a different perspective, attempting to free Being from the metaphysical de
termination of this history. As Miguel de Beistegui poims out, there is a
sense in which linear time and historicity are metaphysical determinations
which themselves arise from the "l1rst beginning," and the attempt to think
the "other beginning" thus ought to frees liS from the linear view of hisrory
which places this other beginning within the clearly marked category "the
furure."U2 The thinking of the first and the other beginning is thus deeply
ambiguous with respect to temporality: on one hand the other beginning is
a repetition of the first beginning, so in a sense this thinking turns to the
past; on the other, it prepares for what is to come, and in that sense rurns to
the future. Ultimately however, the thinking of the other beginning should
free us from thinking temporality as linear, and thus displace the categories
of future and past themselves. Despite this ambiguity, there remains an im
portant sense in which Heidegger's thinking prepares for something that is
"not yet," a turning in Being away from nihilism and towards the fullness
of its essence as Ereignis. Heidegger's being-hismrical thinking thus attempts
to move beyond the inauthentic nihilism of metaphysics to the authentic
ity of Being in its oblivion in modernity, the age of consummate nihilism,
indicating, in some sense, the possibility of a new epoch to come. This form
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of thought is indeed what Heidegger anempts in his own later writing. Such
thinking remains preparawry, however, and Heidegger does not presume
w have accomplished an overcoming of nihilism. Any sllch an overcoming
must ultimately proceed from Being itself Gregory Bruce Smith provides an
evocative summary of Heidegger's position:
[W]hen Heidegger stands in his solitude peering into the dark, mys
terious core of reality, he seems-unlike Nietzsche, who openly says
that the Dionysian [i.e. the overcoming of nihilism] must be willed
actually w be waiting for a silent call to course through his or some
future thinker's being.1JJ
'The advent of nihilism, announced by Nietzsche and developed by two of
the most prominent European philosophers of the twentieth century, gives
philosophical expression to the concern that life in the modern world is in
danger oflosing its meaningfulness. All three thinkers examined in this chap
ter are concerned with actual feelings of meaninglessness experienced by in
dividuals, and Nietzsche and Heidegger are funher concerned with empirical
signs of social degeneration, but all believe that these problems of meaning
require analysis at a deeper level. For both Nietzsche and Heidegger, nihilism
is understood as the historical declination of Western culture that reaches a
crisis point in modernity. Nietzsche analyses this declination in terms of the
values underlying Western culture, while Heidegger analyses it according to
the history of Being. For Sanre, nihilism is the problem of meaninglessness
that confronts the individual in his or her own life, whether on the unre
Rective and impure reRective levels of consciousness where true meaning is
futile, or on the pure reRective level, which brings the realization that there
are no objectively guaranteed values or guidelines for living a meaningful
life. Sanre interprets nihilism with the aid of the phenomenological method,
understanding it in terms of universal structures that constiture human real
ity rather than as a historically determined phenomenon.
Both Nietzsche and Sartre see the possibility of overcoming nihilism
through the active creation ofvalues. The philosophical analysis of the advent
of nihilism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries draws to a
dose, however, with Heidegger's rejection of this active anempr to overcome
nihilism and his preference for preparatory thinking. Ir is certainly the case
that if one does not accept Heidegger's arguments for the priority of the
question of Being, then his critical reactions to Nietzsche and Sanre will nor
appear entirely convincing. Indeed, subsequent scholars have raised serious
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objections (0 Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche in parricuiar.l.34 Neverthe
less. Heidegger's critiques of metaphysics, subjectivism, and humanism have
been enormously influential on the theorists of nihilism in the posrmodern
age, even those who do not accept Heidegger's central project. The aporia
to which these critiques lead us with respect (Q (he overcoming of nihilism
functions as the decisive point of departure for theorizarions of nihilism after
the postmodern turn.

Chapter 2
Posrmodern Nihilism

To reiterate the hypothesis guiding this book, the postmodern turn in
theory and culmce announced in the later pan of the (wcmicrh century co
incides with a decisive shift in the way nihilism comes [Q be understood
by theorists associated with this turn. In this chapter, I rum (Q this new
mutarion in the hismcy of nihilism that may be found in the works of three
of the most significant postmodern theorists of nihilism, Lyotard, Baudril
lard, and Vanimo. This chapter offers an initial overview of each thinker's
theory of nihilism, focusing on the way nihilism is characterized by each,
and the theoretical terms in which this analysis takes place. JUSt as Sartte's
and Heidegger's analyses of nihilism are shaped by their imerpretations of
phenomenology, (he (heories of nihilism offered by (he pos(modern (hinkers
under consideration here are each shaped by a leading philosophical theory
of meaning: Lyorard and Baudrillard each develop forms of posr-structural
ism, and Vattimo works with his own version of hermenemic onwiogy. As
we shall see, these theories of meaning give a particular shape w theories of
pos(modern nih ilism, with implicarions for how nihilism is w be understood
and for the possibilities of a response w the problem it constitutes. This shift
in theoretical emphasis moves the discourse of nihilism away from the famil
iar existentialist terms in which problems concerning (he meaningfulness of
life are still of(en popularly understood. This examination of the problem of
nihilism as ir is underswod by these three postmodern thinkers rhus shows
how the problem itself continues to be engaged after the postmodern turn in
theory, gaining new meaning and significance in new areas of application.
Lyotard: neo-nihilism

. . . nihilism has worsened. Vast vision of a West destined ro deepen its lack. 1
Semiotics is nihilism. Religiolls science par excellence.2
-Jean-Franyois Lyotard
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Nihilism is one of rhe central concerns running rhroughom Jean-Franr;ois
Lyotard's work, although this theme is rarely the subject of commentary.3 It
appears as an explicit concern in his late works on Andre Malraux, and as a
theme in his "middle" works surrounding The Postmodern Condition and The
Differend.4 Lyorard's most sustained treatmem of the problem of nihilism
occurs, however, in his early "libidinal" philosophy, developed in Libidinal
Economy and variolls essays from the same period.5 Lyotard develops an ac
count of what he calls in one essay "neo-nihilism,"6 a development of Nierzs
chean themes through the theoretical frameworks of Freudian psychoanaly
sis, post-Marxian policies, semiotics, and srrucruralism. Lyomrd's libidinal
philosophy is less well known than his later work on the postmodern and
the differend and has been less well received. Even Lyorard himself repudi
ated Libidinal Economy, calling it 'my evil book, the book of evilness that
everyone writing and thinking is tempted (0 do ...a piece of shamelessness,
immodesty, and provocation.'? Lyotard's key criticism of this work is that it
ignores the issue of justice, a central concern in his later thought. While the
set of problems concerning justice and the set of problems concerning nihil
ism may overlap, however. they are separate sets. Despite Lyotard's retrospec
tive condemnation, then, his libidinal philosophy may be approached as a
legitimate and powerful treatment of the problems associated with nihilism.
Recently, Lyorard scholar James Williams has called for a re-evaluation of Li
bidinal Economy.s Following Williams' lead, I shall present this book as one
of the most significant contributions to the discourse of nihilism in the post
Nietzschean tradition. In this work, Lyotard reformulates the inquiry into
the problem of nihilism while beginning to develop new modes of thought
that he later terms postmodern, rejecting dominant themes of modern phi
losophy and experimenting with new theoretical directions.
Lyorard's commentators often mark a disparity between the libidinal and
postmodern phases of his work, and express a preference for one over the
orher.9 In this smdy, however, I will focus on the continuities between the
earlier and later periods in order to show how he develops a theory of nihil
ism that complements a theory of the postmodern condition. Following Wil
liams' argument that the libidinal philosophy is a more effective counter to
nihilism than the later philosophy of the differend,1O I shall focus on Libidi
nal Economy in my discussion of the problem of and response to nihilism in
general theoretical terms, but integrate this discussion with The Postmodern
Condition in chapter three in order to situate nihilism in Lyorard's theory of
the contemporary scene. In short, I wish to focus on the libidinal philosophy
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as the more thorough theorisation of and response {Q nihilism, bur include
the work on the postmodern condition as a complemenrary description of the
state of society in which nihilism is a stake.
It is common {Q characterize Lyotard's diverse oeuvre as dominated by a
concern [Q negotiate the relationship between events and attempts [Q repre
sem those events. l l The events with which Lyotard is concerned are singu
lar, unpredictable occurrences [hat always exceed the representations that
attempt [Q capture them, and that often compete for the status of defini
tive interpretation of the particular event [Q which they lay claim. Moreover,
the event in Lyorard's sense is also disruptive of pre-existing representation
al frameworks that attempt to fix our understanding of reality according
to rational convention. Lyotard's work can therefore be seen as a critique
of reason as representational thought and a defence of the subtleties of life
of which only faculties and methods more sensitive (han representational
thought can make us aware. Lyorard explores this theme of event and rep
resentation throughom many registers, focusing particularly on the realms
of art, politics, and philosophy. It is rhis theme that gives shape [Q Lyotard's
treatment of nihilism: simply put, he understands nihilism as the tendency
of representational structures (Q become hegemonic and stiAe the emergence
of events, thus reducing life ro the sterility of rationally explicable structures.
Lyotard's confrontation with the problem of nihilism, thus understood, con
sists in the difficult task of negotiating representation while recognizing that
this mode of thought cannot simply be avoided and replaced with a purely
"life-affirmative" alternative.
Lyotard's concern with the event and representation is situated in the
trends of French philosophy through his critiques of both phenomenology
and structuralism, and his development of a theory of meaning that can be
characterized as POst-structuralist. As Peter Dews notes,12 Lyotard's critique
of representation emerges as early as his first book, Phenomenology,13 where
he argues that phenomenology is a self-contradictory philosophical method
because it attempts to capture, in language, our pre-linguistic experience of
the world. Rather than side with those post-phenomenological thinkers who
focus on the primacy of language,14 however, Lyorard sides with the pre
linguistic object of experience, arguing that the deficiency that the contra
dictory nature of phenomenology reveals is with language itself. In his first
major work, Discours, jigure, l5 Lyorard develops this problematic through a
complex engagement with both phenomenology and structuralism, arguing
the deficiencies of both theories of meaning. It is with Libidinal Economy,
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however, that this concern with represenrarion is explicidy connected with
the Nietzschean theme of nihilism. Here, Lyorard focuses on structuralism,
semiotics, and Marxism, which constitmed the most prominent trends in
representational theory in the French scene of the early nineteen-seventies.
Lyorard's concern with Marxism, and with political structures of representa
tion in general, will be given some consideration in the following chapter in
the context of Lyotard's theory of [he postmodern state of society. For now,
I shall concemrate on (he nihilism of represemation in structuralism, semi
otics, and traditional academic theory in general, as Lyotard develops these
themes in his libidinal philosophy.
Lyotard argues that representational thought is a form of religious ni
hilism, in Nietzsche's sense, because it places the meaning of events in a
transcendent position. �The meaning of that which is represented there
fore occupies the same position as the "highest values" of the Christian
moral interpreration of rhe world. This characteriz.ation of representational
thought as religious nihilism is developed through Lyotard's analysis of
rational theory in general and structuralism and semiotics in particular.
He analyses theory by drawing an analogy with the structure of a theatre,
rhe words "rheory" and "theatre" sharing an erymological roor in rhe Greek
word theasthai, meaning to look at, contemplare, or behold. The architec
tural set-up of the theatre allows Lyotard to describe the religious nihilism
of theory, and of representational thought in general, by indicating the
essential divisions, exclusions, or limits that theatrical representation pre
supposes.16 The most importam of such distinctions is that of the theatre
walls, which separate the interior of the theatre from the exterior. Theatri
cal representarions are what take place on stage, inside the theatre. Such
representations purport to be of that which is exterior to the theatre, and
the structure of meaning ser up by theatrical representarion is therefore one
of transcendence: that which is represented inside the theatre is justified
or given meaning by that which is transcendent to, outside, and excluded
from, the thearre's interior.
I n ascribing a rational meaning or sense to an event, representational the
ory "hollows Out" the event, giving it a thearrical structure and dividing an
"interior" representation from an "exterior" meaning. This exterioriz.ed mean
ing is absent from the represemation itself, JUSt as for Nietzsche the "highest
values" are placed in a position transcendent to the world. Representational
thought is thus an analogue to religious nihilism insofar as ir subordinates
meaning to a basic lack or absence; the meaning of the representation is never
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present in the representation itseifY The religious nihilism of representation
is perhaps most evident in the representational metaphysics of Platonism,
where the phenomenal or immanent world is taken to be a representation
of the world of the Forms, a transcendent world that gives meaning to the
immanent world, thereby denying the immanent world value in itself. Rep
resentation indicates a transcendent source of meaning, excluded from the
here-and-now (the interior of [he theatre). Considered representationally,
events have no meaning in themselves, but only insofar as they are taken as
signs for something else, for an absent, deferred sense. Representation thus
subordinates meaning to a lack or absence (the exterior of the theatre), which
Lyotard calls the "great Zero." This Zero is the dominant figure of nihilism
in Lyotard's libidinal philosophy.
More detail is given to Lyotard's analysis of representational thought as
religious nihilism through his focus on semiotics as a particular representa
tional theory of meaning. Provocatively, Lyotard writes that 'ls]emiotics is
nihilism. Religious science par excellence.'18 He proceeds in his analysis by
firstly highlighting the following characteristics of semiotics:
1 . The "thing" which semiotic theory represents may always be treated
as a sign.

2. The sign is something which replaces something for someone.
3. This sign is thought within a network of signs, which is a system of
communication.
4. The sign itself is a message, an element in a code, and may be de
coded to reveal the information it carries.
5. �There is a sender of the message (sign, thing) and an addressee who
receives and decodes it.19
On the basis of this summary, Lyotard argues that in semiotic theory
the "thing" that acts as a sign-its "material" element-loses significance in
itself and is reduced to the status of a substitute for the information that the
addressee is supposed to receive. In other words, in treating the "thing" as a
sign, in making it stand for something else, an absent meaning, semioticians
devalue the material "thing" itself. Lyotard addresses himself to the semioti
dans: "See what you have done: the material is immediately annihilated.
Where there is a message, there is no material."2o Paul Ricoeur expresses this
annihilative function of the sign concisely: "The linguistic sign can stand
for something only if it is not the thing. In this respect, the sign possesses a
specific negativiry."2 1
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According (Q Lyorard, this semiotic subsritucion and negation may take
place in two ways, according to twO different theories of signification. Ac
cording to the first theory, the sign itself may replace what it signifies (or, in
other words, the message may replace the information22). On this view, the
sign-the material that has been coded (Q form a message-aC(s as a replace
ment or substimte for rhe signification, information, or meaning that it bears
(the sense yielded once rhe message is decoded). Lyotard idemifies this under
s£anding of the sign with "the Plamnism of the theory of Ideas," because "the
sign at rhe same time screens and calls up what it announces and concea!s."23
That is, rhe material thing acts as a sign for a particular signified (concept)
in the same way that for Plato material things are imperfect representations
of Ideas. By implication-following Nietzsche's critique of Platonism-the
thing that acts as a sign is devalued in relation to what it signifies.
The second possibility is that, since the meaning of signs is given in a net
work of signs that constitutes the system of communication, there is nothing
but signs. On this theory of the sign, signs refer only to each other, and we
never have anything but references: "signification is always deferred, meaning
is never present in flesh and blood."24 Lyotard associates this theory of signifi
cation with Sallssurean linguistics, noting the link between the endless defer
ral of signification and the view that each sign gets its meaning by virtue of its
difference from other signs. 25 1hus, the search for what a sign signifies leads to
an endless quest, with each sign referring liS to another sign for its meaning.
Moreover, Lyotard implicates Freud and Jacques Lacan in this theory of sig
nification through the idea (hat beneath this system of endless significadon is
"the image of a great signifier, forever completely absent,"26 which guarantees
both the process of signification and the impossibility of ever arriving at a ful
ly-present meaning. lhis theory of the sign also constitutes a kind of religiolls
nihilism, according to Lyorard, since we never reach the meaning that signs
signifyY Semiotics thus displays "the despair of lost-postponed meaning." 28
According to Lyorard, then, both of these ways in which the semiotic sign
may be understood are nihilistic. His verdict is that
the sign is enmeshed in nihilism, nihilism proceeds by signs; to con
tinue to remain in semiotic thought is to languish in religiolls melan
choly and to subordinate every intense emotion to a lack and every
force to a finitude.29
Since the sign is the basic unit of meaning employed by structuralist
theories, Lyorard's analysis of semiotics also implicates structuralism within
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religious nihilism. However, Lyotard has a more complex S[Qry [Q tell about
structures, a story that is inseparable from his own, post-structuralist, theory
of meaning that is developed in Libidinal Economy and related essays. Briefly
pur, Lyotard's concern with structuralism is that it treats the meaning of a
thing as given by its place in the structure in which it appears; the thing is
taken as a sign in a network ofsigns, and the meaning of each sign is deferred
throughout the structure. As with semiotics and other forms of representa
tional thought, the thing itself is devalued by conferring on it a rational sense
or meaning that is absent and deferred. Like other poSt-structuralist think
e,,-such as Delellze, Derrida, and, as we shall see shortly, Balldrillard
Lyotard develops a theory of meaning that retains the idea that meaning
manifests through a structure of signs, bur modifies the structuralist theory
with the addition of a "plastic force" that is both the genetic element of, and
disruptive to, static structures. Lyotard argues that "there is a dimension of
force that escapes the logic of the signifier,"30 and representational theories of
meaning such as structuralism and semiotics are incomplete because they do
not take this dimension of force into account. In Lyotard's libidinal philoso
phy, this plastic force takes the form of a modified version of the Freudian
libido. In Freud's work, the libido is the positive, energetic and processual as
pect of desire, contrasted with the understanding of desire as wish (Wunsch),
the negative desire for what is absent.31 l'he libido becomes, for Lyotard, a
"theoretical fiction" that can express the force of the event, allowing reference
to what exceeds representational structures without reducing the event to a
wholly representational description. This is possible, according to Lyotard,
firstly because the libido expresses the feelings and desires that are typical
ly excluded from (and thus exceed) rational, representational thought, and
secondly because of the non-representational status Freud gives to his own
theory by positing it as a theoretical fiction.
Using Freud, Lyotard develops a nuanced response to representational
nihilism with his "libidinal economy," which is a description of the vari
ous relationships between libidinal events or intensities and the structures
that channel and exploit their energy. Lyorard describes the evems the libido
gives rise to as libidinal intensities or affects, which are understood as mate
rial forces of desire. An affect might be a sound, a color, a smile or a caress:
anything that may have a quanta of libidinal energy attached to it, or that
has an ability to "move," to produce feelings and desires. Lyotard emphasizes
the "plastic" or mobile aspect of the libido, describing it metaphorically in
terms of speed and heat, in contrast to the cold, static qualities of structures.
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I nsafar as it is possible ro conceive the libido in itself, it is the free-Aowing
intensity of desire, unbound by limits or structures. Just as Freud posits the
libido as the source of the conscious mind, which is formed by filtering and
structuring unconscious libidinal impulses, Lyotard describes libidinal ener
gies as giving rise to structures in a very general sense of (he term (i.e. in the
sense employed by srrucruralis( theorists, who identify structures in numer
ous areas of life and thought). Lyotard describes the channeling of libidinal
energies into struc(Ures as taking place through figures and dispositifi (libidi
nal dispositions or "set-ups"). �These figures and dispositions structure desires
into more or less well-ordered wholes, and constitute, from a libidinal point
of view, the structures analyzed by strucmralist theoreticians. According to
Lyotard,
what is essential (Q a strllc(Ure, when it is approached in economic
terms, is that its fixity or consistency, which allows spatio-temporal
maintenance of identical denominations between a this and a not-this,
work on pulsional movement as would dams, sluices and channels.32
l'hus every structure posited by structuralists can be understood in libidi
nal economic terms as a relative stabilization of libidinal energies, that is, as a
channeling and limiting of desire. These structures, considered as figures and
dispositifs, are themselves stabilizations of libidinal energy, which channel
further energy into specific conduits, stabilizing it along the lines of conven
tion the figure or dispositifhas established.
Libidinal energy not only forms structures, bur also disrupts and trans
forms them. I n the context of the libidinal economy, an event is understood
as the occurrence of an excess of desire that cannot be efficiently dammed and
channeled by existing structures. Such events take place on different scales
and in many different registers, in accord with the multitude of phenomena
that may be understood as structures: in cinema, an event might consist of a
particularly striking scene, the meaning of which cannot be reduced to the
narrative structure of the film33; in the political arena, upheavals such as May
'68, which emerge unpredictably to disrupt the existing social system, may be
understood as events. 34 Moreover, such events give rise to competing, or what
Lyotard calls " incompossible,"J5 structures that attempt to represent, or in
other ways exploit the energy of, these events. For example, the same event is
often claimed by competing political factions to support their own ideology.
The tension between these incompossible dispositifs is itself a source of Iibid i
nal energy, sometimes giving rise to events that cannot be contained within
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the existing dispositiJs, forcing them to change or giving rise to new figures
and dispositions. In sum, Lyotard's libidinal economy is a description of the
relations between structures, understood as dispositijs, and force, understood
as libidinal energy, which attempts to account for meaning in multiple reg
isters. Unlike structuralism, which tends to give a static, synchronic account
of meaning, Lyotard's post-structuralist theory attempts to account for the
genesis of meaning and changes in meaning through structures by pointing
to the generative and disruptive forces of desire operative in meaningful sys
tems. While Lyotard accepts that meaning is constituted through structures
of signification, he argues that these structures are themselves constituted by
desires, and may be disrupted and changed by desires, which always exceed
the structures that exploit them.
Considered economically, nihilism is understood as the decrease in the
intensity of desires or affects. Lyotard tacitly associates life and its healthful
affirmation with intense feeling and novel differences that stimulate change
in structures and systems. Structures effectively dampen the intensity of the
libidinal energies they channel, thus tending towards nihilism and the de
valuation of intensely felt, affirmed life. Lyotard's description of the libidinal
economy gives a deeper dimension to his analysis of the nihilism of represen
tational thought, and extends this analysis to wider systems and structures
(the political dimensions of which will be given further consideration in the
following two chapters). Lyotard understands representation as a particularly
nihilistic dispositif, that is, a libidinal set-up that dampens libidinal intensity
to a significant extenr. The theatre that he uses to explain the religious nihil
ism of representation is a figure that disposes oflibidinal energy in such a way
as to regulate and disintensify desire by channeling it towards an absent ideal
(the meaning or sense of the thing represented). In libidinal terms, the exclu
sion, which the theatrical set-up imposes between the exterior and imerior
of the theatre, places the object of desire outside, and represents it inside, on
stage, as absent. lhe theatre, which must be understood as the general strllC
ture of representation, disintensifies desire by regulating it in a structure of
absence and deferral, in which that which is desired is never present.
The "great Zero," as Lyotard calls the absent and transcendent position of
the theatrical structure, performs the same hegemonic function that "God"
(as the name for the highest values) performs in the context of the Christian
moral interpretation of the world. That is, the Zero is constituted as the
only thing worthy of desire, and subordinates all libidinal intensities and af
fects to it. This hegemonic function can be understood as a kind of filtering:
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that which is placed outside the theatre of representation, the great Zero,
filters desires so that what takes place on stage, in the interior, is reduced to
a representation of the Zero itself. In more prosaic terms, the rationalizing
function of represemational thought filters feelings and desires so that only a
selected and reduced form of these desires gets represented, suppressing sur
plus libidinal energies. Lymard's concern with the Great zero ofthearficality
and representation is therefore not just that slLch structures dampen libidinal
intensity, bm that they condition a wide field of energetic phenomena, at
tempting to regulate all energy in a stabilizing and stabilized way. Again,
an analogy can be drawn with Nietzsche's analysis of religious nihilism in
the Christian-moral interpretation of the world: just as this interpretation
attempts to control all aspects of life, Lyotard sees representational set-ups as
dominating the modern world, threatening to subordinate all phenomena to
rational meaning and regulation. I n this way, we can see Lyotard's theoriza
tion of the great Zero and representation as a form of reductive nihilism,
which reduces the intensities of libidinal energies by filtering and dampening
them within hegemonic structures.
Lyotard's engagement with nihilism can be understood as a continuation
of the Nietzschean critique of religion, transferring the analysis to new regis
ters by engaging recent theories of meaning such as structuralism and semi
otics. In the first few pages of Libidinal Economy he announces this task: "So
we rebegin the critique of religion, so we rebegin the destruction of piety, we
still seek atheism . . ."36 However, Lyotard quickly makes the important move,
already announced in several essays preceding the book, of renouncing cri
tique as a position implicated in the very nihilism it would denounce. Draw
ing on both Marx and Nietzsche, Lyotard argues that the position of critique
remains conditioned by the object that it critiques, and is incapable of escap
ing the theoretical terms set by that object. In Marx, an awareness of this
problem is manifest in his criticisms of Feuerbach's atheism, which retains
the place occupied by religionY Lyotard is also aware of the Nietzschean
problem, highlighted by Heidegger, of negation and ressentiment as constitu
tive of nihilism. Critique, in its negative function, is a reactive formation that
manifests and is cond itioned by ressentiment, and is therefore incapable of the
healthful affirmation of life that both Nietzsche and Lyotard seek.38 Lyotard
sees critique as a trap, writing that, "[tlhis trap consists quite simply in re
sponding to the demand of the vanquished theory, and this demand is: put
something in my place. The important thing is this place, however, not the
contents of the theory. It is the place of theory that must be vanquished."39
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In the case of Lyotard's own work, a particular danger of the critical
position is that critique remains representadonal, and therefore nihilistic.
Lyotard's challenge is thus to analyse and respond to nihilism whilst avoid
ing the trap that critique represents. He writes, "the critique of religion which
we rebegin is no longer a critique at all, no longer remains in the sphere (that
is to say, note, the theatrical volume) of what it critiques, since critique rests
in rum on the force oflack, and that critique is still religion.''4O
Eschewing critique, the task Lyotard sets for himself is to analyze and
respond to nihilism in such a way that he does not simply condemn nihilism
in a reactive fashion, and does not set up an alternative in the same position
vacated by the nihilism criticized. His employment of the Freudian libido is
aimed at meeting precisely these needs. This is accomplished, firstly, by pro
posing an alternative to the nihilism of representational theory in the deploy
ment of libidinal intensities, that is, material desires and affects, rather than
in an alternative representadonal theory. Secondly, however, Lyotard avoids
the further danger of setting up desire in a wholly privileged position, which
would involve him in critique and ressentiment by making his work a simplis
tic kind of anti-theory, against the rational and representationaL Such a move
would devalue the representational modes of thought, and struCtures in gen
eral, which are a pervasive aspect of contemporary existence, in the name of a
"pure" desire that would take the form of an impossible (absent, transcendent)
ideal. This danger is avoided by blurring the borders between desire and rep
resentation, or libido and S(fucture; structure is affirmed as a libidinal disposi
tion rather than being criticized and condemned outright. Lyotard is acutely
aware of (he problem of the return of nihilism through setting up a new privi
leged term, writing that "[wJe do not speak as the liberators of desire,'>41 and
"it is in no way a matter of determining a new domain, another field, a beyond
representation which would be immune to the effects of theatricality, not at
all, we are well aware that you are waiting for us to do this, to be so 'stupid."'42
Lyotard invents the concept of "dissimulation"'i3 to explain the relation
ship between affirmative libidinal energies and nihilistic structures in such a
way that there is no rigid distinction between the two, thus allowing him to
avoid a critical position. We have already seen the basic dynamic of this rela
tionship in his description of the libidinal economy, where libidinal energies
are channeled by figures and dispositions into more or less stable structures.
The concept of dissimulation indicates the fact that structures are themselves
libidinal dispositions, that is, particular formations of desire. Moreover,
structures hide (dissimulate) the energy they contain by appearing static,
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but this energy is itself never entirely stable: struc(Ures may be disrupted by
the influx of new energies or by the release of the energy they contain. The
libidinal economy thus allows Lyorard [0 avoid critique by understanding all
structures as libidinal formations, meaning that no structure is purely and
simply condemned as nihilistic. Every s([ucture is a manifestation of desire,
and is therefore accorded a degree of value from the perspective of the li�
bidinal economist. Lyotard applies this judgment even to the great Zero, the
central figure of nihilism in the libidinal philosophy. He writes:
We do not even have ro say: this great Zero, what crap! After all, it is
a figure of desire, and from what posicion could we assume to deny it
this quality? In what other, no less terrorist Zero? One cannot assume
a position on the twisted, shock-ridden, electrified labyrinthine band.
One's gOt (Q get this imo one's head: the instamiation of imensities
on an original Nothing, on an Equilibrium, and the folding back of
complete parts onto the libidinal Moebian band, in the form of a the
atrical volume, does not proceed from an error, from an illusion, from
malice, from a coumer-principle, but again from desire. One must
realise that representing lia mise on representation] is desire 44
. . .

The idea of dissimulation is further elaborated by the insistence that li
bidinal imensities, or evems, can only manifest through structures: there is
no pure libidinal energy, which would be without form or COntent; rather,
libidinal energy is only known through its effects in and on structures.45
Lyotard thus avoids producing a set of binary terms in which one is privi
leged and the other devalued. The libidinal philosophy nevertheless supplies
criteria for evaluation,46 since structures differ in the way they deal with li
bidinal intensities. Lyotard privileges as life-affirming those structures that
best allow for the emergence of events, defined as intense desires or libidinal
energies. While the great Zero is not denounced outright, it is accorded the
status of a problem that needs combating because of the "terroristic" way it
regulates libidinal energies, hegemonically collecting all desires and dampen
ing their intensity through a mechanism of lack and deferral. Rather than a
binary opposition, then, Lyotard's libidinal economy provides a sliding scale
of evaluation, with rhe nihilism of the great Zero and rigid representational
structures at one end, and a freer flow ofimensiries in and through structures
at the other end.
Lyorard is aware [hat his own discourse is implicated in the prob
lem of nihilism, insofar as the analysis of nihilism remains necessarily
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represenrational and theoretical. For Lyorard, theory constitures a structure
that attemprs to capture events in networks of signification, thus dampening
their force. He paints a picture of the theorist as Medusa, whose desire is to
perfectly immobilize her preyY Lyotard accepts the necessity of presenting
his ideas in theoretical, representational srructures, but applies rhe principle
of dissimulation to theory by affirming that these structures are themselves
constructs of desire, and may be disrupted by desire. Libidinal Economy is an
unconventional, experimental book, wrinen in a variery ofjuxtaposed sryles,
shifting in a seemingly haphazard manner between conventional theoretical
argument and more avant-garde modes of writing. This unusual combina
tion of styles may be understood as Lyotard's attempt to enact dissimula
tion in the text, letting desire play within structures more Rexible and open
than traditional philosophical genres allows.48 Such techniques do not seek
to avoid represemational and hence nihilistic effects, but to circumvent the
hegemony of such effects by releasing life-affirmative desires in and through
the structures of theoretical discourse.
Lyotard's response to nihilism, then, is not a simple "overcoming," or the
postulation of an absolute and distinct alternative to nihilism. For Lyotard,
nihilism cannot be overcome, because the very attempt to do so involves
one in critique and hence reintroduces the nihilistic position. The terroristic
function of the great Zero can be ameliorated, however, through the prin
ciple of dissimulation, that affirms as immanent and present the desire that
the great Zero, the theatre, and representation defer and thrust infO transcen
dence. Lyotard writes:
Let us be content to recognise in dissimulation all rhat we have been
seeking, difference within identity, the chance event within the fore
sight of composition, passion within reason-between each, so abso
lutely foreign to each other, the strictest unity: dissimulation.49
Dissimulation is a concept that allows Lyotard to advocate the release
and Row of libidinal intensities in and through structures, increasing the
occurrence of events in dispositions that tend to dampen or deny them. -£he
specific concepts and strategies Lyotard develops towards a libidinal response
to nihilism, particularly in the spheres of politics and theory, will be given
consideration in the following two chapters.
Lyotard's philosophy of libidinal economy takes up the Nietzschean
problematic of nihilism in a way that develops it in new directions. In trans
lating Nierzschean religious nihilism into the register of discursive meaning,
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analyzed through srructuralism and semiotics, Lyorard moves away from
phenomenological models of meaning such as that employed by Sarrre, and
allows nihilism to be understood in terms of extra-subjective structures. An
implication of Lyotard's shift to a post-structuralist theory of meaning is
that nihilism is no longer unders(Ood as a problem for individual conscious
ness, but as one that sarurates cultural srrucrures of meaning and must be
met in this register. Lyotard's originality as a theorist of nihilism lies in his
understanding of the problem as siruared within those structures of meaning
that dominate contemporary life and thought, dampening the desires and af
fens that are essential to a healchful expression of life. Nihilism is developed
through a somewhat different post-structuralist theory of meaning in the
works of Jean Baudrillard, to whom we now rum.
Baudrillard: the nihilism of transparency

I am a nihilist.
If it is nihilistic to be obsessed by the mode of disappearance, and no longer
by the mode of production, then I am a nihilist.
-Jean Baudrillard"
Jean BaudriIIard is an original and controversial thinker whose work is
frequently associated with both postmodernity and nihilism. Like Lyotard,
Baudrillard develops an analysis of nihilism in new, post-structuralist terms,
in synchrony with a theory of the contemporary situation as postmodern.
Baudrillard's relationship to nihilism is a problematic one, since his own po
sition is frequently characterized as nihilistic.51 Typically, Baudrillard is por
trayed as a thinker who has abandoned all effective criteria for critical analy
sis and judgment, and whose own theory simply reRects the hopelessness
and uncertainty that he sees in the current state of society. Moreover, those
scholars who have paid some sustained attention to Baudrillard's relation to
nihilism in the Nietzschean tradition have predominantly interpreted him as
a passive nihilist, content (0 dwell on the disappearance of meaning without
a sustained attempt to offer an alternative to the nihilism of postmodern cul
ture, or to transcend it towards a Nietzschean affirmation of life.52 Without
denying the pessimistic tone of much of Baudrillard 's writing, I wish to show
that his relation to the problem of nihilism is more nuanced and complex
than is commonly believed. Baudrillard is a thinker who often vacillates,
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especially concerning the effectiveness of theory ro respond ro the nihilism of
the contemporary social system. I will demonstrate, however, that his work is
marked by a consistent anempt to find just such a theoretical response.
Before considering Baudrillard's theory of nihilism, it is pertinent ro make
some preliminary commems on the difficult task of imerpreting, evaluating
and employing Baudrillard 's thought. Baudrillard is a highly original thinker
who uses a confusing array of unusual terminology and develops a strange
"logic" that is at times difficult ro follow, and perhaps difficult to accept. His
thought is elusive; he rarely provides definitions or thorough theorizations of
his terms, and close srudy of his work still tends ro leave one with the feeling
of remaining on the edge of understanding. One effect of this difficulty is
that Baudrillard's commentators often do not agree on the meaning of his
work. This means that, more than is the case with any of the other theorists
I am examining here, a choice must be made as to (he line of interpretation I
wish to take on Baudrillard's thought.
The commentator I shall take the most significam cue from in my own
interpretation of Baudrillard is Rex Buder, who, of all Baudrillard scholars,
makes the most rigorous attempt to read and criticize Baudrillard on his
own terms. Many of Baudrillard's commentators are working in the tradition
of (post-)Marxism and Critical Theory,S} and they tend to read and assess
Baudrillard on their own terms, rather than on his terms. that is, they em
ploy what Buder correctly identifies as a question-begging structure in their
approach, assuming the validity of their own intellectual tradition, in rela
tion ro which they find Baudrillard lacking. Butler sllccessfully avoids this
problem by following carefully following and explicating the internal logic of
Baudrillard's own thought.s4
Buder, however, concentrates almost exclusively on the way Baudrillard's
logic operates, on the form of his thought, referring to its content primarily by
way ofexample. On Butler's interpretation, it seems that Baudrillard really has
only one idea. In order to counter this tendency, the interpretation I develop
here also takes direction from the work of those interpreters who pay attention
to the nuances of the changing content of Baudrillard's work, such as Gary
Genosko, who reads Balldrillard through the semiotic and linguistic theory
that informs his work, and Mike Gane, who insists-unlike many commen
tarors-that we should pay more auemion to the shifts in his position.55 I
intend ro anempt a balanced approach here, paying serious attention ro the
content of Baudrillard's texts-what he writes about nihilism and the post
modern siruation-bur also being attentive to the logic Baudrillard employs.
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Baudrillard'5 explicit use of the rhewric of nihilism is occasional, his most
extended statement on the topic being the short essay "On Nihilism."56 Here,
he announces that nihilism has entered a new phase:
Nihilism no longer wears the dark, Wagnerian, Spenglerian, fuligi
nous colours of the end of the century. It no longer comes from a
weltanschauung of decadence nor from a metaphysical radicaliry born
of the death of God and of all the consequences that must be taken
from this death.57
Although short, the essay is dense, employing a wide range of concepts
from Baudrillard's other writings. The effect is to explicitly link Baudrillard's
wider works, on topics such as simulation and seduction, to the Nietzschean
problematic of nihilism, and w make the imelligibility of the essay itself
dependent on a knowledge of the main themes in Baudrillard's thought i n
general. Rather than give a concise reading o f this essay, then, I shall expli�
cate Baudrillard's theory of nihilism through the concepts expressed in his
wider works, referring w "On Nihilism" where appropriate. Since this essay
also contributes to a theory of postmodernity. aspects of it will be left for
consideration in the following chapter.
Baudrillard's diverse oeuvre is given coherence by his suggestion that it
can be envisaged as a double spiral comprising two related sets of terms,
where his work both theorizes and follows the movement from one set of
terms w the other. Baudrillard writes that 'this double spiral moves from 7he
System a/Objects ro Fatal Strategies: a spiral swerving rowards a sphere of the
sign, the simulacrum and simulation, a spiral of the reversibility of all signs
in the shadow of seduction and death.'58 This spiral allows us to characterize
Baudrillard's work as a continually evolving attempt to think the nihilism of
the contemporary siruation (one set of terms) and a possible response ro this
nihilism (the other set of terms), as well as the complex relation between the
two. On the nih ilistic side, Baudrillard's terms of analysis include the system
of objecrs, consumer society, the code, political economy, production, simu
lation, the hyperreal and the transfinite. On the other side, Baudrillard's al
ternatives ro nihilism include symbolic exchange, death, the anagram, seduc�
rion, the fatal, the vital illusion, and impossible exchange. In insisting that
this spiral is double, Baudrillard indicates the difficult concept of reversibility,
that is one of the facrors that make his works so dizzying and hard to pin
down. Neither set of terms is stable, and all terms are always susceptible to
reversal into their opposites. Simulation may always become seduction, and
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vice versa. Funhermore, reversibility is itself reversible, and funcrions as both
the underlying principle of the nihilism of simulation and its related terms,
and as the principle of the affirmative alternative to this nihilism. As we shall
see, the only consistent difference between Baudrillard's nihilistic and affir�
mative terms are that the nihilistic terms deny this reversibility, whereas the
affirmative terms embrace it.
Baudrillard's early works apply semiological and suucturalist principles to
a critique of consumer culture within a broadly Marxian framework. These
works employ a semiologicaJ59 methodology to critically analyze the capital�
ist system, characteriz.ing it as dominated by a "code" that regulates social
meanings according to commodity exchange. On this theory. commodities
have a "sign value" that confers significations of social status on consumers
through the act of consumption.GO Baudrillard later argues, however, that
Saussure's "semio�linguistic" theory of meaning on which semiology is predi�
cated is complicit with the capitalist system, and an analysis of the system
on [he basis of this theory of meaning cannot, therefore, provide [he basis
for a preferable alternative. Baudrillard first seeks an alternative to the sys�
tern of capitalist political economy-which he understands as a complex of
commodity exchange and the semio�linguistic structure of meaning-in the
concept of ((symbolic exchange." This concept refers to the form of exchange
he believes existed in pre-capitalist societies.G1 Baudrillard takes from Marcel
Mauss the idea that gift-giving in "primitive" societies rakes place in a net
work of culmral symbols, and founds the social bond itself in an economy of
symbolic exchange.
Unlike capitalist political economy. which abstracts objects from their
culmral meaning and subjects them to a specific (and therefore non-ambigu
ous) law of value, symbolic exchange is ambiguous, reversible, and constitutes
a challenge in the form of the obligatory cOllnter-gift. That is, the economy
of symbolic exchange involves the circulation of ambiguous cultural mean�
ings according to the reciprocal giving of gifts; this process involves reversible
meanings because counter-gifts respond to gifts and change the social rela
tions between the giver and receiver. For Baudrillard, societies based on these
principles of ambiguity and reversibility are richer in "existential" meaning
(although Baudrillard himself does not use this term) than capitalist societ�
ies, since they allow socially meaningful exchanges and interactions that are
eroded by the abstraction of capitalist exchange. Like Lyotard, Baudrillard
gives an analysis of nihilism in terms of the semiological and structuralist
theory of meaning, taking this theory as an accurate account of the way
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sign systems, dominanr in modern capitalist societies, are reductive of more
existentially satisfying forms of meaning. However, Baudrillard's analysis of
semio-linguistics, and the consequences he draws from this analysis. differ
markedly from Lyotard '5.
Baudrillard's clearest analysis of the nihilism of semio-linguisrjcs is ro be
found in the essays collected in For A Critique o/the Political Economy ofthe
Sign.62 One of these essays, "Towards A Critique of the Political Economy
of the Sign," also gives a formal analysis of the "logic" of (he Saussurean
sign that underpins Baudrillard's later concept of simulation, the key concept
through which nihilism is (Q be understood in much of his work. Baudril
lard argues that the critique of the system of political economy must include
a critique of the sign, and he employs a deconstructive method inspired by
Jacques Derrida to enact this critique. �This critique is undertaken on the level
of the structure of the sign; he argues that the sign is formally equivalem to
the structure of the commodity: 'the logic of the commodity and ofpolitical
economy is at the very heart ofthe sign.'6J The homology between the commod
ity and the sign is drawn between the componem pans of each, as identified
by Marx and Saussure, and formally represented as follows:
EcEV

5r

UV

5d

Baudrillard argues that economic exchange value (EcEV) and the signi
ner (Sr) are both forms (or reductive formalizations) that impose themselves
upon use value (UV) and the signified (Sd), which are contents. I n these
binary oppositions, the term that represents the coment is given a kind of
metaphysical and moral privilege; use value and the signified are respec
tively the mility and meaning that act as both origin and end for the systems
of exchange and signification. As such, Baudrillard sees the comem-term
functioning as an alibi for the form-term. While the content-term is given a
certain privilege, the form-term actually has dominance in the opposition,
since it imposes itself on the content, determining its expression. Accord
ing to Baudrillard, use value is simply the alibi that allows commodities to
be exchanged, and the signified is nothing more than the alibi that allows
signs to be exchanged. In each case, a formalistic reductionism is operative,
a rationalization that does violence to ambivalent and nuanced meanings.
In effect, Baudrillard is applying Marx's well-known argument that in the
commodity the use value of objects is reduced to exchange value, to the
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dimension of language, where meanings are reduced by the formal require
ments of signification.
Baudrillard extends this idea that the signified acts as an alibi for the sig
nifier by considering Emile Benveniste's revision of Saussure, which consists
in his addition of the referent (0 the structure of the sign. According to Bau
drillard's analysis, Benveniste attempts to reduce the arbitrariness of the sig
nifier/signified relationship by shifting [his arbitrariness to the relationship
between the sign and the referent (the "thing" in the world that it refers to).
This move gives a stronger "motivation" for the relationship between a par
ticular signifier and a particular signified, making the relationship between
words and concepts less arbitrary and conventional than Saussure supposed.
According to Baudrillard, however, the referent then becomes the alibi for
the sign, and the relationship between sign and referent exactly mirrors the
relationship between signifier and signified in the Saussurean schema: the
referent is the supposed content of the world (or of our phenomenal percep
tion of [he world), and the sign is the form imposed upon this content. Bau
drillard further argues that the semiological schema is an idealist one, in that
it always considers the "content" of signification as a concept or idea, rather
than a material referent existing concretely in the world. Baudrillard unpacks
this claim by insisting that the referent in Benveniste's schema is nor a thing
in the world, bur at best is a perception or idea of such a thing. As evidence
for this claim, he quotes a semiologist who admits as much:
The referent is not truly reality. . .it is the image we make of reality. It
is a signified determined by an intention carried toward things (!) and
not considered in its simple relation to the Sr, as is usual in linguistics.
From the Sd-concept, I pass to the referent as a concrete approach to
the world . . . G4
What interests Baudrillard here is the way that, as soon as the referent
is theorized as a parr of the sign (a special kind of signified), reality or "the
thing" appears behind it once again (he emphasizes this point by his ad
dition of the bracketed exclamation mark in the above quotation). While
the sign is itself an idealist schema, it is predicated on the non-idealist no
tion that there is a material, independently existing "reality" to which it
refers. Baudrillard's point is to show that the signifier maintains a position
of dominance in the sign, but is always in need of a term that acts as an alibi.
This alibi must have an arbitrary relationship to the signifier, and appear to
transcend it, bur Baudrillard argues that the signifier can never really be
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transcended-the idealist schema of semiology can never reach the world.
He writes that
in a kind of Right in advance, the referent is drained of its reality,
becomes again a simulacrum, behind which, however, rhe tangible
object immediately re�emerges. Thus, rhe articulation of the sign can
gear down in infinite regress, while continually reinventing the real
as its beyond and its consecration. At bottom, the sign is haunted by
rhe nostalgia of transcending irs own convention, its arbitrariness; in a
way, it is obsessed with the idea of total motivation. Thus it alludes to
the real as its beyond and its abolition. But it can't "jump outside its
own shadow": for it is the sign itself that produces and reproduces this
teal, which is only its horizon-not its transcendence. Reality is the
phantasm by means of which the sign is indefinitely preserved from
the symbolic deconstruction which haunts it.65
Baudrillard's argument is that the semio-linguistic theory of meaning
cannot claim to caprure a pre-existing reality, because it can only ever proj
ect the idea of reality as the horizon of its transcendence. It projects "the
real" as the alibi of its signifying-rationalizing function. Baudrillard's con
clusion in this paper-which is decisive tor his subsequent thought, and
especially for the notion of simulation-is that the deconstruction of the
sign can never take place in the name of the referent or "the real," since
these categories are the very alibis that found the order of signification.
Such a deconstruction will rather be a matter of showing, as Baudrillard
has attempted to do, that the real is an alibi of the signifier, that it is pro
jected from the order of signification. This constitutes a deconstruction of
the semio-linguistic theory of meaning because it shows that the sign can
nOt ground its signifying function in the way it purports to. The arbitrary
relation between the signifier and the alibi-term that attempts to ground it
must remain arbitrary; every attempt to fully motivate this relationship
that is, to ground the relationship between the signifier and the alibi
shows lip another alibi as rhe sign's shadow.
Baudrillard's analysis of the sign is in many respects similar to Lyotard's
analysis of the nihilism of semiotics: both view the theory of the sign as
reductive of richer, more ambiguous forms of meaning, and both criticize
it for placing the locus of meaning-that which the signifier signifies-in
an exterior position, unreachable from within signification itself. However,
Baudrillard draws our the implications of this critique of the sign in a direc-
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tion uniquely his own, in the theory of simulation. This theory, for which
Baudrillard is most well known, forms the hub of his theory of nihilism.
The deconstruction of the sign Baudrillard undertakes in For a Critique
of the Political Economy of the Sign is the formal, structural basis for this
theory of simulation, which is developed in Symbolic Exchange and Death,
Simulacra and Simulation, and other later works.66 According to Baudril�
lard, simulation is the fate of representation in the contemporary state of
culmre. Simulation occurs when a model or representation precedes the
"real thing" it purports to be a model or representation of; simulations pro�
duce this "real" themselves rather than modeling a pre�existing reality. This
analysis of representation follows the idealism of the semio�linguistic sign
that Baudrillard has analyzed, insofar as it produces its referent as the hori
zon of its transcendence, and cannot ever really transcend this horizon. The
referent, or some other term designating "the rea!," remains nothing more
than the shadow cast by the sign. Baudrillard writes that 'to simulate is to
feign to have what one hasn't'67: the sign and simulation feign to establish
a relationship with the rea!, to capture the real in their signifying function
while maintaining this real as an external, independent, pre�existing real�
ity. Simulations are in fact copies without originals, however, since they
precede and produce the so-called original, which merely acts as an alibi to
support the simulation.
According to Rex Butler-as I have suggested, one of Baudrillard's most
astute commentators-all of Baudrillard 's work may be seen as an explora
tion of "the paradox of represemation," and this paradox further explains the
underlying logical structure of simulation. Butler identifies the origin of this
paradox in Plato's Crntylus:

Socrates: Let us suppose the existence of two objects: one of them shall
be Cratylus and the other the image of Cratylus, and we will sup
pose, further, that some god makes not only a representation such as
a painter would make of your outward form and colour, but also cre
ates an inward organisation like yours, having the same warmth and
softness; and into this infuses motion and soul and mind, such as you
have, and in a word copies all your qualities, and places them by you
in another form. Would you say that this was Cratylus and the image
of Cratylus, or that there were two Cratyluses?

Crarylus: I should say that there were twO Cratyluses.68
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According to Butler, this paradox means that the more a copy resembles
an original, the less it resembles it. If a copy resembles an original exactly
it is no longer a copy. but another original. A copy that is too good is
paradoxically a bad copy, and by the same reasoning a bad copy might be
a good copy. The essential point of (his paradox is that the copy and the
original need a space, a gap, or a difference between them, in order to be
distinguished as copy and original. Representation and reality, a model
and its original, function in (he same paradoxical way. Furthermore-and
here we see the logic of simulation begin to operate-because the repre�
senrarional system can only function on the basis of a distance between
representation and the real, once the gap has closed and it has lost contact
with the real, it has to produce its own real in order to continue to function.
This real is not the (pre-existing) real that the model attempts to represent,
but what Baudrillard calls the hyperreal-the more real than real.
The goal of representarion is to eradicate all imperfecrion-(O close the
gap between itself and the real, to produce a perfect model. But once this
has occurred, there is no longer any "outside," any limit to the system, to
which it can refer. In a perfect system of representation, the real does not
exisr. So in order to keep functioning as a meaningful system-that is,
in order to have an ((outside" (0 which it can refer, it produces this " OUt
side" from within itself. Models no longer represent reality, but produce
their own hyperreality. It is this implication of the paradox of representadon
that we have seen operating in Baudrillard's analysis of the idealism of the
sign: each artempt by semiologists to remove the arbitrariness of the sign
is in effect an attempt to perfect its representational accuracy, to enclose
the referent in the sign itself. But each time (his occurs (such as with the
theorization of the referent as a kind of signified), a new "outside" reality
springs up, a distance between the sign and the real that reinstates a certain
arbitrariness in its signifying function. This "outside" is only produced by
the sign itself, but the very idea of an outside is essential to its functioning.
Baudrillard sums lip the relationship between representation and simula
tion as follows:
Representation stems from the principle of the equivalence of the sign
and of the real (even if this equivalence is utopian, it is a fundamen
tal axiom). Simulation, on the contrary, stems from the mopia of the
principle of equivalence, from the radical negation of the sign as value,
from the sign as the reversion and death sentence of every reference.69
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Baudrillard draws our nihilistic implications from simulation, which he
sees as cominuing and exacerbaring the reducrive nihilism of the political
economy of the sign. Simulation is the new stage of nihilism that Baudrillard
announces in the essay "On Nihilism." He writes:
Today's nihilism is one of transparency, and it is in some sense more
radical, more crucial than in its prior and historical forms, because
this transparency, this irresolution is indissolubly that of the system,
and that of all the theory that still pretends to analyse it. When God
died, there was still Nietzsche to say so-the great nihilist before the
Eternal and the cadaver of the Eternal. But before the simulated trans
parency of all things, before the simulacrum of the materialist or ide
alist realisation of the world in hyperreality (God is not dead, he has
become hyperreal), there is no longer a theoretical or critical God to
recognise his own.70
The transparency Baudrillard associates with contemporary nihilism is
the loss of the distance between representation and the real that comes with
simulation. Baudrillard argues that when simulations no longer refer to an
independent real, there is a confusion between models and their referents,
which results in a kind of generalized epistemological nihilism. Theories Roat
free from any reference in the real: each theory produces its own "real," and
there is thus no independent reference by which one theory may be judged
better or worse than another. Simulation therefore leads (Q a relativism of
theory and the impossibility of knowledge.
As well as a collapse of the difference between representation and the
real, Baudrillard argues that simulation is accompanied by the collapse of
the difference between all the binary oppositions that structuralist theories
of meaning posit as the basis of intelligibility.7l Following Roman Jacob
son's argument that the most basic differences in language are binary op
positions, many structuralists understand the basic differences in all strllC
tures as such oppositions. Baudrillard also follows this tendency, under
standing these oppositions as an integral part of the semio-linguistic order
of meaning that dominates contemporary capitalist societies. The real itself
functions as the distance between such oppositions, the "third term" that
mediates between them and allows j udgments to be made about the rela
tive veracity of theses and antitheses, or the relative application of one term
or its opposite to the field under consideration. With the disappearance of
this referential term, the distance between binary oppositions effectively
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collapses, causing them to bleed inro each other and liquidate stable srruc
cures of meaning.
Baudrillard analyses this breakdown of binary oppositions in terms of the
critical concept of the "imaginary." For Baudrillard, this term indicates that
"other" against which (he self is defined, or that which is excluded by a sys
tem in its self-definition. Each term in a binary opposition functions as the
imaginary of the other term: man is the imaginary of woman and vice versa,
the Third World is the imaginary of the First World and vice versa, and so
on.72 According to Baudrillard, simulated systems that have lost their refer
ence in the real hide this loss by producing an imaginary, an opposite. This
imaginary maintains the illusion that a reference in the "real" still operates
by upholding the binary oppositions that require and imply this reference.
Baudrillard calls this "the strategy of the real" or "the strategy of deterrence."
Two celebrated examples of this strategy, from the essay "The Precession of
Simulacra," are Disneyland and Watergate.73 Baudrillard sees Disneyland
as the imaginary of America, which maintains the distinction between the
real and the simulated or hyperreaL Disneyland is posited by America as a
simulated world in contrast to the "reality" of the rest of America, a strat�
egy that, according to Baudrillard, hides the fact that the rest of America
has passed into simulation. Similarly, Watergate was construed as a scandal
by the American media to hide the fact that there is no scandal in politics
anymore: the distinction between the scandalous and non�scandalous has
broken down, but the belief in this distinction is perpetuated by the projec�
tion of Watergate as an imaginary "other" to quotid ian politics. I n each case,
the projected imaginary maintains the illusion that the binary oppositions on
which the system is founded are still operative, and the reference to the "real"
that grounds these oppositions still functions.
Baudrillard refers to the breakdown of clear distinctions between binary
oppositions as "reversibility." In simulation, systems become reversible, all
hypotheses are equally plausible, and counter-hypotheses function to support
their opposites and the system of simulation in general. Counter-hypotheses
act as the imaginaries of hypotheses, and simply support a simulated system
of imaginary oppositions where neither term has any purchase in the real.
Baudrillard writes that "it is always a question of proving the real through the
imaginary, proving truth through scandal, proving the law through trans
gression, proving work through striking, proving the system through crisis,
and capital through revolution . . "74 The loss of reference and rhe reversibility
of binary oppositions is thoroughly nihilistic because in this simulated state
.
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nothing is really at stake: the stakes the system predicates itself on are illu
sory. The reversibility of simularion explains Baudrillard's view that today's
nihilism is in a way more crucial than its past forms, in that all opposition
to the nihilistic system can be absorbed by the system itself: any opposition
to the system maintains the fiction that critical distinctions are still opera
tive and founded in a "reaL" Furthermore, Baudrillard is aware that his own
discourse is subject to [his problem: the discourse of [he analysis of nihilism
cannot pretend to an exterior position of enunciation, and is itself embroiled
in nihilism. Baudrillard's work here enacts a reflexivity of the discourse of
nihilism itself that recalls Heidegger's problematization of analyzing and re
sponding ro nihilism, but which consritutes a deepening of the aporetic im
plications of this problem in that Baudrillard, unlike Heidegger, often seems
to hold little hope that nihilism will ever be overcome. It is for this reason
that Baudrillard is often understood as a passive nihilist, and he suggests just
such a passive stance in the following passage from the essay "On Nihilism":
Melancholia is the brutal disaffection that characterizes our saturated
systems. Once the hope of balancing good and evil, true and false,
indeed of confronting some values of the same order, once the more
general hope of a relation of forces and a stake has vanished, Every

where, always, the system is roo strong: hegemonic.75
By Baudrillard's own admission, he is a nihilist insofar as he is obsessed
by the mode of the disappearance of meaning that characterizes contem
porary cllitllre.76 However, it is essential ro understand that the form of
meaning Balldrillard sees simulation as eroding is the semio-linguistic one,
which structures intelligibility on the basis of clear distinctions. This is pre
cisely the form of meaning that Balldrillard has analyzed as complicit with
capitalism, and which he sees as nihilistic in that it is reductive of the rich
ness of symbolic meaning. Simulation is therefore radically ambivalent: on
the one hand, it strengthens the modern capitalist, rationalist order, giving
this system rotal hegemony in the power to incorporate all oppositions; on
the other hand, simulation is itself a partial deconstruction of the system of
meaning on which this order is founded. Baudrillard understands simula
tion as predicated on representation, which functions as its alibi, but which
it in fact undermines. Simulation is therefore both an exacerbation of, and
a deconstruction of, semio-linguisric meaning, depending on the perspec
tive from which it is seen. Simulation passes itself off as representation, and
Baudrillard's analysis might be understood as a kind of ideology critique that
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exposes the way simulation operates. According to Baudrillard, once you
realize you are in simulation, you're no longer there.
Baudrillard can here be compared with Nietzsche: he sees nihilism as
the self-destruction of the " highest values" of modernity, understood as the
semio-iinguisric form of meaning, but he also sees this form of meaning
that is being destroyed as nihilistic, JUSt as Nietzsche understands the "high
est values" as expressions of religiolls nihilism. Like Nietzsche, Baudrillard's
analysis of the nihilistic system is an a((empr (Q push the nihilistic tenden
cies of this system to an extreme point, in the hope that the system will
collapse. In this sense, Baudrillard displays traits of the acrive nihilisL He
sometimes conceives of his work as a kind of theoretical terrorism; his gam
bit is that the closer systems of simulation approach perfecrion (the closer
the gap or distance comes to being completely eradicated), the closer the
system is to collapse. This stance is one Baudrillard also suggests in "On
Nihilism":
The more hegemonic the system, the more the imagination is struck
by the smallest of its reversals . . . If being a nihilist, is carrying, to the
unbearable limit of hegemonic systems, this radical trait of derision
and violence, this challenge that the system is summoned to answer

through its own death, then I am a terrorist and a nihilist in theory as
the others are with their weapons. Theoretical violence. not truth. is
the only resource left us.??
While Baudrillard often vacillates between active and passive forms of
nihilism, it is clear that in all his mature works he avoids the notion of a
straightforward overcoming of nihilism?8 Indeed, his arguments that the
analysis of nihilism remains within the purview of nihilism. and that any
opposition (Q simulation acts (Q bolster it, decide against the possibility of
such an overcoming. Rather, Baudrillard develops a position in which the
nihilism of simulation and its life-affirmative "other" are seen as the reverse
sides of the same process.
Baudrillard's conceptualization of nihilism and its alternative can be
seen in the relationship between simulation and his concept of "seducrion."
This concept of seduction is a complex idea that operates in registers beyond
its usual, sexual meaning, and which is posited as an affirmative "other"
to simulation. S eduction, and the other "affirmative" terms of Baudrillard's
thought, are given the following analysis by Butler in terms of the paradox
of representation: "if simulation attempts to cross the distance between the
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original and the copy that allows their resemblance, seduction is both the
distance that allows this resemblance and the distance that arises when this
space is crossed."79 Seduction is therefore the gap, the distance, the nothing
ness that the sign or the simulated system attempts to abolish, but which
allows the system to operate. Hence the ambiguity and reversibility of this
term: it is both what allows simulation, and is thus complicit with it, and
what simulation attempts to abolish, and is thus potentially subversive of it.
In this theory of the complicity between simulation and seduction, Bau
drillard develops a post-structuralist theory of meaning, which complements
the stasis of representational structures, understood as simulations, with the
dynamic force of seduction. For Baudrillard, the complex concept of seduc
tion is both productive and disruptive of simulation. Like Lyotard, Baudril
lard attempts to exploit the principle of seduction contained within simula
tion rather than overcome the nihilism of simulation by moving beyond it
and leaving it behind. This principle of seduction will be given more consid
eration in chapter four; what it is necessary to note in the present context is
that like symbolic exchange, seduction is a form of meaning that operates
according to ambiguity and reversibility. While simulation predicates itself
on the semio-linguistic theory of meaning, which relies on clear distinctions
and non-reversible binary oppositions, seduction functions according to the
very ambiguity and reversibility that undermine the semio-linguistic order.
This is why Baudrillard writes, at the end of "On Nihilism," where he seems
to have given lip hope of overcoming the destruction of meaning: "lbis is
where seduction begins."8o Seduction is therefore a principle by which Bau
drillard attempts to effectively respond to the nihilism of the current situa
tion without positing a restoration of dominant modernist modes of meaning
or a definitive overcoming of nihilism.
In summary, Baudrillard is an original thinker who explicitly theoriz
es that nihilism has entered a new phase, and analyses this new phase in
terms of semiological and structuralist theories of meaning. He analyses the
way semio-linguistic meaning self-deconstructs in the contemporary state
of society, the stable oppositions on which such meaning depends becom
ing reversible and deepening nihilism from the perspective of this semio
logical theory of meaning. However, Baudrillard holds that the ambiguous
meanings that rational meaning reduces cannot be destroyed entirely, and
he develops critical articulations of this mode of meaning (such as symbolic
exchange and seduction), which he sees as more "existentially" meaningful
than rational meaning. Reversibility is a fundamental principle of this mode
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of meaning; while it signals a deepening of nihilism from a rational, semio
linguistic perspective, Baudrillard also privileges it as the basis of a richer,
more ambiguous kind of meaning. The principle of reversibility, therefore,
is itself reversible: it can indicate both the collapse of structures of meaning
predicated on stable oppositions, and the recuperation of more ambiguous
modes of meaning. Baudrillard's project can be seen as similar (Q Nietzsche's
in that his analysis of nihilism is also an exacerbation of it, which seeks to
complete the self-decol1srrunion of modern, rationalist meaning and replace
them with a more fundamental and existentially richer meaning. Baudril
lard cashes om this project in various ways, however, and seems undecided
whether reversibility means that the nihilism of simulation is unassailable,
since every opposition to the system acts to support it, or fated to a decisive
reversion into a more life-affirmative form of meaning that accepts this very
reversibility as its fundamental principle. This vacillation concerning revers
ibility, and the reversibility of reversibility, accounts for the varying progno
ses of nihilism at different points in Baudrillard's texts.
Vattimo: positive nihilism

What is happening to us in regard to nihilism, today, is this: we begin to
be, or to be able to be, accomplished nihilists . . . an accomplished nihilism is
today Ollr only chance. . .
-Gianni Vattimo1l1
No contemporary philosopher has contributed more to the theorization
of nihilism in postmodernity than Gianni Vattimo. Vanimo is one of the few
thinkers to deal explicitly and extensively with the connection between post
modernism and nihilism, and he develops this connection as a cenrral point
for understanding the current situation of thought and culture. Like Lyotard
and Baudrillard, Vattimo develops his analysis of nihilism in new theoretical
terms, but through a far more direct engagement with Nietzsche, Heidegger,
and the history of the discourse of nihilism. The most unique comribmion
Vattimo makes to the discourse of nihilism consists in a positive revaluation
of nihilism; in his thought, nihilism is no longer posed as a problem that
must be solved bur as a solution to the problems of modernity, which be
comes possible as we enter postmodernity. For this philosopher, the nihilism
characteristic of postmodernity must not be thought of as "a hellish negation
of all that is human," but as our only chance for social emancipation.82
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Vanimo thus ceases to use the term "nihilism" to designate the problem
of existential meaning. Instead, he uses it primarily to designate ontologi
cal and epistemological antifoundational ism, the views that there is no per
manent, objective structure to reality, and that there are no objective and
certain truths. However, Vanimo engages directly with the problematic
established by Nietzsche and continued in various fashions by the other
thinkers thus far considered. Following Heidegger. Vattimo refers to the
set of problems designated "nihilism" by other (hinkers as "metaphysics."
Moreover. while they are not always made the explicit focus of his analysis,
Vattimo indicates that his philosophical concerns "contribute to a rethink
ing of the existential problems of late modern society."�3 Vattimo's work
therefore contributes, in a new and unique way. to an analysis of the prob
lems that have been under consideration throughour.s4
Vanimo insists that his thought cannot be separated from the context
of the Italian tradition of philosophy in which it developed,s5 and since
this tradition is not well known in [he Anglophone academy a brief intro
duction is required in order to appropriately situate Vanimo's work. Ital
ian philosophy contributes in original and significant ways to many of the
most central debates in Continental philosophy, and d isplays many conti
nuities with other European philosophical traditions of thought. After the
fall of the Fascist regime, Italian intellectuals attempted to find a new and
more secure foundation for reason in reaction to what was perceived as the
irrationality of Fascism. This emphasis on rationality manifested in intel
lectual trends sllch as Gramscian Marxism, structuralism, and semiotics.
By [he early seventies, however, the rise of post-structuralism in France
made its presence felt in the Italian intellectual scene, and the possibility
and desirability of rational foundational ism was called into question.
Through his work on Heidegger and Nietzsche-both primary reference
points for post-structuralism-Vattimo emerged as one of the key players
in the debate concerning the limits of reason and the foundational aspira
tions of thought. The meaning of nihilism and the problem of metaphysics
are key elements in this debate: on one side thinkers such as Vattimo and
Pier Aldo Rovatd advocate a "weak thought" that emphasises anrifounda
tionalism and the impossibility of a decisive overcoming of metaphysics;
on the other, certain philosophers argue for a regrounding of thought that
will overcome nihilism. a prime example of which is Emanuele Severino's
call for a return to Parmenides.86 Vattimo's and Rovatti's edited volume
!I pensiero debole" [Weak 7hought] sparked the high point of this heated
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debate in the early 1980s. The contemporary Italian philosophical scene is
arguably further characterized by the attempt (Q deal with modernization
in a social context where traditionalism and provincialism still hold sway,
and in which the isolationism of the Fascist years has left its mark. 88 Vat�
rimo's (win concern with nihilism and the posrmodern, then, can be seen
as a response to the particularities of the Italian siruarion, while neverthe�
less having a much wider field of application. H9
Vanimo's thought is an original and apparently syncretic amalgam of
Nietzsche, Heidegger, hermeneutics, and postmodernism. The coherence of
this eclectic mix is given in Mana Frasc3ti-Lochhead's characcerizarion of
Vattimo's work as a conversation-in-progress between Nietzsche and Hei
degger. in which the voices of those who have addressed the questions
raised by these two thinkers are also heard.9° Vattimo's cemral project may
be described as a hermeneutic ontology that anempts to be an on tologie
de l'ac tuali te,91 a philosophical description of our "current siruation." He
works through imerpretations of texts in the recent history of Western
philosophy, especially those of Nietzsche and Heidegger and those writers
who have engaged their problematics. in order to develop an interpretation
of the meaning of Being at this point in history. For Vartimo, this amounts
to a determination of the meaning of nihilism in postmodernity. Vartimo
believes that Nietzsche and Heidegger are the two thinkers who have done
most to change the way we view thought today, and any understanding
of our current situation must proceed through a hermenemic engagement
with their works. Vatrimo's own unique perspective on nihilism is largely
determined by the way this engagement of his proceeds; he reads Nietzsche
and Heidegger together, bringing om their substantial similarities and us
ing each as a corrective to the other. to develop a theory of the meaning of
nihilism in terms of both the death of God and the era of the oblivion of
Being.
Vattimo's interpretation of Nietzsche and Heidegger proceeds on the
basis of a "betrayal" of Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche, bur a betrayal
that is made in order to be true to what Vattimo believes is the spirit of
Heidegger's philosophy-a spirit that is far closer to Nietzsche than Hei
degger was willing to admit.92 For Vattimo, Heidegger clarifies Nietzsche
by emphasizing the philosophical, ontological implications of his thought,
while Nietzsche clarifies Heidegger by presenting nihilism as the key to
the ontology of the contemporary situation. Summing up these points,
Vatrimo writes:
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If Heidegger confers meaning on Nietzsche by demonstrating that the
will to power is "the destiny of being" (and not a pure play of forces
unmasked through a critique of ideology), Nietzsche gives meaning ro
Heidegger by clarifying that the desdny of being (thought unmeta
physically) is nihilism.93
Vattimo reads both Nietzsche and Heidegger as antifoundational think
ers, and argues [hat the nihilism theorized by both thinkers must be under
srood in a "positive" sense as an answer to the problems of metaphysical foun
dationalism that each diagnose. Nietzsche and Heidegger are linked by this
attempt ro think beyond metaphysics, and according ro Vattimo the mean
ing of nihilism coday takes shape through the legacy of these anemp[s.
Breaking with Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche, Vattimo situates a pref
erable reading between Heidegger's imerpretation and that given by Wilhelm
Dilthey?1 While Heidegger interprets Nietzsche alongside Arisrorie, as an
ontological philosopher, Dilthey interprets him primarily as a cultural critic
and "philosopher of life."95 For both imerpreters Nietzsche stands at the end
of metaphysics, but for different reasons. Heidegger, as is well known, fo
cuses almost exclusively on Nietzsche's Nachlass in order (Q presem him as
the last of the metaphysicians, whereas Dilthey is primarily concerned with
Nietzsche's earlier essays and aphoristic writings in which he critically en
gages with histOry and culture. Vattimo uses Dilthey's emphasis as a correc
tive [0 Heidegger's, suggesting that Nietzsche's hisrorical consciollsness and
cultural criticism show that he is not trying to present a "new foundation"
for thought, or a new metaphysical system. In his own interpretation ofNi
etzsche, Vanimo focuses particularly on the "middle period" of Nietzsche's
works,96 from the second of the Untime ly Meditations to the Ga y Science ??
Vattimo's concern is [0 show that Nietzsche develops a "deconstruction" of
metaphysics9� through his critique of culture, religion, and philosophy; a de
construction that rules out the possibility of instituting a new foundation
for thought. This reading is deployed against Heidegger's attempt to read
Nietzsche as a metaphysical thinker; for Vattimo, Nietzsche, like Heidegger,
must be thought of as a thinker at the end of metaphysics who is struggling
to find a way beyond it.
Vattimo focuses on the method of "chemical" decomposition of moral,
religious, and aesthetic ideas and feelings that Nietzsche announces in Hu
man, AII-Too-Human.99 This idea of philosophy as chemistry is a precursor
to Nietzsche's later genealogical method, and, as Vattimo understands it, a
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deconstruccion of metaphysics. Philosophy as chemical decomposition seeks
to show how even the most exalted moral, religious and aesthetic ideals are
derived from base feelings and motivations, and this method directs itself
explicitly against a philosophy of origins or foundations. Instead of a secure
origin, source, or foundation underlying our religious, philosophical, and
cu\mrai beliefs and practices, Nietzsche anemprs to show that such origins
are in fact ignoble and our beliefs about the purity and goodness of slich
ideals and practices are thus errors. However-and this is the decisive point
for Vattimo's reading of Nietzsche-such errors cannot be corrected with
recourse to alternative trurhs, and ignoble origins cannot be supplamed by
pure foundations. This is because, in the process of "chemical decomposi
tion," the notions of truth and of a foundation for thought are themselves
decomposed, reduced to the mere desire for security or power. IOO
Furthermore, according to Vanimo the idea of a foundation for thought
that would secure true knowledge depends on the idea that it is possible to
know things in themselves, but this possibility is also undermined by Ni
etzsche through his argument that "knowledge" of a thing is the result of a
series of metaphoric transformations that take place between the thing and
our understanding of it.wI These argumems against truth and foundation
cited by Vattimo are early versions of Nietzsche's understanding of nihilism
as the process in which the "highest values" devalue themselves. Vanimo
thus reads Nietzsche as an ami-foundational thinker, a reading that is sup
ported by a number of aphorisms in Human , All-Too-Human. Firstly, Vat
timo makes much of the phrase "the philosophy of morning" that occurs in
the last section of the book.102 Here, Nietzsche tells in an allegorical fashion
of the difficulties of living withom a final goal or foundation, but also of the
joys that accompany it. Vattimo interprets this "philosophy of morning" as
comaining no o ther comem than the errors of metaphysics, bm seen in the
light of a different attitude. One who has "overcome" metaphysics by reach
ing the end of the process of chemical decomposition does not seek new
foundations, but sees the essence of reality as a "tissue of erring." I03
Nietzsche's rejection of a new foundation for thought that would sup
plant the errors of metaphysics is clearly expressed in another aphorism from

Human, All Too Human:
A few rungs back down -One, certainly very high level of culture has
.

been reached when a man emerges from superstitious and religiolls
notions and fears and no longer believes in the choir invisible, for
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example, or in original sin, and no longer speaks of rhe salvarion of
souls; if he is ar this level of liberation he sriII has, with the grearesr
exertion of his mind, £0 overcome metaphysics. Then, however, a ret

rograde step is required: he has to grasp the his£Orical justification that
resides i n such ideas, likewise the psychological; he has £0 recognise
that they are most responsible for the advancement of mankind and
[hat without such a retrograde step he will deprive himself of the best
that mankind has hitherto produced.-With regard ro philosophical
metaphysics. I see more and more who have reached the negative goal
(that all posirive metaphysics is an error), bur still only a few who are
climbing back down a few rungs; for one may well want ro peer over
the ropmost rung of the ladder, bur one should not want ro stand on it.
'The most enlighrened only get as far as freeing themselves from meta
physics and rhen looking back down ir: whereas here roo, as in rhe
hippodrome, it is necessary ro round the bend once you have reached
[he end of the straight. 104
Here Nietzsche emphasizes the necessity of in some sense remall1111g
wirhin metaphysics once the errors of metaphysical thought have been seen.
The ladder of metaphysics doesn't lead to a higher plane; Nietzsche even
tells us that we cannot srand on the rop rung. He leaves us with the untran
scendable necessity of viewing life, hisrory and culture through the lens of
meraphysical error.
Vattimo links this analysis with Nietzsche's later works through anti
foundational interpretations of the dictum "God is dead" and of "accom
plished" or "complete" nihilism. Vattimo interprets the pronouncement
"God is dead" to mean that there is no objective structure ro the world; it is
not an arheistic position because rhis would imply that rhere is an objective
structure to the world, one in which God does not exist.10 51ne death of God
is not an objective "fact"; it is the historical event of the abolition of the belief
in grounds, foundations. origins, and ends, the "highest values" of the West
ern religious and philosophical traditions rhat Nierzsche collectively terms
"metaphysics." For Vartimo, the death of God means the advent of nihilism,
where nihilism is understood ontologically and epistemologically as the lack
of an objective structure of the world and an absence of objective facts. This
is a common interpretation of Nietzsche's thought; what is noteworthy about
Vanimo's interpretation is thar he asserts thar the death of God, undersrood
as nihilism, is a condition that cannot be transcended.
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While many Nietzsche cammenra[Qrs understand him as asserting the
necessity of creating new gods or new values after the completion of nihil
ism, in a way that suggests a decisive and permanent overcoming of nihil
ism, Vattimo does not believe that this is a legitimate move within the
bounds of Nietzsche's thought. By highlighting (he earlier works in which
Nietzsche rejects the possibility of a new foundarion for thought, Vanimo
argues that nihilism cannot be thought in terms of an overcoming. since
such an overcoming implies just such a new foundation. Instead, Vanimo
argues that the stage of nihilism that Nietzsche calls complete or accom 
plished nihilism must be understood precisely as the condition in which
the belief in foundations, including the possibility of a new foundation, is
entirely dissolved. The meaning of Nietzsche's story of nihilism, for Vat
timo, is that metaphysics, understood as foundational thought, is "over
come" in accomplished nihilism. Vanimo understands accomplished nihil
ism as omological and epistemological and-foundadonalism, as expressed
in Nietzsche's assertions that there is no "true world "106 and that there are
no facts, only interpretations. to? Vanimo thus gives Nietzsche's nihilism
a decisively positive meaning, asserting that accomplished nihilism is the
only way to deal with the impasse of the attempt to overcome metaphysics.
JUSt as Vattimo reads Nietzsche against Heidegger's interpretation,
he also reads Heidegger against Heidegger's own intentions. As with his
interpretation of Nietzsche, Vattimo's concern is to show that Heidegger
may be read as an anti-foundational, nihilistic thinker. This reading re
quires a certain "distortion" of Heidegger, in which some aspects of his
texts are emphasized and turned against other aspects in an attempt to
show that he did not always fully understand the implications of his own
thought. Situating his own interpretation in the field of Heidegger scholar
ship, Vanimo suggests that readings of this German philosopher can be
divided imo a "right" and a " left"camp.108 The "right" interpretation fo
cuses on Heidegger's suggestions that overcoming nihilism and metaphys
ics requires a return to a grounding for thought and meaning through
a renewed and more authentic relationship of man and Being. On this
reading, nihilism will be overcome through a return of Being, which has
been obscured and cast into oblivion through the history of metaphysics.
The " left" interpretation, however, which Vanimo advocates, focuses rather
on the suggestions in Heidegger's texts that any return to a grounding or
foundation will be simply a reinstatement of metaphysics, because one of
the mistakes of metaphysics is to think Being as ground-in the sense of
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stable srrunure or enduring presence.!09 Summariz.ing this inrerpretive dis
tinction, Vattimo writes:
Right. in the case of Heidegger. denotes an interpretation of his over
coming of metaphysics as an effort, in spite of everything, somehow to
prepare a 'return of Being,' perhaps in the form of an apophasic, nega
tive, mystical onrology; left denotes the reading that I propose of the
history of Being as the story of a 'long goodbye,' of an interminable
weakening of Being. In this case. the overcoming of Being is under
stood only as a recollection of the oblivion of Being, never as making
Being present again, not even as a term that always lies beyond every
formulation.llo
I n an argument similar to that employed in his interpretadon ofNietzsche,
Vanimo asserts that the terms of Heidegger's own thought do not allow a
consistent and coherent notion of a "return" or a "remembering" of Being in
such a way that this would overcome nihilism and institute a new foundation
for thought. Vattimo's argument depends on Heidegger's notion of Being as
event, in which Being always "stays away" or conceals itself in the process of
bringing beings (entities) to presence. Vanimo emphasiz.es this aspen of Hei
degger's understanding of Being as the event of unconcealmenr, and argues
that this understanding is inconsistent with any idea that Being might itself
be grasped as something present. He writes that " [t]he forgetting of Being
that is characteristic of metaphysics . . . cannot be understood in contrast to a
'remembering of Being' which would grasp it as present." lIl On the basis of
this argument, Vattimo gives a new interpretation of Heidegger's work on
nihilism, arguing that (he oblivion of Being is itself consistent with the no
tion of Being as event. Rather than understanding nihilism as a forgetting of
Being that needs to be overcome, Vanimo understands onrological nihilism
as consistent with Heidegger's own thesis about Being, in which it is "noth
ing" in the sense of being no "thing" that might be made present. Vanimo's
argument for this nihilistic understanding of Being is further justified with
reference to [he ontological difference that is so important to Heidegger:
Ultimately, [he issue of the difference between Being and beings, called
the ontological difference, leads much further than even Heidegger
expected. This difference means first of all that Being is not. Entities
are what can be said to be. Being, on the other hand, befolls or occurs.
We truly distinguish Being from beings only when we conceive of it
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as hismricai-culrurai happening, as the insrinning and transforming
of those horizons in which entities time and again become accessible
to man, and man to himself.112
Vanimo's interpretation of Heidegger as an anti-foundational thinker
is given further weight by reading his work in the light of Gadamer's ap
propriations of ic. Heidegger and Gadamer are the two founding fathers of
hermeneutic ontology, and Vattimo situates his own understanding of this
approach to philosophy between the two German thinkers. Hermeneutic
ontology, Vattimo writes, predicates itself on a necessary link between Being
and language, but the nature of this link varies for the different thinkers.1l3
Heidegger focuses on Being with some supplementary indicadons of the im
portant place language has in ontology; Gadamer is primarily concerned with
language bur indicates its ontological dimension. Va((imo anempts to clarify
the link between Being and language by reading the twO thinkers together,
giving Being a linguistic determination that contributes to his conception
of a nihilistic ontology. This "clarification" of Heidegger depends on what is
itself a radical interpretation of Gadamer, framed around his famous phrase
"Being that can be understood is language."114 Vattimo argues that the usual
interpretation of this phrase, that Being exceeds language but language is
that part of Being that is intelligible to human beings, is incorrect. Instead,
Vattimo argues for a radical identification of Being and language, such that
Being is nothing more than the transmission of linguistic messages through
history. Such messages in no way form a static text, the meaning of which is
objectively given; rather, the meanings of these linguistic messages must be
constantly interpreted anew, and this process of the reception and interpre
ration of messages is whar constitutes the ontological "openings" in which
beings are revealed. This interpretation makes sense of Gadamer's insistence
that with each interpretation, both the subject and object of interpretation
are changed; for Vattimo this means that there is no objectively given Struc
ture to Being, objectivity being dissolved in the fluidity of interpretations. m
Vattimo applies this reading of Being to Heidegger's work in what is self
consciously an "urbanisation"116 or a "demystification," a removal from Hei
degger's thought of those aspects that tend towards the esoteric and mystical.
Referring to the understanding of Being made available by Heidegger, Vat
rimo writes that
[a]1I we can say about Being at this point is that it consists in trans
mission, in forwarding or destiny: Ueber-lieferung and Ge-schick. The
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world plays itself om in horizons constructed by a series of echoes, lin
guistic responses, and messages coming from the past and from others
(others alongside us as well as other cultures) . . .. Being never really is
bue sends itself, is on the way, it trans-mits itself.l17
The nihilistic implications of this understanding of Being are suggested in
this passage: understood as the transmission of linguistic messages that open
interpretive horizons, Being is not something that could ever be thought as
spatially or temporally present; rather, Being is always an echo from the past
that makes the present possible. From the perspective of metaphysics, which
only thinks beings in terms of presence, Being is really "nothing." Being can
not be thought of as an objective, ahistorical structure, but only as a series of
historical events through which language establishes cultural horizons.
An important implication of this understanding of Being as historical
event is that this theory of Being itself cannot be understood metaphysi
cally. that is. as an objective and ahistorical structure of the world. In order
to be consistent, Vattimo must and does insist that this interpretation of
Being is itself an event of Being, and is given to human beings by Being. As
Heidegger emphasizes, human beings cannot make judgments about Being
as if they were in some exterior relation to it. We cannot simply develop
theories about Being that might be "true" or "untrue" on the basis of some
objective criterion, since according to Heidegger and Vattimo trmh itself is a
disclosive opening of Being.1 1 H For Vattimo, this also means that the history
of metaphysics cannot simply be considered a history of erroneous under
standings of Being on the part of human beings; as Heidegger emphasizes,
the forgetting of Being in metaphysics is itself given by Being. For Vattimo,
the most salient aspect of Heidegger's understanding of metaphysics is that it
conceives of Bei ng as a stable Structure or enduring presence that serves as a
foundation or ground for beings. In contrast to these "strong" qualities of sta
bility and foundation attributed to Being throughout much of the history of
philosophy, Vattimo refers to the current understanding of Being as event as
a "weakening" of Being. For Vattimo, the history of Being should be thought
of as an "ontology of decline" that culminates in the current situation, in
which there is very Iittie of Being left (in the "strong" metaphysical sense of
Being as objective structure or ground).119
Despite the above qualification concerning metaphysics, Vattimo re
mains critical of metaphysical thinking, associating it with reduction and
violence. In arguing this point, he gestures towards Theodor W. Adorno's
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association of metaphysics with the society of roral organization that erodes
the freedoms of individuals and Emmanuel Levinas's critique of metaphysics
as doing ethical violence in the reduction of the other to the same, as well as
Nietzsche's assertion that metaphysics is an attempt to gain comrol by force
and Heidegger's understanding of metaphysics as rhe basis of rhe technologi
cal domination of the world.120 Vartimo argues for a specific understanding
of rhe relationship between metaphysics and violence, however, by defining
violence from a hermenemic perspective as "the perempmfy affirmation by
an authority which forbids further interrogation, breaks down dialogue, and
imposes silence." 121 In this sense, mecaphysics may be thought of as violent
because it manifests a suppressive authority in the form of a foundation:
metaphysical thought limits the free play of dialogue and interpretation by
silencing those voices that are not appropriately related to the foundation
that metaphysics appeals to as an arbiter of legitimacy. The violence of meta
physics is thus a process of reduction, which limits the range of interpreta
tions that are allowed currency. Furthermore. Vattimo suggests that meta
physics, in positing eternal structures of existence. is reductive in the sense
that it delegitimizes or devalues those aspects of life that are bound up with
growth, change, and mortality.122 While Vanimo positively revalues the term
((nihilism," then, the concerns with a reductive devaluation of the richness of
existence that other theorists express with this term are present in Vattimo's
thought, bur expressed by the term "metaphysics."
I n addition to being motivated by a refusal of new foundations, Vanimo's
revaluation of nihilism can be understood as a critical opposition to the vio
lence of metaphysical thinking. I n a passage that summarizes the key move
in his interpretation of Heidegger, as well as his own thought more generally,
Vattimo writes:
'The overcoming of metaphysics can be realised only i n the degree to
which, as Heidegger writes of Nietzschean nihilism, "nothing is left of
being as such." The overcoming of metaphysics is not the overtu rning of

the metaphysical oblivion ofbeing; it is this very ob livion (nihilism ) taken
to i ts e xtreme conse quences.12J
According to Vattimo, the nihilistic oblivion of Being overturns meta
physics when taken to its extreme consequences precisely because the meta
physical notions of objectivity and foundation are dissolved in this oblivion.
Thus Vanimo d raws the parallel between Nietzsche's accomplished or com
plete nihilism and the nihilistic destiny of Being in Heidegger: both involve
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pushing nihilistic tendencies to their nth degree, and both problematize the
possibility of a new foundation. According to Vattimo, it is precisely the
thought of Nietzsche and Heidegger that has done the most work to dissolve
the metaphysical conception of Being as permanent presence and founda
tion. Nietzsche and Heidegger are thus proper names for the event of Be
ing that has given Being itself as "weakened," and inaugurated a new era in
which nihilism gains a positive determination.
Since Vattimo rejeC(s the possibility of overcoming on the grounds that
it implies a new foundation, and thus metaphysical thought, he cannot posit
nihilism as a new form of Being and thought that leaves metaphysics out
side and behind. Rather, he writes that " [f]or Heidegger, as for Nier:z.sche,
thought has no other 'object' (if we may even still lise this term) than the
errancy of metaphysics, recollected in an attitude which is neither a critical
overcoming nor an acceptance that recovers and prolongs it."l24 From Hei
degger, Vattimo appropriates the concepts of An-Denken and Verwindung to
explain the relationship between memphysics and nihilism in the form of
thought made possible by the "weakening" of Being. The term An-Denke r!
implies a remembering or a recollection of the traditions passed on through
history in such a way that they are not simply taken as static givens, bur
interpreted anew according to present circumstances. Because, for Vattimo,
Being is understood as the historical transmission of such messages, and the
history ofI3eing is the history of metaphysics, then the current configuration
of Being remains conditioned by the metaphysical thought of the past (albeit
in a weakened form).
For Vattimo, Heidegger's rarely-used term Verwindung defines the way
these metaphysical messages should be interpreted in the age of accomplished
nihilism. This term suggests an alternative to overcoming (the German term
for which is Oberwindung) , an alternative Heidegger himself suggests in a
number of places.125 Vattimo notes the difficulty of translating this term, and
indicates a number of meanings, all of which must be taken into account
to understand Heidegger's intent. Firstly, Vattimo notes, Heidegger himself
told some French translators of his works that Verwindung indicates a going
beyond that is both an acceptance and a deepening. Vattimo further indi
cates two important shades of meaning this term can have in German: it can
mean convalescence, to be cured of an illness while still bearing the traces
of it, and it can mean "distortion," from winden , which means "to twist."
The meaning of Verwindung as convalescence also has the connotation of
"resignation"; one can be verwunden to a loss or pain.126 Taken together. these
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meanings suggest that when Heidegger speaks of Verwindung in relation to
metaphysics, he is suggesting a twisting-free from metaphysics through a
resignation to it. While this seems a paradoxical notion, Vartimo interprets
the Verwindung of metaphysics as an acceptance of the necessity to think i n
metaphysical terms, bur bereft of their mos t metaphysical aspect-that is,
withom reference ro Being as permanent foundadon.127
The Verwindung of metaphysics means [0 think in reference to the "open
ing" of Being we find ourselves in, rather than in reference to any foundation
that can serve as a ground for permanent and apodictic truth. Since this
kind of thinking is much less ambitious and less certain than the deductive
logic appropriate to periods when Being was "strong," Vattimo calls it weak
thought (i f pensiero debo te). The hal ian term sfondamento, which Vanimo
uses to indicate the anti-foundacional nature of weak thought, further clari
fies what it means for metaphysics to be subjected ro a Verwindung . David
Webb, the translaror of Vattimo's Beyond Interpretation, explains that this
term is derived from the root fondamento, meaning "foundation," and that
the related term sfondare means ro break through or knock the bottom Out of
something. 12M Vattimo's weak thought thus aims ro interpret the metaphysi
cal thought that still constitutes our horizons, bereft of the foundations ro
which it has historically laid claim. Weak thought is thus oriented towards
the history of philosophy, and the interpretation of texts in this history, bur
in such a way that new understandings of metaphysical concepts are created
by reading them with a view rowards elaborating the meaning of our current
situation. Vattimo enacts weak thought in his own writings by staging a play
of interpretations between thinkers that deliberately "distorts" their ideas by
reading them against each other, just as he does in the cases of Nietzsche and
Heidegger. Weak thought makes no appeal to a transcendent foundation or
point of reference that would secure the certainty of knowledge, bm takes the
criteria of interpretation to be given within the play of interpretations itself
by the power of arguments to convince us that one interpretation is prefera
ble to another. Varrimo therefore understands his own arguments concerning
Nietzsche, Heidegger, and the contemporary meaning of nihilism as lacking
any appeal to objective validity, resting only on their rhetorical persuasive
ness. It is in this sense that weak thought is to be understood as "weak," bm
this weakness coincides with a rigorous practice of interpretation.
With Vattimo, we see a new understanding of nihilism emerge through
just such a rigorous interpretation of the texts of Nietzsche and Heidegger.
He takes from these thinkers the lesson that we cannot step outside the meta-
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physical rradirion, bm mllst work within it in a Verwindend relation (0 ir. This
means that "negative" nihilism, undersrood as metaphysics, can nor be direcdy
overcome. Vanimo's idea ofa positive (complete or accomplished) nihilism is a
result of this recognition, and can be understood as a solution to an apparently
insoluble sima(ion with respect (0 (he problem of overcoming metaphysics.
As such, Vattimo (akes up and responds to the aporia of overcoming nihilism
identified by Heidegger, but argues-against Heidegger-that Nietzsche had
already shown (he way (0 negotiare (his aporia. Insofar as nihilism dissolves
foundational thought, the most violent aspect of metaphysics, it can be seen
as opening lip a new field of possibility, where thought and life will relinquish
the nostalgic desire to hold fast (0 foundations. Seeking Out and taking ad
vantage of these new possibilities, Vattimo believes, is our sole opportunity
for social emancipation in the current situation. Since Vanimo understands
metaphysics as having existential implications, impacring on (he meaning and
value of life by reducing its possibilities, his positive nihilism may also be un
derstood as a response to the existential nihilism that is my primary concern
here. The new possibili(ies for existence, and Vanimo's strategies for respond
ing to nihilism, will be explored in the following chapters.
Nihilism in postmodern theory

We have thrown off that old existential garb. . .Who cares about freedom, bad
faith and authenticity tOday?
-Jean Baudrillard129
The above quora(ion from Baudrillard refleers a widespread feeling that
the discourse of existentialism, which strongly shaped the understanding of
nihilism (including rhe reception of Nietzsche's and Heidegger's concerns) in
the early part of the twentieth century, is an outmoded form of thought. This
feeling is borne our in the changes of theoretical focus evident in the post
modern theories of nihilism examined above. Writing after the deposition
of existentialism and phenomenology by structuralism, and concurrent with
the "postmodern turn," Lyotard and Baudrillard develop post-structuralist
positions that criticize the earlier dominant theories. Vattimo, also following
(his pos(l11odern turn, breaks with earlier (heoretical perspectives by devel
oping an understanding of hermeneutic ontology thar is deployed against
metaphysics. Although Vattimo draws heavily on Nietzsche and Heidegger,
he develops their thought in original ways, sometimes consciously betraying
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the Icnef of their texts. While Lyorard, Baudrillard and Vanimo adopt dif
ferent theoretical perspectives, some salient points shared by all three allow
liS [0 identify a general shift in theoretical perspective from earlier under
,

standings of nihilism. Since there is also much continuity with earlier think
ers, especially Nietzsche and Heidegger, it is not possible (Q draw a simple
schematic distinction that would allow liS to clearly divide the later group of
thinkers from the earlier group. Nevertheless, the postmodern thinkers bring
new emphases and draw aspens of rhe earlier thinkers' works into new light
allowing liS to identify a number of points that indicate the novelty of the
posrmodern perspective. These points-some of the implications of which
will be drawn out more fully in the following chapters-are as follows.
,

7he linguistic turn
As we have seen, the analyses of nihilism in the European tradition of
philosophy under examination here have typically been shaped by various
leading theories of meaning. Sanre, for example, applies a phenomenological
understanding of meaning to existential concerns, and Lyotard and Bau
drillard both frame their concerns with nihilism in the terms of their post
structuralist stance. This suggests that no clear distinction is made by these
thinkers between the theoretical framework appropriate for the examination
of existential meaning, and the framework applied to semantic meaning and
intelligibility in general. It is therefore possible to see the changes in the
theoretical terms in which nihilism is analyzed as following wider trends in
philosophy and theory; [he postmodern theories reject phenomenology and
existemialism and frame themselves in terms of post-structuralism (often un
derstood as the theoretical dimension of postmodernism in the Anglophone
world) and hermeneutic ontology. Moreover, both the post-structuralism of
Lyotard and Baudrillard and Vattimo's hermeneutic ontology can be under
stood as coinciding with the widespread "linguistic turn" that is often pos
ited as characterizing mid to late twentieth century philosophy.
Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Varrimo can thus be seen as turning away from
some of the terms central (Q earlier theories of nihilism. The turn in French
thought from existentialism and phenomenology to structuralism and post
structuralism is popularly characterized as a turn away from the centrality of
the subject, and this is in fact how Lyotard and Baudrillard understand their
opposition to Sartrean existentialism.130 Vanimo, too, understands existen
tialism as elevating the subject to a privileged position, and rejects it on the
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basis of the argumenrs problematizing this elevation proffered by Nierzsche
and Heidegger.l3l In the case of Sartre, however, such opposition arguably
rests on an inaccurate characterization of his philosophy,132 and it would be
more accurate to characterize the difference between Sanre and the post
modernists in terms of individual consciousness (which for Sanre cannot be
reduced to the subject, "traditionally" unders[Qod as self-identical) versus the
field oflanguage, extra-individual structures, and events, as the central locus
of meaning. FOl· Sanre, meaning is constituted by the meaning-conferring
activity of consciousness; when this activity is in abeyance, the world appears
absurd. As exemplified by Roquentin's experiences in Na usea , {he experience
of nihilism and the atrempt to overcome {his problem are largely an indi
vidual affair. Moreover, if we understand individual consciolls experience as
the theory of meaning from which the postmodernists depan, we can also
understand them as breaking with the individualist tendencies in Nietzsche's
work (those tendencies that allow him to be characterized as an existentialist
thinker). While Nietzsche understands nihilism as a broad cultural and his
torical process, he also understands it as a problem that can be lived through
and overcome by an individual thinker.
In contrast to this theorization of nihilism in terms of consciousness and
the individual, post-structuralism and hermeneutic ontology both focus on
language or discourse, broadly understood as extra-individual networks of
semantic meaningfulness, as the locus of meaning. Structuralism and semi
otics inrerpret social institutions and artifacts as meaning-bearing structures
composed of signs that, like language on Ferdinand de Saussure's model, de
termine meaning according to the relationships between the elements of the
structure. Structuralism and semiotics are thus auempts to extend the lin
guistic theory of meaning to all dimensions of intelligibility. Post-structural
ists such as Lyotard and Baudrillard critique {his model as overly-rationalist,
asserting that a more ambiguous dimension of meaning-often expressed as
force or event-both makes structures of meaning possible and disrupts es
tablished structures. As such, these post-structuralists should be understood
as a responding to, and going beyond, the linguistic rum. Nevertheless, they
still assert the importance of {his structural dimension of meaning, positing
a preferable model of meaning in terms of the dynamic interplay of structure
and evenr rather than individual consciousness d la Sanre.
Hermeneutic ontology, as understood by Vattimo, takes language as the
model of all meaning; it approaches Being as a text that is both something to
be interpreted, and that sets the bounds of interpretation. Vattimo also posits
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an ontological imerplay between srrucrure and evem, albeit in very differem
terms. For Vattimo, metaphysics, which posits Being as a static structure, is
being Verwinde nd by Being as event, which consists in the historical nans
mission of messages that constitute the cultural horizons in which meanings
are established. For Lyorard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo, (he forms of meaning
associated with static structures (semiotics and strucruralism for the pOSt
structuralists; metaphysics for the Italian philosopher) are criticized as the
locus of existential nihilism. These new theories of meaning in which nihil
ism starts to be analyzed after the "linguistic turn" thus allow nihilism to be
identified in the struc(Ures of language itself (the semiotic sign, for Lyorard
and Baudrillard) and in wider social structures and insriwtions, thus con
stituting a new understanding of nihilism, beyond the familiar existentialist
problematic of the anguished individual. An implication of this shift in fo
cus, to be explored in the following chapters, is that the problem of nihilism
becomes one to be engaged on a political, rather than individual, level.

Re fle xivi ty
In what can be seen as a consequence of the linguistic turn in the analysis
of nihilism, with Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo this analysis becomes
increasingly reflexive. If language itself is the locus of nihilism, then the
analysis of nihilism, which takes place through language, is also subject to
the dangers of nihilism. This reflexivity in the discourse of nihilism is an
extension of the problems identified by Heidegger, who makes it clear that
nihilism does not confront us like an object, but is part of the ontological
"opening" in which we think, speak, and write.133 Of the three postmodern
thinkers considered here, Baudrillard announces most clearly that the dis
course that attempts to analyz.e nihilism is implicated in nihilism, and may
in fact exacerbate it. He writes:
Analysis is itself perhaps the decisive element of the immense process
of the freezing over of meaning. The surplus of meaning that theories
bring, their competition at the level of meaning is completely second
ary in relation to their coalition in the glacial and four-tiered opera
cion of dissection and transparency. One must be conscious that, no
matter how the analysis proceeds, it proceeds toward the freezing over
of meaning, it assists in the precession of simulacra and of indiff"erent
forms. The desert grows.13.i
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For Baudrillard, the analysis of nihilism, insofar as it seeks co be an ac
curate representation of nihilism, falls into and exacerbates the hyperreal
simulation he sees as the fate of representation. Moreover, if this analysis con
tinues to lise uaditional academic styles and concepts it remains enmeshed i n
the semio-linguistic order of meaning, which abstracts from (he ambiguity
and reversibility of concrete social inreractions and reproduces the logic of
capitalist political economy, again implicating itself in a nihilistic devalua
tion of existemial meaning.
Lyotard also displays a deep reAexivity in his analysis of nihilism through
his recognition (hat semantic meaning is necessarily theatrical and repre
sentational, thus nihilistic in his terms, and he does not pretend that his
own discourse is free from the operations of the "great Zero." Lyotard argues
that there is no pure, affirmative region beyond representation, and accepts
the necessity that his own discourse, insofar as it does attempt to convey an
understanding of nihilism through relatively well-defined concepts, remains
representational and nihilistic. Vattimo follows suite by emphasizing that
the linguistic transmissions from the cultural past that constitute the present
epoch of Being are largely the messages of metaphysics. He recognizes that
his own analysis of "negative" nihilism, which he calls metaphysics, must
necessarily continue to be framed in terms of the metaphysical concepts
handed down through the history of philosophy. Each of these thinkers is
thus acutely aware that their own posidon, as an analyst of nihilism, cannot
aim at an external vantage poim and is implicated within the horizon of the
problem that the analysis itself diagnoses.

Against overcoming
The key theme that distinguishes all of the postmodern theorists of nihil
ism considered here from the theorists considered in the previous chapter
is their unanimolls rejection of the possibility of a definitive overcoming of
nihilism. Nietzsche, Sanre, and Heidegger each in their own way understand
nihilism as a problem with a horizon that might be transcended: Nietzsche
believes he has left nihilism beneath and behind himself; Sanre points to a
"radical conversion" that will save us from meaninglessness; and Heidegger,
although problematizing the notion of overcoming nihilism, still hopes
for a turning in Being that will bring about a new. non-nihilistic epoch.
In the terms of their own very different theoretical frameworks. Lyorard,
Baudrillard, and Vattimo each advance arguments against the possibility of
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overcoming nihilism. Lyotard argues against the possibility of any system
free of nihilisric effects, asserting that the affirmation of any such system
necessarily implies a critical position that opposes and devalues that which
it excludes, reproducing the pattern of nihilistic thoughL Baudrillard's op
position [Q the overcoming of nihilism may be undersrood as following from
his argument that attempts to oppose or transgress the system of simulation
simply suppOrt this system by becoming its imaginary. Moreover, Baudril
lard's mature thought rejects a "real" exterior (0 simulation to which appeal
might be made in positing the possibility of a future free of simulation. Since
Balldrillard argues that the real is a category that acrs as an alibi for simulated
systems, propping them up, he has no legitimate recourse ro any alternative
system opposed ro simulation.135 Vattimo, reading Nietzsche and Heidegger
against the letter of their texts in an attempt to formulate their thought more
rigorously, problematizes the possibility of overcoming the negative nihilism
of metaphysics by linking such an overcoming with foundational thought,
itself constitutive of metaphysics.
In their own ways, each of the postmodern theorists of nihilism consid
ered here accentuate the aporetic nature of the attempt to overcome nihilism
identified by Heidegger. While Heidegger still hopes for an eventual over
coming of the nihilistic crisis besetting modernity, the postmodernists reject
such an overcoming outright. In the next chapter we will see how this rejec
tion of the possibility of overcoming nihilism is linked with postlllodernity
through the idea of the end of history. Despite the aporiae and problematiza
tions involved with overcoming nihilism, however, each of these postmodern
thinkers understands nihilism as a problem that must be engaged, and each
develops new theoretical concepts in the attempt to effectively respond to
this problem. These postmodern strategies for responding to nihilism, which
are proffered beyond any hope for a definitive overcoming, will be given de
tailed consideration in chapter four.

Chapter 3
Posrmoderniry and Nihilism

Up to this point, we have examined the theories of nihilism developed by
Lyorard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo largely in absrcanion from (he theories
of posrmodernity that inform their understandings of nihilism. This chap�
rer focuses on these theorizations of posrmoderniry, linking rhe theories of
conremporary society offered by these thinkers with their understandings of
nihilism. In their own ways, each of the theorists examined here suggest that
postmodernity means that we are in a new siruarion with regard to nihil
ism. By examini ng the similarities and differences between the ideas of these
three posrmodernis(s, I shall be concerned to illuminate rhe nature of this
new situation. In the introductory chapter, we saw how the idea of postmo
derniry has developed in close relation to the theme of nihilism, and how
early theorists of postmodernity tended either to condemn this new stage of
culrure as one of meaninglessness and decadence, or celebrate it as a libera
tion from the various limitations and failings of modernity. In each of the
theories of postmodernity examined below, a mixture of these perspectives is
evident, and I shall argue that a tension between the affirmative and negative
perspectives is constitutive of the meaning of nihilism in postmodernity. Of
course, the theoriz.ation of the postmodern condition is a much-comested
field, and the three theories under examination here cannot be considered ex
haustive. The theories of postmodernity developed by Lymard and Baudril
lard, however (along with that of Frederic Jameson) are generally considered
to be the most influential, and constitute a good representation of this field.
Moreover, the very breadth and diversity of the field of postmodern theory
means that, in connecting nihilism with postmodernity, the three thinkers
considered here siruate the philosophical thought of nihilism in a wide cul
tural and theoretical context, allowing us to think the problem of meaning
within a broad range of contemporary conditions of existence.
I n the first section of this chapter I outline rhe theories of posrmoder
nity offered by Lymard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo, concentrating on the
way nihilism is connected to these theories and on the new conditions of
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technological science and capiralism that are prominent aspens of the post
modern scene for all three. In the second section, I offer an analysis of the
meaning of the current status of nihilism that emerges from these theories
of posrmoderniry in terms of a tension they all exhibit: on the one hand,
announcing (he completion of nihilism (in (he Nierzschean sense of reach
ing a point where meaninglessness is attenuated and new forms of meaning
become possible), on the other, admitting that it is not yet complete (the
nihilism that afflicted modernity prevails). Furthermore, I examine (he way
that the idea of the end of history connects with the postmodern rejection of
a decisive overcoming of nihilism, rhus foreclosing the possibility of this line
of response to the problem of existential meaning in the current situation.
The stage will then be set for examining, in chapter four, the possibilities for
responding to n ihilism that remain open
ern scene.

[0

these theorists of the postmod

Theories of postmodernity

Lyotard: the end ofmetanarratives
Lyotard famously engages, and is in large part responsible for dissemi
nating, the "discourse of the postmodern" through his 1979 work the Post
mode rn Condition.l He dramatically alters the jargon and tone of his work
in the Postmodern Condition and subsequent works such as the Differend.2
Freud and Marx are replaced by Witrgensrein and Kant as central reference
points, and the emotionally charged style of Libidinal Economy is replaced
by a cool, detached mode of writing. The difference in content in the later
works is marked by a shift [0 language as the primary subject of analysis,
and a foregrounding of the problem of justice. Nevertheless, many continu
ities remain between the "libidinal" and "postmodern" phases of Lyotard's
work, and in each the concern for the event and the limits of representation
are recurring themes.3 His description of society as emering a post modern
condition bears many similarities with his earlier description of society as a
libidinal economic system, particularly in the way that the negotiations be
tween structures and events take place." Moreover, although we do not again
see an engagemem with nihilism as extensive as that in Libidinal Economy ,
Lyotard retains this theme as an ongoing concern. My intent here is to pres
ent Lyorard's theory of postmodernity as largely congruous with his libidinal
work, and as linking his libidinal encounter with nihilism with the wider
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discourse ofthe postmodern. Such a link allows us to see how his earlier work
on nihilism bears upon the status of nihilism in postmodernity.
I n The Postmodern Condition and various essays from the 1980s,5 Lyotard
develops a theory of the most developed contemporary societies that char�
acterizes them as having broken from the goals and aspirations that charac�
terized modernity. Lyorard attempts various formulations of the idea of the
postmodern-in terms of art, literamre, and time, as well as society{,-but
the formulation of central interest here is the explicitly social and his(Qri�
cal one contained in The Postmodern Condition. This text explains postmo�
dernity as a new stage in history with a complex relation to modernity, in
which the development of new technologies in conjunction with the global
development of capitalism parallels changes in the status of knowledge. It is
in relation to these broad social changes that Lyotard develops a theory of
postmodernity that allows for comparison with Nietzsche's theory of nihil�
ism. Lyotard explicitly makes such a comparison, and this readily allows us
to examine whether the advent of postmodernity also signals a change for the
status of nihilism.
Lyotard's description of the postmodern condition is historically and so�
cially specified as the state of culture that exists in post�industrial societies7
after World War Two.� For Lyotard, the POSt modern should be understood
as an end to the widespread acceptance of "metanarratives" as providing
legitimation for social institutions and practices. Famollsly, he defines the
postmodern as "incredulity (Oward metanarratives."9 �These metanarratives
or grand narratives (metarecits or grand recits) are philosophies of history that
attempt [Q organize all events and social projects around a projected goal,
and give meaning and legitimation [Q these events and projects according
to that goal. According (0 Lyotard, modernity is marked by metanarratives
that take the Enlightenment ideals of the increase in knowledge and social
emancipation as their goal, but that appeal to divergent philosophies of his�
(Ory in order [Q legitimate this goal. Lyotard lists what he takes to be the most
significant meta narratives of modernity as follows:
. . . the Christian narrative of the redemption of original sin through
love; the Aufkliirer narrative of emancipation from ignorance and ser
vimde through knowledge and egalitarianism; the speculative narra
tive of the realisation of the universal Idea through the dialectic of
the concrete; the Marxist narrative of emancipation from exploitation
and alienation through the socialisation of work; and the capitalist
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narrative of emancipation from poveny through techno-industrial
developmem. \0
Lyotard argues that the modernist metanarratives all appeal to a philoso
phy of hisrory that is a secularized form of the Christian eschatological nar
rarive. This narrative tells of a subject affected by a lack that will be redeemed
at the end of time. According (0 Lyorard, modern meranarrarives secularize
this narrative, but remin its overall form by positing a basic lack or division
that will be healed or resolved at a future time. He writes that
. . . modernity maintains this temporal device, that of a "grand narra
dve," as one says, which promises at the end to reconcile the subject
with itself and the overcoming afits separation. Although secularized,
the Enlightenment narrative, Romanticist or speculative dialectics,
and the Marxist narrative deploy the same hisroricity as Christianity,
because they conserve the eschatological principle. l l
On the basis of this eschatological interpretation, we can see Lyotard's
concept of the metanarrative as a modernist form of religious nihilism, where
belief in a "true world" is transposed ro belief in a future utopia. I n propos�
ing a homology between Nietzsche's story of nihilism and the delegitimation

of metanarratives, Lyotard is intimating the functional similarity between
metanarratives and God. Both categories collect and attempt ro explain
a wide field of phenomena with respect ro a transcendent source of value;
where for Nietzsche the name "God" signifies the metaphysical idea of a
"true world" beyond the world of appearance, the meta narratives of moder�
nity posit a fu ture legitimation for current events. Metanarratives can thus
be seen as secularized transcendent categories of value and meaning, which,
like God, confer value and meaning on human life. This form of value and
meaning is impoverished, however, since it defers the full attainment of value
to a future time.
I n postmodernity, Lyotard claims, the metanarratives of legitimation that
marked modernity have lost their plausibility, or become delegitimated "
Lyotard identifies at least three causes of this process of delegitimation. First,
he points ro certain hisroricai events of the twentieth century that he believes
"

.

problematize each of the major metanarratives of modernity. Lyotard lists
these events:

All tha t is reLlI is ra tional, all tha t is rational is real: "Auschwitz" re
futes the speculative doctrine. At least this crime, which is real, is not
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rational. All that is proletarian is communist , all that is communist is
proletarian: "Berlin 1953", "Budapest 1956", "Czechoslovakia 1968",
Poland 1980" (to name but a few) refute the doctrine of historical ma
terialism: (he workers rise up against the Party. All that is democratic is
by the people andfor the people, and vice versa: "May 1968" refutes the
doctrine of parliamentary liberalism. Everyday society brings the rep
resentative institution to a halt. Everything that promotes the free flow
ofsupply and demand is goodfor general prosperity , and vice versa: the
"crises of 1 9 1 1 and 1929" refute the doctrine of economic liberalism,
and the "crisis of 1974-1979" refutes the post-Keynesian modification
of that doctrineY
Taken together, Lyotard contends, these events signal the failure of mo
dernity as a philosophically plausible conception of contemporary hismry.
In pointing to such events, Lyotard is appealing to what he hopes will be
a shared sense that they cannot be captured adequately in the metanarratives
that claim m be able to represent all hismrical events. These singular events
thus act as dehiscences that radically interrupt and problematize the totaliza
tion of history that such metanarratives attempt. For Lyorard, "Auschwitz"
acts as a privileged proper name that signifies (he untenability of any uni
versal hiswry, especially any teleological and progressive history. Metanarra
rives such as Hegelianism and Marxism attempt to make sense of history as
constituted by evenrs that all contribute wwards a future good, but Lyotard
insists that events such as rhe Holocaust cannor be incorporared into such a
narrative: any attempt ro redeem this event in a philosophy of history ignores
the monstrous injustice of the event itself. It is in relation w this particular
form of argument for the delegitimation of metanarratives-i.e. the appeal
to hisrorical events-that one of the most common objections ro Lyotard's
theory of postmodernity is most keenly felt. This objection charges Lyotard
with performative contradiction, arguing that he is himself presenting a
meranarrative of the end of meta narratives, with reference ro an objective
and collective meaning of historical events of the very kind he is attempt
ing to problematize.13 This is an important objection to Lyotard's theory of
postmodernity, and I shall give it consideration i n the context of Vattimo's
engagement with the same problem later in this chapter.
Second, Lyotard claims that rhe metanarratives of modernity contain the
seeds of their own delegitimation within them. It is on this point that he com
pares the delegitimation process ro the story of nihilism told by Nietzsche.14
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As we have seen, Nietzsche presents nihilism as a process in which "the highest
values devaluate themselves,"IS where these "highest values" are circumscribed
by the Christian-moral interpretation of the world. I n this second way of
explaining the delegitimation process, Lyorard applies Nietzsche's logic of
"self-decomposition" (Q rhe values driving rhe meranarrarives of modernity.
In his discussion of this se1f-de1egitimation in The Postmodern Condition, he
focuses on what he indicates are the two dominam narratives oflegitimation
deriving from rhe Aufkliirung and animating modernity: the speculative nar
rative and the emancipatOry narrative. Using a strategy that is characteristic
of this phase of Lyotard's work, he nies (Q show that the seeds of delegitima
tion are comained within each of these narrarives by nanslating them into
a philosophy of language inspired by Wingenstein, speech-act theory, and
other theories of language in the Analytic nadition of philosophy. In general
his strategy is to show that metanarratives consist of two or more language
games,16 which are incommensurable; metanarratives are therefore internally
inconsistem and fail to legitimate knowledge in the way they purport to.
Lyotard's analysis of the speculative narrative points to a gulf between the
,

narrative that legitimates knowledge and the statements of knowledge itself
This gulf is clearest with respect to scientific knowledge, since according to
Lyotard s analysis narrative knowledge and scientific knowledge are radically
different kinds of language games. -The speculative narrative, exemplified by
Hegel, requires that knowledge be legitimated by a second-level discourse
higher than the level of positive science. At the level of positive science, deno
tative statements bear on certain referents (describing states of affairs in the
world), bm these statements need [0 be cited in a second-level discourse of
legitimation in order to be considered knowledge. Science thus needs legiti
mation, bm the discourse that legitimates it cannot itself be scientific (that is,
this second-level discourse cannot be limited to denotative statements bearing
on empirical referents). By the criteria of the legitimation of science (i.e. that
all knowledge be restricted to denotative statements), however, the discourse
of legitim ation itself must be considered unscientific, and perhaps supersti
tious or ideological. On the other hand, by the criteria of legitimation-the
necessity of grounding scientific statements in a second-level discourse-sci
ence itself cannot be considered knowledge. What we have here, according to
Lyotard, is a delegitimation of knowledge driven by the need for legitimation
itself. According to Lyotard, 'this is exactly what Nietzsche is doing, though
with a different terminology, when he shows that "European nihilism" result
ed from the truth requirement of science being turned back against itself l?
'
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Lyotard also identifies the seeds ofdelegitimation in the narrative ofeman
cipation. This narrative grounds the legitimation of science and truth in "the
amonomy of interlocmors involved in ethical, social, and political praxis."18
The problem here, Lyotard indicates, is the divide between the denotative
statements with cognitive value proper to science, and the prescriptive state
ments with practical value proper to the sphere of ethical, social, and politi
cal praxis. Denotative statements and prescriptive statements belong to two
amonomous sets of rules defining different kinds of relevance, and therefore,
competence.19 Lyotard is here reiterating David Hume's famous "is/ought
gap": prescriptions of what ought to be the case cannOt be unproblematically
derived from descriptions of what is the case.20 Lyorard sees this as a division
between theory and praxis that undermines any claim ofscience to be able to
ground praxis, or indeed to ground any other, non-scientific form of knowl
edge. As a language game with its own specific rules, science is on a par with
other language games; it cannot have the status of a second-level discourse
or metanarrative. This gap between denotative and prescriptive statements
means that science cannot act as a basis or guiding narrative for social praxis,
and, in turn, science cannot legitimate itself with reference to such praxis.
The modernist metanarrative of emancipation is thus undermined because it
is premised on the relation and mutual development of scientific knowledge
and social emancipation, a relation Lyotard's analysis disallows.
Third, delegitimation has occurred because science and political economy
have become increasingly amonomous, gaining their legitimacy from a crite
rion of "performativity" and thus no longer requiring recourse to metanarra
tive legitimation. According to Lyotard, in modernity science gained its legit
imation from metanarratives of progress and emancipation. However, in the
Industrial Revolmion the spheres of science, technology, and economics were
bound together through the application of machine technology to industry,
and this produced a change in the form of legitimation appropriate to each
of these areas. Science and technology become coupled in "technoscience,"
in which science does not investigate nature for the sake of knowledge, bur
for the sake of technological innovation. Technoscience and capital were dis
covered to have a reciprocal relationship: just as wealth contributes to the de
velopment of technoscience, so toO does technoscience contribme to wealth.
Lyotard explains: "A technical apparatus requires an investment; but since it
optimizes the efficiency of the task to which it is applied, it also optimizes
the surplus-value derived from this improved performance."21 Science, tech
nology. and capital thus became intimately entwined, giving rise. Lyotard
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argues, ro a new criterion of legitimation. This criterion is one of optimum
performance, efficiency, or what Lyotard calls performativity; it consists of
the simple rule: minimum inpm, maximum omput. According to LYQ[ard,
this criterion of performativity has increasingly come to legitimate science,
technology, and economics, rather than any meranarrarive about goals or
aims.22 While the complex of technoscience and capital began to form in the
Industrial Revolution, it is only recently that the criterion of performativity
has dominated over and replaced meranarrarive legitimation, comribming to
the advent of the postmodern condition.
Moreover, Lyorard points ro a shift in technological innovation since the
end of the Second World War, claiming that the new technologies devel
oped in this period place an increasing emphasis on language. 23 1hat is, new
technologies are largely concerned with communication and with the codi
fication and transmission of information.24 It is here that Lyotard's analysis
of the postmodern condition draws on the theories of post-industrial soci
ety offered by Daniel Bell, Alain Touraine. and others. for whom the pri
mary means of production are no longer industrial, but informational. For
Lyotard. the impact of new technologies on language also effects changes in
the nature of society, since social relationships are mediated by communica
tion. He argues that
[t]he important fact is this: in handling language. the new technologies
directly handle the social bond, being-together. They make it more in
dependent of traditional regulation by institutions, and more directly
affected by knowledge. technology. and the marketplace. Confidence
in the establishment and in the representatives of the institution (no
tables. parties, syndicates, ideologies, etc.) declines. The values that are
associated with the institutions also decline.25
This decline in established social institutions and values that Lyotard be
lieves is associated with the rise of new, language-based technologies deepens
the link between his theory of postmodernity and the discourse of nihilism.
Echoing Heidegger's concern [hat new media and technologies attack the
autochthony of cultures, Lyotard writes that "[c]urrenr technology, that spe
cific mode of tele-graphy, writing at a distance, removes the close contexts
of which rooted cultures are woven."26 For Lyotard, postmoderniry should
be understood as a state of society characterized by a fragmentation and
pluralization of language games, and the forms of life they express, which
can no longer be unified by metanarratives or established social institutions,
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traditions, and values. Moreover, Lyotard claims that " [t]he social subject
itself seems to dissolve in this dissemination of language games."27 The self
exists in a complex and mobile web oflanguage games, as a "nodal point" i n
specific communication circuits. The self is a "post" through which messages
pass, and which has a degree of control over those messages.28 For Lyotard,
then, the unity of the self as well as the community is fragmemed by the
communication and information based nature of post-industrial societies .
Lyotard thus presems postmodernity as a fragmented and pluralized state
of society, an understanding of the postmodern condition that is now very
familiar. While Lyorard acknowledges that it is possible to see this fragmen
tation of society in a pessimistic light, as the failure of the hopes of moder
nity, he chooses to view the situation more positively. Since on Lyotard's
reading modernist metanarratives are secularized forms of the Christian es
chatological narrative, and therefore nihilistic in a religious sense, the end of
metanarratives signals the end of this form of religious nihilism. Moreover,
Lyotard's motivation for this positive view of postmodernity is political : he
sees metanarratives of legitimation as linked, in principle, to injustice and
"tyranny." Lyotard explains this through an analysis of the pragmatics of the
narrative of emancipation: the model of linguistic communication charac
teristic of modernity, Lyotard tells us, is one that involves the first, second,
and third persons (I/you/he or she). The subject of history in the ideology of
emancipation is a "we," a community of speakers made up of first and second
persons (I/you). The movement of emancipation involves the process of the
third person (he/she, or perhaps "them") being brought into the community
of speakers and situated as a first or second person (I or you). This is a kind of
tyranny, according to Lyotard, because meaning is always controlled by the
first person. While the third person is invited into the community of speak
ers, s/he is always under threat of expulsion if s/he does not speak "correctly."
Modernist meta narratives, then, are theories of universal history that have a
homogenizing effect and work to emancipate only by erasing differences.29
While the linguistic ana lysis Lyotard gives may not appear prima facie to
hold high political stakes, the kind of "silencing" and erasure of differences
he has in mind include genocidal actions such as [he Holocaust. The positive
import Lyotard gives to the decline of metanarratives and fragmentation of
society in postmodernity therefore has a weighty political imperative: it is a
concern for justice.
Lyowrd's theory of postmodernity bears both strong cominuities and
strong discontinuities with the story of nihilism told by Nietzsche, Heidegger,
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and others. While Lyotard identifies his story of {he advent of posrmoderniry
with Nietzsche's story of the advent of nihilism, we can understand Lyotard
as positing a s£age funher along in the development of nihilism than the one
Nietzsche claims to diagnose in his own time. This "advance" Lyotard pos
ies consists in (he breakdown of the meranarrarives of modernity, which we
might understand as the secularized forms of God. As we have seen, Nietzsche
argues that many of the so-called advances of modernity merely repeated rhe
logic of religiolls nihilism by positing transcendent categories of aim, unity,
and truth that bestow meaning upon the world. The meaning of postmo
derniry, for Lyorard, is that these secular categories have significanrly broken
down, a condition that Nietzsche predicted. In this sense, we may understand
Lyotard's theory of postmodernity as positing that we have moved further
towards the "completion" of nihilism. However, unlike Nietzsche, Heidegger,
and other earlier theorists of nihilism, Lymard does not understand the social
fragmentation and loss of tradition as a crisis of meaning that must in some
manner be overcome. Rather, he posits this state as one that removes certain
conditions that contributed to injustices perpetrated in modernity.
While Lyotard does not recognize social fragmentation as necessarily ni
hilistic, he does identify persisting nihilistic trends in postmodernity. These
trends are associated with the very complex of technoscience and capital that
contribllted to the advent of postmodernity, and consist in the reductive ef
fects of the criterion of performativity. While metanarratives are no longer
capable of unifying diverse language games, the criterion of performativity
attempts to perform this unification, bringing with it the same tyranny as
meta narratives. This criterion attempts to exclude as illegitimate any move
in any language game that does not contribute to the overall efficiency of the
game itself, however it is defined. l·he effect of the criterion of performativity
is a reduction of differences that takes place in both theory (knowledge) and
social praxis. According to the performativity criterion, society is seen as a
system that must aim for efficient functioning, and this efficiency is a kind
of tyranny that threatens to exclude inefficient elements. Highlighting the
criterion of performativity operative in capital, Lyotard writes that
there are several incommensurable genres of discourse in play in soci
ety, none of which can transcribe all the others; and nonetheless one of
them at least-capital, bureaucracy-imposes its rules on the others.
This oppression is the only radical one, the one that forbids its victims
to bear witness against it.30
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The criterion of performativity acts as a form of reductive nihilism, filter
ing differences and reducing the forms oflife (language games) that are con
sidered legitimate. There is thus a tension in Lyotard's account of postmoder
nity and the nature of nihilism in this account. On one hand, with the end
of meta narratives nihilism is theorized in such a way that we appear to be
close to its completion. On the other hand, the phenomena of technoscience
and capital that have contributed to the delegitimation of metanarratives
develop and deepen nihilism in their own way through the reduction of the
performativity criterion.
This tension concerning nihilism is more dearly expressed in the libidinal
philosophy, a comparison with which is in order to show how the libidi
nal treatment of nihilism resonates with Lyotard's theory of the postmod
ern condition. The functional equivalent of meta narratives in the libidinal
philosophy is the great Zero; both are analogous forms of religious nihilism,
and both terms express transcendent categories that collect and filter events,
whether these events are understood libidinally or linguistically (in the post
modern philosophy, evelUs are understood as phrases or linguistic occurrenc
es, and their exploitation by structures is understood in terms of language
games). In the libidinal philosophy, Lyotard expresses an idea similar to that
of the delegitimation of metanarratives through the analysis of capitalism
as a force that liquidates both archaic or pre-modern forms, and the forms
through which capitalism itself has developed in modernity.31 As with the
end of metanarratives, Lyotard celebrates this widespread liquidation, assert
ing that 'It]he d issolution of forms and individuals in the consumer society
must be affirmed.'J2 For Lyotard, this dissolution is a process that overcomes
the barriers and limits imposed on the potelUial investment of libidinal ener
gies by the great Zero as it operates in traditional social, political, and theo
retical representational structures.
In Nietzschean terms, capitalism acts as a deepening of nihilism, an ac
tive nihilism that destroys religious nihilism. Lyotard privileges this process
of active nihilism, asserting that it must be affirmed, because the breakdown
of traditional social forms allows a greater circulation of libidinal intensity,
and hence affirmation of life, in the system. Lyotard thus gives a positive
value to capitalism, arguing that it is a good economic system from a libidi
nal poilU of view since it promotes the production and circulation of intensi
ties. According to Lyotard, capitalism positively encourages the emergence
of intensities through seeking Ollt new intense energies to exploit and circu
lating them within rhe system, and through its tendency to confer value on
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everything (through the process Marx referred to as commodity fetishism).
For example, the music indusrry in a capitalist economy seeks out new musi
cal forms in foreign collntries and in emerging subcultures, commodifying
them and distributing them throughout the capitalist system. This process
introduces new energy co (he system and enables new encoumers with inten
sive events (in this case, the novelty of new musical forms).
On the other hand. however, Lyotard asserts that capitalism is itself a
form of nihilism. He writes (hat
Kapital is at once depression, nihilism and [he culmination of theol
ogy. . . .it plunges humanity into the theology of atheism, immerses it
in rhe theology of a-theology, in the belief in (the death of) God. It
reintroduces nothing, but itself rests upon the law of value, that is on
the equality of the parties involved in any metamorphosis . . ..33
Lyotard explains that although capitalism dissolves the traditional limita�
tions placed on libidinal investment, capitalism itself rests upon an axiom
that in turn limits the intensity of libidinal events. This axiom is the law of
value that accords commodities a price in relation to the universal standard
of money.34 For Lyotard, the intensity of libidinal energy consists in its dif

ference in potential, its ability to metamorphose or displace elements of the
system in which it occurs, and the singularity that constitutes it as an event.
In subsuming libidinal energies under the law of value, and regulating them
within a system of exchange, capitalism effectively dampens the intensities it
exploits. Lyotard argues that capitalism
functions by ignoring the inequality of force and resorbing its poten
tial of disturbance, creation and mmation. Because of the principle
governing energetic connecrion, the capitalist system privileges repeti
tion without profound difference, duplication, commutation or repli
cation, and reversibility.35
The tendency of capitalism to exploit new intensities therefore comes at
the expense of the tendency to annul the very intensities sought through
their translation into exchange value. The conferring of exchange value tends
to take on absolute importance within the capitalist system, and risks hege
monically annulling the singularity of all intensities within that system. In
relation to {he example of the music industry above, the circulation of new
musical intensities may also dampen those intensities, as they rake on a value
in the system of general economic exchange. Thus, capitalism itself appears
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as a kind of nihilistic zero,36 threatening to take the place of the religious
nihilism it has displaced. Summing up the effect of this dampening ofinren
sity through the law of value, Lyotard likens the capitalist system to a society
functioning on ValiumY
In both the postmodern and libidinal phases of his work, Lyotard tells a
story abour nihilism that displays a tension between the dissolurion of old
nihilistic forms, and the rise of a new nihilism ("neo-nihilism") in [he form
of the very forces [hat brought about the dissolution of those old forms. These
forces are analyzed as the reductive tendencies inherent in technoscience and
capitalism, manifest through the criterion of performativity and the com
modity law of value. For Lyotard, the dissolution of traditional forms of
meaning and value does not constitute a nihilistic crisis; he celebrates this
form of nihilism alternately as allowing a greater possibility for justice and
a greater circulation of life-affirming libidinal energy. In both analyses, the
dissolution of traditional forms allows a freer expression of events in relation
to the structures that have traditionally exploited them and suppressed their
expression. In this respect, Lyotard understands posrmodernity as a state of
society i n which nihilism nears completion, and understands this completion
in a positive manner. On the other hand, however, Lyocard sees nihilism, in
the form of technoscience and capital, as a very real problem in postmoder
nity, that threatens to take the place evacuated by metanarratives and the
traditional religious forms of the great Zero.

Baudrillard: hyperreality
Baudrillard is widely regarded as one of the most important theorists of
postmodernity, despite the fact that his use of the term "postmodern" is rare,
and he has disavowed association with the wider discourse of postmodern
ism.3� I am in agreement with Nicholas Zurbrugg when he writes that "Jean
Baudrillard's disclaimer 'I have nothing to do with postmodernism' is rich
with irony. Considered in terms of his general arguments and assertions,
Baudrillard has everything to do with postmodernism."39 For cultural critics
such as Arthur Kroker and Douglas Kellner, as well as Zurbrugg, Baudril
lard's work is central to the discourse of postmodernity; he is understood
as the first " hi-tech" theorist who both examines the social implications of
new technologies (holograms, virtual reality, etc.) and employs concepts
from recent scientific innovations (chaos theory, non-Euclidean geometries)
to up-date the analytical terms of social theory. As such, he is perceived as a
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cenrral theorist of recent cuiwral change whose works mllst be engaged for
any adequate understanding of the "posrmodern scene.''40 In this section I
shall examine those arguments and assertions of Baudrillard's that contrib
ute to a vision of contemporary society that marks a break with dominant
modernist conceptions, and that may be imerprered as a cheory of posrmo
derniry. Signincanriy, Baudrillard's genealogy of nihilism in the essay "On
Nihilism" makes use of the modernity/postmodernity distinction,oil and his
pronouncement that we are in a new stage with respecr to nihilism links this
stage to a postmodern state of society and culture. Baudrillard's theory of
nihilism, introduced in the previous chapter, ana ins its full meaning only in
relation to his theory of postmodern society. I shall draw OUt this relation by
firsdy examining the genealogy of nihilism Baudrillard proposes, and then
by linking this with his wider theories concerning the currem state of society
and culture
In {he essay "On Nihilism" Baudrillard provides a brief genealogy of {he
successive stages of nihilism, which he associates with variolls historical peri
ods. The first two stages of nihilism may be schematized as follows:
1. The destruction of appearances. Romamicism and the Enlightenment.
An aesthetic form of nihilism (dandyism).
.

2. The destruction of meaning. Surrealism, dada, the absurd, political ni

hilism. A political, historical and metaphysical form of nihilism (terrorism)Y
Baudrillard identifies the first stage of nihilism with the nineteenth cen
tury and modernity. -file second stage is identified with the twentieth cen
tury and POSt modern ity, bur this century also includes a third, current stage,
which differs from the second stage. Baudrillard does not clearly name the
second and third stages in the twentieth century, bur following the conven
tional interpretation established by Zurbrugg, Kroker, and others I will take
the third stage-the stage we are in now-as Baudrillard's theorization of
postmodernity proper.
On Baudrillard's account the nihilism of modernity concerns the de
struction of appearances and the consequent "disenchantment" of rhe world,
a process that rook place through the Enlightenment project of the pervasive
development and application of reason through theory and interpretation.
Interpretation, i n Baudrillard's characterization43, seeks truth behind appear
ances: it employs models that suggest that there is a "deep structure" to things,
a hidden depth that might be illuminated. This form of theory is sometimes
labeled "the hermeneutics of suspicion," and is associated with theoretical
frameworks such as Marxism and psychoanalysis.44 History, psychoanalysis,
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representation, d ialectical reason, "depth models," criticism and interpreta
tion are all examples of the kind of rational theory that Baudrillard believes
stems from the Enlightenment aim to rationalize all of reality, and which, for
Baudrillard, characterizes modernity. On this account, modern theory seeks
to establish the ([ue meaning of all things, behind or beyond their surface
appearances. Baudrillard therefore sees modernity as the destruction of ap
pearances by the establishment of meaning, where meaning is understood as
the deployment of theories that posit a "true" reality behind appearances. He
writes, " [t]he tflle revolution of the nineteenth century, of modernity, is the
radical des([uction of appearances, the disenchantment of the world and its
abandonment to the violence of interpretation and of history."45
Baudrillard describes a second nihilistic revolution that is a destructive
reaction to the pervasive rational meaning established in the nineteemh cen
tury, a reaction expressed through artistic and philosophical denials of the
e xisten tial meaningfulness of modernist reason, such as Dada and existential
ist anguish. Baudrillard also locates Nierzschean nihilism in this category,
and by extension all nihilisms that are concerned with the destruction of
existential meaning by rational meaning, figurally expressed by the death
of God. As Balldrillard puts it, "[h]e who strikes with meaning is killed by
meaning.'>46 For Baudrillard, this second phase of nihilism is a dark drama in
which stakes are still clearly marked and nihilism itself retains a certain nos
talgic meaningfulness, exemplified by the romamic affectation of the angst
ridden individual. According to Baudrillard, however, we are now in a new
stage, which he cal1s the nihilism o/ transparency. He asserts that
[w]e are in a new, and without doubt insoluble, position in relation to
prior forms of nihilism . . .These two forms of nihilism no longer con
cern us except in parr, or not at all. The nihilism of transparency is no
longer either aesthetic or political, no longer borrows from either the
extermination of appearances, nor from extinguishing the embers of
meaning, nor from the last nuances of an apocalypseY
According to Baudrillard, this new stage of nihilism consists in the fact
that the process of the self-destruction of meaning is complete. The cur
rent stage of nihilism is one in which the rational structures of meaning
developed in modernity overextend themselves into simulation and hyper
reality, leading to al1 the nihilistic consequences detailed in the examination
of Balldrillard's work in the previous chapter. In effect, meaning destroys
itself (in Baudrillard's words, meaning "freezes-over") through a process of
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excrescence, that is, through a hypertelic extension beyond irs own ends. It
is this hypertelos of meaning that Baudrillard analyses in the order of rep
resentation through the concept of simulation. For Baudrillard, nihilism is
no longer dark-where darkness represents the failure of the light of reason
to penetrate (he deepest mysteries of existence-bur over-lit, leaving noth
ing concealed. Baudrillard accordingly describes today's nihilism as one of
transparency, since no secret depths remain in any corner of the postmodern
world. The mood of this nihilism of transparency, Baudrillard asserts, is not
one of anguish or existential panic, but of melancholic fascination with the
disappearance of meaning.
Baudrillard's genealogy of nihilism is clearly inAuenced by Nietzsche and
in its genetal contours is very close to that developed by Lyotard. For Bau
drillatd, as for both Nietzsche and Lyotard, nihilism consists i n an auto-de
S(fuction of the highest values of modernity. Baudrillard understands these
values as the depth-models of meaning and theories of the real that have at
tempted to represent the world, and that have rendered themselves meaning
less by becoming hyperreal or simulated. Baudrillard's analysis of the depth
models of meaning is thus necessarily linked with his earlier analyses of the
semio-linguistic order of meaning and the fate of representation in simula
tion. When Baudrillard uses the term "meaning" in the context of his discus
sions of modernity and postmodernity, he has in mind a modernist form of
meaning which seeks to found itself on a theory of the real; this notion of
the real underlies the semio-linguistic sign, depth models such as Marxism
and psychoanalysis, and the image of thought as representation in general.
When Baudrillard posits the destruction of meaning by meaning, all of these
registers-united by the category of the real-must be taken into account
as characteristic aspects of modernist thought and culture. For Baudrillard,
modernity can be understood most essentially as that era of Western culture
in which the theory of the real, as that which lies behind appearances and
which might be fully explicated by the correct use of reason, is dominant. As
in Nietzsche's formulation of nihilism as the process in wh ich the highest val
ues devaluate themselves (the will to truth reveals truth itself to be untrue),
Baudrillard understands nihilism as the destruction of meaning by the very
attempt to make the world meaningful; the destruction of the real through
the very attempt to realize the world.48
The brief genealogy presented in rhe essay "On Nihilism" is filled out by
Balldrillard's wider writings on the current state of society and culture, and
we must turn to these writings for a more adequate picture of Baudrillard's
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understanding of the meaning of nihilism in postmodernity. Baudrillard's
most inAuemial work of comemporary social theory is the short book In the
Shadow of the Silent Majorities.49 His theorizations of the social, the masses,
and the media presented in this work are cemral to the vision of postmodern
culture for which he has become known. In this work Baudrillard extends
his unique logic of the hypertelos of meaning to the realm of the social, pro�
posing the concept of "the masses" as the only appropriate way to think "the
social" after the implosion of modernist categories of meaning:
Beyond meaning, there is fascination, which results from the neutral�
ization and i mplosion of meaning. Beyond the horizon of the social,
there are the masses, which result from the neutralization and implo
sion of the socia1.50
I n this analysis, "the social" groups together all those understandings of
society and socialization that construe social reality in terms of the modern�
ist projects of rationalization and emancipation. The social indicates the no�
tion of an advancement in the general state of the human population through
projects and institutions such as "urbanization, concentration, production,
work, medicine, education, social security, insurance, erc."51 Moreover, for
Baudrillard the concept of the social also includes within its rubric the meth
odological assumptions that contribute to rationalization and socialization.
Such assumptions include the belief that social reality can be more or less
accurately mapped by the methods and theoretical models of traditional so
ciology: surveys, case studies, statistical analysis, and so on. Baudrillard's
argument in In the Shadow is that the social, in both these respects, is no
longer a tenable category.
Baudrillard contends that the social is radically problematised by what
he calls "the masses," and his argument here links with both his genealogy
of nihilism and his theory of simulation.52 Baudrillard insists that the social
must be understood as a process of socialization that requires an unsocial
ized percentage of the population to justify its project. This unsocialized
part of the population is what Baudrillard terms "the masses": they are the
poor, the unemployed, the sick, the criminal, the insane, the "underclasses."
He then effectively argues that the relationship between the social and [he
masses follows the same dynamic as the relationship between representa
tion and the real, or between the sign and its referent. The masses are that
remainder left over from the process of socialization; they are the residues of
humanity that the social attempts properly to socialize in order to complete
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itself. This process of socialization rakes place through institutions slich as
the social work industry and health care organizations, and is coordinated
by disciplines slich as sociology that anempr to represent and understand
the masses." Baudrillard argues, however, that the paradox of representation
that constitutes simulation is operative in contemporary social reality: the
attempts to represent rhe masses have over-extended themselves, resulting in
an implosion of the categories upholding the social.
Baudrillard argues that "[t]he social exists on rhe double basis of rhe pro
duction of remainders and their eradication."53 Like the semiological sign,
which anemprs to fully encompass its referent yet requires an external refer
ent as an alibi, the social attempts to eradicate the masses by socialising them,
yet requires them as a remainder, limit, or "other" in order to function as the
"

social. This is the case because the masses act as that gap or distance between
the representational architecture of the social and the real that it supposedly
represents, and that it requires in order to function as representation. Rex
Buder explains :
On the one hand, that is, it is the masses-the resistance or differ
ence of the m asses-which allow that infinite extension of the social
whereby the social is realised, becomes equ ivalent w the real. And, on
the other hand, it is also the masses-the resistance or difference of
the masses-which ensure that the social is never realised or becomes
real because this is only possible due to the masses . . .54
Baudrillard a rgues that-like other represenrational structures he analy
ses-the social has extended itself too far, and fallen into simulation. �The
modern process of socialization has become more and more effective, more
and more accurate i n both its representation and socialization of "the mass
es." According to Baudrillard's analysis, however, the result is nOt a rational
socialization nearing completion, but a growth of the masses to the point
where Baudrillard asserts that the social itself has imploded into the masses
(that is, the two categories have lost the distance between them). The masses
have become the hyperrreal product of the social; they cannot truly be said
to exist prior to the social, bur are produced through the very process of
socialization. Baudrillard characterizes the masses as that part of the social
that resists representation, or about which knowledge can never be complete.
While the process of socialization has become more and more sophisticated,
the representation of society more and more accurate, the process is always
incomplete. As Butler writes, "in the idea that the masses constitute our
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image of society through polls, questionnaires, and surveys, we get the feel
ing that they are a little too typical, a little too much themselves, fulfill our
expectations about them a little too perfectly. We get the impression that
there is something we are not getting at in the very match between question
and answer."55 Baudrillard therefore proposes that the masses are both hy
perconformist with respect to sociological representations of them, and that
absolutely nothi ng can be said about them. In terms of the paradox of rep
resentation, the masses are the hyperreal that is both produced by the repre
sentational model (and are thus hyperconformist to it), and that exceeds this
model (since the gap between representation and reality mllst be preserved).
Baudrillard extends his analysis of the masses along rhe same lines on
which we saw the paradox of representation extended i n the previous chap
ter, where simulation spells the end of the stable categories and distinctions
that constituted meaning in modernity. For Baudrillard, the masses are nor
only the hyperreal limit of the social, but in a sense mean the end of the so
cial. Read as a theory of postmodernity, Baudrillard's theory of the masses
means that the modernist dream of social enlightenment and emancipation
is no longer tenable, and we must approach an understanding of postmodern
society in a way completely different to that of modernist sociology. What
Baudrillard emphasizes most strongly is the collapse of the traditional cat
egories of the social into the undifferentiated masses, asserting that nothing
can really be known about contemporary social reality. He writes that
it is impossible to manipulate the masses in any determinate way, or
to understand them in terms of elemems, relations, structures and
wholes. All manipulation plunges, gets sucked into rhe mass, ab
sorbed, distorted, reversibilisedY;
Baudrillard likens the masses to a black hole; they absorb all attempts to
understand them and give up no information.57 Understood as that necessary
limit to the social, the masses in principle defy representation. Furthermore,
however, the fact that the social and the masses form a system of simulation
means that the social, with all its attempts to map "the real" of society, has
lost touch with any external referent or "real." As hyperreal, the masses do
not constitute an external limit to the social, but an internal limit, produced
by the social itself.S8 As discussed in the previous chapter, this loss of refer
ence to an external real means that the oppositions on which modern theories
of meaning typically rest implode or become reversible, because there is no
external criterion against which to judge the correct application of one term
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or the other of the opposition. Baudrillard argues that the social implodes in
the masses, meaning that rhe representational frameworks characteristic of
the social can no longer maintain their distinct oppositions and categories
because there are no longer external criteria for application. Is society domi
nated or emancipated? Is socialization progressing or regressing? Without a
referent in the real, such categories become inapplicable, imploding into each
other and erasing all the critical distinctions of social theory. For Baudril
lard "the masses" therefore also names (he fate of the social in (he current
situation, where '[n]o analysis would know how to contain this diffuse, de
cemered, Brownian, molecular reality: the notion of object vanishes just as
"matter," in the ultimate analysis, vanishes on the horizon of microphysics.'59
Baudrillard's theory of postmodernity as a state of sociery characterized
by the implosion of meaning is given further depth through his analysis of
the part that recelU developments in technology-in particular, information
technology employed by the mass media-and capitalism have played in this
implosion. An a nalysis of the role of the media in this process is given in the
third essay colleC(ed in In the Shadow, "The Implosion of Meaning in the
Media," where Baudrillard writes that
the media do not bring about socialization, but just the opposite: the

implosion of the social in the masses. And this is only the macro
scopic extension of the implosion ofmet1ning at the microscopic level
of the sign.GO
As this passage suggests, Baudrillard reads the media and information
technology as forms of representation, to be analyzed in an analogous man
ner to that of the representational function of the sign. Baudrillard carries
out this analysis by finding an analogue to the microscopic formalism of the
sign at the macroscopic level of the media in Marshall McLuhan's dictum
"The medium is {he message."61 He argues that in the circulation of informa
tion through the mass media, the form that information takes is constituted
by {he medium through which it is sent-television, radio, and so on. Bau
drillard then argues that the media of information distribution reduce its
message in the same way that (as he has argued) the formal dimensions of the
sign (the signifier) reduce its content (the signified or referent).
Baudrillard posits an hypothesis of extreme reduction in relation to the
media, contendi ng that {he circulation of information through the mass me
dia is directly destructive of meaning and signification, and that the more
mediatized information proliferates, the greater the implosion of meaning.
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For Baudrillard. it is the very exchangeability of information that makes it
destructive of meaning, since on his account meaning requires a degree of
nonreversible stability of reference in order to funcrion. This argument is
further fleshed our in the essay "The Ecstasy of Communication," where
Baudrillard compares the messages transmitted by information technology
to the commodity form of the object as analysed by Marx.62 For Marx. the
commodity form consists in the reduction of the object to its exchange value,
so that it may be circulated freely in a system of economic exchange. The
commodity is abstract, formal, and light in opposition to the weight, opac�
ity, and subsrance of the objecr.63 Baudrillard contends that the commodity
form is the first great medium of the modern world, since it allows objects
to "communicate" through their reduction to a common "language" (that of
exchange value). On Marx's analysis, however, the commodity form reduces
and negates the use value of the object. By Baudrillard's analogy, this is the
first case of the destruction of the content or message by the form (or medi�
urn) that allows it to be communicated. Just as the content ofthe commodity
is reduced to the formal dimension of its exchange value, Baudrillard argues
that the message of all mediatized information is the formal dimension of
.
information technology {the medium} itself-it is this formal dimension that
is primarily propagated through the media, overshadowing the content of
the message. Baud rillard thus argues that twentieth century developments in
the media have contributed to the second nihilistic revolution, the destruc�
tion of meaning by meaning, and led to our current nihilistic state, since the
media is intended as a development and expansion of the communication of
mealllng.
Baudrillard's theory of postmodernity is in an important way further con�
stituted by the complex theorizations of recent mutations in capitalism that
he has offered in numerous works. The full range ofBaudriliard 's engagement
with capitalism is beyond the scope of this study. However, a brief overview
of the stages of capitalism as analyzed by Baudrillard, and their accompany
ing cultural conditions, may be gleaned from Symbolic Exchange and Death.64
Such an overview will contribute to an appreciation for the place of political
economy in Baudrillard's theorization of postmodernity. Baudrillard posits
a revolution in capitalism between the n ineteenth and twentieth centuries,
which he broadly describes as a shift from the commodity law of value (as
Marx analyzed it) to what he calls the "structural" law of value. In this shift
from the nineteenth to the twentieth century {which Baudrillard names the
structural revolution of value}, capitalism becomes dominated by a form of
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logical organiz.ation that he calls "the code." Following Marx, Baudrillard
suggests that the nineteenth century was dominated by rhe commodity law
of value, in which production was the primary mode of rhe social, and ex
change value was the primary form of value. On Baudrillard '5 interpretation
the commodity law ofvalue forms a determinate system of dialectical opposi
tions, and non-economic values (use value, desires, needs, "human" values)
are negated through an annexation to exchange value. This annexation is a
form of nihilistic reduction at work in ninereemh century capitalism, where
all values (including any values that might be held to make life existentially
meaningful) are reduced to exchange value.
With the structural revolution of value in the twentieth century, the code
comes to replace exchange value as the logically privileged mode of operation
in the capitalist system. According to Baudrillard, contemporary capitalism
is marked by the fact that it is not objects as commodities that are consumed,
but objects as signs. Objects signify that which is desirable, such as social
status, concepts, values, or lifestyles, and it is these significations that are
consumed through the purchase of objects. He suggests that in contempo
rary capitalism the system of commodities forms a system of signs that al
lows it to be conceptualized as a structure, analogous to other signifying
structures analyzed by structuralists.6s ((The code" that Baudrillard posits
as central to contemporary capitalism is the method of organization of this
system of signs. In general terms, a code is a system of rules for the combina
tion of stable sets of terms into messages.66 The code is a structure that is not
a language because it does not have a syntax, but also because its terms act
as signals rather than manipulable linguistic units. That is, the code sends a
message, but is not itself open (0 a reciprocal receiving of messages. As such,
it operates in society as a system of structural domination. In Gary Genosko's
words, "The code terrorizes the process of communication by fixing the two
poles of sender and receiver and by privileging the sender."67 Furthermore,
Baudrillard has it, the code is characterized by the inrerchangabiliry or com
murability of its terms, and this interchangability takes precedence over the
principle of equivalence rhat is the privileged logic of exchange value.
The code induces an even more nihilistic dimension to capitalism than
that of exchange value, and it is this stage of capitalism that, according (0
Baudrillard, accompanies the current nihilism of transparency. While the
commodity law of value reduces everything to an equivalence in exchange
value, the system is still ordered in a determinate way through dialectical op
positions. This means that there are terms radically opposed to each other in
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a system of political economy, and thus that there are real political stakes: one
term may be privileged over or set against another in relations of domination
and resistance. The whole system of political economy as Marx analyzed it
contains terms that are opposed to the capitalist system (such as non-alienat
ed labour) and from which a critique may be derived. The code, however, ne
gates the stability of all oppositions. The code is a system in which every term
is substitutable for every mher term, and all oppositions become reversible.
The structural ordering of value 'leads to fluid and aleamry combinations
that neutralize by connection, not by annexation, whatever resists or escapes
them.'G8 Baudrillard furthermore argues that the whole system of the circula
tion of commodities, first made possible through the equivalence of exchange
value, becomes a system of Roating signifiers that no longer primarily refer
to anything as such, except the code itself The code contributes m and ac
companies the era of hyperreality and simulation, since the signs deployed by
the structural revolution of value no longer refer to the real. The code takes
priority, and since anything can be codified (commodified, reduced to its
sign value), the actual terms i n the system no longer maner. Everything is
substitutable and reversible. �There are no longer dialectical oppositions, and
nothing is any longer at stake. The code is therefore a completely hegemonic
system of nihilistic reduction suffUSing contemporary capitalism, reducing
everything to the nihilistic, indifferent play of hyperreal simulation.
Baudrillard's theory of the structural revolution of value indicates how
recent developments in political economy have contributed to (he current
state of culture as one of post modern simulation, and hence, nihilism. This
theory further bears out Baudrillard's hypothesis of the destruction of mean
ing by meaning, since capitalism may be understood as part of the modernist
project m "socialize" the world through the advancement of economic pros
perity, and it is this very advancement that has undermined social meaning
through the excessive abstraction of the code. Baudrillard's theorisation of
a postmodern society is extended further by new analytical concepts em
ployed in The Transparency ofEvif9 and other texts of the nineteen-nineties,
and these new terms deepen and clarify Baudrillard's vision of contempo
rary nihilism. I n these later works Baudrillard introduces the idea of a new
stage of value, beyond the structural revolution, and uses the concept of the
"transfinite" to further characterize the generalized implosion of categories
and erasure of distinctions that characterized modern thought and modern
societies. Announcing the end of modernity in The Transparency of Evil,
Baudrillard writes:
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The glorious march of modernity has not led (Q the rransformarion
of all values, as we once dreamed it would, bm instead to a dispersal
and involution of value whose upshot for LIS is total confusion-the
impossibility of apprehending any determining principle, whether of
an aesthetic, a sexual, or a political kind.7°
This generalized confusion of values and categories is now presemed as
according with a "fractal," "viral," or "radiant" stage of value, in which there
is no longer any rule of equivalence regulating exchange, but a haphazard
proliferadon of value in which terms are exchanged in all directions. In this
stage of culture, Baudrillard suggests, value spreads by a metonymic func�
rion of contagion: one term takes on another term's qualiries and becomes
exchangeable with it purely through contact, through the mere chance ofbe�
ing adjacent to it. The effect of this stage of value, according (0 Baudrillard's
analysis, is a general contagion of culture in which rraditional categories and
discreet cultural spheres lose their consistency and specificity. Baudrillard
argues that modernity has destroyed itself through the liberation, in every
sphere of culture, from traditional boundaries. The concept of the "transfi
nite" expresses rhe way that each sphere of culture has undergone this libera
tion, extending itself beyond its own bounds and blurring its borders with
all other cultural spheres. Like simulation, transfinite systems are hypertelic;
they extend beyond their own ends.?1 Baudrillard likens this liberation and
hypertelic extension of spheres of culture (0 a vast orgy:
The orgy in question was the moment when modernity exploded on
us, the moment ofliberation in every sphere. Political liberation, sex
ual liberation, liberation of the forces of production, liberation of the
forces of destruction, women's liberation, children's liberarion, libera
tion of unconscious drives, liberation of art.72
'The effect of this orgy of liberation is that the distinctions between cul
tural spheres breaks down, and each sphere becomes totalizing in itself: sexual
liberation has made everything sexual, political liberation has made everything
political, the liberation of the aesthetic has made everything aestheric, etc. This
transfinirude of systems means that a total exchange between every term of
the system becomes possible, and that every system is totalizing, leaving noth
ing outside of it (nothing that is not political, nothing that is not sexual, etc.)
This (Otalization, however, also results in the greatest degree of generalization,
so that each category loses its distinctness and bleeds into (or implodes with)
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all others. The transfinite is an extension of the nihilism of the hyperreal; in
transfinite systems all opposirions and all references disappear emirely, and
the possibility of all valuations and critical judgments also disappear. In this
current state of culture, Baudrillard writes, ". . . it is as impossible to make es
timations between beautiful and ugly, true and false, or good and evil, as it is
simultaneously to calculate a particle's speed and position."7]
With his emphasis on the destruction of modern categories of valuation
as a collapse of meaning, Baudrillard has more in common with Nietzsche
and Heidegger than with Lyotard. Like Lyotard, however, Baudrillard argues
that postmodernity is characterized by the end ofhisrory, a notion that is giv
en a typically paradoxical rreatmem in his work. Baudrillard understands the
modernist conception of history in a linear fashion, as "a succession of non
meaningless facts, each engendering the other by cause and effect."74 Like
Lyotard, he also understands the modernist notion of history as teleological,
following the Christian model of eschatology in which the goal of history
will be achieved at the end of time with the Last Judgment.15 Baudrillard
theorizes the end of the linear time ofmodernity in such a way that the possi
bility of history actually reaching an end is disallowed. The end of history in
postmodernity cannot be thought of as an event within history or at the end
of a continuous historical line, since these are the very concepts problema
tized by the postmodern idea of the end of history. Instead, Baudrillard sug
gests the model of an asymptOte (a line that continually approaches a curve
but doesn't meet it at a finite distance) to describe the dynamic of history in
postmodernity. 76 On this model, history is cominually ending, bur this pro
cess of ending never itself reaches an end. In the essay "�The Year 2000 Will
Not Take Place,"77 Baudrillard suggests three "plausible hypotheses" that
might explain how history has ended, and which link the concept of the end
of history with his analyses of the masses and of the media. Firstly, he makes
an analogy with the velocity a body needs to escape the gravitational force of
a mass. He suggests that the acceleration of human culture has brought LIS
to a velocity at which we escape the mass of the real and of history. HistOry
has disappeared not because things no longer happen, no longer change, but
because they change too fast, because evems are dispersed and diffused so
quickly that they do not seem to cause any other events. According to this
hypothesis, history can only take place within a certain horizon of change,
and the speeding-up of evems has accelerated us beyond this horizon. This
hypothesis of the end of history is linked with Baudrillard's analysis of the
implosion of meaning in the media, through the proposition that the instant
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diffusion of events through the media causes hisroricai time co accelerate:
'[e]ach fact, each political, historical, cultural act is endowed, by its power
of media diffusion, with a kinetic energy that Rings it out of its own space
forever, and propels it into hyperspace where it loses all meaning, since it can
never return.'78
Baudrillard's second "plausible hypothesis" is an analogy exacrly the op�
posite of his first, and draws on his analysis of the masses. He suggests that
time has decelerated in proportion with the mass of culture-the "masses" of
the social body. This mass has increased to the point where time-and hence
hisrory-has decelerated (Q stasis. In the "mass" of the masses, Baudrillard
is invoking what he calls their inertia-their overwhelming indifference to
all attempts to represent or socialize them. History might, therefore, be said
to end through the resistance of the masses to the modernist project of so
cialization. This inertia of the masses is again linked by Baudrillard with the
excessive proliferation of mediatized information. Of this mass of informa
tion exchange, Baudrillard says, '[iJt is the cold star of the social, and around
this mass history cools, it slows down, events succeed each other and vanish
in indifference.'79 Now the description of the end of history is reversed-it
is the real and history that cannot find their escape velocity. All events are
devoured by the rapacious indifference of the masses. The two hypotheses
of acceleration and inertia are thus paradoxically complementary, and arrive
at the same point: the end of history. I n sum, Baudrillard proposes that the
implosive, nihilistic forces of the media and the masses invalidate (he unity
of social reality that allowed the conception of linear history in modernity.
For Baudrillard, the end of history in postmodernity means that there are no
longer any events of hismrical import, since there is no longer a background
history against which such events can be registered. Mo
Baudrillard gives us an image of postmodernity in which the implosion
of the categories of modernity, brought about by recent shifts in capital, de
velopments in mass media information technology, and pervasive cultural
liberation, results in a static historical situation in which evems of histori
cal magnitude no longer take place. The mood of contemporary culwre, on
Baudrillard's analysis, is nearly summarized in the following statement from
one of his interviews:
Postmodernity is neither optimistic nor pessimistic. It is a game with
the vestiges of what has been destroyed. This is why we are 'post-':
history has stopped, one is in a kind of post-history which is without
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meaning. One would not be able to find any meaning in it. So, we
must move in it, as though it were a kind of circular gravity. We can
no longer be said to progress. So it is a 'moving' situation ... postmoder
nity is the attempt-perhaps it's desperate, I don't know - to reach a
point where one can live with what is left. Ie is more a survival among
the remnants than anything else. (Laughter.) S I
This passage reiterates the melancholic nihilism that is a consistent
theme in Baudrillard's works. As with Lyotard. however, there is a tension
in Baudrillard's account of the nihilism of postmodernity. As we have seen,
Baudrillard understands the nihilism of postmodernity as the compledon of
the destruction of meaning by meaning and the constitution of a cultural
state of hyperreality or transfinitude in which the meaningful categories of
modernity no longer operate. Beyond this, however, Baudrillard frequemly
hints at the possibility of what he calls a "poetic reversal" of the nihilism
of postmodernity that would signal the final collapse of modernist concep
tions of meaning and a restitution of the more existentially fulfilling forms
of meaning based on principles of reversibility, ambiguity, and challenge.s2
Baudrillard associates this form of meaning with the appearances destroyed
by semio-linguistic and depth-model forms of meaning in modernity. At
the end of the essay "On Nihilism" he posits the immortality of appear
ances, intimating their possible resurrection. The possibility of this "poetic
reversal" of nihilism into a more existemially meaningful state of culture is
explored through many registers in Baudrillard's work, and is expressed by
terms such as symbolic exchange, death, the anagram, seduction, and the
vital illusion. lne concept of seduction will be considered in the final chapter
in the context of a detailed examination of Baudrillard's positive response to
the nihilism of postmodernity. In the present context, however, I wish to in
dicate brieRy how this possibility of a poetic reversal introduces a tension into
Baudrillard's theorization of nihilism in postmodernity through the concept
of " impossible exchange."
Impossible exchange can arguably be understood as Baudrillard's criti
cal alternative to the transfinite; this possibility is developed most clearly in
the relatively recent collection of theoretical essays, Impossible Exchange.S] As
many commentators have noted, with Fatal Strategies84 Baudrillard's work
takes a decisive [Urn towards metaphysical speculation, and Impossible Ex
change is perhaps the apogee of such speculation. He begins the title essay
with a number of metaphysical propositions:
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Everything starts from impossible exchange.
There is no equivalent of the world. . .. No equivalent, no double, no
representation, no mirror. Any mirror whatsoever would still be part
of the world.
Since the world is a (Orality, there is nothing outside it with which it
can be exchanged.85
l"he impossible exchangeability that Baudrillard here asserts of the world
he also asserrs is the case with any totalizing system: since there is nothing
outside of it, there is nothing with which it can be exchanged. This totality of
systems accords with the transfinite expansion of cultural spheres that he ex
amines in his earlier works. 86 Implicitly harking back to the semio-linguistic
theory of meaning, which posits that meaning functions according to the
exchange of signs, Baudrillard argues that such systems are meaningless. He
writes: "Literally, they have no meaning outside themselves and cannot be
exchanged for anything." 87 In this context Baudrillard gives a new definition
of nihilism, relating it directly to the lack of meaning and value stemming
from the transfiniwde of systems and their impossible exchange: "The true
formula of contemporary nihilism lies here, rather than in any philosophical
or moral considerations: it is the nihilism of value itself. . . Here and now, the
whole edifice of value is exchangeable for Nothing." 88
'This "Nothing," however, can i n one sense be understood as the gap or
distance between representation and the real, which is indicated by Bau�
drillard's previous "positive" terms, such as seduction. Simulation and the
transfinite are those principles that try to eradicate the Nothing with pure
positivity, to leave nothing outside themselves. The Nothing, for Baudrillard,
indicates both that there is nothing left outside simulated and rransfinite
systems-hence a kind of nihilism of value-and that outside simulation,
Nothing is left. Baudrillard is here enacting a kind of poetic reversal that
hinges on the double meaning of "Nothing" as both substantive term and as
quantifier. He continues this poetic reversal by valorizing the Nothing itself,
asserting that "The Nothing is the only ground-or background-against
which we can apprehend existence . . .In this sense, things only exist ex ni�
hilo. Things only ever exist out of nothing."89 Baudrillard insists here, and
elsewhere in his later works, that the system of simulation and transfiniwde
tries to eradicate the nothing through sheer positivity, but that the nothing
inevitably continues as a "substratum" beneath Something. Again, we see the
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familiar themes of simulation: the sign tries to be a full positivity, but cannot
help casting the shadow of its transcendence.
Baudrillard's similarity to Heidegger in this later work is striking. While
Baudrillard names another source for his concept of the Nothing,90 his use
of this concept is reminiscem of Heidegger's own play on the ambiguity of
"Norhing" in "What is Metaphysics?"91, and his insistence on the necessity of
concealment in the process of ontological unconcealmem. Baudrillard marks
this connection himself with occasional references to Heidegger, particularly
with regard to the concept of Ge-stell as the ontological dimension of tech
nology, and to the "secret" and the "stellar course of the mystery,"92 terms
that Heidegger uses to indicate that Being keeps itself in secret promise, and
cannot be entirely lost no matter how far nihilism extends. For Baudrillard,
today's nihilism is one of an "overlit" world, where the light of reason has pen
etrated imo every dark corner. Yet there is a sense in which light cannot help
but cast shadows, and Baudrillard insists on the continuity of the Nothing
beneath the total realization of the world, the attempt to turn everything into
Something. Baudrillard's most positive suggestion is that the nihilistic world
of technology, hyperreality and simulation will reach a point at which it will
be reversed into a re-enchanted, more existentially meaningful world of se
duction and mystery. This may take place through the eradication of the real
ity principle on which the whole edifice of simulation is predicated, a principle
that is destroyed through the development of simulation and transfinirude
to an extreme degree. The tension in Baudrillard's analysis of the nihilism of
postmodernity thus reRects the undecidability we saw in the previous chapter:
on the one hand, he suggests that postmodernity is suffused with a nihilism
that cannot be transcended, since all critical oppositions and philosophies of
history have been annulled. On the other hand, he suggests the possibility
that the system might be pushed even further, to the point of a poetic rever
sion that will finally eradicate the imploded categories of modernist systems of
meaning and restore a more "enchanted" order of meaning that takes revers
ibility as its principle. This undecidability concerning these two hypotheses is
maintained as a tension throughout all Baudrillard's mature works, and is a
defining feature of his understanding of nihilism in postmodernity.

Vattimo: the secularisation ofseculnrisntion
Of the three thinkers considered here, it is Varrimo's theory of post
modernity that is developed most explicitly and extensively in relation to
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the comemporary meaning of nihilism. With Varrimo's work we see many
of the same themes and issues that preoccupy Lyotard and Baudrillard in
their meditations on the contemporary situation, bm with Varrimo the con
nection between the idea of post modernity and the theme of nihilism issu
ing from Nietzsche and Heidegger is foregrounded. Vanimo directly draws
on and engages Lyorard's theory of posrmoderniry as the end of mcranar
rarives, and like berh Lyotard and Baudrillard he thinks the meaning of
posrmoderniry in relation (Q reeell( developments in science and technol
ogy, capitalism, and mass media. The unique elements of Vattimo's theory
of posrmoderniry, however, are his emphasis on secularizacion as constitutive
of post modernity. and the hermeneutic�ontological character of his analysis.
To understand the meaning of the current situation as postmodern, for Vat
timo. means to provide an interpretacion of the meaning of Being at the end
of modernity. Employing Nietzschean terminology, Vanimo argues that the
advent of postmodernity coincides with nihilism reaching its "accomplished"
or "complete" stage.
Vanimo understands the process of secularization begun in modernity
and reaching a decisive point in postmodernity as paralleling the decline
of Being. This process is one in which foundations gradually dissolve. and
Vattimo associates the end of modernity with the process of self-dissolution,
or imernal deconstrllction, identified by Nietzsche and Heidegger. Vattimo
defines modernity as that era in which the modern. or the new (the nov1Im),
is itselfa value. On his interpretation. this value derives from the innovations
in artistic culture at the end of the fifteenth century, when the cult of the
artistic genius as a creator of the original first came to prominence, and is
linked with the Enlightenment idea of history as progress towards emancipa
tion.93 The idea of the new in modernity is linked with the idea of founda
tion because Enlightenment thought conceives of itself as wiping away all
the errors of history and arriving at a point in history that is simultaneously
new and a return to that mythic "pure" origin before the errors of myth and
religion arose. The modern idea of the new is thus paradoxically a nostalgia
for a lost origin that might be regained, a tabula rasa of culture and thought
that will act as a firm foundation on which true knowledge and just societies
might be built.94
I n accord with the analyses given by Lyotard and Baudrillard, Vanimo
declares that the teleological history that characterizes modernity is a secular
ized form of the Judeo-Christian soteriology and eschatology in which salva
tion lies at the end ofrime. It is. of course, typical to understand modernity in
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terms of secularization-as the rejection of the authority of religion and the
embrace of reason as a new foundation. Vattimo's novelty consists in his sug
gestion that we mllst also understand the end of modernity and the advent
of postmodernity as a result of the secularization process. The end of mo
dernity occurs when the new is no longer a value, and when the modernist
conception of history is no longer tenable. Postmodernity thus constitutes
"the end of history." For Vattimo, these events have in fact occurred, and ne
cessitate an understanding of our current situation as postmodern. Vattimo
identifies a number of complementary themes that have played themselves
out in recent history and that constitute a self-dissolution of modernity, an
end of modernity brought about by the very progression and realization of
modern values. This self-dissolmion of modernity constitmes secularization
taken to its logical extteme, where the process beginnning with the dissolu
tion of religious and mythic foundations ends up dissolving foundations in
toto. Vattimo describes the end point of this process as the secularization of
secularization, indicating that in postmodernity the process of secularization
that marked modernity turns against and undermines its own foundations.
In agreement with Lyotard and Baudrillard, Vattimo understands the
ideal of progress that characterizes modernity as resting upon a teleological
and unilinearview of history. That is, if we posit a goal-such as the Enlight
enment goal of emancipation-towards which mankind may be said to prog
ress, we see all of history in terms of this goal. We have only one view of his
tory, and this view is constructed as a line along which society moves through
time, towards this goal. Vattimo identifies at least fOllr themes that help to
explain why history has ended in postmodernity. First, i n the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries theory has exposed the unilinear view of history as
ideological. That is, it is a selectively biased view of history that clearly serves
the political purposes of a limited group of people at the expense of others.
Vattimo claims that philosophers of history and historiographers alike have
come to recognize that the unilinear view of history that supports modern
progress only represents the history of European Man.95 He writes that "the
idea of a progressive temporal process, and even of such a thing as history,
belongs to a culture of masters. As a linear unity history is actually only the
history of those in power, of the victors. It is constituted at the cost of exclud
ing, first i n practice and then in recollection, an array of possibilities, values,
and images."% Against this, contemporary historiographers assert that there
are multiple histories that may be told from multiple perspectives, and to as
sert one history as dominant or totalizing is to do violence to the others. This
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dissolution of unilinear and teleological history may thus be seen as a result
of developments in the study of history.
Second, the breakdown ofa unilinear view ofhisrory has been precipitated
by concrete evems, especially the end of Eu ropean imperialism and colonial�
ism. The stories of subjugated peoples have begun (Q be told widely, making
us keenly aware both that there are alternative hisrocies and that the ideology
of progress is deeply implicated in severe injustices (i.e. the European domi
nation, exploitation, and extermination of " inferior" or "primitive" peoples).
The expansion of the liberal political currents underlying modernity can be
seen as co mriburing to the willingness of Westerners (Q listen (Q these dis
senting voices, and realize the limitations of a Eurocentric viewpoint. Third,
for Vanimo the meaning of postmodernity is linked (Q the fan that we live
in a society of generalized communicadon, or mass media. In opposition (Q
Adorno and Horkheimer's prediction that mass media would lead to a fully
homogenized society,?? Vattimo claims that the most obvious effect of this
media explosion is the proliferation of a multitude of alternative points of
view. More and more subcultures are allowed to "have their say." History has
ended not only for the theoretical and practical reasons outlined above, but
because the mass media has made us aware of the untenability of a unilinear
history. The information technology that suffuses contemporary society can
of course be seen as a res ult of the Enlightenment faith in science and tech
nology (Q improve the conditions of existence, and Vattimo suggests that it
can also be seen as a realization of Hegel's dream ofAbsolute Spirit becoming
fully conscious to itself, in which events coincide with knowledge of those
events Instead of rendering society fully transparent, however, Vattimo ar
gues that the proliferation of communication in fact fragments and dis(Q[(s
the possibility of any unified vision of reality because the messages that are
transmined cannot be unified.98 Moreover, the proliferation of conAicting
messages in the media reveals such messages as having a mythic character,
which undermines the understanding of reality as an objective structure to
which true statements might correspond, and thus by implication under
mines the notion of history as the objective development of this structureY9
Fourth, Vattimo draws on the work of Arnold Gehlen to show that his
tory has ended and we are living in an era of "post-history" precisely be
cause progress itself has become rourine.lOQ In contemporary Western soci
ety, dominated as it is by capitalism and technology, constant innovation is
required simply in order to preserve our current way of life. The idea of the
new becomes devalued through its pervasiveness and perennial nature; the
.
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is demoted from its place in an emanciparory teleology where it signi
fies constant progress to a necessary feature of a stable economy, preserving
the capitalist way of life. -Ibis paradox of the loss of the sense of the new
through a proliferation of innovation may be summarized with the popular
expression, "the more things change, the more they stay the same." These
four points all contribute (Q what Vattimo calls the secularization of secular
ization, that is, the secularization of the ideal of progress, which amollnts to
the end of modernity and the beginning of postmodernity. Summing up this
process, Vattimo writes :
novum

For Christia nity, history appears as the history of salvation; it then be
comes the search for a worldly condition of perfection, before turning,
little by little, into the history of progress. But the ideal of progress is
finally revealed to be a hollow one, since its ultimate value is to cre
ate conditions in which further progress is possible in a guise that is
always new. By depriving progress of a final destination, secularisation
dissolves the very notion of progress itself, as happens in nineteemh
and twentieth-century culture.101
Vattimo situates the end of hisrory, understood in the above manner, as
central to the meaning of postmodernity. This conception of postmodernity
is given further depth by his engagement with the paradox that arises from
the consideration of postlll odernity as a philosophy of histo ry. This paradox,
indicated by Fredric Jameson's characterization of the postmodern as 'an at
tempt (Q think the present historically in an age that has forgotten how to
think historically in the first place:102 is a point on which Lyotard s inter
pretation of postmodernity has often been criticized. As indicated above,
critics of Lyotard accuse him of presenting postmodernity, the age of the
end of meta narratives, as a hisrorical metanarrative, thus catching his own
discourse in a viciolls performative contradiction. Vattimo engages explicitly
with Lyotard in his own discussion of this problematic aspect of postmodern
theory.103 Vattimo endorses Lyotard s notion of postmodernity as the end
of metanarratives, linking this idea with the decline of Being. He criticizes
Lyotard, however, for not being reflexive enough about the paradox he has
apparently caught himself in, effectively providing a metanarrative of the
end of metanarratives. Vattimo cites Lyotard's reference to actual historical
events (such as the Holocaust) as "prooP' of the delegitimation of history as
'

'

evidence of this lack of reflexivity, arguing that such citation can only be seen
as an attempt ro legitimate the theory of the end of history by appealing to
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his(OfY. Rather [han rejeer Lyocard's theory on this basis as others have done,
however, Vattimo suggests a more reflexive way in which this paradox might
be negotiated. Unsurprisingly, Vartimo here has recourse to Nietzsche and
Heidegger and the conceptual tools he has discerned and refined from his
engagement with their theories of nihilism.
Summarising his solution to the problem of hisroricity, Vattimo writes
that "postmodernity is rhe epoch that has a relation of Verwindung (in all
senses of rhe word) to moderniry."104 Vanimo believes that rhe problem of
understanding the meaning of postmodernity follows the same logical con�
tours as the problem of overcoming metaphysics. That is, rhe relation of post
modernity to modernity is the same as that of post-metaphysical thinking to
metaphysics, which, as we have already seen, Vattimo argues must be one of

Verwindung. Like metaphysics, modernity cannot be overcome outright be
cause of its internal logic. -lliis, in fan, is precisely what the paradox of post
modernity shows: a new epoch cannot be thought "after" modernity without
relying on some of the central concepts that define modernity itself (such as
unilinear history). Va([imo further points out that we cannot think postmo
dernity as an overcoming of modernity, since overcoming is itself definitive of
modernity, linked to the ideas of the new and the innovative, and suggesting
progress towards a goal (overcoming the old by inventing the new; progress
ing further along the line of history towards our future destination}.1 05 Vat
timo's "solution" to the paradox of postmodernity is a reRexive acceptance of
the necessity of this paradox, since he maintains that postmodernity no more
breaks entirely with modernity than weak thought does wirh metaphysics.
We are obliged to use the "fiction" of history in order to theorize our cur
rent situation, even if the meaning of that very situation calls into question
this notion of history. Vattimo's own theory of nihilism in postmodernity,
he concedes, is a metaricit of the history of Being, but one with no more
content than the decline of this Being and the dissolution of the metaricits
themseives.1O(, Vattimo's ultimate gain over Lyotard, then, is really nothing
more than a certain reRexivity, but one that arguably gives more rigour and
coherence to a form of thought that is inherently paradoxical, and that as
suages the criticism of naIve performative contradiction in the discourse of
postmodernity.107
In addition to the above arguments, which explain the meaning of post
modernity in terms of secularization and the end of history, Vattimo contrib
utes to the theorization of postmodernity through his ontological reRections
on technological science and (to a lesser degree) capitalism. For Vattimo,
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technoscience and capitalism are both decisive expressions of the decline of
Being, and his analyses of these give further color to his understanding of
postmodernity as the age of accomplished nihilism. As we have seen, Hei
degger identifies the essence of technology (Ge-ste/l) as the highest point of
metaphysics, and as such, the fullest realization of the oblivion of Being. As is
well known, however, there is a tantalizing ambiguity in Heidegger's analysis
of technology, and Varrimo exploits this ambiguity in order to develop his
own positive interpretation of ontological nihilism. The text that interests
Varrimo most is not the famous "l'he Question Concerning Technology,"
but the less well-known first essay of Identity and Difference.IOS Here, Vat
timo interprets Heidegger to be making a tentative suggestion that he makes
nowhere else-the suggestion that Ge-stell itself dissolves metaphysics and
enables a more authentic understanding and experience of Being. Heidegger
writes:
What we experience in the frame lGe-stell] as the constellation of Be
ing and man through the modern world of technology is a prelude
to what is called the event of appropriation [Ereignis]. This event,
however, does not necessarily persist in its prelude. For in the event
of appropriation the possibility arises [hat it may overcome [he mere

dominance of the frame to turn it into a more original appropriating.
Such a transformation of the frame into the event of appropriation, by
virtue of (hat event, would bring the appropriate recovery-appropri
ate, hence never to be produced by man alone-of the world of tech
nology from its domination back to servitude in the realm by which
man reaches more truly into the event of appropriation.109
Here Heidegger writes of the authentic relation of man and Being in terms
of the "event of appropriation," or Ereignis, and indicates that Ge-stell may act
as a prelude to Ereignis. Heidegger teils us that 'In Ge-stell, we glimpse a first,
oppressing flash of Ereignis.'!10 Most significant for Vauimo's interpretation
of this text is the following passage:
The event of appropriation [Ereignis] is that realm, vibrating within
itself, through which man and Being reach each other in their nature,
achieve their active nature by losing those qualities with which meta
physics has endowed them.!l!
According to Vanimo, Heidegger is here suggesting that the essence of
technology enables a dissolution of metaphysical characteristics, the most
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prominent of which is the division between subjeC( and object. Ge-stell is
thus simultaneously the accomplishment of metaphysics and the beginning
of the dissolution of metaphysics. This ambiguity is explained by Varrimo as
follows. On the one hand, Ge-stelt manifests the most obvious characteristics
of technology, such as planning, calculation, and mral organization. This is
the metaphysical aspect of Ge-stell, since it reduces Being to a manipulable
objectivity. On the other hand. Heidegger stresses the character of Ge-stell as
an "urging," or a "provocation," which demands that beings be revealed in
a certain way (i.e. as Bestand, standing-reserve). This urging persists beyond
all bounds, and rakes up human being inro the standing-reserve. It is at
this poinr that metaphysical characteristics begin to break down, since the
subject/object distinction (between human being and the beings (s}he ma
nipulates) loses coherence. According to Yattimo, this aspect of Ge-stell con
stitutes a shaking, instability, or transitiveness in which we glimpse the first
Rash of the Ereignis. On Yattimo's reading, this means that it is in Ge-stel!
and Bestand that the unfoundational character of Being is revealed-Being
is really nothing (i.e. it is not an entity, and may not be understood as either
subject or object). I I I �The revelation of the unfoundational character of Being
frees Being from its metaphysical imerpretation in terms of the subject/object
distinction, and dears the way for a more authentic relation between Being
and human being.
Yanimo elaborates on the nihilism of modern technology, and extends his
analysis of contemporary nihilism into the dimension of political economy,
by drawing a link between the different concepts of value in Heidegger and
Marx. He suggests that both Nietzsche's formulation of nihilism in terms of
the death of God, and Heidegger's formulation of it as the oblivion of Being,
can be interpreted in the terms of Marx's analysis of the dissolution of lise val
ue in exchange value. Vauimo writes, "When read in the light of Nietzsche,
Heidegger, and the accomplishment of nihilism . . . [the death of God] can be
understood in terms of the generalization of exchange vallie in our society:
it is that same occurrence that appeared to Marx to be still definable stricrly
in the moralistic terms of'generalized prostitution' and the desacralization of
what is human."1 l3 Vauimo asserts that to think Heidegger's notion of value
rigorously is to think it as exchange value.1l4 His "rigorous" interpretation of
Heidegger's notion of value as exchange value, I suggest (although Yanimo
does not quite make this explicit), depends upon the analogy that can be
made between exchange value and the "ordered ness" of the standing reserve
(Bestand). Heidegger's notion of value, which he develops most explicitly in
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relarion (0 the mecaphysics of objectness grounded in subjectivity, might be
extended to exchange value by applying it to the highest expression of the
nihilism of metaphysics in the essence of technology, the standing reserve.
I n the standing reserve, objectness is dissolved precisely because beings
become elemems in an ordered system, in which the only value they have
arguably-is exchange value. Vattimo writes:
If we follow the main thread supplied by the nexus nihilism / value,
we may say that-in Nietzsche's and Heidegger's sense of the term
nihilism is the consumption of use�value in exchange�value. Nihilism
does not mean that Being is in the power of the subject; rather, it
means that Being is completely dissolved in the discoursing of value,
in the indefinite transformations of universal equivalence.115
"This means that the subject no longer acts as a ground for beings as ob�
jects; instead, what can be said to be is now only what has value in the system
of exchange value. This furthermore suggests that beings no longer have a
ground or foundation at all, an idea that supports Heidegger's assertion thar
the standing reserve is the highest point of nihilism if we understand nihil�
ism in the sense of groundlessness or fOllndationlessness. By the same (Oken,
this homology between exchange value and the standing reserve links Marx's
analysis of capitalism to the nihilistic destiny of Being in contemporary soci
ety. In substantial agreement with Lyocard, Vartimo understands the gener
alized exchange propagated in the capitalist system as eroding metaphysical
concepts such as use value or non-alienated labour, those concepts that Marx
attempted to use as a foundation for a critique of the capitalist system and
the basis for an alternative system. Vartimo positively revalues this exacerba
tion of the nihilism of capitalist exchange value, and sees the expansion of
capitalism as a defining fearure of post modernity insofar as it contributes to
the erosion of metaphysical categories of valuation.
"These ontological analyses of technology and capital contribute further
(0 Vanimo's analysis of nihilism in the current siruarion. Technology and
capitalism, however, are typically identified as characteristic features of mo
dernity, and we can understand their significance for Vattimo's conception
of postmodernity only by relating them back to his analysis of secularization.
Technology and capital can be determined as marks of postmodernity only
at that point where their nihilistic tendencies achieve zenith, and both the
tendency to see them as part of historical progress and the tendency to recog
nize their nihilism and hope to overcome it through a new foundation (ap-
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parent in both Marx and Heidegger) are dissolved. Simply put, for Vanimo,
technology and capital are distinctive of posrmoderniry only insofar as their
nihilistic potemial is realised in "accomplished" or "complete" nihilism.
Vattimo's theory of nihilism in postmodernity appears as a celebration of
the very social fragmenrarion and groundlessness idemified as an exisremiai
problem by Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Baudrillard. For him, "nihilism is no
more than the world of the muiricuimrai Babel in which we are actually
living."IlG Vanimo is dose [0 Lymard in positively valuing posrmodern frag
mentation as politically desirable; both associate stich fragmentation with a
reducrion of the violence and injustice thar accompany more cohesive forms
of social organization. Vattimo does nor depart from Heidegger's analysis
of social and cultural meaning in tetms of a collective ethos, given by Be
ing, which reveals beings in a network of meaningful relations. However,
in accord with his understanding of the nihilistic destiny of Being, Vattimo
understands the erosion of the collective ethos of communities and cultures
as given by Being, and therefore itself constituting an ethos.l17 In Vattimo's
terms, posrmodernity is the age in which there is very little of Being left,
where Being is understood as networks of meaningful relations given as ob
jective struc(Ures of the world. The thread of meaningful imerpretarion left
to us, and with which we must understand the comemporary nature of so
cial ontology, is the decline of Being itself. Vanimo argues that being faith
ful CO this decline is our only chance for social emancipation in the current
simation.118 l·he dreams of social emancipation through progress and the
completion of knowledge being no longer tenable, Vattimo understands the
nihilistic destiny of Being as offering a new possibility of achieving such
emancipation in the form of society conceived of as a play of conflicting in
terpretations. where all imerlocutors must be considered equal. On Vattimo's
understanding this state of society is an ideal democracy.119 lhe conflict of
imerpretations is prevented from being merely a conflict of forces-where a
stronger force prevails over weaker forces-by the guiding thread of nihilism
as the history of Being: being faithful to such a history entails adherence to
the principle of the reduction of violence. This principle means that all inter
locutors should be given equal right to speech.120 By this line of reasoning,
Vattimo ties nihilism as the ontology of the current situation with the ideals
of equality and democracy, and this allows him to affirm contemporary ni
hilism as a form of social emancipation.
Despite Vattimo's announcemem of rhe completion of nihilism in post
modernity, and his assertion of the comemporary state of Western culture as
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a "heterotopia"121 of conflicting interpretations, there is nevertheless a ten
sion in his theory of nihilism in postmodernity not unlike the tension in
the works of Lyotard and Baudrillard. This tension consists in the fact that
Vattimo recognizes the contemporary prevalence of metaphysical thought
and the continued existence of social institutions predicated on foundational
suppositions and threatening violence (i.e. the exclusion of voices from the
dialogic constitution of reality). Neither the current state of theory nor cul
ture is fully "heteroropian" in the manner that Vanimo sometimes suggests;
instead, his philosophy of weak thought is charged with the positive task of
subjecting metaphysics to the Verwindung that will allow this heterotopia
to be actualized. In the theoretical sphere, this is evident through Vattimo's
many critical confrontations with thinkers whom he believes remain meta
physical in their orientation, such as Emmanuele Severino, Deleuze, and
Derrida.122 I n the social and political sphere, Vanimo identifies the twin
targets of a contemporary nihilistic politics as the rise of new fundamental
isms and the pervasiveness of capitalist "supermarket culture."123 Fundamen
talism is a clear target of weak thought and a nihilistically-oriented politics
because of its foundational, and hence potentially violent, aspirationsY4 �The
issue of capitalism is more complex: on the one hand, as we have seen, Vat
timo celebrates the secularizing effects of generalized exchange value. On
the other hand, however. he acknowledges the potential violence of contem
porary capitalist culture. Vattimo concedes that the contemporary capital
ist supermarket culrure has the same anti-foundational traits as a nihilistic
society of the play of interpretations, but argues that it lacks the reduction
of violence given by the nihilistic history of Being. Instead, contemporary
capitalism glorifies competition and an ideology of development at any cost:
"The supermarket culture is a pluralism without nihilistic orientation which
ignores the guiding thread of the reduction of violence."125 Weak thought is
therefore conceived of by Vattimo as a positive task that must "commit itself
to the reduction and dissolution of violence"126 and thereby bring about the
completion of nihilism in poStmodernity.
Nihilism at the end of history

Everyone remains aware of the arbitrariness, the anificial character of time
and history. And we are never fooled by those who call on liS to hope.
-Jean Baudrillard127
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Despite their differences, a more or less unified srory about the status of
nihilism in posrmoderniry emerges from a comparison of the three theories
of nihilism considered above. This convergence of themes should not be sur
prising, since each thinker draws on the genealogy of nihilism developed
by Nietzsche and employs it to imerprer (he curreJU meaning of (he nihilist
problematic. On Nietzsche's analysis, nihilism remained incomplete in his
own age, in part because the modern categories of valuation repeated the
logic of religious nihilism. Lyorard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo each character
ize this perpetuation of religious nihilism in modernity in terms of the mod
ernist conception of history, which follows the form of the Christian doctrine
of eschatology. The dynamic of this perpetuation is nearly encapsulated by
Julian Young in the following passage, with specific reference to the modern
ist theories of history proposed by Hegel and Marx:
[Hegel and Marx] do not abandon the true world. Rather, they relo
cate it, transport it from a supposed other world into the future of this
world. The hiswry of the (one and only) world is pictured as moving
according to inexorably progressive, "dialectical" laws wwards a final
utopia the arrival of which will bring history to an end. The old dis
dnction between nature and super-nature is reinterpreted as a distinc

tion between presem and future.!28
Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo each posit that in poSt modernity ni
hilism is nearing or has reached its completion, where this completion is un
derstood as the collapse of the meta narratives of history that took the place
and function of the religiolls God in modernity. �This completion of nihilism
in postmoderniry is indicated by Lyotard in the incredulity wward metanar
ratives, by Baudrillard in his thesis of the completion of the destruction of
meaning by meaning in hyperreality, and by Vanimo in the secularization
of secularization and the oblivion of Being. The story that these thinkers
tell reveals a dose conceptual link benveen the meaning of comemporary
nihilism and the meaning of postmodernity: both indicate the end of mo
dernity, where modernity is understood as constituted by the Enlightenment
aspiration to achieve social emancipation through the developmem of reason
and knowledge. Since modernist metanarratives retain religious nihilism's
tendency to absent and defer the source of value, placing it in a future mopia
rather than a "true world," and can thus be seen to perpetuate the "highest
values" of Western culture, the loss of credulity towards these metanarratives
can be seen as the final collapse of these values.
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In some sense, then, the completion of nihilism in postmodernity sug
gests the resolution of problematic tensions that constituted modernity ac
cording w Nietzsche's theory of nihilism. While they tell a similar swry
concerning the completion of nihilism in postmodernity, however, the
postmodernists considered here are divided on the issue of the sense in
which this completion is w be understood, and how it ought w be received.
On the one hand, both Lyotard and Vattimo celebrate the end of modern
ist conceptions of meaning, asserting that metanarratives are tyrannical
and that a more emancipated society is possible in their wake. On the
other hand, while Baudrillard fundamentally agrees that modernist forms
of meaning are tyrannically reductive, he focuses much of his analysis of
the contemporary situation on the negative effects of the disappearance of
meaning in postmodernity. Following Nietzsche more closely on this point
than either Lymard or Vanimo, Baudrillard sees the essential role that
modernist conceptions of meaning played in maintaining a vital sense of
life: just as religious nihilism provides an interpretation that gives meaning
w existence, so do modernist categories of meaning, despite the fact that
they are destructive of existentially richer forms of meaning. Baudrillard
therefore follows Nietzsche and Heidegger in recognizing the collapse of
the highest values of modernity as having serious negative existential reper
cussions, since this collapse deprives contemporary existence of a meaning
giving interpretation.
'These differences raise the question of whether nihilism, understood
as an existential problem of the meaningfulness of life, appears to have
changed its status according to the theories of postmodernity considered
above. Typically, proponents of a pessimistic view of postmodernity imply
that the nihilism that affected modernity has been radicalized or deepened
in postmodernity.129 lhis view may be understood along the same lines as
Baudrillard's analysis-the collapse of modernist metanarratives removes
the structures of meaning and value, which replaced mythical and reli
gious conceptions of the world, leaving the post modern world without any
framework providing meaning and value. On this view, the crisis of nihil
ism, which threatened modernity, appears to have become more urgent in
postmodernity.
Karen L. Carr argues, however, that nihilism in postmodernity is not
accompanied by a deepening sense of crisis, but rather by a widespread pas
sive acceptance of meaninglessness. She calls this change a "banalization"
of nihilism, writing that
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. . . there is a sense in which the angJt-ridden reflections from the first
half of this cemury sound dated, almost comical in their intensity
and self-seriousness. One might infer from this that the dangers of
nihilism, so vividly painted by Nietzsche, have passed, that the crisis
has been resolved, that human reason has resumed its progressive in
vestigation imo the true and the good. Yet what in fact has happened
in the last twO decades is a recasting of the problem of nihilism into a
framework so different from that shared by Nietzsche and his unwit
ting Sliccessors that the work of these earlier thinkers is in danger of
becoming unintelligible.130
For many thinkers of the Iarrer half of the twentieth century, Carr argues,
nihilism becomes 'a relatively innocuous characterization of the radically in
terpretive character of human life.'l3l While Carr names Jacques Derrida
and Richard Rony as exemplars of this banalized understanding of nihilism,
we might also characterize Lyotard and especially Vattimo in this way. This
apparent contrast between the radicalization and banalization of nihilism is
not necessarily contradictory however, since a deepening of nihilism might
be accompanied by the loss of the very sense of crisis in the face of growing
meaninglessness. This is, in fact, Carr's thesis. The possibility then appears
that Lyotard's and Varrimo's disregard of a deepening of existential nihilism
brought about by the collapse of modernist metanarratives is itself symptom
atic of this deepened nihilism. This question concerning the postmodernists'
reception of and response ro nihilism in postmodernity will be given further
consideration in the following chapter.
While nihilism in postmodernity appears as a completed form of nihilism
due to the collapse of modernist metanarratives, each of the thinkers consid
ered above maintains a tension or irresolution in their theory of postmodern
nihilism that seems to belie this notion of completion. For Lyotard, the cri
terion of performativity deployed in technological science and capitalism, as
well as the prevalence of represemational theories sllch as structuralism and
semiotics, repeat the logic of religious nihilism and sustain the problems of
modernity in postmodernity. For Baudrillard, an undecidability persists be
tween the nihilism of hyperreality and the possibility of a "poetic reversal,"
leaving the status of nihilism in postmodernity uncertain. In Vattimo's ac
coum, the traits of "negative" nihilism persist in the prevalence of metaphys
ics in philosophy, all kinds of fundamemalism, and capitalist "supermarket
culture."
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This tension in the works of all three is perhaps explained by the "un
timely" namre of their thought, a nature admitted by each of the postmod
ernists in question.132 Varrimo phrases his announcements of the completion
of nihilism as the beginning of a completion, the dawning of a new age of Be
ing, the consequences of which we have barely yet begun (Q fathom: "What
is happening ro us in regard ro nihilism, roday, is this: we begin ro be, or ro
be able to be, accomplished nihilists . . . an accomplished nihilism is today our
only chance. . . "133 In The Postmodern Condition, Lyorard writes at one point,
"This 'Atomization' of the social into flexible networks of language games
may seem far removed from the modern reality, which is depicred, on the
contrary, as affiicted with bureaucratic paralysis."131 The incredulity towards
metanarratives that he announces, as well as the attendant fragmentation
of social reality into language games, might be taken as strong tendencies
towards which Lyotard gestures, rather than merely a description of the cur
rent state of the most technologically advanced societies. The admission of
untimeliness is most strikingly made, however, by Baudrillard:
Today, the world has become real beyond our wildest expectations.
The real and the rational have been overturned by their very realisa
don. Such a proposition may seem paradoxical when we look at all

the traces of the unfinished nature of the world, the traces of penury
and poverty, such that one might think it had barely begun to evolve
towards a more real, more rational state. But we have (Q leap ahead of
ourselves: this systematic practicalisation of the world has gone very
quickly, the system acrualising all the utopian potential and substi
wting the radicalism of its operation for the radicalism of thought. . .
What we must do is think this unconditional realisation of the world,
which is at the same time its unconditional simulacrum.135
The theories of nihilism under consideration here, understood 111 this
sense of thought "leaping ahead," are selective interpretations; they focus
on certain trends and aspects of contemporary society in order to bring par
ticular formations and suggested possibilities into focus. In each case, these
thinkers present and attempt to think through the implications of certain
possibilities that are emerging in the current situation, but which yet cannot
be said to wtalize the field of contemporary experience. These interpreta
tions of nihilism in postmodernity are therefore argumems for how the cur
rent situation ought to be understood, as propaedeutic to a full actualization
of such a situation. Vattimo nearly encapsulates this poim in writing that
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"[p]osrffiodern is bmh a normative ideal and a descriptive, or at least interpre
tive, norion."1J6
l"he untimely nature of these theories of nihilism in postmoderniry per
haps suggests that the tensions they embody might be resolved historically,
that is, through a foture completion of (he process of nihilism. Such a "future
completion" would push the posrmodern tendencies diagnosed by posrmod
ern theorists [Q the full actualization of a postmodern society, the full imple
mentation of (he posrmodern as a normative ideal that would finally resolve
the malaise of modernity. The task of thought for each of these thinkers
might thus appear as completing the nihilistic process of the desrrunion of
modernity, only the cusp of which has been reached in the current situation.
In Lyotard's terms, this would mean undermining the potential hegemony
of performativity and inaugurating a postmodern society of fragmented lan�
guage games where no powers attempt to force a common measme upon
heterogenous games. For Baudrillard, this would mean fully undermining
the notion of the real so that postmodern hyperreality undergoes a poetic
reversion imo an enchamed, more meaningful state. For Vattimo, this would
mean extending the Verwindung of metaphysics so that the last traces of
foundational thought are eradicated, and the full emancipatory potential of
a nihilistic society is realized.
'The imperative postmodern theme of the end of history, however, emerg�
es to interrupt the utopic character of these reRections. If we conceptualize
the nihilism of postmodernity in teleological terms, what is to distinguish
this from a modernist conception of history, a conception in distinction to
which the idea of postmodernity is developed? Arguably, earlier conceptions
of nihilism, such as those of Nietzsche and Heidegger. retained this resem�
blance to modernist history and therefore also to Christian eschatology, con�
ceiving history as unilinear and teleological, where a lost state of grace might
be regained in a future utopia. Lyotard suggests such an association between
nihilism and modernity, as well the potentially problematic status of the idea
of postmodernity in this regard, in the following passage:
Is this the sense in which we are not modern? Incommensurability,
heterogeneity, the differend, the persistence of proper names, the ab
sence of a supreme tribunal? Or, on the other hand, is this the continu
ation of romanticism, the nostalgia that accompanies the retreat of. . . ,
etc? Nihilism? A well�executed work of mourning for Being? And the
hope that is born with it? Which is still the hope of redemption? With
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all of this still remaining inscribed within the thought of a redemptive
future? Could it be that "we" are no longer telling ourselves anything?
Are "we" nor teiling, whether bitterly or gladly, the great narrative of
the end of great narratives? For thought (0 remain modern, doesn't it
suffice that it think in terms of the end of some hisrory?137
As Lyotard here suggests, the "classical" narratives of nihilism share a
common form with modernist metanarratives. This is evident in the works of
Nietzsche and Heidegger, both of whom were motivated by hopes that a bet
ter social form might be instituted after the ills of modern nihilism had been
cured. While both are careful to reject the simple nostalgia for a lost form of
meaning that might be restored, they nevenheless hope for the inauguration
of a new sense of meaning in a "new beginning."u8 In this sense, their cri
tiques of modernity might be interpreted as narratives of a redemptive future
on the same model as modernist meta narratives. Sarrre's theory of nihil
ism, incidentally, might similarly be seen as a secularized version of religious
nihilism, as his concept of "radical conversion" suggests. For Sanre, who
employs explicitly religious language in this regard, nihilism is understood as
a historical "fall" from a "Lost Paradise" into the pre-reflective and impure
reflective states of consciousness that constitute human reality as a lack (the

impossible desire to be God).139 Sanre's hope is that this lack might be ap
peased through a correct work of phenomenological reduction, enabling a
radical conversion beyond which meaning again becomes possible.
The postmodern theme of the end of history can be understood as moti
vated precisely by the attempt to resist the repetition of these modernist and
religious gestures. If postmodern nihilism has a distinctive meaning, I would
argue, it is tied to the rejection of any notion of critical overcoming, and of
historical process, since such conceptions are recognized to be residual forms
of religious nihilism (nostalgia for the lost object ofdesire, whether located in
a metaphysically transcendent "true world" or temporally transcendent, fu
ture utopia). Postmodern theories of nihilism attempt to divest the remnants
of religious nihilism from the theory of nihilism itself, just as the theories of
postmodernity attempt to divest the remnants of the modernist theory of
history from contemporary conceptions of culture. In proposing the end of
history in postmodernity, postmodern theories of nihilism also render null
and void the model of nihilism as a historical process that will result in a uto
pian age in which affirmation will reign unhindered by negative, nihilistic
tendencies. If " history has ended," then we cannot hope for an overcoming
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of nihilism through historical process. The posrmodernisr conception of the
end of history must therefore be added to the other arguments against the
possibility of overcoming nihilism that we have seen. The postmodern view
of history disallows a resolution, according to the idea of theory as "untime�
Iy," of the tension between the announcement of [he completion of nihilism
and the recognition of the persistence of nihilism in posrmoderniry. Rather,
in the light of [he end of history a new tension appears between the desire
to critically confront (he nihilism of pos(olOderniry (a desire manifest in the
works of all three postmodern thinkers considered here), and the disallowal
of the hope that nihilism might be overcome or in some way resolved at a
future time.
'This problem of postmodern historicity is well expressed in the claim,
made by both Lyotard and Baudrillard, that the mood appropriate to the
postmodern scene is melancholia.140 This mood should not be understood
essentially as one of pessimism, bm rather as a rejection of and arrempt to
move beyond nostalgia and mourning, both of which are bound too closely
to modernist sensibilities. Nostalgia-from the Greek nostos, meaning "to
return home"-suggests the modernist and religious desire to be reunited
with a lost objecr. Mourning, on the O(her hand, implies a process of healing
through which the pain of a loss is eventually annulled, and rhe mourner
arrives at a state of restoration. As Lyorard suggests in the passage quO(ed
above, the Heideggarian project of a well-executed work of mourning for
Being brings with it the hope of a redemptive future. From the perspectives
of Lyorard and Baudrillard, postmoderniry cannor therefore be understood
in terms of nostalgia or mourning, neither for the dreams and aspirations of
modernity, nor for any deeper form of meaning that modernity destroyed.
Rather, both thinkers suggest that melancholia, a pensive sadness that ac
knowledges loss bur does nO( hope for a restoration, is the mood appropriate
to postmodernity. Baudrillard writes:
Nostalgia had beauty because it retained within it the presentiment
of what has taken place and could take place again . . .Whereas, with
mourning, things come to an end and rherefore enjoy a possibility of
returning, with melancholia we are not even left with the presenti
ment of an end or of a rerum . . loll
.

In Freud's classic treatment "Mourning and Melancholia,"142 on which
Lyotard and Baudrillard implicitly draw, a sllccessful work of mourning
consists in withdrawing cathexis (libidinal investment) from a lost object of
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love and cathecring a new objecL Melancholy, on the other hand, "consists
in the threatened libidinal cathexis at length abandoning the object, only,
however, to draw back [0 the place in the ego from which it had proceeded.
So by taking flight into the ego love escapes extinction."IH Applying these
psychoanalytic terms [0 postmodernity, we may understand the postmodern
situation as one in which the dream of the Enlightenment constitutes a lost
object, bm this dream cannm be replaced with a new one. Employing differ�
em terminology. Vanimo echoes this diagnosis of post modernity as affected
by a mood of melancholy in his understanding of the contemporary meaning
of Being as one of a "long goodbye"144 without hope of return or restitution,
and in his formulation of postmodernity as a Verwindung of modernity (a
"recovery" from modernity that bears inevitable traces of the modern). Such
a mood is fitting in light of the aporia constituted by the convergent themes
of nihilism and the end of history in the postmodern situation. While Vat�
timo, Lyotard, and Baudrillard are all acutely aware of this aporia into which
the anempt to definitively overcome nihilism is drawn, however, they are
still committed to finding new forms of resistance to the nihilism that marks
postmodernity.
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Chap,er 4
Negotiating Nihilism

Given the aporiae into which the problem of nihilism and its overcoming
seems driven, what might count as a response (Q nihilism? . ..What formes)
of imaginadve resistance is (are) still possible, both [sic.] philosophically,
aesthetically, and politically?
-Simon Critchley1

The vision of postmodernity that emerges from the works of Lyotard,
Baudrillard, and Vanimo is one of a world in which nihilism persists as a
problem to be critically confronted, despite an abandonment of the hope
for its definitive overcoming. Each of these thinkers develops new forms
of resistance to nihilism that negotiate the aporiae to which attempts to
overcome it lead. While these forms of resistance differ significandy, they
nevertheless display shared themes that allow us to understand them as
particular instances of a common, distincriveiy post modern, approach. This
approach is usefully conrexrualized by Simon Critchley's consideration of the
various possibilities open for a response to the problem of nihilism, which
may be summarized as follows.2
Refusing [he problem through a return to religion or metaphysics.
2. Rejecting nihilism as a pseudo-problem with a fallacious view of his
tory.
3. Passive nihilism; the acceptance of meaninglessness.
4. Active nihilism; destruction aimed at overcoming.
5. Overcoming the desire to overcome nihilism.
I.

This typology illuminates the postmodern responses to nihilism I wish to
examine here by throwing them into relief against other possible responses,
and by showing the compelling nature of the postmodern response once the
other possibilities have been rejected as untenable in the current situation.
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The first possibility may be thought of as a rejection of the values of the
Enlighrenmem and modernity and a return to premodern, "traditional"
values, either in the form of religion or some premodern form of metaphysical
philosophy. In religious terms, this response accords with religioll s
fundamentalism of any creed, and rhe rejection of philosophy in favor of a
nonrarional faith. Critchley suggests that in philosophical terms, this means
continuing as a pre-nihilist metaphysician, a position that may or may not
be based on a critical encounter with philosophical moderniry.·l Such a
position responds to the nihilism of the breakdown of the "highest values"
in modernity and posrmoderniry by denying [he validity of the i ntellectual
and cultural currents that have brought about this breakdown. In effect, it is
the attempt to reject the legacy of modernity and return to premodern forms
of thought, belief, and valuation. This response to nihilism is exemplified
by Pope John-Paul II's call for philosophy to turn away from the nihilism
of postmodernism and back to the metaphysical search for the truth.1 In
the light of Nietzsche's thought, however, such a response to the nihilism
of modernity and postmodernity appears as a preservation or reinstiturion
of religioll s nihilism, with its faith in transcendent categories of valuation
and consequent devaluation of life. As followers of Nietzsche, none of the
postmodern thinkers considered here would consider this a desirable option
for responding to the nihilism of postmodernity.
The second response to nihilism rejects the validity of the various theories
of nihilism as based on a fallacious philosophy of history. Critchley relates
this view to the "hateful cheerfulness" of philosophers who claim to have no
particular metaphysical commitmems and not to be bothered by not having
any.5 What Critchley seems to have in mind here are certain tendencies within
the analytic tradition of philosophy that emphasise this tradition's positivistic
inAuences, its commitment w ordinary language, and skepticism wwards
philosophies of history. Arguably, this approach fails w engage seriously with
the question of how meaning in life is w be found, and fails to consider how
thought interacts with social and cultural realities. Furthermore, this approach,
while claiming to have no metaphysical convictions, in many respects remains
thoroughly metaphysical (and hence nihilistic) in the Heideggerian sense. The
metaphysical nature of this approach is evident in the rejection of the cultural
and historical conditionedness of thought and the faith in positive science and
transcendent rationality with which "historical" thinking is replaced. This
second approach, then, remains unknowingly mired in nihilism despite its
intentions, and appears no more tenable than the first approach. 6
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The third alternative is what Nietz.sche calls passive nihilism. This amounts
to accepting the meaninglessness of life, whether as a perennial condition of
absurdity, or as the result of the prevailing historical and cultural conditions
underlying contemporary Western society. In either case, the passive nihilist
does not believe nihilism can effectively be challenged, or simply doesn't have
the will to do so. This position is defeatist, and needless to say, contributes
nothing towards a constructive response to nihilism in postmodernity.
Despite their awareness of the difficulties of confronting nihilism, none of
the postmodernists considered here (not even Baudrillard, despite claims to
the contrary) succumbs to passive nihilism.
The fourth possibility in Critchley's typology is the attempt to willfully
overcome nihilism through what Nietz.sche calls active nihilism. This is the
attempt to mke the destructiveness of nihilism to its limit, to follow the
logic of nihilism to its end, exacerbating nihilism in the hope of destroying
it by its own hand. Critchley places in this category all attempts to create a
better social order through total revolution, whether consisting in a violent
overthrow of existing powers or (he pervasive revolution of everyday life. He
includes here
[ . .] the romantic and neo-romantic transformation of modernity
through the production of a great work of art, Marxist revolution,
.

fascist revolution, Ernst Junger's total mobilization, apocalyptic
Heideggarianism ((here are other Heideggarianisms), the neo
Nierzschean obliteration of 'Man', or that unsubtle blend of Fichtean
spontaneity and Fourieresque utopianism that one finds in the
Situationist lnternational and its various progeny: terrorism, angry
brigades, punk and libidino-cyber revolution.7
This fourth response, then, may be broadly den ned as any attempt to
overcome nihilism completely, in the sense ofleaving it outside, beneath, and
behind one's self and one's world. It looks forward to a future, non-nihilistic
utopia.
It is this fourth option of responding to nihilism by attempting to actively
overcome it that we have seen repeatedly rejected by the postmodernists.
According to arguments advanced by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Varrimo,
as well as by Heidegger before them, the attempt to overcome nihilism
carries with it that which is constitutive of nihilism; through this attempt,
nihilism is therefore only preserved and perhaps deepened. Critchley likewise
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rejects this possible response on several coums. First, he suggests that the
nature of the contemporary world makes the sliccess of any revolution that
seeks [0 overcome all the problems of nihilism unlikely. Second. Critchley
believes that such a revolution would be undesirable because of the enormous
social costs (a position with that many posrmodernis(s, such as Lyotard and
Vattimo, agree). Moreover, he suggests that there is something altogether
too reactive (in rhe Nietzschean sense) in this intense desire to overcome
nihilism, and that rhe subtleties of the problem are missed in this "gung-ho"
approach.8 In Very Little. . . Almost Nothing, Critchley engages with Heidegger
and Adorno to draw om these subtleties, and to show the aporia that the very
idea of overcoming nihilism is drawn into-an aporia we have already seen
illustrated in various ways.
Heidegger Slims up the difficulty in overcoming nihilism well in the
famous phrase, '[n]o one can jump over his own shadow.'9 Our very being is
so embroiled in nihilism that it seems the more strenuously we twist and turn
in the attempt to escape nihilism, the more agitated the shadow of nihilism
itself becomes. A more subtle approach, then, is called for. Critchley's
approach is to suggest the fifth response in his typology: overcoming the
desire to overcome nihilism. This approach does nOt renounce the need to
resist nihilism, but attempts to develop such resistance in new ways. Critchley
outlines his approach as follows:
With this fifth response, it is not a question of overcoming nihilism
in an act of the will or joyful destruction, because such an act would
only imprison us all the more firmly in the very nihilistic logic we
are trying to leave behind. Rather than overcoming nihilism, it is a
question of delineating it. What will be at stake is a liminal experience,
a deconstrucrive experience of the limit-deconstruction as an
experience of the limit-that separates (he inside from the outside of
nihilism and which forbids us both the gesture of transgression and
restoration.IO
Critchley explores this fifth response to nihilism through an extended
meditation on death, largely through the lens of literature. While the
postmodern thinkers I am considering here pursue a different path, their
responses to the problem of nihilism can all arguably be characterised as
species of this fi fth genus of response. In their own ways, Lyotard, Baudrillard,
and Vattimo each attempt to overcome the desire to overcome nihilism, while
developing the new forms of imaginative resistance Critchley calls fOr.11
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While the postmodernists considered here offer differing responses
to nihilism, these differing approaches respond to a shared concern that
recognizes, in the postmodern situation, the paradoxical demand of
acknowledging the impossibility of overcoming nihilism and the necessity
of responding (0 this persistent problem. These varied responses compliment
and contrast with each other in such a way as to allow a rich appreciation
of the postmodern approach to the problems nihilism presents. Critchley's
following charaC(erization of the fifth alternative neatly summarizes this
postmodern approach to responding (0 nihilism:
On such a view, neither philosophy, nor art, nor politics alone can be
relied upon to redeem the world, but the task of thinking consists in
a historical confrontation with nihilism that does not give up on the
demand that things might be otherwise.12
This chapter draws out these post modern responses to nihilism, examining
the ways in which they attempt to meet the problems outlined in the previous
chapter, and seeking (Q establish the degree of their success. In responding (Q
nihilism, Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo each develop concepts that are
designed (Q fulfill two tasks: first, to avoid the aporia involved in the attempt
to overcome nihilism, and second, to critically engage with the particular
problems of nihilism they have identified in postmodernity. In examining
these concepts, I will focus my analysis around two themes that can be
idemified in all three of the postmodern thinkers under consideration here:
the "logic of difference" and the "politics of passivity."13
The "logic of difference" explains the way that certain concepts developed
by the postmodernists avoid the impasse (Q which the attempt (Q overcome
nihilism leads. At the same time, these concepts allow judgmems about nihilism
to be made without resorting to oppositional distinctions, thus enabling a
non�nihilistic form of critique. This critique allows the identification of, and
response to, the nihilistic traits of postmodernity without becoming caught
in the aporia of oppositional negation, and hence falling back into nihilism.
The strategies of "passive politics," or "affirmative weakness," that these
thinkers develop may be thought of as existential politics or ethics, which
are offered as alternatives to the projects of overcoming nihilism through
political revolutions or through individual value-creation. In this sense, these
strategies are answers to the existential problem of how to live a meaningful
or valuable life in the wake of the death of God, and within the constraints
imposed by the postmodern situation. The first two sections of this chapter
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examine the general contours of the logic of difference and the politics of
passivity, respectively. The third section examines the ways in which this logic
and this politics are manifest in the responses to nihilism of each of the three
posrmodernists under consideration, preparing the way for an assessment, in
the final section, of the degree of success these responses achieve.
The logic of difference

l"he arguments we have seen advanced for the inevitable failure of the
anempr to overcome nihilism may all be seen as invoking the ineluctability
of the logic of negation and opposition. Seen in this way, the acceptance of
a particular logical perspective is what makes the prospect of effectively
responding to nihilism appear hopeless. This apparent ineluctability of
the logic of negation at (he heart of nihilism is the reason that so many
of Nietzsche's commenta(Qrs have found his attempt (Q overcome nihilism
untenable.14 A number of scholars have argued, however, that Gilles Deleuze
has successfully shown how the aporia implied by the logic of negation
might be avoided by a logic of "difference" that he finds in Nietzsche's
thought.15 This logic is expressed in Deleuze's 1962 work, Nietzsche and

Philosophy, II> which had a profound impact on the developmem of French
post-snucmralism. I wish ro argue that this concept of difference is the
"enabling factor" in the postmodern responses to nihilism; this logic shows a
way of taking a Stance against nihilism that avoids the aporia associated with
overcoming and the logic of negation. The postmodernists considered here
do not explicitly reference Deleuze on this topic, nor do they follow Deleuze
in positing the possibility of an overcoming of nihilism (an issue I shall take
up further below). Nevertheless, Deleuze's treatmem of the logic of difference
provides a lucid explanation of the dynamic evident in the thought of these
postmodernists, and shows how such a dynamic is directly related to the
problem of nihilism. A digression on Deleuze and the logic of difference,
then, will lay important groundwork for the later discussion of the responses
to nihilism developed by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo.
The role of negation in the failure of the attempt (Q overcome nihilism
has its locus classicus in Heidegger's reading of Nietzsche. The arguments
concerning specific aspects of Nietzsche's thought that we saw in chapter
one can all be unders(Qod as resting on his argument about negation. Simply
stated, the argument runs as follows: negation is itself constirutive of nihilism;
the attempt (Q overcome nihilism is an act of negation; therefore, nihilism is
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preserved in the anempted overcoming. On Heidegger's reading, Nietzsche
fails to overcome nihilism because he simply inverts or reverses Platonism
(the philosophical form of religious nihilism), and this inversion preserves
the logic of negadon, which is constitlUive of nihilism itself.
I n Heidegger's own ontological terms, metaphysics is nihilism because
it negates-or forgets - Being. By inverring Plato and affirming becoming
instead of being, Heidegger believes, Nietzsche preserves the oppositional
structure constitutive of religious nihilism. For Heidegger, Nietzsche's
will to power (as a philosophical account of becoming) is just as much a
metaphysical thesis as Plato's supersensible world, and functions in the same
way to obscure or negate Being. Of Nietzsche's attempt to overcome nihilism,
Heidegger writes:
[AJs a mere countermovement it necessarily remains, as does
everything "anti," held fast in the essence of that over against which it
moves. Nietzsche's counrermovemem against metaphysics is, as a mere
(liming upside down of metaphysics, an inextricable entanglement in
metaphysics . . 17
.

Heidegger may be understood to be arguing that it is the oppositional
structure itself that preserves nihilism; it is the form of these terms and their
relation, rather than their content, which is constitutive of nihilism.1s As
Heidegger writes with reference to Sartre, "the reversal of a metaphysical
s[atement remains a metaphysical statement."19
The role of negation in the constitution of nihilism can be further
explained with reference to the structure of Nietzsche's concept of religious
nihilism. Religious nihilism is understood as the setting up of transcendent
categories of value (unity, truth, goal) that are opposed to the immanent
world of experience, and which consequently negate the value of this world
with reference to the projected ideal of the true world. The negation or
devaluation of life results from this oppositional structure. Howard Caygill
expresses this point well:
In the inaugural moment of nihilism, identified by Nietzsche with
Platonism and later its popular form Christianity, the spatio-temporal
world is negated when compared with the "highest values" or ideas.
The transcendent ideas of the good, the true and the beautiful negate
and so d iminish any good, true or beautiful acts or works that we may
accomplish Linder finite conditions.20
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In an anempr to overcome negation and the nihilism implied by it,
Nietzsche aspires to a kind of thinking that would have no recourse to
negation, bur consist in a pure affirmation.21 Ihis idea of pure affirmation,
however, is mired in difficulties: how is a purely affirmative form of thought
possible? As many commentators have poimed out,n rhe idea seems (Q be
incoherem because any affirmation implies a negation. In rhe philosophical
tradition, this problem has its source in Benedict de Spinoza's famOll s
principle, '[all] determination is negation' (ominis determinatio est negatio ). 23
According to this principle, it is the properties or features of the concept or
thing determined that imply a negation, because properties are thought (Q
be only determined negatively, in contrast (Q other properties that they are
not. The affirmation of anything determinate appears to necessarily imply a
negation; the attempt to escape nihilism through affirmation and the positing
of new, life-affimlative values thus inevitably reinstitutes nihilism. Caygill
argues that Nietzsche's attempts (Q escape nihilism fail for this reason:
Every revaluation of values demands a devaluation or negation of
existing values, and this negation prepares the revaluation to serve as
a vector for the propagation and survival of nihilism.21
The problem Caygill identifies is that the new values affirmed are inevitably
set lip as "higher values," taking on the form and function of the values
they have deposed: the new values become impossible ideals that negate the
value of actual existence. Caygill expresses the problem as one of "figuring
negation," that is, giving what is affirmed figural form, and thus properties,
which imply negation. The positing of new values gives affirmation such
figural or determinate form, thus reinstating the opposition between "higher"
and "lower" values that is constitutive of nihilism. According to Caygill, even
Nietzsche's concept of "life," in so far as it evokes determinate biological
properties, succumbs to this reinstitution of negation, and hence nihilism.25
Furthermore, it may seem that if pure affirmation were logically possible, it
would mean that everything Nietzsche has diagnosed as nihilistic-every
reactive and impoverished form of life-would also be affirmed. The logic
of negation thus seems (Q involve the attempt to overcome nihilism in a
double bind: either pure affirmation is impossible (because affirmation is
determination and determination is negation), or ifit is possible, then nihilism
itself is affirmed. Either way, the attempt to overcome nihilism fails.26
As I have already suggested, the logic of negation is closely tied to the
logic of opposition: it is the oppositional relation of twO terms that allows
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a hierarchical organization in which one term IS privileged and affirmed,
and the other negated. In Nietzsche and Philosophy, Deleuze develops this
affinity of opposition and negation in his interpretive strategy of pitting
Nietzsche against Hegel: Hegel identifies opposition as a highly developed
form of negarion,27 and Deleuze thereby associates opposition wirh rhe
negation underlying nihilism. In an opposition, a concept or thing does
not negate all things that are not it, but a particular thing (its opposite).
For example, "north" and "south" are polar opposites: they are derermined
not by the negation of other things in general, but are mutually determined
by the negation of each other.28 Oppositional thought is thus founded on
negativity, and this negativity is associated by Deleuze with the devaluation
and reactivity of nihilism.
In Deleuze's study of Nietzsche and other works (especially Difference
and Repetition29) the logic of difference is offered as an alternative to negation
and opposition, an alternative that arguably enables the possibility of a pure
affirmation that avoids oppositional negation.3D While Hegel understands
difference as implying negation and opposition, Deleuze (following
Nietzsche) sees oppositions as "roughly cut" from a prior and more-subtle
field of differences. For Deleuze, difference should be understood in terms
of continuous variations that are prior to the establishment of identities and
oppositionsY This understanding of difference is explained by Deleuze as
involving a "uni lateral distinction." As distinct from an opposition in which
both terms are distinguished from each other, in a unilateral distinction the
distinction only functions for one of the terms. Deleuze explains:
[T]he distinguished opposes somerhing which cannot distinguish
itself from it but continues to espouse that which divorces ic Difference
is this state in which determination rakes the form of unilateral
distinction.32
Unilateral distinnion is thus a form of determination that is not negation,
since that from which the determined is distinguished "continues ro espouse
that which divorces it," and is not negated by this "divorce."
To illustrate unilateral distinction, Deleuze suggests the example of
Socrates and the Sophists: Socrates distinguishes himself from the Sophists,
but rhey consid.er him to be one of rhernY Judith Norman suggests the
example of a one-way mirror: from one side, both sides can be seen (and
in this sense, they are nOt distinguished), from the other, one side cannot
be seen (they are distinguished}.34 Unilateral distinction allows for an
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asymmetrical relation in which the relation appears differendy depending
on the perspective of the term from which it is seen: it may be seen as an
opposition from the perspective of one term, but as a difference from the
perspective of the other term.
The role of (he unilateral distinction in Nietzsche's treatment of nihilism
is demonstrated by Deleuze's analysis of (he figures of (he "noble" and the
"slave."3) These figures and their relation indicate the relation between nihilism
and irs affirmative alternative: (he "mode of existence" of negation, reaction,
and opposition is represented in Nietzsche's works through the figure of the
slave, as comrasted with rhe master or noble as affirmer of life. Nietzsche
indicates the fundamental difference between these types as follows:
While all noble morality grows from a triumphant affirmation of itself,
slave morality from the outset says no to an 'outside', co an 'other', co
a 'non-self'. . ..with the aristocradc mode of evaluation: this acts and
grows spontaneously, it only seeks our its amithesis in order to affirm
itself more thankfully and more joyfully. Its negative concept, 'low,'
'common,' 'bad,' is only a derived, pale contrast to its positive basic
concept which is thoroughly steeped in life and passion-'we the
noble, we the good, we the beautiful, we the happy onesp6
'The slave derives his identity and value from an initial negative judgment
about "the other" co whom he then contrasts himself. Deleuze explains the
logic of this position with the following syllogism:
Let us suppose that we have a lamb who is a logician. The syllogism of
the bleating lamb is formulated as follows: birds of prey are evil (that
is, the birds of prey are all the evil ones, the evil ones are birds of prey);
bur I am the opposite of a bird of prey; therefore I am goodY
On Deleuze's interpretation, the slave (or in this example, the lamb)
views his relationship to the noble (the bird of prey) as one of negation and
opposition: the slave negates the noble (he is condemned as evil), and then
opposes himselfto the noble (therefore I am good). 'The noble views his relation
to the slave, however, as one of difference, rather than opposition. I n contrast
to his self-affirmation, the slave appears as a weak and pathetic type, but he
does nO( oppose himself to the slave in such a way that a negative relation of
exclusive disjunction is imposed. The relationship between Nietzsche's slave
and noble can therefore be seen as one of unilateral distinction, and the logic
of difference illustrated by the noble can be seen to enable a purely affirmative
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form ofthought that circumvents the oppositional logic ofSpinoza's principle.
Considered with respect to the logic of difference, affirmation does not imply
negation, and the return of nihilism no longer appears inevitable.
Establishing the possibility of pure affirmation still leaves Nietzsche and
Deleuze with (he second problem: total affirmation would appear to affirm
nihilism, thus ensuring its persistence. Moreover, a purely affirmative thought
bereft of all negation would appear to disable any form of critical, or even
selective, thoughL How can ni hilism be critically confronted on the basis
of an affirmative and differential logic? Nietzsche recognizes the problem of
only saying "Yes" and porrrays it in the character of the Yea-saying Ass in
7hw Spoke Zarathustra. who is unable to say "No."J8 This Ass says "Yes" to
everything, including the old values that are associated with negativity and
nihilism. Clearly Nietzsche does not want this, and Deleuze suggests a way
om of the problem by arguing that affirmation must contain within itself the
possibility of negation in order to enable critical and selective thought.39 He
develops this possibility by asserting that negation and affirmation themselves
are terms that al'e subject to a unilateral distinction. He writes:
Negation is opposedto affirmation but affirmation diffirs from negation.
We cannor think of affirmation as "being opposed"

to

negation: this

would be to place the negative within it. Opposition is not only the
relation of negation with affirmation bm the essence of the negative
as such.40
Deleuze thus argues that from the perspective of affirmation, negation is
not necessarily opposed or excluded. He furthermore argues that there are
two forms of both affirmation and negation, forms that are again derived
from the "noble" and "slave" of Nietzsche's genealogy. While the negation
that issues from the slave is oppositional, creating and perpetuating nihilism,
the negation that issues from the noble is of another type. Deleuze explains
this other type as follows:
Negation, like the ripples in a pond, is the effect of an affirmation
which is too strong or too different. . . . Nietzsche opposes rhe Yes
and No of the Ass to the Yes and No of Dionysus-Zarathustra: the
point of view of the slave who draws from 'No' the phantom of an
affirmation, and the point of view of the 'master' who draws from 'Yes'
a consequence of negation and destruction; the point of view of the
conservers of old values and that of the creators of new values.41
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Deleuze thus argues that the slave negates first, and this negation gives rise
to an affirmation. This relation of affirmation and negation is an oppositional
one, and is dominated by negation. The affirmation and negation of the
noble, however, have a differential relation, and the two terms are dominated
by affirmation. For Deleuzc, only (he affirmation and negation of (he slave
have the opposirional structure that gives rise to and perpcmarcs nihilism.
The affirmation and negation of the noble, on the other hand, enables the
possibility of critical and seiccrive thought without succumbing (0 nihilistic
forms of negation: nihilism may be negated without being opposed (thus
avoiding the essence of negation, which for Deleuze resides in opposition).
Deleuze explains this possibility by arguing that the negation that issues from
affirmation only negates that which opposes affirmation-that is, it only
negates nihilism. Nihilism is negated by pure affirmation simply because it
anempts w oppose what is affirmed. Opposition therefore remains entirely
on {he side of the slave, who is negated by the noble only because he attempts
to oppose the noble, whose affirmation is too strong for the slave to bear.
Norman argues that the logic of difference allows Deleuze w successfully
posit the possibility of a definitive overcoming of nihilism, where other
interpreters believe this is an impossibility.42 Deleuze himself announces this
overcoming, writing that "the long story of nihilism has a conclusion: the full
swp where negation turns back on reactive forces themselves."43 Despite the
fact that the logic of difference circumvents the logic of negation, however,
I would argue that this does not in itself license a definitive overcoming of
nihilism. Deleuze's positing of the overcoming of nihilism arguably rests on
further concepts, in particular his interpretation of Nierzsche's concepr of
the "eremal rerum" (die ewige Wiederkunft) as selective being. An extended
analysis of Deleuze's thought would be required to establish the cogency of
this point, bur a brief summary must suffice in order to show how the logic of
difference may be employed by the postmodern thinkers under consideration
here freed from the orbit of the desire to overcome nihilism.
On Deleuze's understanding, what nihilism denies or negates is difference.
He interprets the eternal return as a metaphysical theory of Being as selective:
what returns is not the same, bur rather what remains the same in the eternal
return is the production of difference. Deleuze argues, however, that not
everything returns: nihilism, that which denies difference, is destroyed by
Being itself, which for De1euze is the continual movement and change of
becoming. Throughout his work, De1euze constructs a complex metaphysical
system {hat establishes becoming, rather than a static conception of Being, as
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the fundamental nature of reality. This metaphysical principle of becoming is
what grounds the affirmation of difference in the very nature of things, and
dooms the denial of difference to fmility and desnuction. Arguably, then, it
is only the addition of this metaphysical principle to Deleuz,e's conceptual
system that allows him to envisage an overcoming of nihilism.44
While forms of the logic of difference may be identified in the thought
of Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo, these three postmodern thinkers do
not follow Deleuze in positing an overcoming of nihilism. Significantly, all
of these thinkers explicitly criticize Deleuze for his metaphysics of difference,
and we may see this metaphysics-rather than the logic of difference-as
the basis for the claim that nihilism can be overcome. To take one example
of these criticisms as representative, Lyotard argues that the ethics Deleuze
derives from his metaphysics of difference reinstitutes an oppositional
logic.45 In Libidinal Economy, he expresses this point in the form of a self
interrogation:
-So you thereby challenge Spinozist or Nietzschean ethics, which
separate movements of being-more from those of being-less, of action
and reaction?-Yes, let liS dread to see the reappearance of a whole
morality or politics under the cover of these dichotomies, their sages,

their militants, their tribunals and their prisons.46
This passage, which is unmistakably directed at Deleuze, accuses him of
perpetuating the logic of opposition (dichotomy) through the ethics derived
from his interpretation of the eternal return as selecting active forces and
eliminating reactive forces. The privileging of active forces over reactive, it
seems to Lyotard, implies a morality or politics of oppression. We may fill
om Lyotard's argument here, beyond the letter of his text, by suggesting
that the act of basing a judgment sllch as the superiority of active forces
on a metaphysical principle-effectively inscribing such a superiority in
the order of being, or "naturalising" it-is a small step away from licensing
the oppression and perhaps destruction of all those forms of life deemed
"reactive." I n other words, it seems to return the negative and oppositional
to [he side of the supposedly "noble," who no longer simply affirms, btl( is
licensed to actively negate. From a Lyotardian perspective (and the arguments
offered by Baudrillard and Vattimo could, I would argue, be cashed our in
similar terms) Delellze's dream of the overcoming of nihilism depends on a
metaphysical principle that seems ro reintroduce oppositional negation and
the potential for violence associated with metaphysical thought. 47
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The posrmodern thinkers under consideration here may be understood
to employ the logic of difference as a conceptual tool that allows a principled
response to nihilism, a response that circumvents the disabling aporia
suggested by the logic of negation. However, they do not believe that it
licenses the possibility of a definitive overcoming of nihilism. The positing of
such an overcoming, it seems, simply reintroduces an opposirional relation,
and hence nihilism. The postmodernists examined here employ forms of the
logic of difference precisely in order to respond (Q nihilism whilst avoiding
the oppositional negation involved in the attempt to overcome it. The logic
of difference developed by Deleuz.e nevenheless gives a lucid explanation
of the way that the affi rmarive concepts developed by the post modernists
function: differentially, not oppositionally. The three postmodern thinkers
considered here all develop concepts that may be seen as involving a
unilateral distillcrion: one side of a conceptual couplet is oppositional, the
other differential. The differential term of the couplet allows an affirmative
response to nihilism: it posits an alternative that is not oppositional, and
thus avoids oppositional negation.
Moreover, Deleuze's logic of difference allows us to see how the avoidance
of oppositional negation does not automatically lead to the collapse of all
criteria for valuation. Bereft of its metaphysical dimension, the secondary,
non-oppositional negation that Deleuze posits may be interpreted as having
a purely epistemological value: it enables principled judgments to be made
concerning nihilism, but does not constitute a "metaphysical desuucrion"
of nihilism. Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo each provide theories that
mirror this secondary negation by providing non-oppositional criteria for
making judgments concerning nihilism. For these thinkers, (he nihilistic
and non-nihilistic are never absolutely distinguished from one another, and
there is no possibility of a simple opposition of life-affirmation to nihilism.
However, the concepts rhese thinkers develop provide criteria for making
judgments concerning the degree to which phenomena affirm or deny life.
Such criteria provide a "yes" and a "no," and are rhus able to avoid the second
danger ofpure affirmation, the danger that nihilism itselfwill be unreservedly
affirmed, and hence conserved. The logic of difference employed by these
thinkers thus manages to avoid an oppositional negation of nihilism, whilst
also avoiding an affirmation of (hat which is nihilistic. This differenrial logic
will be Aeshed out below in a discllssion of key concepts that each of the
posrmodernists employ in responding to nihilism: Lyorard's "dissimularion,"
Baudrillard's "seduction," and Vanimo's "Verwindung."
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The politics of passivity

l"he logic of difference explains, on an abstract level, how the
postmodernists under consideradon here are able to pursue a response
to nihilism concomitam with an overcoming of the desire [0 overcome
nihilism. The question remains, however, of what the concrete, practical
dimension of these responses involves. How is it possible to act in the
world in a way that will effectively respond [0 the meaninglessness of life
in postmodernity? I wish to argue that on the basis of the differing but
complementary perspectives offered by Lyomrd, Baudrillard, and Vattimo,
the dimension of this practical response must be understood to be political,
and the acts appropriate to such a response must, in a specific sense, be
understood as passive. The practical dimension [0 the postmodern response
to nihilism may therefore be glossed as a "politics of passivity."
The political nature of postmodern responses to nihilism may be
approached by reconsidering the turn of postmodern theorists away from
the understanding of nihilism as principally an individual problem of the
self to an understanding of it as a problem manifest in wider structures
of meaning. For Sarrre, and to a lesser extent for Nietz.sche, nihilism is a
problem that might be engaged through the personal rransformation ofone's
own consciousness, beliefs, and values. l"his approach mirrors those of mher
existentialist philosophers such as S0ren Kierkegaard and Gabriel Marcel,
and is well-summariz.ed by Keiji Nishitani when he writes: "[I]f nihilism
is anything, it is first of all a problem of the self. . .When the problem of
nihilism is posed apart from the self, or as a problem of society in general,
it loses the special genuineness that distinguishes it from other problems.'>48
As we have seen, Heidegger's critique of subjectivity and the rise of
srructuralism turned the analysis of nihilism away from the self and towards
language, following the "linguistic turn" characteristic of much twentieth
century philosophy. This turn must be considered from the perspective
of the role that language plays in structuralism, post-structuralism, and
hermeneutic ontology: for all of these approaches, language is not merely
a system of symbols that subjects use to communicate their intentions,
but a system [hat is constitutive of subjects and their world. Language is
thus understood as a network of meaning that embraces the world and
constitutes human culture, social institutions, and human subjectivity.
For the postmodern theorists, nihilism is then undersrood as a problem
constituted by and suffusing language understood in this sense, and the
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problems of semanric meaning and of existential meaning are therefore
treated as associated problems.
l"he implication of this linguistic turn in the theory of nihilism, I wish to
argue, is that the engagement of the problem of meaninglessness can no longer
be considered a n individual maner, but must be unders(Ood as a political
problem. If the postrnodern theories of nihilism understand the social subject
and his or her experience as constituted by extra-subjective forces, forces that
are linguistic in [he broad sense oudined above, then the feelings of exisremiai
meaninglessness experienced by subjects (at the extreme, the feeling that
life is nOt worrh living) also have their origin in these forces, and must be
confronted on this level. Nihilism thus becomes a political problem insofar
as "the political" may be understood as the arena of the play of meanings that
are the expressions of language through social institutions and discourses.
The relationship between language and politics is emphasized by Lyotard's
theory of postmodernity, in which society is envisaged as a play of competing
language games_ Vattimo suggests a similar vision, in which social ontology
is composed of competing interpretations transmitted as linguistic messages,
with the interference patterns of these messages establishing the horizons
of our world. Baudrillard emphasizes the relationship between language
and politics in somewhat different terms, arguing that the semio-linguistic
theory of meaning is homologous to the capitalist system, and reproduces this
system through the perpetuation of a reductive model of meaning. Whether
understood as a play of competing language games or a system of structural
domination, however, the postmodern view of language conceives linguistic
messages as forms of power. If language constitutes social ontology, then it is
plausible to understand those language games that dominate, or have more
power than others, as playing a greater constitutive role. �The nature of social
reality will therefore be constituted according to which language games
dominate, and the field of language may be understood as a political realm
of power relations and struggles in which the stakes are the very constitution
of ourselves and our world_
Understood as a problem of language, nihilism reproduces itself through
the linguistic utterances of individuals, institutions, and discourses.
Nihilism is transmitted from the past through culture and contributes to the
constimtion of social ontology. The posrmodern approach to responding to
nihilism seeks to confront it throughout the networks oflanguage in order to
produce changes in social ontology. This may be seen as a political task insofar
as it engages on the level of the extra-individual or "the social" (political in the
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sense of the polis, of"being-rogether"), and insofar as it involves engagement
in a power struggle between competing uses of language (discourses). The
question now arises, what kind of politics-what kind of political action
constiwtes an appropriate response to nihilism in postmodernity? As we
have seen, the postmodern stance is associated with an abandonment of the
revolurionary and utopian political projects of modernity, an abandonment
that accords with a rejection of [he possibility of overcoming nihilism. What
hopes are left to a postmodern politics in the face of a nihilism that cannot be
overcome? Caygill suggests a direction in which the answer ro this question
might lie when he writes: "If the revaluation of values is unable to escape the
radical nihilist predicament the question posed to the future changes from
revaluation to that of how to live with nihilism.'>49
Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo develop the political dimensions
of their thought along significantly different paths. For Lyotard and
Baudrillard, the move away from the attempt to overcome nihilism has as
its political corollary a move away from the "macropolitics" of governments
and institutions towards a "micropolitics" of particular practices and actions.
For these postmodernists. the rejection of the hope of overcoming nihilism
is also a rejection of the hope of solving the contemporary problem of
meaninglessness through changing current social and political formations.
The French thinkers' orientation towards micropolitics is well indicated by
Lyotard's attempt to formulate an idea of the political appropriate to his
libidinal philosophy. -This philosophy is political
[. . .] in a sense that is neither institutional (Parliament. elections,
parties, and so on) nor even "Marxist" (class struggle, the proletariat,
the Party, and so on)-a sense obviously much too close to the first
one. It is political in a sense that is "not yet" determined and that
perhaps will remain, must always remain, to be determined.
This politics would not concern the determination ofinstitlltions
that is, the rules of organisation-but the determination of a space for
the play of libidinal intensities, affects, and passions. There is nothing
MOpic about it in the current sense of the term. Rather, it is what the
world seeks blindly today through practises or experiences of all kinds,
whose sole common trait is that they are held to be frivolous.50
Vattimo, on the other hand, has frequently and actively engaged in
politics as traditionally understood, and attempts to draw implications
for public policy and the structures and institutions of government from
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his philosophy of posrmodern nihilism. He thus cominues ro engage on a
macropolitical level, arguing that certain forms of the political organization
of society are more compatible with his vision of posrmodernity than others.
He is a social democrat, and holds that socialism and democracy are the
forms of political organization most compatible with (positive) nihilism,
hermeneutics, and the reduction of violence. Despite these divergences
concerning the polj[ical level at which these differem posrmodernists engage,
they are united by the common theme of passivity as (he principle guiding
their political prescriptions.
The link between passivity and the task of responding (Q nihilism may
be approached via a reconsiderarion of Heidegger's problematizarion of active
willing with respect to the issue of overcoming nihilism. As we saw in chapter
one, Heidegger questions the attempt to overcome nihilism through both
collective political movements and the individual activity of the creation of
new values. Heidegger problematizes political action, a problematization that
stems from his assertion that nihilism is given by Being itself and can only be
revoked by Being. Any attempt by human beings to actively overcome nihilism,
Heidegger writes, amounts to a deeper entrenchment in nihilism itself:
To

want to overcome nihilism . . . and

to

overcome

it would mean that

man of himself advance against Being itself in its default. . .. To want
to assail the default of Being directly would mean not heeding Being
itself as Being. The overcoming of nihilism willed in such a way would
simply be a more dismal relapse into the inauthenticity of its essence,
which dis(Qrts all amhenricity.51
This critique of willed action decides against the possibility of overcoming
nihilism through the collective actions of political parties and movements,
insofar as these attempt (Q directly change the nature of the world through
an active implementation of willed goals. Moreover, Heidegger argues that
the active willing implied by the attempt to overcome nihilism is implicated
with the modern subjectivism he associates with nihilism. This subjectivism
understands the world as objects to be manipulated by willing subjects,
covering over the essential relation of Being and human being. For Heidegger,
the individual activity of value creation advocated by Nietzsche and Sanre is
a species of active willing that implies this metaphysical relation of the subject
to the world. In actively creating or choosing values, the subject stands in
relation to the world as one who imposes its will and measures the value of
the world against its needs, rather than standing in openness to Being. For
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Heidegger, then, neither political activity (as traditionally conceived) nor the
individual revaluation of values can be effective responses to nihilism.
Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo all implicitly accept Heidegger's
argument with respect to the problematization of action and the will, and
develop similar argumenrs in their own philosophical terms. In different
ways, each of the postmodernists under consideration here embraces a
form of passivity as a strategy with which to circumvenr the aporia of active
overcoming. Paradoxically, this notion of political passivity is not inrended as
a form of quietism, but rather as a particular kind of action, or engagement
with the world. This is the specific, if ambiguous, sense in which the passivity
of postmodern politics is to be understood. This ambiguity is expressed in
Lyotard's term "active passivity" and in a term coined by Gary Genosko,
"affirmative weakness." 52 These terms both recall and call into question the
traditional Western associations between activity and strength, and between
passivity and weakness. Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo each employ the
rhetoric of "weakness" as a counter to Western metaphysics, arguing that there
is a particular potency to be found in "weak" or passive stances and strategies
that have been ignored by the Western tradition. It is the exploitation of such
potency that governs the post modern responses to nihilism. For my purposes
here, Genosko's term "affirmative weakness" usefully carries the connotation
that such weak or passive strategies enable the affirmation oflife in the face of
nihilism, as an alternative to the active, wilful attempt at overcoming.
As a way of responding to nihilism, the politics of passivity attempts to
negodare nihilism without hoping to overcome it. Th a t is, passive political
acts are aimed at mitigating nihilism and creating conditions in which life
may be experienced as meaningful through the employmenr of "weak"
strategies. Such strategies have an affinity with the logic of difference
discussed above, and can be understood as the practical correlate of such
a logic: while the active attempt at overcoming opposes nihilism, the passive
politics of affirmative weakness seeks to affirm forces of life that differ from
nihilism. This means that nihilism is not confronted directly and destroyed,
but its power is weakened through the affirmation and strengthening of those
aspects oflife and thought that nihilistic forces threaten to reduce to nothing.
The postmodern response to nihilism is thus an attempt to live with nihilism,
but also to resist its totalizing tendencies, affirming life to a maximal degree.
Thus far we have examined the general contours of the logic of difference
and the politics of passivity. In the following section, I will examine Lyorard,
Baudrillard, and Vattimo in rurn, showing how the logic of difference and
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the politics of passivity operate in their thought, and ourlining how these
principles allow each to respond to the various manifestations of nihilism in
posrmodernity that they identify.
Postmodecn responses to nihilism

The activity of life is like a power of falsehood. of duping, dissimulating,
dazzling and seducing.
-Gilles Deleuze53

Lyotard: Dissimulation
We have already seen the general trajectory of Lyotard'5 response to
nihilism through the discussion of his avoidance of (oppositional) critique
and employment of the concept of dissimulation. In this secrion, I will
explain how dissimulation functions according [Q a logic of difference,
and oudine the srrategies Lymard develops for puning dissimulation (Q
work. l·hese strategies. I will show. enact a form of the politics of passivity
oudined above. To reiterate. Lyotard understands nihilism as the dampening
of intense feelings and desires and hence the devaluation of life through
representational structures. He understands such structures on the model of
Nietzsche's analysis of religious nihilism, that is, as mechanisms of absence
and deferral. Lyorard's response (Q nihilism is (Q privilege the Freudian libido
as an energetic force of life-affirmation. In effect, this means affirming the
material, bodily dimension of desire and affect as healthful and essential
aspects of existence, aspects that representational thought reduces and
devalues. He understands libidinal energies as events that are unpredictable
and uncontrollable, and implies that remaining open to the occurrence of
such events is an essential part of a meaningful life. His response to nihilism
exploits the dissimulatory relationship he posits between libidinal energy and
the represemational structures that channel and hide it.
Lyotard's privileging of the libido and the principle of dissimulation can
be understood in terms of the logic of difference as a circumvention of the
nihilistic logic of opposition. Like Deleuze, Lyotard associates opposition
and the negation it implies with nihilism. In Lyotard's thought, negation is
expressed as the great Zero that divides two opposed terms. In the context
of representation, these opposed terms are the representational structure and
that which is represemed. The oppositional relation of these terms implies the
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negation of that which is represented by the representational structure, and
hence the absence, transcendence, and continual deferral of the represented
"thing." Opposition and negation thus operate as the motors of nihilism
in Lyotard's analysis. Moreover, he undersmnds oppositional negation as
underlying conceptual thought and rational theory: according with the
structuralist model he follows, Lyotard understands conceptual thought
as instituting distinctions and giving meaning according to oppositional
relations. As such, conceptual thought minimally implies an opposition
between two terms, "this" and "not-this," Lyotard calls the logical operator
of this opposition "the bar of disjunction," We may see this bar of disjunction
as the bar between signifier and signified in the body of the sign, and as both
the law of excluded middle and the law of noncontradiction in Aristotelian
logic. Lyotard thus understands opposition and the negation it implies as
the fundamental unit of nihilism. Based on this opposition, intensely felt
libidinal energies are annulled through conceptual and representational
thought, Lyotard writes:
l'he operator of disintensification is exclusion: either this, or not this.
Not both. The disjunctive bar. Every concept is therefore concomitant
with negation, exteriorization. It is this exteriorization of the not-this
that will give rise to thearricalization., ,54
Having associated conceptualization with nihilism, and defined the
concept according to opposition and negation, the challenge Lyotard sets
for himself is to find a form of affirmation that will not simply negate
or be opposed to the regime of the concept. These problems of negation
and opposition explain his recourse to Freudian libidinal themes. Lyotard
understands oppositional negation in Freudian terms as operating in the
secondary processes of consciousness, which are associated with conceptual
thought and the logical function of negation. In the operations of the libido
in the primary processes of the unconsciolls, however, he finds the possibility
of an affirmation that is not dependent upon negation. As Geoffery
Bennington has noted,55 Lyotard's use of Freud turns on several revisions
and changes of emphasis. First, Lyotard notes [hat desire has two meanings
in Freud's work, and asserts the primacy ofdesire as libido or force over desire
as wish (Wimsch). The larrer, founded in lack and implying representation
(what is desired is lacked and represented in the form of a wish), is a form of
negation that Lyotard associates with nihilism and seeks to avoid.56 Lyorard
understands libido, however, as a purely affirmative force, which he associates
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with Nietzsche's will to power.57 lhis interpretation rests on Freud's claim in
his 1915 paper "'The Unconscious" that the unconscious knows no negation:
'There are i n this system [the unconscioLls] no negation. no doubt. no
degrees of cenainry: all this is only introduced by the work of the
censorship between the Ucs. [unconscious] and the Pes. [preconscious].
Negation is a substitute, at a higher level, for repression. In the Ucs.
there are only contents, cathected with greater or lesser strength.58
Freud asserts that the unconscious is characterized by a mobility of
libidinal investments (cathexes59) in which investment may be displaced
wholly from one idea to another, or an idea may appropriate the investment
of several other ideas. Freud refers to these operations as displacement and

condensation, and characterizes them together as theprimarypsychicalprocesses
of the unconscious.60
Lyotard takes this description of the primary processes as evidence for
the pure positivity of the libido. In these unconsciolls processes, desires are
displaced and condensed in such a way that no negation, lack, or absence is
implied:
The slow or lightning-quick displacement of investments is precisely

positivity insofar as it escapes the rules of language and is without
reason. What is positive in this sense is what is beyond regulated
deviations, gaps or borders, or hierarchies.61
In the unconscious operations of the libido, Lyotard finds a principle
that contravenes Spinoza's Ominis determinatio est negatio, precisely because
a thing can be affirmed (in libidinal terms, invested) without implying the
negation of another thing. For Lyotard, the libido exists in a space that
remains undivided by the bar of disjuncrion.
Lyotard needs a further move, however, since to stop at this point would
still imply a bar of disjunction, this time between the unconsciolls regime of
the libido and the conscious regime of concepts and represenration.62 This
move is given through a further revision of the Freudian theory of desire, this
time in relation to the two "drives" or "pulsional principles," Eros and the
death drive (Thanatos). Lyotard argues that the two drives are not separate,
but twin aspects of desire as libido. As such, the libido is split between twO
"regimes," which handle desire differently in the way that it works in and on
structures and systems. Eros regulates desire in such a way as to contribute
to the order and stability of the system. The death drive, on the other hand,
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acrs as a "deregulating" force of desire that tends towards the disorder and
instability of systems.
In the essays collected in Des Dispositifipulsionnels, Lyorard tends [Q follow
Freud's descripdon of the respective functions of the twO regimes. According
to Freud. Eros is the principle oflife, self-preservation, sexuality, a structuring
force that works "to combine organic substances into ever larger unities"; "the
preserver of all things"; "which seeks [Q force together and hold together the
portions of living substance.'>6·l The death drive, on the other hand, is the
principle of death, dissolution, the unbinding of libidinal energy, the desire
to rerum to an original, inorganic (or uno rgan ized) state. Following this
designation of Eros as a binding, structuring force and the death drive as an
unbinding, destructuring force, Lyotard characterizes Eros as that movement
of desire that gives rise to, and stabilizes, structures (including representational
structures).64 The death drive, on the other hand, is paradoxically privileged
as a force of life-affirmation because it destabilizes structures and thus
undermines representational, and hence nihilistic, systems.6S This dichotomy
between binding and unbinding energies allows Lyotard, in some of these
early essays, to posit the possibility of an eventual dissolution of nihilistic
structures such as the capitalist system through the raising of libidinal
energies ro a sufficient degree of intensity (at which point they can no longer
be contained by the systems that attempt to regulate them). As such, this early
theory of desire licenses the hope for revolution through excess, suggesting a
"pure" affirmative region delimited by the death drive.66
By the time of writing Libidinal Economy, however, Lyorard has become
sensitive to the problem that this privileging of the death drive implies the
inevitable preservation of nihilism: it sets up an opposition between force and
structure, where force is exclusively valued to the detriment of structure.
In Libidinal Economy, Lyotard solves this problem by further revising the
Freudian theory of the drives, problematizing their respective functions:
[B]ound wholes can be congenial to life (organisms, statutes,
institutions, memories of all kinds) as to death (neuroses and psychoses,
paranoiac confinements, lethal stable disorders of organic functions}. . .
[and] unbinding is as much for the relief of bodies-orgasm and the
relief of semen, drunkenness and the blurting out of words, the dance
and loosening of the muscles-as for their destruction . . . 67
This confusion of the funcrions of the drives means rhat Eros and the
death drive cannot be simply identified with the binding and unbinding of
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energy, that is, with the respecrive creation and dissolmion of srruCUIres.
Rather, Lyotard asserts that both Eros and {he death drive-the ordering and
disordering principles-can be associated with the functions of binding and
unbinding energy. That is, either binding or unbinding libidinal energy can
comribure to (he well-regulated order of a structure, and either binding or
unbinding energy can deregulate and desrabilize a structure.
The problem that this confusion of functions overcomes is the ability [Q
ascribe distinct properties to rhe death drive (i.e. those propenies that relate
to the unbinding or discharge of energy, and are manifest, for example, as
particular symptoms of patients undergoing psychoanalysis). Given Spinoza's
principle, this ascription of properties would mean that affirming the death
drive implies a negation, and hence leads back into nihilism. The major
implication of this revision is that the death drive is now also associated with
s([uctures, and not simply with their dissolution. 68 In Lyotard's mature version
of the libidinal economy, the libidinal intensity he privileges is no longer
simply a function of the death drive as an unbinding or release of energy,
but of necessary relations of force and structure. According to Lyotard every
libidinal formation is necessarily a structure, and force must be expressed
through structures. A force that is roo disordered and unstructured loses
its intensive potential. Likewise, Lyotard understands structures as more or
less rigidly bound energetic formations, and structures that resist inRuxes of
energy are bound to stagnancy. Given the ambiguity of the functions of Eros
and the death drive, the maximization of intensity becomes a highly complex
matter: releasing energy from a system might lead to either the intensification
of energy (it allows the system to continue functioning at a high level of
energy rather than blowing itself apart; the force released creates a new system
or Rows into and revitalizes an existing one) or disintensification of energy
{the system loses roo much energy and stagnates; the outRow of energy fails
to create or connect with another system}. The increased binding of energy
might likewise lead to either vitalization or stagnation.
For Lyotard, this duplicity (rather than duality) of the two drives with
respect to their functions is what ultimately prevents the libidinal economy
from being a system of critical concepts that might straightforwardly be
applied to phenomena through recognition, exclusively dividing the nihilistic
from the affirmative {and thus reinrroducing the bar of disjunction and
nihilism}. Furthermore, as we have seen, Lyotard asserts that all relatively
stable structures and systems, whether they are theoretical, political,
economic, or otherwise, can be described in terms of libidinal energy. In
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the libidinal economy, systems exploit libidinal intensities by channeling
them into stable structures. Systems hide or dissimulate affects (libidinal
intensities). And yet, these systems deny their own origins in intense and
aleatory libidinal energy, taking themselves to be permanent and stable.69
Lyotard thus describes structures, which have an oppositional relation [Q
libidinal energy, as themselves consisting in transformations of libidinal
energies. Since represemational structures are associated with desire as wish,
Lyotard also posits a continuity between desire as wish and the energetic
desire of the libido, accounting for the former in terms of the latter. While
structure opposes itself to libido, the libido can be said to have a diffirential
relation to structure in the Deleuzean sense. Force and structure thus have a
relationship of unilateral distinction in the libidinal economy. Lyotard refers
to this relationship as dissimulation, and uses it to circumvent the logic of
opposition and negation that are the insidious mO[Qrs of theatricalization
and nihilism. Bennington explains:
[I]f there is an energetical continuity of Eros and 'Thanatos, and a
further continuity between desire as libido and desire as Wunsch,
then there can be no opposition . . .if the theatre is in fact a product of
libidinal energy, then its apparent opposition to that energy is also

parr of the energy itself, one of its transformations.7o
The principle of dissimulation involves a logic of difference that allows a
circumvention of the logic of opposition and negation, and hence a way of
positing an alternative to responding to nihilism through direct opposition.
Lyotard ourlines a way of acting to put dissimulation to work that he
characterizes as an "active passivity"; this active passivity describes the kinds
of political acts that he takes to be efficacious responses to the problem of
nihilism. 71 For Lyotard, the possibility of responding to nihilism amounts
to the possibility of intensifying libidinal intensity in structures and systems.
He argues that we do have a degree of agency that allows us to act in such a
way as to promote the level ofinrensity in structures, bur this agency involves
a necessary dimension of passivity. This is because libidinal intensities,
understood by Lyotard as events, are unpredictable and uncontrollable. Any
attempt to consciously will specific outcomes and goals in terms of which
affects and desires will be released in systems, and [Q what effect, is not only
bound to fail, bur reproduces the kinds of structures that dampen intensities,
therefore reintroducing the problem of nihilism. The act ofconsciously willing
a specific outcome is a function of the secondary psychical processes, already
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implying negation and rheatricalizarion. Lyorard is aware of similar problems
in responding to nihilism as is Heidegger: for the French philosopher, both
the subject and the consciolls, active will are structuring forces, which mean
that any attempt to respond to nihilism through the willful conscious actions
of subjects will in fact dampen inrensity and deepen nihilism.
Lyotard's alternative ro direct willful action combines the necessities of
both activity and passivity. Active passivity does involve conscious willing,
but what is willed is passivity with respect (0 (he unconsciolls conduction of
affects. This is a twofold process that, first, involves a conscious turn away
from the attempt to actively overcome nihilism through those methods
and strategies that are themselves implicated in nihilism: theory, subjective
values, oppositional structures, alternative social institutions and political
programmes. lbis first aspect of responding to nihilism also allows and
requires a form of"critique," which is distinguished from the nihilistic critique
Lyotard eschews because it does not depend on taking up an oppositional
place. Hence the place of Lyotard's critical analyses of nihilistic structures
and theories such as capitalism and semiotics. Such "critiques" identify
the forms of life and thought that need to be avoided in order to avoid the
reproducrion of nihilism in its most extreme forms. Lyorard's critical analyses
do not involve him in straightforward opposition and negation, however, for
two reasons. Firstly, because the principle of dissimulation means that even
those structures identified as nihilistic are seen as formations of desire, and
hence are nor absolutely negated, but accorded a degree of value. Secondly,
because the aim and consequence of Lyotard's libidinal critiques is nor to set
up an alternative system of concepts, but to respond to nihilistic structures
by maximizing the libidinal intensity that vitalizes rhem.
'Ihis maximization oflibidinal intensity is enabled by the passive element
of Lyotard's strategy. ConsciOllsly turning away from willing definite desires
and outcomes, the libidinal economist seeks to passively and unconsciously
"conduct" libidinal energies. This means working within existing structures to
forge new connections between them and channel energy from one structure
into another. This conduction of intensities loosens the repressive function of
structures that bind and stabilize energies, allowing intensities to emerge in
an unpredictable way. The general maximisation of the intensity of libidinal
energies in systems means greater rates of change in sysrems, an increase of
connectedness between systems, and an increased number of newly created
systems.72 Since libidinal energy never manifests directly bur only through
structures, the libidinal economist must act within structures in such a way
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as to introduce new desires and affecrs, but without seeking to conrrol which
desires and affects these will be, nor how they will affect the structure into
which they are introduced. Since libidinal energies are unconscious processes,
the passive conduction of intensities involves a necessary openness to these
processes. This passive strategy allows a maximization of the affirmation
and positivity Lyotard associates with the libido, and locates in the primary
psychical processes.
Lyotard takes artistic composition as a practical model for active
passivity and applies principles derived from sLlch composition to show how
dissimulation may be exploited in philosophy and politics. Taking Paul
Cezanne and the tradition of modern art generally as examples, Lyotard
argues that innovative artistic composition involves the two steps of acrive
passivity: turning away from traditional methods and aesthetic principles,
and creating in an experimental way that invites unconscious desires to
take parr in the process.?3 The experimental style of Libidinal Economy is an
application of this model of artistic creation to academic theory. The book
both theorizes and performs a response to nihilism, and by being anentive to
both its form and content, we may see how Lyotard responds to the nihilism
of dispassionate, representational theory. I turn now to an examination of
the specific strategies of active passivity Lyotard recommends and enacts,
beginning with those evident in Libidinal Economy itself.
As we have already seen, one of Lyotard's main targets in Libidinal
Economy and Des Dispositifi pulsionnels is (he nihilism of the semiotic sign,
understood as the basic unit of meaning in representarional structures.
Lyotard's affirmative response to the semiotic sign is an alternative conception
of the sign, which he calls the "tensor." The tensor is not a special kind of
sign, but a way of viewing all signs from the perspective of the theory of
dissimulation. While the semiotic sign functions purely in the realm of
semantic meaning, manifesting an absence and deferral of the meaning it
stands in for, the tensor is a theory of the sign that understands it as combining
and dissimulating semantic meaning and libidinal energy. Considered as a
tensor, a semiotic sign dissimulates desires and can impart a force or desire
as well as convey a meaning. The tensor, for Lyotard, should be understood
as a tension between these dimensions of signification and libidinal energy.74
Moreover, since Lyotard understands libidinal intensities as events that can
potentially give rise to a number of competing interpretations-that is, they
can be dissimulated within incompossible structures-the tensor marks the
meeting place of different structures and systems. Considered as a tensor, a
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sign can be inscribed into a number ofdifferent srrucrures. What is important
to Lyotard is not the differem meanings the sign may have in these structures,
but the different ways the energy of the tensor may be deployed to change
those structures. The tensor, then, is an energetic sign that allows Lyotard
to posit dissimulation as operational within linguistic systems of meaning.75
The principles of dissimuladon and the tensor are put to work in the
writing of Libidinal Economy through a number of identifiable techniques.
Lyorard writes with (he aim of releasing as much libidinal intensity in the
text as possible, but without attempting to produce a book of "anti-theory,"
which would avoid representational effects cmireiy. The intensification of
force within structure is accomplished by haphazardly juxtaposing genres
of discourse, in particular the relatively static theoretical genre and the more
dynamic, more intense genre of experimental fiction. The former represents
the philosophy of libidinal economy in repeatable concepts, while the laner
attempts to perform it through employing techniques that deliver an intense
libidinal charge. Lyotard employs devices sLlch as long sentences, lack of
punctuation, swearing and emotive language in order to convey feelings and
desires as directly and intensely as possible. The relatively sober theoretical
passages that intersperse the whole text, however, supply a sophisticated
semantic meaning. Such meaning forms the structure necessary for the force
of the book to be expressed. l·he experimental style of Libidinal Economy is
therefore a setting-to-work of dissimulation and the tensor that combines the
dimensions of force and signification, maximising force within a signifying
structure. The major book of Lyorard's libidinal philosophy consritutes
a philosophical response to nihilism by showing how philosophy might
proceed without stifling intensity through the hegemony of representational
structures. More than JUSt an example, however (which remains in the domain
of representation), the book itself attempts to impart an affective charge to
its readers, transmitting the libidinal energy that Lyotard understands as the
affirmative expression of life itself.
In addition to the nihilism of representational thought and theory, Lyotard
identifies capitalism and technoscience as dominant forms of nihilism. In
chapter three, we saw how these forms of nihilism inform Lyotard's theory
of postmodernity, and according to this theory constitute problems to which
a response must be found in the contemporary situation. Following James
Williams, I view Lyotard's libidinal philosophy as constituting a more effective
response to nihilism than his later philosophy of the differend, and it is the
resources for responding to nihilism available in the libidinal philosophy
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on which I am focusing here. However, Lyotard gives linle consideration to
technoscience in his libidinal writings, and I shall focus on his response to
capitalism here. This focus finds some justification in the similarity of the
analysis to which Lyotard subjects these two forms of nihilism. On Lyotard's
analysis, technoscience contributes to rhe nihilism of posrmoderniry by
dissolving traditional forms of the social bond, and by functioning together with
capitalism to subject all dimensions of life to the criterion of performativity. It
is this laner, reductive dimension of rechnoscience with which Lyorard is most
concerned. �The criterion of performativity functions in tandem with the law of
value in capitalist political economy, enacting an overarching reduccion. Given
this similarity in the analysis of the nihilism of technoscience and capitalism,
the response to the nihilism ofcapital proposed in the libidinal philosophy has
import for the later analysis of technoscience as well.
I n his libidinal philosophy, Lyorard responds to the nihilism of capitalism
through a "politics of passivity" that engages with the traditional Marxist
critique of capitalism, but turns this problematic toward different ends. �The
politics of the libidinal philosophy revolves around a nuanced reading of
Marx and a duplicitous relation to capitalism. As we saw in the previous
chapter, Lyotard presents the capitalist system as a conAict between twO
tendencies, one life�affirmative, one nihilistic. The affirmative tendency of
capitalism lies in its drive [0 confer value on everything, and to seek out new
desires and affects, new libidinal intensities, to incorporate into the system.
In this way, capitalism acts as a system that encourages the deveiopmelU of
new intensifies. On the other hand, however, this tendency is qualified by
the tendency to annul the very intensities sought and encouraged through
the exploitation of these intensities within structures; their commodification
and equalization in exchange value. This process of commodification and
commensuration tends to take on absolute importance, annulling the
singularity of the very intensities it seeks out.
Lyotard understands this ambiguity of the capitalist system on the model
of dissimulation, and works towards a response to the nihilism of capitalism
that puts this principle [0 work through the double strategy of "active
passivity" outlined above. Firstly, Lyorard moves away from the Marxist
tradition of critique, which he understands as opposing the capitalist system
and sening up an ideal image of an unalienated society in its place. Lyorard
argues that the idea of an unalienated society is nostalgic, in so far as it
posits an impossible ideal that never really existed and which we can have
no realistic expectation ever will exist. He expresses this argument through
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the claim that " [t]here are no primitive socieries,"7G by which he means that
so-called "primitive" societies carry the same nihilistic traits as capitalism.
For Lyotard, there is no society that is nor subject to the desire to exploit and
hoard libidinal energy in the way that the capitalist does. He explains:
[O]f course, savages do not capitalize goods; but who considers that it
is only the fully mercantile instance of the great Zero that sanctions
and indeed demands the scrupulous balancing of the inflows and
outflows a/affects (in the form of relatives, words, beasts, lives, sexes),
hanging over and maintaining these socieries?77
Considered from a libidinal perspective, money is nO( the only way of
stringendy regulating the circulation of (and consequendy dampening the
intensity of) desire in society, and Lyourd argues that any social formation is
therefore prone (0 the nihilism of the great Zero. This means that there is
no utopian society free from exploitation, neither pre-capitalist nor POSt
revolutionary.
Secondly, Lyotard seeks (0 actively respond (Q the nihilism of capitalism
through passive political acts. Lyotard's libidinal politics is not aimed
at overthrowing capitalism (since he does not believe in the possibility of
a non-nihilistic post-revolutionary society), but of working within it to
release the libidinal energies dissimulated within its structures. This politics
is micropolitical and marginal, not seeking to establish new institutions
and governments, bm rather anempting to work within existing political
institutions in order to release as much libidinal intensity within and through
them as possible. Lyotard's response to the nihilism of capitalism is therefore
the same as his response (Q other nihilistic structures: "With respect to
capitalism, same solution: to raise or maintain intensity at its highest level in
order to obtain as strong (Macht) an energetic metamorphosis as possible."78
Following Lyotard's arguments outlined earlier, this maximization of
libidinal intensities must be understood as a passive process: it must seek to
introduce new feelings and desires in structures, but without determining
in advance what these desires will be and what course the consequent
metamorphoses of structures will take.
For Lyotard, capitalism is a particularly good economic system for the
conduction of libidinal intensities, and the libidinal economist should
exploit its tendencies to value everything without discrimination and to
seek out new intensities. The political acts of "active passivity" should be
understood as aimed at maximizing these positive opportunities for intensity
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and energetic transformation within capitalist societies at the expense of the
nihilistic tendency of the law of value to dampen everything in the equalizing
process of exchange. Libidinal economics works within the capitalist system
to seize on and create singular intensive events that are not immediately
annulled, and which produce changes or metamorphoses in the system.
Such events, by definition, have no determinate form, and may consist in
any occurrence where intensity is felt: a new product or market, an artwork,
an activist demonstration, a caress. Lyorard's response to nihilism thus takes
the form of a politics, but one that must be understood as a conspiracy
or permanent revolution within the existing system rather than a decisive
revolution that would overthrow the prevailing order and found a new one.
The form of this politics is well summarised by Lyotard's exhortations in the
concluding paragraphs of Libidinal Economy:
We need not leave the place where we are, we need not be ashamed
to speak in a "state-funded" university, write, get published, go
commercial, love a woman, a man, and live together with them; there
is no good place, the "private" universities are like the others, savage
publications like civilized ones, and no love can prevail over jealousy. .
.

What would be interesting would be to stay put, but quiedy seize

every chance to function as good intensity-conducting bodies.79
In summary, Lyorard's response to nihilism seeks to deploy what he
sees as the life-affirmative forces of feelings and desires against the nihilism
of representational structures, which filter and dampen these desires.
For Lyorard, life is devalued when libidinal energies are dampened, and
affirmed when [hey are intensified. His reworking of the Freudian theory
of the libido constitutes a sophisticated way of avoiding the impasse of
oppositional negation by finding a principle of affirmation without negation
in the primary psychical processes. This theory consritutes a form of the
logic of difference in Lyotard's thought, which allows criteria for judgments
concerning nihilism to be made without falling back into the nihilism of
critique: nihilism consists in the dampening of libidinal intensities, and
life affirmation consists in their maximization. However, there is no strict
opposition between libidinal energies and the structures that dampen them.
For Lyotard, there is an energetic continuity between intensity and structure.
The maximization of intensity does not negate structure, but must work in
and through it. Lyorard's "active passivity" is a kind of passive politics that
allows a strategic response to nihilism, without attempting to oppose or
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overcome it, by maximizing imensiry within srruCUlres. The principles of
dissimulation and the tensor show how such a response to nihilism may be
enacted. through a kind ofconspiracy or permanent revolution, in theoretical
writings and in the structures and institutions of the capicalist system.

Baudrillard: Seduction
Throughout his oeuvre, Baudrillard develops numerous concepts that
he intends as affirmative counters to the nihilism of the postmodern world.
Despite rheirdiff"erences in nuance, rheseconceprsall express rhesame essenriai
logic, and this allows an appreciation of the principal aspects of Baud rillard 's
response to nihilism through exclusive foclIS on a single concep£. The concept
I will foclis on here is seduction, perhaps the most well-known of these
affirmative terms. As we have seen, for Baudrillard nihilism is unders(Ood as
the consequence of the anempt ro impose a radonal meaning on the world,
first as the destruction of appearances by this rational meaning, and then as
the self-destruction of rational meaning itself. Baudrillard understands the
rational meaning he associates with nihilism on a structuralist model, where
meaning is a function of the opposirional structure of the semiological sign.
Seduction, like Baudrillard's other affirmative terms, anempts to articulate
a form of meaning that is alternative to, and more existentially satisfying
than, the rarional order of meaning. Baudrillard understands rational
meaning as based on a logic of opposition, and seduction is, in effect, a
"logic of difference" that subverts opposition. We may therefore understand
Baudrillard's response (0 nihilism as following, in its general contour, the
path mapped Out by Deleuze and taken by Lyotard.
the concept of seduction was brieRy introduced in chapter two, where its
logical relation to simulation was indicated. To reiterate, what Baudrillard
calls seduction indicates the distance between representation and its simulated
real. This distance is forever being crossed, calling forth the necessity for a
new simulated real at a greater distance. Seduction is this movement within
simulation; it is rhe "other" of, or the gap in, simulation that guarantees
that there is always something left to simulate. In Baudrillard's theory of
simulation and seduction, the real is always paradoxically both inside the
system (since the real is simulated) and outside of it (since it functions as the
other or limit (0 that system). We may see the relationship between simulation
and seduction as following the "logic of difference" outlined above, and as
incorporating a "unilateral distinction" between these (wO terms: Simulation
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opposes seduction, but seduction differs from simulation. Simulation functions
according to a denial that there must be a distance between representation
and reality, and constantly seeks to close this distance. �lbis distance, however,

is necessary for the functioning of representation. Seduction is the other side
of simulation: it is what allows simulation to operate, revealing an elementary
dynamic that is essential to simulation, bur that simulation itself anemprs
to exclude. Simulation, with its model of meaning based on representation,
deep structure, and stable oppositions between terms, opposes the dynamic
force of seduction. Seduction, however, differs from simulation rather than
opposing it by showing how the supposed identity of representation and
real that simulation posits is dependent on a more fundamental difference
between them.
'This differential relationship between simulation and seduction allows
Baudrillard to negotiate (he aporia of the a((empt to overcome nihilism.
In his early works, Baudrillard arguably falls prey to the trap of opposing
the nihilism of the semio-linguistic order of meaning by positing symbolic
exchange as prior and external to the system of capitalist political economy.
On Lyotard 's analysis, Baudrillard sets up an impossible ideal that opposes and
negates the current world, thereby devaluing life after the model of religious
nihilism.so With rhe introduction of the terms " simulation" and "seduction"
and the ambiguous relation between them, however, Baudrillard effectively
replaces an oppositional hierarchy with a pair of unilaterally distinct terms.81
This unilateral distinction and the logic of difference it embodies affords
Baudrillard new conceptual possibilities for responding to nihilism beyond
the aporia of a simple opposition. However, these possibilities are developed
along lines distinctly different from those the logic of difference takes in
Lyotard's work. For Baudrillard, the differential relation between nihilistic
and affirmative terms leads to complex and ultimately undecidable possibilities
with respect to rhe nihilism of the current situation. While Baudrillard sees
simulation and seduction in a relation that is somehow complicit, he doesn't
accord any value or necessity to simulation in the way that Lyorard does
to libidinal dispositifi. Rather, Baudrillard sees simulation and seduction
in conAict, and understands simulation's reliance on seduction-its ability
to make seduction work for it - as a panicularly pernicious aspect of the
simulated system. Baudrillard's hope is for an eventual transformation of the
system, which would bring seduction to the fore and effectively eliminate
simulation. The path he proposes towards this end is the "exposure" of
simulation as simulation (rather than merely accurate representation). As
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Balldrillard argues, simulation rests on the "alibi" that what it represems
is the real that pre-exists rhe system. By exposing the fact thar simulated
systems generate their own real, Baudrillard hopes, the whole system of
simulation will collapse.
The role of seduction in this response (Q nihilism is explained by (he fact
that seduction is one name Baudrillard gives to rhe principle of reversibility
which, he believes, underlies simulation. To reirerare, simulation is predicated
on stable oppositions, anchored in a relationship (Q (he real. Without this
anchorage, oppositions become reversible since there is no independent
measure that would allow one (Q judge whether one term or rhe other applies
to a given object or situadon. On Baudrillard's analysis, simulated systems are
in fact reversible, and the revelation of this fan would he a mortal blow to the
simulated systems themselves. Seduction is the principle of this reversibility,
the dynamic by which simulated systems in fact operate. Baudrillard writes:
Every positive form can accommodate itself to its negative form, btl(
undersunds the challenge of the reversible form as mortal. Every
structure can adapt to its subversion or inversion, but not to the
reversion of its terms. Seduction is this reversible form.82
On this level, Baudrillard seeks a collapse of the nihilistic system, and
to that extent remains a utopian who hopes for an eventual overcoming of
nihilism.s3 The other side of the ambiguous relation between simulation and
seduction, however, is the possibility that simulation will remain hegemonic,
precisely because it hinges on seduction. As we saw i n chapter two, Baudrillard
rejects the possibility of overcoming nihilism through direct opposition
because the reversibility of simulation means that it can incorporate any
opposition: oppositions merely help to prop up the reality principle on which
simulation operates. For Baudrillard, seduction is a more oblique response
to the nihilism of simulation, which avoids the trap of straightforward
opposition. Seduction itself, however, is a strategy with no guarantee of
success. The possibility remains that seduction will simply perpetuate
simulation insofar as it allows simulation to operate, and guarantees that
there is always more to be simulated. As the principle of difference that
allows and disrupts the identity of representation, seduction ensures that
there will always be a differential element escaping representation, but this
element can always be reclaimed by the system. Baudrillard concludes from
the complicity of simulation and seduction that the fate of the social system
with respect to nihilism is ultimately undecidable.
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Despite this undecidability, Baudrillard develops the concept of seduction
along the lines of a passive political strategy that aims at maximizing the
potential of seduction to undermine simulation. In this way. seduction
contributes to an affirmative response to nihilism through political acts.
Baudrillard takes a particular, nineteenth century notion of seduction as a
model and generalizes it to all forms of activity and interaction. Seduction,
like Lyotard's "active passivity," is a passive strategy that is deployed against
nihilism in the anempt to circumvent the aporia resulting from a direct
confrontation. This theme is drawn out in Baudrillard's work through the
association of seduction with passivity and weakness, and the argument that
these qualities exhibit their own profound form of strength:H
To seduce is to appear weak. To seduce is to render weak. We seduce
with our weakness, never with strong signs or powers. In seduction
we enact this weakness, and this is what gives seduction its strength. 8s
I n emphasizi ng the weak character of seduction, Baudrillard differentiates
it from a strategy of direct opposition that relies on brute strength. The
seductive strategy is an indirect, oblique one: "it is not a maner of a frontal
attack, but a diagonal seduction that glides like a (brush?) stroke . . ."86
Baudrillard explains the strategy of seduction as one of calculated risk,
where the possibility of failure must be accepted in order to enter the game.
Essentially, seduction is a game of one-upmanship between two parties in
which each is trying to preempt the moves made by the other. Seduction is
a reversible and uncertain game, since it is never certain who has the upper
hand. One of the strategies that might be employed in seduction is to feign
having the upper hand-or to feign not having it-in order to make the other
incorrectly preempt one's next move. It is a passive game in that the goal
is to make the other follow one's deceptive lead-one retreats, prompting
one's opponent to fall into a trap. As Baudrillard understands seduction, one
seduces with weakness. by a strategy of yielding to the other:
[Iln a strategy (?) of seduction one draws (he other into one's area
of weakness, which is also his or her area of weakness. A calculated
weakness, an incalculable weakness: one challenges the other to be
taken in.87
Baudrillard gives a concrete example of the seductive strategy he has in
mind through his reading of S0ren Kierkegaard's "The Seducer's Diary."88
In this story, the narrator, Johannes, attempts to seduce the young girl
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Cordellia. Johannes does nor approach her direcriy, with his intentions made
explicit, bur acts on behalf of a younger man who is courting her. Johannes
is an unimpressive man, and does not seek to win Cordellia by selling her
his own merits. Instead, he becomes a "mirror" in which she is reRected back
to herself, and becomes conscious of herself. In this way, Johannes becomes
indispensable to her, since he becomes rhe Other through which she comes
to know herself. Cordellia breaks off her engagement [Q the young suiror,
believing she wants Johannes. Having succeeded in (he seduction, however,
Johannes loses interest in the girl and spurns her. What interests Baudrillard in
this smry is rhe way seducrion rakes place as a game superior (0 and detached
from sexual conquest; it is a game of appearances in which Johannes employs
the passive strategy of "mirroring" Cordellia. Such a strategy is always a risk
and always reversible, however, since Johannes can never be sure (at least not
until the end) that he has correcrly calculated Cordellia's intentions, or taken
in(O account the possibility that she might be deploying a seductive strategy
of her own. Johannes feigns indifference (0 Cordellia in order (0 seduce her,
but she might just as easily have been feigning indifference (Q him.89
Baudrillard translates this nineteenth-century notion of seduction into
a general theory of meaning that preserves the ambiguity, mystery, and
challenge eliminated from the semio-linguistic theory of meaning. As a
general theory of meaning, seduction is practically applied (0 the problem
of nihilism in Baudrillard's own theoretical writings and in his treatment
of contemporary politics. In his writings, seduction is translated into an
approach to "doing theory." Baudrillard's texts both theorize and enact the
way that seduction can be a strategy of writing and thinking. For Baudrillard,
as we have seen, part of the impasse constitutive of the attempt to overcome
nihilism consists in the fact that any attempt (0 analyze nihilism will remain
within the order of representation, and hence of nihilism itself. Baudrillard
sees the forms of thought that try to represent a real world, analyze its
problems (such as nihilism), and propose solutions (0 them on the basis of
this same principle of reality, as hopeless dead-ends. He argues that since
the system that theory attempts to analyze has turned away from truth and
reality, that is, has become simulated, then theory must change accordingly.
He argues that theoretical discourse
[. .] must become excessive and sacrificial (Q speak about excess and
sacrifice. It must become simulation if it speaks about simulation, and
deploy the same strategy as its object. If it speaks about seduction,
.
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theory must become seducer, and deploy the same stratagems. If it no
longer aspires to a discourse of truth, theory must assume the form
of a world from which truth has withdrawn. And thus it becomes its
very object.90
Baudrillard's theory, therefore, does not seek to be a true representation
of the real, and should not be assessed as such an auempt.91 As an alternative
strategy, Baudrillard takes the radical (and perhaps desperate) measure of
playing a seductive game of one-upmanship with reality itself, auempting
to seduce the world away from nihilism and back to the enchantment of
appearances.
Ihis seductive strategy oftheory involves an ironic attempt to both capture
the real in a representation, and at the same time foreground the necessary
difference between represemation and the real. Baudrillard describes this
double strategy with the terms "doubling" and "shadowing"92: doubling
represents or simulates the real, while shadowing accepts, accentuates, and
makes obviously present in theory the differential element that must always
be left out of any representation. It is this element that Baudrillard names
"seduction," and the accentuation of this element in theory is what enables a
strategic seduction. Baudrillard understands the objective world as sedUcing
the subjects who try to understand it and capture it in theory through the
fact that something must always be left out of theory.93 This missing element
is what drives the theorist on, to map every corner of the world, every
infinitesimal part of existence.
With the idea of seductive theory, however, Baudrillard proposes that
we turn this situation around and take on the seductive strategy ourselves.
Theory then takes on the task of reproducing the world, but leaving something
our, with the hope that the world will then change to meet the demands of
theory. This "leaving something out" is precisely the making-present of the
differential element of theory, since this differential element is nothing in
itself.-simply a difference between representation and the real. Baudrillard's
theory attempts to "seduce" the world by "taking it in" or "leading it on"-it
is a challenge [Q the world to meet its seductive demands. This theoretical
strategy depends upon a radical rethinking of the usual presuppositions
of theory, which assume an active thinking subject and a passive objective
world. Baudrillard asserts that "the world thinks us," by which he means that
there are aspects of the objective world that affect subjects in such a way that
subjects cannot grasp the world in its entirety. 94 Although it may seem like a
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radical claim, the idea that "the world thinks us" accords with some widely
accepted ideas: nrst, that our subjectivity is constituted by extra�subjective
factors of which we may not be aware, and is therefore not self-transparent,
and second, that objective reality forces us to mke the world into account in
ways that are not freely chosen by thinking subjects. Baudrillard effectively
argues that, both in principle and in fact, thinking subjects cannot master
the world with their thought. He takes Heisenberg's uncertainty principle as
an example of this lack of mastery in physics, and suggests that this principle
should be taken to apply equally to our attempts to understand any aspect
of the world. 95 Considered in terms of mastery, the world "thinks" us just
as surely as we think the world. For Baudrillard, then, thought is a dual
relation between subjects and the objective world that may take the form of a
seductive duePG: the world tries to master and change us, as we try to master
and change the world.
Given his analysis of nihilism in terms of the system of simulation,
Baudrillard's specific strategy is to continually "up the stakes" in the game
of seduction with the system, trying to draw the system to the point where
the reality principle can no longer be maintained. 'Ihis strategy is enacted
by proposing ever more unlikely or apparently unrruthful hypotheses about
the system, and challenging the system to respond. Baudrillard's writings
attempt to show and foreground the way that theory produces its own (hyper)
real, at the same time showing the element of seduction as essential to any
representation. As such, theory partakes of and attempts to accelerate the logic
of simulation to the point where it is no longer tenable. Baudrillard's aim is to
show that there is no "real" in the sense implied by systems of representation,
thus removing the alibi on which simulation rests.?7 His theories thus do not
attempt to be accurate representations of the real in any traditional sense. At
the same time, however, Baudrillard's writings attempt to seduce and provoke
the "real" understood as that which exceeds theory. In order to be seductive
of this "real," theory must represent or "mirror" the world: the similarities
of Baudrillard's radical theory to the world (doubling) are just as essential
as the ways in which it is different (shadowing). This strategy explains the
apparent "untimeliness" of Baudrillard's theory, its simultaneous closeness to
and difference from the world: like Nietzsche, he is attempting nothing less
than a deflection of the world away from a nihilistic destiny.
On the performative level of Baudrillard's texts, seduction takes place
through the gnomic and poetic nature of his prose, his penchant for
undecidable hypotheses, and the resistance of his thought to being resolved
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into stable oppositional terms and meanings. His writings seem to be "about"
the world we are familiar with, but present it in such a way that an element of
ambiguity and mystery is introduced. Baudrillard asserts that his "concepts"
are not concepts with a content to be proved or disproved, and nothing
distinguishes them from mere assertions.98 However, they are intended to
have a performative function, to enact what they signify, and to constitute an
event in the universe they describe.99 Baudrillard gives to thought and theory
a practical role, and the practice of theory itself is the primary dimension of
his response to nihilism. The aim of such practices is to seduce the world away
from or beyond simulation by showing the falsity of the reality principle, and
the ineluctability of seduction as a deeper principle of meaning. Baudrillard
gives radical thought a powerful role as a form of resistance to the attempted
hegemony of the rational order of meaning:
Thought must play a catastrophic role, must itself be an element of
catastrophe, ofprovocation, in a world that wants absolutely to cleanse
everything, to exterminate death and negativity.loo
In chapter three, we saw that Baudrillard identifies technology (especially
information technology and the mass media) and capitalism as two of
the leading manifestations of nihilism in postmodernity. His analyses of
technology and capitalism are not followed up with prescriptions for direct
action in or on such systems, however, and we must understand Baudrillard
as suggesting that radical thought and theory are the most efficacious ways
of responding to all manifestations ot nihilism in postmodernity. While we
cannot, therefore. detail specific strategies for responding to these torms ot
nihilism, we may clarify the ways in which Baudrillard theorizes capitalism
and technology, noting that such theorizations are directed towards
accomplishing a reversal in the nihilistic tendencies of these cultural forms.
As we have seen, for Baudrillard, many contemporary developments in
technology are manifestations of simulation. In Seduction, this simulation is
presented as the eradication of seduction itself, and given expression in the
well-known example of high fidelity stereophonic and quadraphonic music (an
example also given in "The Year 2000 Will NO( Take Place" and elsewhere101). In
this example, Baudrillard shows how technology can function as a sophisticated
means of representation. which is so refined that represemation itself reaches
a "vanishing pOint."102 At this point, the thing represented-music, in this
example-ceases to exist as such, and becomes hyperreal. In quadrophonics,
Baudrillard claims, one no longer hears music, since the minimal distance
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required CO consrinne the charm of musical SOllnd is abolished. With this
abolirion, sound no longer seduces us, and ceases (0 be music.103
Because of the necessary relation between simulation and seduction,
however, technology is ambiguous. On the one hand, technology is a form
of reductive nihilism comriburing (0 the simulation of the world. On the
other hand. there is a principle of reversibility in the essence of technology
itself, whereby a critical reversal in simulation might be effectuated. I n the
comexr of Baudrillard's work on seduction, such a critical reversal would
mean making explicit the necessary distance between representation and the
real that simulation tries ro abolish. I n some of his later writi ngs, Baudrillard
explores the hypothesis that technological development might lead to an
undermining of the reality principle and the collapse of simulation. This
possibility is already indicated in Seduction, where Baudrillard alludes to "the
brutal dis-simulation that would occur should the reality of a radical loss of
meaning become roo evident."101 In perfecting representation, technology
itself calls attention ro the fact that what is represented is nm in fact real,
but illusory. This possibility is evident in (he new technologies that seem
to explicitly pass beyond the representation of the real to the construction
of the hyperreal: virtual reality, computer graphics, and perhaps the
quadraphonic sound of Baudrillard's previous example, which creates an
experience of sound never possible in "reality." Baudrillard sees in this vision
of the world as illusory the possibility of a new form of meaning with the
potential to subven the reductions of simulation, and to revive the qualities
associated with symbolic exchange and seduction: ambiguity, reversibility,
and challenge. Because of the ambivalent relation between simulation and
seduction, however, Baudrillard believes the fate of technology is undecidable:
At the stage we are at, we do not know whether technology, having
reached a point of extreme sophistication, will liberate us from
technology itself.-the optimistic viewpoint-or whether in fact we
are heading for catastrophe. \05
'The pessimistic hypothesis is well-illustrated in Baudrillard's brief
reRections on the fate of seduction in the capitalist system. In Seduction, he
sees a dis-intensified, "cold" or "ludic" seduction as the dynamic force that
underlies capitalist exchange. He writes that
[w]ith a vague collusion between supply and demand, seduction
becomes nothing more than an exchange value, serving the circulation of
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exchanges and the lubrication of social relations. What remains of the
enchantment of that labyrinthine structure within which one could
lose oneself?10G
In effect, "cold" seduction is seduction reduced to that distance that is
required for simulated systems to operate. Baudrillard understands this form
of seduction as involving a maximal diffusion throughout the system and a
minimal intensity of seductive effects. Cold seduction operates according to
the same principle of reversibility and one-upmanship accorded to seduction
in general, bur is reduced to the function of lubricating the economic and
social relations that ensure the smooth operation of rhe capitalist system.
B audrillard calls this form of seduction "ludic," since it is seduction reduced
to the playfulness of the capitalist system in which nothing is really at stake
(since all moves in the economic game consolidate the strength of the system
of exchange itself). The form ofseduction that Baudrillard privileges operates
according to the same logic as the "cold" or "ludic" form, but differs in so
far as there are real stakes, and the genuine possibility of the destabilization
of existing relations. The two forms of seduction are not distinguished by
type, then, but by intensity, and their relative relations to the capitalist
system. Again, Baudrillard offers no prescriptions of direct intervention in

the capitalist system in order to "up the stakes," bur rather ends his discllssion
of capitalism and cold seduction (and ends the book Seduction itself) with
undecidable hypotheses:
Is this to be seduction's destiny? Or can we oppose this involutional
fate, and lay a wager on seduction as destiny? Production as destiny,
or seduction as destiny? Against the deep structures and their truth,
appearances and their destiny? Be that as it may, we are living today
in non-sense, and if simulation is its disenchanted form, seduction is
its enchanted form.107
Despite this undecidability, the concept of seduction allows Baudrillard
to advance a response to nihilism that avoids the impasse of the attempt to
directly overcome it. Baudrillard recognizes this impasse in his understanding
of the system of simulation as able to incorporate any direct opposition,
and in his understanding of analyses of nihilism as themselves implicated
in the problem they attempt to identify and confront. Seduction, with its
"differential" relation to simulation, allows B aud rillard to posit a principle of
existentially fulfilling meaning that is ineradicable by simulation, and which
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simulation in fact presupposes. The alternative to [he nihilism of simulation
is therefore nO( to be sought in opposition to the system, bur in possibilities
harbored by the system itself. Moreover, seduc£ion provides a model of passive
political action for a restoration of such meaning: passive, insofar as it ofFers
a way co work in and through simulation (rather than actively opposing it),
and political insofar as it works on the consrimrion of meaning in systems
of communication, hence (in Lyotard's formulation) directly impinging on
the social bond. While Baudrillard's snaregies are confined to the realm of
radical thought and writing, his reconfiguration of the relation between
theory and rhe real gives theory a degree of agency to affect the real itself.
Taking these points on board, we must conclude that Baudrillard is engaged
in a far more positive project than most commenta[Ors are willing [0 allow.
Nevertheless, his line of reasoning draws him [0 persistem equivocation
abom the possibility of an effective response [0 nihilism. In contrast to
Lyotard, Baudrillard does not see the world as one in which nihilism and
life-affirmation inevitably co-exist, and where the task of responding to
nihilism consists in maximizing life-affirmative forces. Although he posits
a similar duplicitous relation between simulation and seduction as Lyotard
does between libidinal energies and dispositifi, for Baudrillard these opposing
tendencies are locked in a battie for supremacy, the ultimate outcome of
which is currently undecidable.

Vattimo: Verwindung
A version of the logic of difference is expressed in Vattimo's alternative to
overcoming: Verwindung.108 Verwindung acts as a criterion of discrimination
that allows a negative assessment to be made of metaphysics, withom opposing
metaphysics entirely and withollt setting up an independent alternative.
Rather, Verwindung suggests a difference within metaphysics, whereby
metaphysics may be "twisted" [Owards an alternative mode of being that is
free from its most negatively nihilistic aspects. For Vartimo, the Verwindung
of mecaphysics means to continue to think in metaphysical categories,
but bereft of their ahistorical pretension to objective and universal truth.
Verwindung functions to preserve ontological difference because it enables us
to resist the temptation to oppose metaphysics with a new theory of Being, a
move that Vatrimo argues would inevitably construe Being metaphysically by
thinking it as a n entity (a new category, opposed to all the old metaphysical
categories, but ultimately on the same ontological level). Instead of setting up
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a new theory of Being, Verwindung allows a thinking of Being nihilistically,
as the groundlessness or foundationlessness ofmetaphysics.
Moreover, we may see a unilateral distinction between the categories
of "metaphysics" and (positive) "nihilism"109 in Vattimo's philosophy of
weak thoughr: metaphysics opposes itself to nihilism, while nihilism differs
from (in the sense of being a Verwindung of) metaphysics. Metaphysics
opposes nihilism insofar as it attempts to be foundational; nihilism as
Vanimo conceives it differs from but does nO( oppose metaphysics because
it operates within metaphysical conceptual and linguistic structures, bur
undermines their foundational pretensions. Furthermore, Verwindung may
be understood as a principle of difference in Vattimo's work insofar as it
functions to preserve the ontological difference. It is this ontological form of
difference-the difference between Being and beings-that metaphysics
forgets. Vanimo's contention is that only (he nihilistic unders(anding of
Being as a fou ndationless nothingness allows the ontological difference to
be preserved, since it clearly distinguishes Being from positively existing
beings (entities). The Verwindung of metaphysics thus recalls (he ontological
difference within metaphysics by insisting on its non-foundational character.
This lack of foundation in metaphysics is a way of thinking Being, and so
responds to the problem of metaphysics as Heidegger frames it (that is, as the
forgetting of Being). Verwindung may thus be seen as a "logic of difference"
that enables Vattimo to negotiate the aporiae of trying to overcome (negative
or metaphysical) nihilism, offering thought the possibility of a critical position
within the metaphysical tradition, differing from it rather than opposing it.
The themes of weakness and passivity are apparent in Vattimo's response
to metaphysics, as the term "weak thought" clearly suggests. The term "weak"
(debole) in weak thought is linked to the recognition of the impossibility of
overcoming metaphysics, and is an expression of the theme of "affirmative
weakness" common to POStmodern approaches to this problem. Giovanna
Borradori explains that
[ . .J the Italian speculation around the notion of "weakness" has an
interesting specificity: its effort to make operative, in a constitutive
function, the self-awareness of the impossibility of a "definitive
farewell" to reason, of the impossibility of a radical overcoming of
that nexus between rationality and hegemony upon which, following
Nietzsche and perhaps Marx as well, the whole ofwestern metaphysics
is based. no
.
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Weakness, [hen, is the attempt to "deporenriare" the metaphysical
rarionaiiry of modernity. To think "weakly" means to weaken the claims
of rationality [0 apodictic [ruth and secure foundation. In their preface to
IIpensiero debole, Vattimo and Pier-Aida Rovatti write that rationality must
"shed its power, give ground, not be afraid to reneat to what is assumed to
be a region of darkness, nor remain paralyzed by the loss of the luminous,
unique and stable Cartesian point of reference."ll! This retreat of rationality is
the move that allows a "twisting free" from metaphysics, where metaphysics
might be understood as "strong" thought insofar as it makes strong truth
claims and posits stable and enduring struc(Ures of Being.
Vanimo affirms weakness because he sees the weakening of metaphysical
thought as the only alternative once it is recognized that a definitive step
beyond metaphysics is impossible. Moreover, the strategy of Verwindung is
affirmative in moving towards a positive conception of nihilism that responds
to the political and ethical problems that Vattimo believes are associated with
metaphysical thought. Vattimo's weak thought takes on an ethical and political
character in the light of some of his statements on contemporary politics
and on the ethics of interpretation. As we have seen, Vattimo asserts that a
primary motivation of weak thought and the positive nihilism he advocates
is the reduction of violence, where violence is understood as <lthe peremptory
affirmation by a n authority that forbids further interrogation, breaks down
dialogue, and im.poses silence." I 12 For Vattimo, metaphysics is a violent form
of thought because it recognizes as legitimate only those voices that refer their
claims to what is considered to be a universal foundation for thought (whatever
form this foundation takes). Voices that do not accept the same metaphysical
premises, or whose claims cannot be seen to rest on the foundation metaphysical
thought demands, are silenced. Weak thought responds to an ethical demand
in that it reduces violence by reducing all truth-claims to the level of competing
interpretations, and asserts the necessity of respecting all interlocutors who
take part in the dialogical constitution of reality.
Weak thought can be understood as advocating a "politics of passivity" in
so far as it is a political intervention that works towards [he emancipation of
society through a weakening of the violence of metaphysics. Emancipation,
as Vattimo applies the term, refers to a free play of interpretations where
no discourse has an overriding authority to silence other discourses. The
politics of weak thought is passive insofar as the violence of metaphysics
is nor confronted directly with force, bur undermined or weakened from
within through the strategy of Verwindung. The interpretive philosophical
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acrivity of weak thought itself can be understood as politically efficacious
insofar as it is directed towards a reduction of the violence of metaphysics.
Vattimo's "weak" reconstruction of rationality, and the methods of textual
interpretadon he employs, can be understood as passive polidcal engagemems
that contribute towards reconfiguring the horizons of the world. While Marx
famously proclaimed that "[t]he philosophers have only interpreted the world,
in various ways; the point is to change it,"ll) for Vauimo these activities are
not necessarily distinct: interpretation can change the world, because the
world is itself constituted by interpretations. Vattimo argues that i n the era
of nihilism, philosophy is intrinsically political, insofar as i( 'is practiced as
an interpretation of the epoch, a giving-form to widely felt sentiments about
the meaning of being alive in a certain society and in a certain historical
world:1I4 Moreover, Vattimo's more "traditional" political philosophy argues
for a post-Marxist critique of capitalism and the adoption of democratic
socialist principles as a way of weakening violence in postmodern societies. I
will consider each of these strategies, which are Vauimo's "passive" ways of
responding to the negative nihilism of me(aphysics, in turn.
Unlike Lyotard and Baudrillard, Vattimo does not depart from a
traditional academic style of writing. Rather, his attempt to weaken
metaphysics employs a new style of argumentation that in turn rests on a
new, "weaker" understanding of reason. 115 Weak thought does not attempt
to latch ontO ahisrorical, objecrive structures of Being in order to determine
the truth or falsity of its propositions according to whether or not they
correspond with those structures. Instead, thinking gains its direction
from its very positioning in the historical "thrownness." or "destining," in
which it finds itself. Being is the historical transmission from the past of
those thoughts and lived experiences that have shaped the horizons of the
"opening" that constitutes the contemporary era. Rationality. for Varrimo.
needs to be reconstructed in line with this "weak" ontology. Reason can
no longer consist in deducrive logic or other strong models of thought that
consist in giving proofs or establishing facts. The concept of rationality today.
Vattimo argues, can only be rigorously understood as continuity. a thinking
that links itself with the past.
This weakened notion of rationality does not make argument obsolete,
if we understand argument in a general sense as giving publicly accessible
reasons for thinking or preferring one thing over another. The criteria used
in interpreting and arguing for imerpretations will not be an idea of their
groundedness in fact, however, but the historical process of the transmission
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of messages that shows why it is currently more plausible to think onc thing
rather rhan another. An argument against belief in the existence of God,
for example. might refer to the works of Nietzsche, Marx, and Darwin as
providing alternative explanatory structures that weaken the reasons for
believing in God, rather than analyzing (he logical cogency of Sc. Anselm's
ontological proof. Summarizing these points, Vattimo writes:
Continuity seems to be the only meaning of rationality in the epoch
of nihilism . . . For metaphysics it was a case of establishing itself on
rhe uldmate and certain basis of primary foundations; for nihilistic
hermeneutics it is a case of arguing in such a way that each new
interpretation enters into dialogue with those that came before and
does not constitute an incomprehensible dia-'logical' leap.l l(,
Vanimo argues (hat since (he his(Orical opening that we find ourselves
in is nihilistic-that is. we are in the age of the decline of Being-nihilism
itself becomes the criterion by which we may make interpretive judgments
and mount argumems. That is. the imerpreta(ion of the comemporary
age as nihilistic gives us a point of reference for guiding the choice of
interpretive positions. Broadly speaking. this means that one who follows
Vartimo's thinking will privilege groundlessness and interpretation over
strong metaphysical theses purporting to be well grounded and (0 establish
objective rruths. l l7
I n Vartimo's work the Verwindung of metaphysics rakes place through
the An-Den/un of the history of philosophy. As we have seen earlier. An
Denken-which may be roughly translated as "recollection"-is another
term Vanimo takes from Heidegger and makes central (0 his own thought. It
is a form of remembering that does not seek (0 preserve what is remembered
in irs original form, bur seeks to understand it in terms of its meaning for
the present. lIS As such, the An-Denken of philosophy recalls figures and ideas
in the history of philosophy and seeks to understand their relevance in the
context of the current situation. In addition to its indebtedness to Heidegger,
Vattimo's strategy of recollection has roots in his work on the problem of
historicism in Nietzsche. In several essays written in the 1960s, Vattimo
charts the way that Nietzsche criticizes traditional philology for its excessively
sta(ic" conception of his(Orical facts, in which such facts are (aken (0 be
objective and unchanging. Nietzsche argues that an excess of this kind of
"

historical knowledge burdens the present, and undermines the creativity and
health of current culture. In response to this "historical malady," Nietzsche
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argues that hisrorical knowledge must been seen not as a matter of fact, bur
of interpretation, and that hisrory should always be inrerpreted in relation to
the needs of the living presenr.11 9
Vattimo's strategy of recollection may furthermore be understood as a
corollary of his rejection of historical progress. Once philosophy relinquishes
its ties to the modernist ideal of the "original" and understands itself as a
thinking of Being, he argues, the form it should take is a thinking-through
of the historical trans-mission of interpretations. Philosophy in the age of
accomplished nihilism, then, has the task of recollecting and rethinking
the history of philosophy. This recollection constitutes a Verwindung of
metaphysics because it removes the most metaphysical aspect of philosophy:
its tendency to make foundational claims in the form of positing permanent,
ahistorical structures of existence. An-Denken, as a critical recollection of the
history of philosophy, seeks to historicize and relativize metaphysical claims,
but is saved from absolute historical relativism by granring our current
perspective (that is, the nihilistic one) interpretive privilege.
Heidegger's studies of figures in the history of philosophy provide some
practical examples ofAn-Denken, bur Vattimo's conception of philosophy as
recollection is best exemplified in his own writings. Vattimo often employs
deliberate ((distortions" of ideas, and interpretations of philosophical texts
other than those explicitly endorsed by their authors, in the process of drawing
Ollt what he sees as relevant to contemporary contexts and problems. A prime
example of this methodological distortion is Vattimo's "left" reading of
Heidegger, a reading that enables him to position Heidegger with Nietzsche
rather than against him and to develop a theory of the contemporary state
of Being as an accomplished nihilism. Another clear example of distortion
employed in the An-Denken of philosophy is in Vattimo's essay "Art and
Oscillation," in which Heidegger's concept of "srrife" and Walter Benjamin's
concept of "shock" are deliberately conAated, producing Vattimo's own
concept of "oscillation," which he presents as a theory of the current state
of art and aesthetics.120 For Vattimo, then, philosophy as An-Denken is
an enactment of completed nihilism-an affirmative alternative to the
"negative" nihilism of metaphysics-through a Verwindung of metaphysics
by a "distorted" reading of the history of philosophy undertaken in order
to illuminate the present. Weak thought thus attempts to find a way Out
of (negative, metaphysical) nihilism by turning back to the history of
philosophy and thinking it through again, and in so doing weakening the
claims of metaphysics by historicizing those claims. I n effect, weak thought
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remains inside metaphysics by employing the same language and concepts,
but reduces its violence by undermining its claims to foundational authority.
The interpretive textual practices of weak thought can therefore be seen
as political acts that respond "passively" to the nihilism of metaphysics,
by developing a form of philosophical thinking that reduces (he violence
associated with the metaphysical rradidon.
Vattimo's engagement with [he political extends beyond the implications
that may be drawn from [he interpretive texmal practices of weak thought,
however, to more conventional engagements, both in his active career as
a polirician,121 and in his writings on political philosophy. In his political
writings, Vanimo draws out the implications of weak thought for the
political realities of the current situation, and speculates on the ideal forms
of government and the organization of society.122 As we saw earlier, he
identifies fundamentalism and capitalism ("supermarket culture") as the two
main expressions of the violence of metaphysics in the contemporary world,
and his political philosophy is directed towards a reduction of the violence
of these two metaphysical trends. Vattimo's political philosophy may be
broadly characterized as post-Marxist, insofar as he rejects many of the tenets
of traditional Marxism, but insists on the continued necessity of a critical
relation to capitalism and the ideology of the Right. One aspect of Marxist
thought he rejects is violent revolution as a means to emancipation.123 In
answer to an interviewer's question, "[i]s it right to introduce a better order
through force?" Vattimo alludes to "the horrors produced by the grand
revolutionary movements, by armed and unarmed prophets," and asserts that
"a respect for what lives and has lived is the only 'better' we recognize, and
this excludes the use of force." 124
Furthermore, Vattimo rejects the "traditional" Marxist critique of capital
on the grounds that it posits "natural" categories and values that act as a
foundation for this critique, thus remaining strongly metaphysical. As Jacques
Derrida and others have noted, Marx's work relies on metaphysical categories
such as "nature," "man," and "use value" and accords them an essential purity
understood as prior to the alienation of man and the destruction of use value
by exchange value with the inauguration of capitalism.125 Rather, Vattimo
argues that the ideas of nature and essence are themselves the characteristic
features of ideology, and argues that ". . . the Left cannot leave aside the
critique of ideology, which warns against the metaphysical foundations
of duties and rights based on notions such as nature, essence, etc."126 He
further insists that the appeal to natural rights has become a characteristic
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of the political Right, and any appeal by the Left to such rights simply aC(s
to reinforce the metaphysical ideology on which the Right, with its defense
of capitalism, rests. Ideology critique. then, must find an alternative to the
traditional Marxist form if it is to meet this demand.
Against the metaphysical categories implied by the discourse of natural
rights, Vattimo argues for a conception of rights that is historically
contingent and grounded only in the tradition of the ideas that have shaped
the contemporary West. In light of this tradition, he argues that "we have
more than enough reasons to take equality. which is unthinkable without
solidarity and libeny, as an overriding value."127 Vatrimo expands on this by
arguing that the ultimate source of equality is what he calls "projecruality,"
a right and duty every individual has to take conrrol of their situation in the
world through projects. us According to Vanimo, "there is no true equality
unless all people have the chance to alter their own situations in the world
through projects that will need consensus and collaboration if they are to be
effectively realised."129 Projecruality may be understood as a more practical,
action-oriented conception of (he right of all to take part in the dialogical
constitution ofreality that Vattimo argues for elsewhere. In Vattimo's political
philosophy, then, projectualiry and the right to have a voice are taken as the
most basic rights of citizens in postmodern society. On this model, ideology
critique is directed against metaphysical principles not because they conceal
a pre-existing truth, or because rhey offend against some natural right, but
because they do violence to the rights that individuals have been accorded
in the Western tradition. While these rights are recognized as historically
contingent, they are nevertheless upheld as valuable and defensible according
to the criteria of weak thought.
Fundamentalisms, in particular religious fundamentalisms. are relatively
unambiguous cases of social trends that display the violence of metaphysics:
by insisting on a single framework for truth, they delegirimize the alternative
voices and projects of individuals and groups. The politics of weak thought
seeks to undermine fundamentalisms of all kinds by dissolving their claims
to exclusive and universal truth, opening up the social arena to a multiplicity
of legitimate voices and perspectives. Capitalism, however, is a more
complex case of metaphysical violence. As we have seen, Vattimo argues that
contemporary capitalism ("supermarket culture") is a nihilistic pluralism
without the guiding thread of the reduction of violence.uo Capitalism
manifests the nih ilistic disregard for anything essential or sacred (and hence
assumed to be foundational) that Vattimo endorses, but displays its own
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metaphysical violence in subjecting everything to the capitalist doctrine of
profit and development at any cost. Like Lyotard and Baudrillard, Vattimo
acknowledges that the capitalist system of political economy has a certain
positive value, but seeks (Q respond to its significam negative effects. In
an essay emided "Globalization and the Relevance of Sociaiism,"131 these
negative effects are identified as a globalised "colonization" of the political
and social spheres by the economic sphere: the globalization of capitalist
political economy is reducing all values to economic value. In the case of
capitalism, we may understand economic value-or "development at any
COS(," as Vanimo says-as a foundational principle that does violence to
alternative political and social values.
From this basic framework, consisting of a nihilistic ontology of the
current situation, the idea of non-natural rights, and a critical stance towards
the violence of fundamentalism and capitalism, Vattimo draws a variety of
political implications. Leaving aside his specific policies on various social
issues,132 I will restrict my attention here to his prescriptions for large
scale political organization. As mentioned earlier, Vattimo is a democratic
socialist, and advocates both democracy and socialism as forms of political
organizacion that reduce violence. He further argues for a federated global
system of governance to counter the violence of economic globalization. In so
far as Vattimo's macropolitical prescriptions and engagements are primarily
concerned with the reduction of violence rather than imposing a utopian
social order through force, his macropolitics may also be considered to
have a "passive" or "weak" character, and to compliment his philosophical
concerns with weak ontology and thought. In the essay "Hermeneutics and
Democracy," Vattimo links the two ideas announced in the tide on the
grounds that they share a common conception of the world as a conflict
of interpretations. He writes that "hermeneurics most faithfully reflects the
pluralism of modern society that is best expressed, in the political realm,
through democracy."!·'H For Vattimo, democracy is the form of political
representation most consistent with his nihilistic ontology, since it does nor
base government on foundational values or a single perspective assumed to
be an exclusive truth. In democracy-at least in its ideal form-government
is the outcome of, and must take into account, the social fabric of multiple,
competing interpretations.
Vattimo concedes, however, that anti-foundarionalism and the view
of the world as a conflict of interpretations are perfectly consistent with
contemporary capitalismIJ4; democracy alone is therefore not sufficient for
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reducing the violence entailed in capitalist development. The direction in
which Vattimo believes a political resistance (Q capitalism should advance
is most clearly developed in the afore-mentioned essay, "Globalization and
the Relevance of Socialism." Hete he argues that 'the tealm of economics, of
survival, is no more than a violent battlefield, unless there is mediation at a
different level, the level of the political.'135 The form of political organization
he believes can accomplish this mediation, beyond simple democracy, is
socialism. Vattimo develops a particular understanding of socialism that has
its starting point in Hannah Arendt's affirmation of an "ethical" separation of
politics from the sphere of private interests. He then extends this affirmation
in an argument for the need to restore the independence of the political sphere
from the economic. Restored to independent functioning, Vattimo argues,
the relations between these three spheres (social, political, and economic)
may be mediated in such a way as ro ameliorate the violenr imposition of the
economic sphere on the other two. The function of rhe political sphere, for
Vattimo, once it is set free from the influence of the economic, should be to
uphold social interesrs and protect them from economic influences. This, he
argues, is the central meaning of socialism today. He writes:
[T]oday we are able to perceive the 'truth' of socialism, above all as a

program for setting politics free of the laws of economics, especially
the laws of the globalised economy, which, as we now see on every
side, bring with them growing limits ro freedom, ro recognition, ro
the conditions for a 'good life.'lJ6
For Vattimo, this sphere of social imerests must be protected against the
encroachmem of economics by (he State (the sphere of politics). On Vattimo's
account, the State ought not have a homogenizing function, but rather it
should function ro proten individuals and communities from the potentially
homogenizing effects of economics: "'socialism' in the sense in which I have
used the term here has to mean a conception of the state as guarantor of
the multiplicity of the communities that compose it. . .''137 In addition to
the anti-foundational and pluralist orientation of democracy, then, Vattimo
advocates socialism, in this specific sense, as providing the "guiding thread
of the reduction of violence" that is essential to his nihilistic philosophy.
Together, democracy and socialism are forms of political organization that
combat the violent tendencies of both fundamentalism and capitalism. As
Vattimo's reRections concerning the conditions for the good life in the quote
above suggest, his concern with responding to the negative, metaphysical
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nihilism prevalenr in posrmoderniry is uirimareiy aimed at enriching the
existenrial possibilities of life. As such, his political philosophy responds (Q
the same demands announced in Nietzsche's theory of nihilism and engaged
by all the thinkers we have examined here.
In summary, Vanimo responds [Q the "negative" nihilism of metaphysics
by following a course marked out by the concept of Verwindung. Rather
than opposing or seeking to overcome metaphysics-a move that mires LIS
all the more firmly in metaphysics-the Verwindung of metaphysics allows
a "twisting free" from the foundational claims of the metaphysical tradition.
Verwindung is thus a version of the "logic of difference" that allows Vanimo
to circumvent the aporia of seeking to overcome metaphysics through
direct opposition. Vattimo's "weak thought" provides criteria for judgment;
metaphysics is condemned as violent and "posidve" nihilism is ptivileged.
However, there is no srricr separation and no opposition between these
terms, and thus weak thought avoids the return of "negative, metaphysical
nihilism through oppositional negation. Weak thought also engages a
number of passive political strategies against "metaphysical" nihilism: it
undermines metaphysics through interpretive textual practices, and advocates
democratic socialism as a form of political organization that reduces the
"

violence offundamentalism and capitalism. As such, although weak thought
chooses positions and srrategies that are "passive," it is actively engaged, on a
number of levels, in the project of undermining "metaphysical" nihilism and
completing "positive" nihilism in postmodernity.
We began this chapter by si tuat i ng the postmodern approach in
responding to nihilism as one that attempts to overcome the desire to overcome
nihilism (Critchley's formulation), and which attempts to find a way to live
with nihilism (Caygill's formulation), while nevertheless attempting to find
new forms ofresistance to nihilism. We have now seen how specific anempts
to respond to nihilism in the works of Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Varrimo
develop these themes. Despite their differences, the responses to nihilism
offered by the three postmodernists considered here cohere in the direction
of attempting to find an alternative to "overcoming." As distinct from
attempts to overcome nihilism, I wish to suggest that these responses may
be described as attempts to negotiate nihilism, in a double sense of this term.
First, i n the sense of negotiation as the avoidance of obstacles in navigating
a terrain, these postmodern responses to nihilism negotiate around the
aporia of the attempt to oppose and overcome the problem by developing
concepts that embody a logic of difference and by enacting a politics of
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passivity. Second, in the sense of negotiation as an economiC transaction,
the postmodern responses attempt (0 intervene in the Rows and exchanges of
life-affirmative and nihilistic forces in contemporary culture. l·he attempt (0
negotiate nihilism, in this second sense, may be understood as a response to
the postmodern simation, which refuses (0 passively accept meaninglessness
despite the acknowledged impossibility and undesirability of instituting a
new foundation for meaning that would eradicate nihilism once and for all.
In this sense, negotiating nihilism means engaging in a political endeavor to
increase ways of affirming the meaning and value of life, and to decrease the
nihiliscic cultural trends that devalue life.
The differences in the responses to nihilism outlined above may be
understood, in parr, as stemming from the fact that each postmodernist
advocates different economic maneuvers in order to achieve a maximization
of life-affirmation. In Lyotard's libidinal economy, there is no opposition
between affirmation and nihilism, bur a continuous scale ofgradation between
the affirmative expression oflife and its nihilistic repression (between libidinal
intensities and the great Zero). Lyotard's libidinal philosophy accepts an
inevitable and necessary admixture of affirmation and nihilism, and attempts
to maximize affirmation through allowing the intense expression of energy
in and through structures. Baudrillard understands nihilism on a different
economic model, proposing a dual antagonism between nihilism and the
affirmative forms of meaning it attempts to destroy. While these antagonistic
terms are, for Baudrillard, mutually implicated-and the nihilism of
simulation and rransnnimde therefore cannot simply be opposed-one
term can take precedence over the other through an economy of "reversal."
Baudrillard's response to the nihilism dominating the postmodern scene is
therefore directed towards those subtle, seductive strategies that might bring
about such a reversal. Vanimo employs a different economic maneuver yet
again, attempting to decrease the violent traits of metaphysics by retaining its
concepts and its general structures, but "ungrounding" them, metaphorically
punching the bottom out of them from within.138
'There are thus striking differences between each of the postmodern
responses to nihilism discllssed above, and the respective merits and demerits
of each approach could certainly be compared and debated at length.139
However, it is not my intention here to engage in such a debate. Rather,
my aim is to outline and assess the general orientation of these post modern
responses to nihilism, understanding all as representative of a uniquely
postmodern approach to the problem. Thus far, 1 have outlined the strategies
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these posrmodern thinkers offer as positive responses (0 nihilism. In the
final section of this chapter, I turn to the task of assessing the value of these
strategies for responding to the problem of nihilism in postmodernity.
Facing the abyss: the problem of contingency

The task of assessing the merits of posrmodern responses to nihilism is
subject to certain methodological difficulties. These difficulties have already
been discussed in the Introduction, but a brief reiteration will serve to
clarify my approach here. The most significant of these difficulries is that
an assessment of the postmodern responses cannot be made by treating
them as "theories" that may or may nO[ meet the demands of "reality": both
postmodern theory and the discourse of nihilism question the independence
of these categories. Such an approach would thus fail to understand the
postmodern responses on their own terms, and render the assessment
inaccurate.140 In the Introduction, I indicated that I would attenuate this
difficulty by following Vanimo's suggestion of viewing the discourse that
analyses nihilism as itself a manifestation of nihilism. Continuing with this
procedure, the postmodern responses to nihilism may be assessed according
to the needs that the theories of nihilism themselves express-in other words,
according to how well they answer the problems, and fulfill the tasks, they
set for themselves.
Nihilism might be understood in Wingensteinian terms as a "family
resemblance" concept that displays a cerrain continuity th rough all the forms
it has taken from Nietzsche onwards, but without these forms necessarily
having a single dominant, common feature.141 These changing theories of
nihilism both develop the difficult logic of Nietzsche's formulation, and
attempt to respond to changing cultural conditions and philosophical
trends. In the preceding analysis, I have outlined the way in which the
internal logic of nihilism makes the possibility of overcoming it highly
problematic, how some of the early responses fall prey to this aporetic logic,
and how postmodern responses to nihilism negotiate this aporia. In this
respect, we may see the postmodern responses to nihilism succeeding where
some earlier responses fail. I now wish to argue, however, that there are
aspens of the problem of nihilism that are announced by Nietzsche, and
taken up by later contributors to the discourse of nihilism-including the
postmodernists themselves-which the post modern responses outlined
above do not adequately address.
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These deficiencies in the postmodern responses can be discerned by
recalling the distinction between "reductive" and "abyssal" nihilism outlined
in the Introduction, and to which I have made intermittent reference
throughout. To reiterate, "reductive nihilism" is the term I have used to
indicate the negation of the value of existence that follows from processes of
abstraction and rationalization. These processes reduce thought and practice
to a point where they cease to constitute or connect with existentially
meaningful forms of life. "Abyssal nihilism," on the other hand, indicates
the collapse of structures of meaning and criteria of valuation that result in
a debilitating loss of the ability to understand life in a meaningful context,
or to choose meaningfully between various possibilities of existence. This
second form of nihilism expresses the problem of the sheer contingency of
existence, meaning that life appears to have no justification and is devoid of
any necessity concerning reasons, values, or norms.
We have encountered forms of reductive nihilism in Heidegger's concept
of Ce-stell, in the analysis of semiology/semiotics developed by both Lyotard
and Baudrillard, and in Vattimo's interpretation of metaphysics as an
essentially violent form of thought. We have encountered abyssal nihilism,
on the other hand, in Nietzsche's analysis of the death of God, Sanre's
theory of the radical contingency of existence, Heidegger's concern with the
groundlessness that results from the oblivion of Being, and Baudrillard's
theory of the viral dispersion of value in transfinite cultural forms. Although
the postmodernists considered here develop theories of nihilism that take
into account both reductive and abyssal forms, I wish to argue that their
responses to nihilism are asymmetrically skewed rowards undoing the
tendencies of reductive nihilism in contemporary life and thought.
'Ihis emphasis on responding to reductive nihilism, I shall argue, is made
at the expense of an adequate response to abyssal nihilism (rhe problem of
contingency). This then indicates a significant deficiency in post modern
responses to nihilism, since the contingency associated with social
fragmentation is arguably a key dimension of nihilism in postmodernity.
The Nierzschean and Heideggerian analyses of social disintegration and loss
of shared meanings have not been disputed by the theorists of postmodernity
examined here. Rather, although the implications thinkers such as Vattimo
and Lyotard draw from this theme have changed, the tendency to view
contemporary society as marked by disintegration is an integral aspect
of the theory of postmodernity. Indeed, rhe theme of the contingency of
contemporary life stemming from social disintegration and disorientation
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may be considered part of the general posrmodern "imaginary." This theme
is expressed nO( only by the theorists I have concentrated on here, but also by
various other leading theorists of posrmodernity.142
Zygmunt Bauman and Fredric Jameson are two such prominem theorists
of posrmoderniry; both emphasize a pervasive disorientation and sense of
contingency in conremporary culture. According to Bauman, posrmoderniry
is characterized by the collapse offairh in the modern rationalist interpretations
of the world. This collapse leaves social subjects to face [he contingency of
existence without support or protection. Awakening from the modernist
dream, the contemporary individual gains a feeling of radical freedom, an
unsettling and vertiginous feeling that "anything goes." For Bauman, the
postmodern condition "means the exhilarating freedom to pursue anything
and the mind-boggling uncertainty as to what is worth pursuing and in rhe
name of what one should pursue iL"14J
Jameson demonstrates a concern with the contingency of the postmodern
condition in his account of the generalized disorientation that he believes is
the product of developments in both the built environment and the virtual
space of globalised communication networks. In his words:
[PJostmodern hyperspace ...has finally succeeded in transcending the

capacities of the individual human body to locate itself, to organize
its immediate surroundings perceptually, and cognitively to map
its position i n a mappable external world. It may now be suggested
that this alarming disjunction point between the body and its built
environment-which is to the initial bewilderment of the older
modernism as rhe velocities of spacecraft to those of the automobile
can itself stand as the symbol and analogon of that even sharper
dilemma which is the incapacity of our minds, at least at present, to
map the great global multinational and decentered communicational
network in which we find ourselves caught as individual subjects.144
These spatial disorientations, Jameson argues, undermine individuals'
abilities to locate themselves in a social world. This in turn undermines their
capacity {Q act, since they are lacking the set of needs and demands that
such a world provides, and which would function as a framework {Q guide
meaningful choice and action.145 For both Bauman and Jameson, the primary
challenge of postmodernity is for disoriented social subjects to constitute and
orient themselves in the face of an increasingly confusing world, in which
every value and every choice appears to be absolutely contingent. Given this
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emphasis on the existential problem of contingency by a range of thinkers
concerned with both nihilism and the post modern condition, abyssal nihilism
must be considered a key dimension of nihilism in postmodernity, to which
an adequate response must be sought. The failure of the postmodernists who
are the focus of this study to adequately respond to this issue can thus be
regarded as a failure with respect to the internal demands of the discourse of
postmodern nihilism.
The postmodernists considered here all recognize abyssal nihilism as a
problem, yet focus their responses on reductive nihilism. The reasons for
this focus are different: Baudrillard views reductive nihilism as the root
cause of abyssal nihilism, and attempts to address abyssal nihilism by
undermining this root calise. Lyotard and Vattimo, on the other hand, affirm
the contingency that characterizes abyssal nihilism, seeing it as a means
of undermining reductive nihilism. While these are contrary strategies, I
shall argue {hat they both auempt to overcome abyssal nihilism indirectly
by targeting reductive nihilism. This strategy may be seen as oriented by
Nietzsche's project of an active overcoming of nihilism, in which nihilism will
overcome itself if pushed far enough. As far as this is the case, this strategy
fails to be an adequate response to abyssal nihilism because it implicitly relies
on a progressive view of history, in which historical forces unfold predictably
and lead to the establishment of a utopian state beyond nihilism. As such, it
is incompatible with the postmodern themes of the "end of history" and the
rejection of overcoming. I shall thus argue that there is a formal tension i n
the strategies that the postmodernists employ that prevent them from being
effective responses to abyssal nihilism. Beyond this formal tension, I shall
further argue, is the more serious problem that the strategy of responding
directly only to reductive nihilism not only fails to mitigate abyssal nihilism,
but in fact risks exacerbating it. I shall now outline the specific ways in which
each of the postmodernists under consideration recognizes the problem of
abyssal nihilism, yet responds directly only to reductive nihilism, before
detailing the failings of this approach.
I n Lyotard's formulation of the postmodern condition, the possibility of
understanding this condition in terms of abyssal nihilism is implied through
the link made between Nietzsche's theorization of the death of God and the
postmodern loss of credulity toward meta narratives. I attempted to expand
on this implication in the previous chapter through the suggestion that just
as the category 'God' gives meaning to life with reference to a transcendent
world, metanarratives give meaning to life with reference to a future world.
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Both attempts (Q anribure meaning result in a devaluation of the given world.
Lyotard recognizes the possibility of a crisis of meaning in postmodernity,
writing in The Postmodern Condition that "(l]amenting the 'loss of meaning'
in posrmodernity boils down to mourning the fact that knowledge is no
longer principally narrarive."146 Briefly, this loss of meaning accompanies
the breakdown of meta narratives of legidmation and their replacement with
scientific knowledge legitimated by the criterion of performativity (which
also serves to legitimate capitalism). While the meranarrarives operative in
modernity provide some existential orientation (as indicated in the previolls
chapter), posrmoderniry replaces them with the criterion of performativity,
which disables the connection between praxis and meaningful life. In The
Postmodern Condition this crisis of meaning is quickly dismissed, however,
with the claim that "[s]uch a reaction does not necessarily follow." 147 Indeed,
Lyotard celebrates the fragmentation of contemporary culture and affirms the
contingency resulting from the break�down of metanarratives because of the
greater opportunity for justice he believes the postmodern condition affords.
In the philosophy of Lymard's "postmodern" period, instead of engaging
with the problem of meaninglessness arising from the loss of credulity toward
metanarratives, Lyotard focuses his attention on mitigating the reductive
forces of the criterion of performativity, trying to reactivate ways of thinking
and feeling that the criterion ofperformativity negates. While Lyotard admits
the possibility of a problem of abyssal nihilism in postmodernity, he focuses
almost exclusively on alleviating the influence of reductive nihilism.
Lyotard's libidinal philosophy likewise focuses on responding to
reductive nihilism, while nevertheless recognizing abyssal nihilism as a
potential problem. In the terms of this philosophy, reductive nihilism may be
understood as the rigidity of structures or the excessive regulation of systems,
since these economic configurations reduce the intensity oflibidinal energies.
Conversely, the dissolution of structures or excessive deregulation of systems
may be associated with abyssal nihilism, since they lead to a "rootlessness"
or "ungrounding" in which social traditions and institutions are disinvested,
and can no longer provide life with a meaningful context. Lyotard's emphasis
on the necessity of both force and structure, and the economic relations
between them, indicates the dangers of both reductive and abyssal nihilism.
In Libidinal Economy, Lyotard makes it clear that there is no pure expression
of force, without structure. His frequent warnings against understanding him
as a "liberator of desire" clearly mark this necessary relation ofthe twO, which
is the very meaning of dissimulation.HI! While libidinal force is privileged as
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the intense expression of life and meaning, there is an attendant valuation of
structure as that within and against which force must be expressed.
Ihis mutual necessity of force and structure suggests that an imbalance
on either side may lead to nihilism. The possibility of such an imbalance may
be understood in terms of the tWO instinctual drives, Eros and the death
drive. While Lyotard complicates the functioning of these drives, so that
there is no simple identity between structure and Eros. or force and the death
drive,149 we can nevertheless see that an excess of either Eros or the death drive
leads to a nihilistic failure of the life-affirmative expression of force within
structure. Excessive rigidity of structures brought about by the regulating
inAuence of Eros results in reductive nihilism, while excessive instability
of structures brought about by the deregulating inAuence of the death
drive results in abyssal nihilism. In the attempt to affirm life, the libidinal
economist therefore needs to strike a balance between these tWO extremes.
James Williams explains:
Under the impulse of the death drive, the system changes and in that
sense dies. Under the impulse of Eros the system tends towards stasis
and in that sense dies. The search for an active passivity in Lyotard (and
Deleuze and Foucault) is a response

to

the consequent requirement

to play off the two drives against one another-strategies for a life
between twO deaths.150
An excess ofEros in a system leads to ossification and stultification, whereas
an excess of the death drive leads to the chaos of complete deregulation.
Lyotatd thus insists that force must be expressed through structure, and that
an appropriate dynamic of regulation and deregulation must be in play in
order for intense libidinal energy to be expressed within a system (where that
system is understood as consisting in force-structure relations).
Despite this recognition of the dangers of both reductive and abyssal
nihilism. Lyorard's libidinal tactics for responding to nihilism are principally
concerned with breaking open or freeing-up structures in order to allow for
the greater expression of libidinal force. lbis suggests that he is primarily
concerned with responding to reductive, rather than abyssal, nihilism. In
the libidinal philosophy, nihilism is predominantly understood as the great
Zero; this "zero" can be seen as a reductive form of nihilism insofar as it
filters and dampens libidinal energy, reducing its intensity and limiting its
expression within structures. Moreover, Lyotard's view of society as modeled
by the libidinal economy is one in which traditions and institutions are being
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dissolved by erosive forces such as capicalism, and the (ask of the libidinal
economist is to hasten this dissolution in order (Q maximize the expression of
libidinal intensities, while combating reductive tendencies such as the law of
value. This is particularly evident in his valorization of the death drive in the
essays preceding Libidinal Economy, where the liberation of desire is endorsed
as a movement of active nihilism. In the following passage, Lyotard explains
the strategy of these early essays:
Here is a course of action: harden, worsen, accelerate decadence. Adopt
the perspective of active nihilism, exceed the mere recognition-be
it depressive or admiring-of the destruction of all values. Become
more and more incredulous. Push decadence furrher still and accept,
for instance, to destroy the belief in truth under all its forms.151
As I argued earlier, these essays are still animated by the hope of
overcoming nihilism through the liberation of desire, where this liberatory
force is associated with the death drive. Although [he possibility of such a
liberation is ruled out in Libidinal Economy, the techniques of active passivity
this book develops for responding to nihilism retain an emphasis on freeing
libidinal forces dissimulated within structures. While Lyorard's libidinal
philosophy recognizes the necessity of both force and structure, then, he
predominandy takes the side of force against structure. The problematic
implications of this siding will be examined at the end of this chapter.
To a far greater extent than Lyotard and Vattimo, Baudrillard offers a
vision of postmodernity that foregrounds the disappearance of meaning
and the dissolution of [he hopes and dreams of modernity. Baudrillard
emphasizes the nihilism of contingency in his description of contemporary
culture as a vast «orgy" in which coherent distinctions, and with them criteria
for evaluation, have dissolved. The state of society in which simulation
or transfinitude dominates is one in which the semio-linguistic form of
meaning breaks down. For Baudrillard, the Enlightenment project that
inaugurated this form of meaning has undermined itself, and postmodernity
is characterized by a sense of meaninglessness associated with the pervasive
confusion of cultural categories. In the name of the increased perfection of
meaning in every cultural sphere, these spheres expand to include all others,
effectively eroding their specific meanings. Contemporary society is therefore
marked by a vast excrescence of meaning, where meaning is dispersed so far
and wide that everything in effect becomes meaningless. This description of
contemporary culture as suffering a loss of meaning because of a breakdown
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of traditional social categories and distinctions is reminiscent of (he concerns
of Nietzsche and Heidegger: Baudrillard therefore continues and accentuates
the tradition of understanding nihilism as a loss of meaning stemming from
a lack of social grounding and a confusion of cultural categories .
While Baudrillard describes (he loss of meaning on a large scale, however,
his analysis of the causes of this loss focuses on the smallest units of meaning.
This is evident i n his early semiological analysis of "the code" and his
deconstruction of the sign, his analysis of simulation as the underlying logic
of contemporary culture, and the later introduction of the "fractal" as that
particle in the "microphysics ofsimulacra"152 that explains the underlying logic
of the orgy of transfinite systems. While Ba udrillard gives a broad diagnosis
of the contemporary state of culture, and examines the effects of particular
social phenomena such as television, cinema, holograms, the Internet, and
virtual reality, his arguments ultimately rest on his analyses of meaning
on the micro-scale. For Baudrillard, the modern iSt conception of meaning
is accurately modelled by the semiological sign and the presuppositions it
embodies concerning the "ideal" sign, the "real" referent, and the supposed
possibility of coincidence between the two. These presuppositions are
evident in other forms of modernist epistemology, from the " depth model"
of meaning espoused by psychoanalysis, to the pervasive conversion of the
real into the hyperreal in the contemporary mass media. For Baudrillard, this
model is highly reductive: it abstracts those elemems of the real that can be
signified and converted into a value that can be exchanged with other signs
{or other "bits" of information} . In particular, the semio-linguistic model of
meaning reduces and negates ambiguity, reversibility, and challenge, those
qualities that, on Baudrillard's analysis, allow the meaningful forms of social
interaction that he theorizes as "symbolic exchange" and "seduction."
Baudrillard thus in effect sees the contingent or abyssal nihilism he
diagnoses in contemporary culture as stem ming from a form of reductive
nihilism. lne reduction of meaning to sign exchange value is what allows the
proliferation and confusion of meanings by allowing units of meaning to be
exchanged between different spheres ofcultural value. For example, the sphere
of aesthetics is liberated from a specific domain where aesthetic values are
anchored in concrete social relations between artists and professional critics
to the point where everyone is encouraged to make judgments concerning
aesthetic value and any object can be conferred with such value. While this
process takes place in the name of promoting and perfecting aesthetic values,
the result is a loss of any coherent criteria for making aesthetic judgmems.1 53
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More technically, the reductive nihilism of the modernist theory of meaning
gives rise to rhe nihilism of contingency because this model of meaning is
inherently flawed: it posits the necessity of a simultaneous coincidence and

separation between the sign and the real. As we have seen in Baudrillard '5
analysis of simulation, [his contrary necessity causes the sign to posit its own
referent, with the result that systems of meaning lose (Ouch with the real.
Since an anchorage in the real is the only thing grounding value-claims, slich
claims then become subject to a vulgar form of relativism: in a simulated
system, there are no coherent criteria guiding the choice of one value
over another. In these ways, rhe reducrive nihilism of the modernist form
of meaning leads to a nihilism of contingency where hierarchies of value
collapse and a debilitating relativism ensues.
'The greatest portion of Baudrillard's writings are given over to
mapping the disappearance of meaning in contemporary culmre. As I
have argued, however, he is also concerned with the task of responding to
contemporary nihilism. Arguably as a result of his views concerning the
origin of abyssal nihilism in reductive nihilism, his responses are primarily
directed towards countering this reduction. Concepts such as "symbolic
exchange," "seduction," and "impossible exchange" anempt to demonstrate
that the wholesale reductionism inherent in modern theories of meaning is
ultimately unsuccessful. Baudrillard does not attempt to respond to abyssal
nihilism directly, and argues that there is no more hope for meaning i n
the contemporary simation.154 Rather, h e direC(s his anention towards the
underlying causes of meaninglessness and seeks to idenri fy ways of reversing
this situation by addressing these root causes. Since these causes are reductive
in namre, Baudrillard's response to nihilism is primarily a response to
reductive nihilism, despite the fact that he is also concerned with the nihilism
of contingency. Moreover, this response is directed toward the "micro" level
of the linguistic theory of meaning, where reductive nihilism is most clearly
operative (the semio-linguistic model of the sign reduces ambiguity), rather
than towards the "macro" level of social structures and institutions where
abyssal nihilism manifests (cultural spheres become confused and lose
meaning). A good indication of this focus is given in the following passage
from The Illusion of The End, where Baudrillard suggests a possible counter to
the nihilistic ramifications of "the end of history":
Against this general movement, there remains the completely
improbable and, no doubt, unverifiable hypothesis of a poetic reversal
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of events, more or less the only evidence for which is the existence of
the same possibility in language.l5s
As this passage indicates, Baudrillard's response to nihilism focuses on a
"poetic reversal," where the meaninglessness of contemporary culture might
find a new kind of meaning based on those principles that the modernist
theory of meaning negates: reversibility and ambiguity. I will rake up the
implications of this Baudrillardian strategy for the possibility of effectively
responding to nihilism towards the end of this chapter.
In contrast to Baudrillard, Vattimo views the social confusion and
axiological contingency of postmodernity in a predominantly positive
light. He celebrates the disorientation precipitated by exposure to multiple
traditions, values, and perspectives in contemporary society.156 Furthermore,
Vanimo gives nihilism a thoroughly positive determination, celebrating the
dissolution of strong structures of Being and the weakening of the powers of
rarionality in postmodernity. Arguably, the leading idea in Vanimo's work is
that (he nihilism of contingency should be positively affirmed for its ability
to undermine the negative effects of reductive nihilism (as he understands it,
metaphysics). Like Baudrillard, Vattimo acknowledges that abyssal nihilism
arises from reductive nihilism (as, for example, with the reduction of all value

to exchange value in capitalist political economy!57), but views reduction
itself as the primary cause for concern because of its association with the
violence of metaphysics. Vanimo's solution to this problem is to push
nihilism towards a completed state, where the reductive tendencies dissolve
in the very contingency they have produced. In practice, Vanimo's central
target is the reductive violence of metaphysics, which is undermined through
the "ungrounding" effects of Verwindung. Like Lyotard, but arguably to an
even greater degree, Vanimo celebrates the contingency of the post modern
scene, and responds critically primarily to reductive forms of nihilism.
Nevertheless, there are points in Vanimo's work at which he acknowledges
the possible negative effects of this nihilism of contingency, and considers it as
a problem in postmodernity that calls for a response. In the essay "The Wisdom
of the Superman,"158 Vattimo argues that the erosion of a stable and shared
sense of reality in postmodernity means that everyone is today confronted with
the need to interpret reality for themselves. In Nietzschean terms, Vattimo
suggests, this means that we are all called upon to exhibit certain traits of
the Obennensch: the ability to be inventors of our own visions of the world,
and to make interpretive choices without the help of fixed norms passed down
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through tradition. However, the posrmodern simation makes the task of being
an original interpreter difficult, precisely because there are so many conflicting
interpretations from which [0 choose, and from which to draw on in inventing
a world-view of one's own. Moreover, this difficulty brings with it the danger
that some people will nor rise (0 (he challenge that posr01oderniry presents:
"Whoever does not succeed in becoming an auronomous 'interpreter,' in this
sense, perishes, no longer lives like a person but like a number, a statistical item
in the system of production and consumption."IS9 In this manner, Vattimo
acknowledges the danger that the abyssal nihilism ofpostmodernity represents
with respecr ro existemial meaning.
A second point at which Vattimo acknowledges the danger of abyssal
nihilism is his analysis of capitalist "supermarket culture" as a nihilism that
lacks the orienting (ask of reducing violence. Here he acknowledges that
there is a kind of nihilism that does not escape the violence associated with
metaphysics because, in the absence of argumentative criteria, brute force
is recognised as the only means of asserting certain values over others. In
capitalist society, the weak are then subject ro the violence of the ideology
of development at any cost, as the strong impose their self-interested values.
In response, Vatrimo argues that nihilism must be completed by raking
the criterion of the reduction of violence as a guiding thread. This criterion
draws its justification from hisrorical, rather than deductive, premises: the
nihilistic oriemation in the history of philosophy, Vattimo argues, has been
motivated by just such a reduction of violence. Adding a principle of the
reduction of violence to nihilism can also be understood as "completing"
nihilism by taking nihilism itself as a guiding value-that is, by recognizing
all values as ungrounded or contingent. A completed nihilism allows no basis
for coercion, and no rationale for the imposition of violence. In the case of
capitalism, for example, a completed nihilism undermines the celebration of
competition and the ideology of development at any cost, since these values
are understood as purely contingent. In effect. Vattimo thus argues that there
are problems associated with contingency understood as an "incomplete"
form of nihilism, which might be attenuated by its completion.160
The postmodern theorists of nihilism examined here diverge strikingly
in their treatments of abyssal nihilism (contingency): on the one hand, it
is seen as a problem of meaninglessness in postmodernity (Baudrillard),
and on the other, it is affirmed as a solution to the problem of reductive
nihilism (Lyorard, Vattimo). Despite this divergence, however, for all three
postmodernists, it is the reductive tendencies in postmodernity that must
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be addressed if nihilism is (Q be effectively confronted. This tendency
of Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo to foclls their responses to nihilism
on its reductive form may be understood to be due to a number of related
factors. Understanding these factors will allow an appreciation of the merits
and limitations of (his approach. First, in both France and Italy, Marxism
and structuralist rationalism were leading trends in the academy in the
nineteen-sixties, and it is through and against the "rational" view of society
as economically. politically, or structurally determined that the theories of
postmodernity examined here developed.161 As such, postmodernists such as
Lyotard and Vanimo concern themselves with loosening (he bonds of a social
system that appears over-determined, and embrace those contemporary
social tendencies that move towards indeterminacy because they are seen as
an opportunity for greater freedom.
Second, responding to a political exigency precipitated by Heidegger's
infamous involvement with Nazism, both Lyotard and Vartimo desire to
avoid the injustice of a politics that seeks the reimposition of a foundation,
in whatever forrn. For both of these thinkers, a fragmented and pluralistic
society offers greater opportunity for justice than an "autochthonous" society
of shared meanings and a common dialect. While Lyotard and Vattimo
might be willing to admit on occasion that such a society may give rise to
problems of existential meaning, they foclls on the political desirability of
this social situation and therefore affirm contingency.
Finally, and most significanrly, the postmodern focus on responding to
reducrive nihilism is arguably oriented by Niet7--sche's project of an active
destruction of nihilism, despite the postmodernists' explicit rejection of
the te/os of this project (a critical overcoming). While the postmodernists
considered here have no direct strategies for responding to abyssal nihilism,
their strategic fOCliS on reductive nihilism may be understood to parallel
Nietzsche's hope that nihilism, if pushed far enough, will overcome itself.
Seen in this way, these strategies appear to focus on reductive nihilism
in the present in the hope that they will, through a predictable historical
process, have a decisive effect on abyssal nihilism in the future. This fmural
orientation, however, involves the postmodern responses to nihilism in a
problematic tension of the same kind we saw at the end of chapter three, i n
which the "untimely" nature of the postmodern theories o f nihilism conflicts
with the postmodern theme of the "end of history." While the postmodern
responses to nihilism may be considered coherent and effective responses to
the reductive form of nihilism, then, when they are seen as artempts to respond
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to abyssal nihilism they run up against this problematic tension. This tension
may be idemified in both strategies taken by the posrmodernisrs considered
here with respect [0 contingency: Baudrillard '$ strategy of attempting to
reverse it, and Lyotard and Vattimo's strategy of affirming i(.
As we have seen, Baudrillard focuses on (he attempt (Q undo the reductive
nihilism embodied in the semiological sign and the "micro�parricles" of
simulation because he sees this reductive nihilism as the root cause of the
abyssal nihilism prevalent in contemporary culture. The strategy he employs
is similar to Nietzsche's strategy of active nihilism; where Nietzsche seeks
to undermine the highest values hitherto posited, Baudrillard seeks to
undermine the highest values of modernity: representation and the real.
Despite his rejection of the projeC[ of a critical overcoming of nihilism,
Baudrillard's response to nihilism is directed towards the future possibility of
a "poetic reversal" in the order of things that would reinstitute the symbolic
and seduction. While he is concerned to map the abyssal nihilism of the
current state of culture, Baudrillard is less concerned to confront it directly
than to undo the reductionism of modernist theories of meaning, hoping to
thereby hasten this poetic reversal. Baudrillard thus stakes his hopes on a
future reinstinnion of meaning, a hope that seems at odds with his views on
the end of history and his rejection of the theme of overcoming. While this
critical reversal in the order of things remains an undecidable hypothesis for
Baudrillard, it nevertheless governs his strategy for responding to the nihilism
of the contemporary situation. To the extent that Baudrillard's thought both
repeats the dyna mic of Nietzsche's active overcom ing of nihilism, and rejects
the possibility of such an overcoming, it displays a problematic tension.
Baudrillard thus fails to develop an adequate response to abyssal nihilism,
since the strategy for such a response, which may be discerned from his
works, runs up against the limit of this tension.
As I indicated earlier, both Lyotard and Vattimo affirm contingency,
viewing it as a positive means of undermining reductive nihilism. For
these thinkers, the reductive effects of cultural trends such as technological
science, capitalism, and the process of secularization are the causes of
contingency in contemporary culture, but may themselves be undermined by
pushing this contingency to an extreme. These postmodernists thus follow
Nietzsche in the project of an active destruction that involves nihilism in
a self-overcoming, but resist the very moment of overcoming by affirming
contingency rather than positing an end beyond it. Nevertheless, I wish
to argue, if we understand this postmodern affirmation of contingency as
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a strategy that anempts to respond to abyssal nihilism, it retains a fmural
and uropian orientation, and falls prey ro the tension indicated above. This
uropian orientation is most clearly evident in Vattimo's work. Rather than
attempt to explicate all the logical implications of nihilism in the present,
Vanimo frequently indicates (he provisional and prepararory nature of his
analyses, emphasizing that we are only just beginning ro comprehend the
consequences of nihilism in the contemporary age.162 Since Vanimo celebrates
comingency, and does nor offer any strategies for direcrly responding ro rhe
problem of existential meaning that may be associated with this contingency,
if we are ro find a response to abyssal nihilism in his work, then it is rowards
this future unfolding of nihilism that we should look.
Vanimo's most positive suggestion, with respect to the problem of abyssal
nihilism, is his general suggestion that a completed or accomplished nihilism
will enable an existentially meaningful form of existence. However, rhe
details of how such an existence will be enabled is not filled out beyond the
specification that completed nihilism will undermine (he violent and reductive
tendencies of meraphysics.163 As we have seen, for Vanimo, the completion of
nihilism involves taking nihilism itself as an orienting value that might act
as a criterion for further valuation. In effect, this amounts to the same thing
as affirming contingency. Affirmed as a value, contingency-or in Vattimo's
terms, nihilism understood as sfondamento, "foundationlessness"-becomes
a guiding thread for thought, which paradoxically saves this affirmation
of comingency from absolute contingency (undersrood as a debilitating
relativism). As we have seen, Vattimo argues that taking nihilism itself as a
guiding value provides plenty of normative criteria, enough to satisfy people
like Habermas.
It may be the case that a completed nihilism, which affirms contingency
as a value, would provide the context for a mea n ingful world and the criteria
for making ex istentially meaningful choices. However, Vattimo does nor
explore this thought, and it remains unclear how the completion of nihilism
might effectively respond to the problem of abyssal nihilism. Interestingly,
Vattimo's suggestion of taking nihilism as a value has a sttong parallel with
the suggestion with which Sanre closes Being and Nothingness. Using the
term "freedom" to express the radical contingency of human reality, Sattre
writes:
[IJs it possible for freedom to take itself for a value, or must it necessarily
be defined in relation to a transcendent value which haunts it? And in
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case it could will itself as its own possible and its determining value,
what would this mean? . . And can one live this new aspect of being? . .
All these questions, which refer tiS to a pure and nO[ an accessory
reRection, can find their reply only on the ethical plane. We shall
devote to (hem a fmure work.IG4
For Sartte, rhe possibility announced here would amount to a "radical
conversion" (hat would allow the individual (Q overcome nihilism by seeing
the desire to be God as futile and taking the radical freedom of human reality
as the basis for a new fundamental project of being. In so far as Varrimo's
affirmation of contingency depends upon the full development of the
implications of nihilism at a future rime, it may similarly be seen as a hope for
the possibility of a "radical conversion," through which contingency will be
adopted as a value, and after which the full implications of this adoption will
be revealed. If we look to these fmure implications of a completed nihilism as
providing a possible solmion to abyssal nihilism, then Vauimo's strategy seems
bunressed by faith in a fmure when "all will be revealed," and, as such, seems
to rely on the kind of teleological history and utopianism he explicitly rejects. 165
The strategies for responding to abyssal nihilism, which may be discerned
from the postmodernists' works, can thus be understood as taking their lead
from, and remaining within, Nietzsche's project of a critical overcoming of
nihilism. Both the attempt to overcome abyssal nihilism through a "poetic
reversal" (Baudrillard) and the affirmation of contingency itself as a value
(Vattimo, Lyorard) implicitly rdyon faith in a future utopia in wh ich nihilism
will overcome itself. As we have seen repeatedly argued, such a faith reiterates
the logic of religious transcendence and therefore preserves nihilism. It is,
of course, necessary that responses to nihilism have a fmural orientation of
a certain kind, in order that we nor give up the hope that things might
be otherwise (as Critchley says), and work towards mitigating nihilism in a
future whose horizons are perceived to be open to historical change. However,
the kind of fumral orientation I have identified in the postmodern strategies
for responding to abyssal nihilism is a utopian one that relies on a progressive
notion of history: it looks forward to a future in which nihilism will have
progressed historically to a point of self-overcoming. This progressive view
of history is in conRin with the postmodern theme of the "end of history,"
and it retains the structure of religious nihilism possessed by modernist
metanarratives: the present is devalued in relation to a non-nihilistic utopia.
In so far as they are considered as attempts to respond to abyssal nihilism,
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the postmodern responses to nihilism thus remain within the purview of a
philosophy of history and under the sign of a radical conversion.
'The arguments we have considered so far poim to a problematic tension
in the postmodern responses to nihilism that indicate their failure to
adequately address the existential problem of contingency in postmodernity.
A more serious problem than the merely formal consideration of internal
tension, however, is the danger that the strategy of responding directly only
to reductive nihilism may in fact exacerbate abyssal nihilism. This point
may most clearly be made i n the comext of Lyotard's work. In the terms of
his libidinal philosophy, the strategy of freeing up structures for the greater
expression oflibidinal energy may lead to abyssal nihilism because structures
may become too deregulated to express imensity. This danger may be made
evident through a brief comparison of Lyotard's work with Gilles Deleuze
and Felix Guanari's Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Wi Lyotard's Libidinal
Economy is inRuenced by the first volume of this work, Anti-Oedipus, from
which it borrows the term "line of Right" [Q describe the process of loosening
structures and seeking out new intensities.167 This use of the term remains
faithful to the meaning Deleuze and Guattari give it in Anti-Oedipus, where
it refers to processes of radical change and metamorphosis (in the terms of
their work, ((decoding" and ((deterritorialization"). In A 7housand Plateaus,
however, Deleuze and Guattari sound a note of caution, warning that the "line
of Right" always stands in danger of becoming a "line of death." This occurs
when the process of undoing existing strucrures becomes purely destructive,
and fails to create new forms.168 This danger is one we may also see in the
terms of Lyotard 's libidinal philosophy, although he does not foreground it:
the process of seeking our new intensities may fail to go any further than the
suicidal passion of destroying and deregulating existing struCtllreS, failing to
create or connect with structures that are sufficiently regulated to allow the
expression of intensity.
Moreover, I suggest, this danger is particularly prominent in postmodern
society, where many existing structures and institutions are already
significantly deregulated. While Lyotard's techniques of active passivity are
aimed at creating new forms and strucrures, these creative acts implicitly
rely on a background of existing structured investments. For example,
the creation of new forms in modern art that Lyotard values so highly is
set against the historical tradition of artistic invention, from which they
arguably gain energy and within which their own energy is dissimulated.
Furthermore, Lyotard's politics of active passivity takes the form of a
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conspiracy within existing social struc(Ures and traditions, and is marginal
to, and parasitic upon, these structures and traditions. He moves away from
the politics ofparties and institutions in order to avoid sening lip a new parry
or creed, which would simply repeat the nihilism that he sees as endemic to
the position, rather than content, of such a politics. Libidinal imensiries are
expressed bener, he argues, by passively working within existing insrimrions.
However, this strategy of active passivity relies on these existing insrimtions
as the minimal structures necessary for (he expression ofintensity. In libidinal
terms, the postmodern society of plurality, fragmentation, and the confusion
of categories may be lInders(Ood as a society of deregulated systems and
disinvested ins(iwrions. In the following passage, Lyotard explains that in
the contemporary era, capitalism disinvests many of the "traditional" social
structures and institutions:
[E]nergy refuses to be harnessed, bound, and circulated in the
"objects" of the system . . {. . .here at the end of the twentieth century,
bureaucratic capitalism seems likely to exhaust all the precapitalist
institutions. stich as religion. family. property. labour. decency) . . .
the very forms through which energy is rendered circulable (the
.

institutions, in the sense that I have given to the term) cease to be able

to harness that energy-they become obsolete.1 G9
In postl11odern society, libidinal energy becomes deregulated because
the existing institutions are no longer able to effectively channel the desires
circulating in society. Arguably, although "lines of Right" become easier
to take in this society of deregulated systems, since it is easier to escape
existing structures that dampen intensity, they also stand in greater risk of
becoming lines of death, because the requirement that force be expressed
through struCtures with a minimal degree of regulation may not be met.
By directly responding only to reductive nihilism, then, Lyotard and the
other postmodernists considered here threaten to exacerbate the nihilism of
contingency that already afflicts postmodern society.
As I have argued, the postmodern theorists examined here fail to meet the
need of responding to existential contingency, a need expressed within the
terms of their own understandings of the postmodern condition. The failure
to meet this need, however, by no means invalidates the positive steps the
postmodernists take in negotiating the aporia of the gesture of overcoming
in responding to reductive nihilism. However, it does suggest that these
responses to nihilism in postmodernity suffer from a significant deficiency
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and are in need of supplementation. While I have argued that the post modern
strategies, which respond effectively only to reductive nihilism, stand in
danger of exacerbating abyssal nihilism, I suggest that this danger might
be negotiated by employing new forms of imaginative resistance to abyssal
nihilism. Such forms of resistance would aim directly at mitigating abyssal
nihilism in the present, in the given world, rather than rely on a historical
process to overcome it in some future world. While the postmodernists
provide us with valuable strategies for resisting reductive nihilism, these new
forms of resistance to abyssal nihilism remain to be imagined.
At the end of chapter three, I suggested that we may see the theories
of nihilism in postmodernity as marked by twO tensions: firstly, between
the "untimely" nature of their analyses and the postmodern thesis of "the
end of history," and secondly, between the desire to respond to nihilism
and the rejection of the possibility of a decisive overcoming. The attempt to
respond to abyssal nihilism by targeting reductive nihilism, I have suggested,
accords with the first tension, which is problematic insofar as it clings to
the Nietzschean thought of a self-overcoming of nihilism, at odds with the
most distinctive features of the postmodern transformation of nihilism. In
order to remove this problematic tension, I suggest that we should see the
postmodern condition as a field of competing forces that must perpetually
be negotiated. Rather than choose strategies that work towards a "poetic
reversal" or a "radical conversion," we should employ strategies that meet both
reductive and abyssal manifestations of nihilism on their own terms. Such a
double strategy would aim to open spaces for the enhancement of the value
of life against the encroachment of these dual nihilistic currents. Responding
to nihilism would thus be a matter, as Williams says, of seeking out the
possibilities for affirming life between two deaths. This approach would meet
the needs announced by the second tension, and render it unproblematic: it
would be a way of responding to nihilism beyond the hope of a definitive
overcoming, and without deferring its mitigation to some distantly imagined
furure.
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Conclusion
The contemporary mise�en abjme

This study has elaborated the connection between nihilism and the
postmodern, a connection often alluded to, but rarely explored in detail.
An understanding of this connection is crucial to how we understand, and
respond to, the currenr situation. The image of this situation that has emerged
here is one that threatens us with a pervasive existenrial meaninglessness:
we find ourselves bereft of the orienting goals and values of modernity as
the mise�en scene of history plunges into the disorienting mise�en abjme of a
post�historical epoch. How we respond to this situation will depend on the
attitudes we take towards a range of philosophical issues that are clarified
and given expression by the concepts of nihilism and the postmodern. In
the Imroduction I suggested that the concept of nihilism gives a focused
expression to feelings of meaninglessness which otherwise run the risk of
remaining amorphous, and allows liS to think through the problems and
issues surrounding this felt meaninglessness in a philosophical manner. The
concept of the postmodern, in a complimentary fashion, contributes to a
thinking�throllgh of this problem of meaninglessness by situating nihilism
within a broad theory of the contemporary situation. My contention
throughout has been that the status of nihilism has altered in accord with
the "postmodern turn" in both cultute and theory. Understanding the nature
of this altered status of nihilism is essential, then, if we are to come to terms
with the problem of meaning in the conremporary world. Having examined
in derail the works of three major theorists of nihilism in postmodernity,
we are now in a position to summarize and reRect on the nature of this
altered status of nihilism, and the possibilities open to us for responding to
the contemporary problem of meaninglessness.
The first aspect of the "pOSt modern turn" in the status of nihilism that we
examined concerns a shift in the theoretical perspectives from which nihilism
has been analyzed. These shifts are decisive for our understanding of the
character of postmodern nihilism, and shape the possibilities for responding
to nihilism in the current situation. In the early part of the twentieth century,
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nihilism was widely unclerS(Qod through the lens of existentialism, the
Sarrrean version of which emphasized the centrality of consciousness in the
consriunion of meaning and the necessity of an individual confrontation with
meaninglessness. In the latter part of the twentieth century, the axiological
disaffeC(ion associated with existentialism was displaced [Q posrmodernism.
As I have argued, the shift from existentialism to postmodernism broadly
follows the "linguistic turn" in theory away from the consciolls individual as
arbiter of meaning towards extra-individual structures of meaning, analyzed
in various ways by structuralists, poSt-structuralists, and hermeneutical
philosophers. The focus on language and discourse ushered in by the linguistic
turn is accompanied by an increasing reflexivity in the discourse of nihilism;
postmodern analysts of nihilism are acutely aware that their own discourse is
implicated within the nihilistic problematic and cannot hope to achieve full
critical independence. Finally, changes in the theorization of nihilism under
the inAuence of the postmodern mrn have seen an increasing awareness of
the aporetic nature of the attempt to overcome nihilism: following on from
arguments proposed by Heidegger, the postmodernists considered here all
reject the possibility of leaving nihilism behind in a decisive movement of
overcoming.
These changes in theory, which accompany the broader "postmodern
rum" in culture, have a number of decisive implications for how the problem
of meaning i n the current situation is to be understood. First, nihilism can
no longer be thought solely in terms of the lone individual, as a problem
to be confronted in the context of his or her private life (as exemplified by
the protagonists of classic existentialist novels such as Sartre's Nausea and
Camus' The Outsider!). Rather, the "linguistic rum" in theory means that the
negotiation of nihilism in post modernity gains a political exigency: questions
of meaning pervade collective social arrangements and cultural conditions,
and are political insofar as they impinge on our collective "being together."
According to all of the postmodernists examined here, we do nor make
meaning for ourselves alone. Rather, meaning (and its lack) emerge within a
complex of social relations and cultural conditions.
The sense of the political in question here is perhaps more primary than
the politics of government, or even the politics of justice, since it concerns
the capacity of the forms of life we embody and the projects we pursue to
be imbued with a sense of meaning; it concerns that which makes the very
project of life worthwhile. This politics responds ro the demand that our
lives be meaningful, valuable, and in some sense worthwhile, a demand that
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on Nietz.sche's accoull[ emerges from the imerpretive characrer of human
existence. This demand calls on us ro resist all those forces and pressures
which devalue life and rob it of its wonh, which reduce the meaningfulness
of life to nothing and give "nihilism" its name.
The task of responding to nihilism in postmodernity thus appears as a
political one: it is not simply a matter of making our individual lives more
meaningful, but of intervening in wider social and cultural structures to
increase the possibilities of meaning within collective life. Given this political
determination, the possibilities open to us for responding to nihilism are
shaped by the comours of the currenr social and historical comexr. Here, the
themes of reRexivity in the discourse of nihilism and the arguments against
overcoming converge with the social theories of the postmodern situation
to place strict limitations on the possibilities for responding to nihilism.
lhe theoretical considerations that point to an impasse in the auempt to
overcome nihilism are confirmed on the cultural and historical plane by the
social theories of postmodernity, which construe it as an epoch at "the end
of history." These social theories of postmodernity, which point to recent
decisive changes in the cultural climate of the world's mOst "developed"
societies, indicate the second major aspect of the "postmodern turn" in the
status of nihilism.
As we have seen, Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo employ different
theoretical terms and images to encapsulate what is a shared understanding of
the status of nihilism in postmodernity: nihilism in postmodernity consists
in the decline of the goals and values that animated modernity. In Lyotard's
work, this understanding is expressed through his inRuential formulation of
the postmodern condition as that era in which meta narratives oflegirimation
have lost their cogency_ A similar idea emerges in Baudrillard's thought with
his proclamation that the stage of history, that mise-en scene in which events
gain meaning with reference to a dominant teleology, is empty.2 In Vattimo's
work, the same theme is given by way of the image of the "Westering of
Being," the decline or "sunset" of Being in the contemporary era. .3
In modernity, nihilism may be conceived as the devaluation of life
resulting from the secular project of the Enlightenment, which trades off the
sense of meaning and value supplied by myth and religion for the gains of
an increasingly utionaliz.ed world. The goals of modernity, however, take on
the form and function of the religious categories of meaning and value by
positing a future utopia, displacing the source of value from an afterlife to a
distant future. In modernity, the religious eschatological narrative is replaced
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by a Grand narrative of the emancipation of Man, as [he universal subject of
history, from suffering. This Grand narrative supplies human existence with
a sense of orientation and meaning in place of the old religious doctrines.
The nihilism of posrmoderniry, however, is characterized by the bankrupccy
of (his Grand narrative of history, and the subsequent loss of (he sense of
meaning it supplied.
The theories of postmodern nihilism examined here all gesture towards
a completion or becoming-complete of nihilism in pos(olOderniry: the
postmodernists see Nietzsche's predicted course of (he development of
nihilism as coming to fruition in the contemporary scene. In Nierzschean
terms, such a completion of nihilism would involve a resolution of the
problem of meaninglessness that beset modernity, and clear the ground for
the creation of new values. As I have argued, however, these postmodern
theories of nihilism display a degree of tension by insisting, firstly, that
nihilism remains a crucial problem £0 be confronted - it has nO( quite yet
achieved completion - and secondly, by rejecting the teleological theory of
his£Ory which would seem necessary to posit the completion of nihilism at a
future time. the story of nihilism becoming-complete-told in different ways
by Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vattimo, bur converging in broad outline
suggests that nihilism has been driven towards completion by the forces of
modernization (predominantly, capitalism and technological science) which
have undermined not only premodern religious and mythical categories of
valuation, but also the modern meta narratives of historical progress which
previously gave them legitimarion. In postmodernity, however, these forces
of modernization have become autonomous forms of nihilism which reduce
the value of life by imposing criteria of economic and technical efficiency on
every area oflife. Moreover, the undermining of both premodern and modern
frameworks of valuation leaves us, in postmodernity, with the pervasive
uncertainty of how to live, and why, in a culture substantially uprooted from
its orienting traditions.
While this story of the "becoming-complete" of nihilism leaves
meaninglessness as a problem i n postmodernity which must be confronted,
the postmodern theme of "the end of history" places clear limits on how we
may undersund this confrontation. As I have argued, this theme merges with
the argumems against the possibility of overcoming nihilism, which originate
with Heidegger and are refined by the postmodernists, to set the parameters
of possible strategies for responding to nihilism in the contemporary era. As
we have seen argued in a variety of ways, attempts to directly oppose and
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decisively overcome nihilism inevimbly fail, because such attempts remain
within the purview of the very nihilistic framework they attempt ro escape.
The postmodern theme of the end of hisrory likewise problematizes the
prospect of overcoming nihilism, since the hisrorical process of overcoming
is disallowed: if [he idea of a unilinear hisrory with a determinanr teleology is
bankrupt, we cannot place our hopes in a future, non-nihilistic utopia, toward
which we presume the present to be moving. Moreover, as the postmodernists
s(Udied here have argued, the nostalgic desire for the re(Urn of what has been
lost in the current situation is likewise embroiled in nihilism: it devalues the
givenness of the present in favor of an idealized version of the past, and hopes
for the restoration of this ideal in some distant future. The scene of nihilism
at the end ofhisrory thus forbids both a restoration of the hopes of modernity
or of premodern religion, and a transgression that would result in a historical
overcoming of nihilism in a future utopia. The cultural psychoanalysis of
postmodernity suggests a pervasive melancholy, beyond both nostalgia and
mourning, in which the values of modernity cannot be relinquished in the
name of a new beginning.
As I suggested in the opening paragraph of this conclusion, in
postmodernity, the mise-en scene of historical progress gives way to a
bewildering mise-en abjme. This trope of the mise-en abjme, suggested by
Baudrillard,4 is an apposite expression of the nature of the current situation
revealed by the analyses of nihilism in postmodernity examined here. 1he
vertigo of infinitely repeated images, suggesting the foundationlessness of a
bottomless chasm, expresses the radical contingency of life in a fragmented,
pluralistic society. Moreover, the fractal repetition of the mise-en abyme
recalls representation gone haywire in Baudrillard's fourth-order simulacra,
where the stage of history is empty not because it is unoccupied, but because
it has become inoperative, being occupied by roo many ineffectual players.
Moreover, the frame-within-frame of the mise-en abjme recalls the position
of the postmodern nihilist who tries to frame the problem of nihilism, only
to realize that that he or she is enclosed in the same nihilistic frame, set on
a larger scale.
Despite the apparenrly grim nature of the current situation suggested by
the themes of melancholy and the disorienting mise-en abjme, this situation
is two-sided, ambiguous, like nihilism itself. Positively, it frees us from
the nihilism of religion and history, in which life is devalued in the name
of a transcendent or future ideal. Negatively, it places the possibilities for
responding to nihilism in the current situation under strict limitations. Given
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this posrmodern scene, a response (0 nihilism that speaks to [he exigencies of
the current situation must negmiare meaninglessness by increasing modes of
thought and action that affirm the value oflife without the hope that nihilism
will ever be finally defeated. As I have argued, the posrmodern thinkers
examined here all positively comribute towards this task, moving beyond
the aporia of the arrempr (Q overcome nihilism by developing concepts and
strategies that employ what I have called "the logic of difference" and "the
politics of passivity." Lyorard's "dissimulation," Baudrillard's "seduction,"
and Vattimo's " Verwindung" each negotiate nihilism by avoiding the aporetic
logic of direcr opposition, providing non-oppositional criteria for evaluative
judgments to be made concerning what negates and what affirms the value
of life, and providing the basis for political strategies which work to decrease
nihilism and increase life-affirmation.
As I have argued, nihilism may be understood to manifest at two "poles,"
which I have called reductive nihilism, on the one hand, and abyssal nihilism
(or the nihilism of contingency) on the mher. �These two forms of nihilism
frequently operate together, and we have seen that both are registered as
integral dimensions of nihilism in postmodernity by the thinkers focused on
here, as well as other theorists of the postmodern condition. The strategies
of dissimulation, seduction, and Verwindung are novel and powerful ways of
responding to reductive forms of nihilism in postmodernity, especially those
forms on which eadl of the postmodernists examined here focus: academic
theory, capitalism, and the technological and scientific developments that
characterize the postmodern world. These forms of reductive nihilism have
flourished in recent years, with the growth and pervasion of information
technologies, the expansion of global capitalism, and the increasing pressure
to reduce every aspect of life to performative efficiency. Responding to
nihilism in postmodernity means resisting these pressures by opening lip new
spaces for forms of thought and action that affirm the value of life, against
the forces of reduction. Such a response requires philosophical theories for
understanding, and strategies for intervening in, these nihilistic phenomena.
The strategies these postmodern thinkers employ indicate the direction i n
which the political task of responding to reductive nihilism must be taken
up.
I have further argued, however, that the postmodernists considered here
fail to adequately respond to the abyssal nihilism of postmodernity, which
is the contemporary form of the contingency of existence acutely felt and
addressed by the existentialists. The various strategies the postmodernists
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employ in attempting to respond to contingency, I have argued, remain
beholden to the philosophy of historical overcoming that they reject. In
different ways, Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Vanimo each point to a future
resolution to the problem of contingency. Given the post modern thesis of
the end of history, however, I have argued that reductive and abyssal forms
of nihilism must both be confronted directly, in the present, rather than
hoping for some resolution (dialectical or otherwise) in a utopian future.
Negotiating nihilism in postmodernity, I have suggested, requires a two
pronged strategy that anempts to activate and nourish the "life between two
deaths" that James Williams finds as a central theme in the thought of the
French post-srructuralists.5 The twO deaths in question may be understood in
the terms developed here as the reductive and abyssal forms of nihilism, and
if the postmodernists provide useful resources for responding to the nihilism
of reduction, then further imaginative forms of resistance are called for to
combat the nihilism of contingency. Exploring the terrain of possible forms
of such resistance is a task that lies beyond the scope of this book, and I must
repeat Sanre's gesture of referring the reader to a future work.G
To conclude, I would like to indicate some implications of this study for
wider debates concerning the postmodern, in particular debates involving
the common accusation that postmodern theory is itself a form of nihilism
which must be combated. Calls for a return to premodern forms of religion
or philosophy, or for a re-invigoration of [he Enlightenment project, are
frequently accompanied by shallow characterizations of postmodern theory
as nothing more than a symptomatic expression of the nihilism of our rimes.
The image of postmodernism that has emerged from this study, however, is
a far more positive one. As I have shown, the postmodern thinkers examined
here take nihilism as a central issue ofconcern and develop new concepts and
strategies for responding to the problem of meaninglessness. These strategies
frequently cause the postmodernists to take antifoundationalist positions,
and it is these positions-which call into question the traditionally assumed
status of reason, knowledge, and even reality itself-which have provoked
accusations of nihilism.
Postmodernists such as Vattimo are happy to concede that what they
advocate is nihilism, if this means no more than anti foundationalism.
However, critics of the posrmodernists are quick to assen that from
antifoundationalism, generalized axiological relativism and nihilism
necessarily follow. Postmodern antifoundationalist philosophies, it is
thought, cannot suppOrt any evaluative criteria, which are the minimal
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conditions necessary for an ethics, politics, or axiology which might respond
to contemporary meaninglessness. Without engaging critics who espollse this
position directly,? I have shown that all of the posrmodernisrs considered here
avoid foundationalist positions precisely because they associate such posidons
with nihilism, and develop evaluative criteria for responding to nihilism
independently of foundationalist claims. While the epistemological issues
surrounding the foundationalist/antifoundationalisr debate are complex, and
cannO( be dealt with in any detail here, we may note the following strength
of the postrnodernist position. The postmodernists have the advantage of
calibratingtheir theories to the pluralism and fragmenration ofthe post modern
scene, while the premodernists, modernists, and foundationalists all face the
disadvantage of setting themselves against the grain of the current situation. 8
Following Nietzsche, the postmodern approach to nihilism rests on the
conviction that meaning is relative to historical and cultural conditions, and
that thought must respond by attempting to calibrate itself to changes in
these conditions. The connection between nihilism and the postmodern
I have charred here allows us to face the contemporary situation in a way
which is not simply defensive and reactionary, bur which looks for the new
possibilities of existence revealed by this situation as well as criticiz.ing those
aspects of contemporary life which tend towards meaninglessness. All in
all, the postmodern gambit is that the embittered dreams of modernity are
beyond the hope of restitution, bur that these dreams are not the only stuff
of which meaning is made. Such gambits are adventures in thought that
must be taken if we are to come to terms with our current situation in a
disenchanted, postmodern world.
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118. Vattimo's most extended discllssion of this concept is the essay "An�Denken.
Thinking and Foundation" in the Adventure ojDifference. The text Vanimo most
frequently cites as the source of his understanding of this concept is Heidegger's
What is Called 7hinking? trans. j. Glenn Gray and F. Wieck (New York; London:
Harper and Row, 1972).
119. See Vanimo, "The Problem of Historical Knowledge and the Formation of
the Nietzschean Idea of Truth" in Dialogue with Nietzsche. On the problem of
historicism in Nietzsche. see also "Nihilism and the Problem of Temporality" and
"Nietzsche's Vision of the World," both also in Dialogue with Nietzsche.
120. This article appears as a chapter i n Vattimo's The Transparent Society. trans.
David Webb (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1992).
121. Vanimo represented the Democratic Left in the European Parliament from
1999 to 2004, where he served on the Commission ofFreedom and Citizen's Rights,
Justice, and Home Affairs; the Commission for Culture, Youth, Education, the
Media. and SPOrt, and the delegation for relations with South Africa.
122. A selection ofVattimo's essays on political philosophy are collected in Nihilism
and Emancipation. These essays are brief, schematic. and not entirely consistent
in their detail. This perhaps suggests that he has nOt finished thinking through
the problem of drawing out the political implications of his nihilist ontology. the
difficulty of which he acknowledges (Nihilism and Emancipation, 89). I n what
follows. I draw selectively from several different essays to outline the most prominent
COntours of his political thought.
123. The issue of Marxist revolution is explored in some detail i n Vattimo's work
in the early nineteen-seventies. I n the 1973 essay "Nietzsche. the Superman,
and the Spirit of the Avant�garde" (collected in Dialogue with Nietzsche) and
the 1974 book It soggeto e la maschera. Nietzsche e if problema del/a liberaziofle
(Milan: Bompiani), Vattimo explores the possible contribution of Nietzsche's
thought to the Marxist revolutionary project, in particular the notion of the
Ubermensch as the d issolution of bourgeoise subjectivity and the realisation of a
nonalienated subject. However, he later moves away from this position and away
from the revolutionary project, at least as conceived in a "traditional" Marxist
sense, as grounded in a dialectical conception of history. He explains this move as
follows: "[lIn !/ soggetfo e la maschera there was still an overriding effort to think
the possibility, beyond the decline of the subject, of a substantially 'reconciled'
humanity, on the model of dialectic. I now believe that this aspect of my
interpretation requires revision, having come to a more radical recognition of the
nexus between the overman and the dissolution of the subject . . . " (Dialogue with
Nietzsche, 229, note 9). Moreover, Vattimo has since given more general reasons
for being dissatisfied with the dialectical conception of history, reasons related to
the problem of nihilism and the understanding of modernity i n terms of a "new
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beginning." See his "Dialectics, Difference, and Weak 1l1Ought," trans. Thomas
H arrison, Graduate Faculty Philosophy }ournal lO (1984): 165�77. In this move
away from the Marxist project ofliberation through revolution, Vattimo's thought
can been seen as charting a path parallel to that of Lyotard and Baudrilard with
respect to this political problem.
124. Vattimo, "Bonles, Nets, Revolution, and the Tasks of Philosophy," trans. lain
Chambers, Cultural Studies 2.2 (1988), 144.
125. Derrida identifies Marx's 1844 Economic and Philosophical Mimuscripts, in
which rhe theory of alienation is developed, as bearing the stamp of metaphysical
humanism. See "The Ends of Man" in Margins of Phdosophy, trans. Alan Bass
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 1 17. The 1844 Manuscripts can be
found in Writings ofthe Young Marx on Philosophy and Society.
126. "Hermeneutics and Democracy, 4.
127. Nihilism and Emancipation, 103.
128. Vanimo doesn't supply a dear definition of projectuality, but we may venture
some clarification by suggesting that he is drawing here on Heidegger's notion
of Dasdn's "projection" in Being and Time. For Heidegger, projection (Entwur/J
refers [Q the way in which Dasein is always more than it factually is, because it
understands itself in terms of possibilities. Daesin "is existentially that which, in its
potentiality-far-being, it is not yet" (Being and Time, trans. John Macquarrie and
Edward Robinson (Oxford: Blackwell, 1962), 185-6). We may understand Vattimo
as suggesting that every citizen, as a projecting Dasein, has a right to develop these
possibilities. For Heidegger's understanding of this term, see Being and Time, 185-6,
especially the translators' explanation in note I, page 185.
129. Nihilism and Emancipation, 103.
130. Ibid., 5.
131. In Nihilism and Emancipation, 120-129.
132. For Vattimo's views on domestic issues in Italy such as abortion, education,
dental care, and the minimum wage, see the essay "A Project For the Left" in
Nihilism and Emancipation, 102-13.
133. "Hermeneutics and Democracy," 1 .
134. Ibid., 2.
135. "Globalisation and the Relevance of Socialism" in Nihilism and Emancipation,
12\.
136. ibid., 129.
137. Ibid.
138. Sec the explanation ofVanimo's term sJondamento in chapter two.
139. The conrours of such a debate are indicated by the occasional criticisms these
thinkers have for each other's works, sometimes no more than in passing: Lyotard
criticises Baudrillard (Lib;dinal Economy, 103-27) and Vattimo (Postmodern
Fables, trans. Georges Van Den Abbeele (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1997), 237), Baudrillard criticises Lyotard (Forget Foucault (New York:
Semiotext(e), 1987), 17-18 and 39) and Vattimo (Cool Memories /I: 1987-1990,
trans. Chris Turner (Durham: Duke University Press, 1996), 61), and Vanimo
criticises Lyotard ('''nle End of (Hi)srory," 23-4).
"
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140. 1l1is is the same problem encountered above in the context of Baudrillard's
work, where-as Rex Butler points out-most commentators fail to understand
Baudrillard on his own terms, and produce criticisms which are simply question
begging. See Butle r,jean Baudrillard: The Defence ofthe Real, 13-14.
141. Wirrgenstein explains the idea of family resemblance as follows: ". . .we see a
complicated network of similarities overlapping and criss-crossing: sometimes
overall similarities, sometimes similarities of derail. I can think of no bener
expression to characterise these similarities than 'family resemblances'; for the
various resemblances between members of a family: build, features, colour of eyes,
gait, temperamell[, etc. etc. overlap and criss-cross in the same way." The Witfgermein
Reader, ed. Anthony Kenny (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994), 49.
142. In addition to the discussion of Zygmunt Bauman and Fred ric Jameson which
follows, see the discussion of the history of theories of the postmodern in the
Introduction.
143.Zygmullt Bauman, intimations ofPostmodernity (London; New York: Routledge,
1992), vii.
144. Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or, The CulturaL Logic of Late Capitalism
(London; New York: Verso, 1991), 44.
145. See Jameson's discussion of these themes in op. cit., 44-54. For a critical
overview of these same themes, see Steven Best and Douglas Kellner, Postmodern
Theory: Critical Interrogations (London: Macmillan, 1991), 188-92.
146. Lyotard, The Pos/modern COl/dilion: A Repol'l on Knowledge, trans. Geoff Bennington
and Brian Massumi, (Manchester: Mandlester University Press, 1984), 26.
147. IbM.
148. "We do not speak as the liberators of desire: idiots with their little fraternities,
their Fourieresque fantasies, their policy-holder's expectations over the libido."
Libidinal Economy, 42.
149. Because, as noted earlier, Lyotard asserts that structures might be stabilised
by deregulations and destabilised by regulations, rather than simply the vice versa
operations that Freud assumes.
150. Williams, Lyotard and the Political, 68.
151. Lyotard, Driftworks, ed. Roger McKeon (New York: Semiotext(e), 1984), back
cover.
152. Baudrillard, The Transparency of Evil: Essays on Extreme Phenomena, trans.
James Benedict (London; New York: Verso, 1993), 5.
153. For Baudrillard's discussion of the "disappearance of art" through its very
proliferation, see "Transaesthetics" in ibid.
154. See Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994), 164.
155. Baudrillard, The Illusion of the End, trans. Chris Turner (Cambridge: Polity
Press, 1994), l20. Baudrillard's clearest indication of the existence of this "poetical
reversal" in language is his analysis of Saussure's theory of the anagram in SymboliC
Exchange and Death, trans. lain Hamilton Grant (London: Sage, 1993). For
Baudrillard, the anagram manifests those qualities of ambiguity and reversibility
that Saussure's general linguistics reduces out of language, and he argues for a
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privileging of the Swiss linguist's work on anagrams over his more well known
"structural" theories.
156. For Vattimo's argument for the value of such a disorientation, see "The
Postmodern - A Transparent Society?" in the Transparent Society.
157. See Vattimo, the End ofModernity: Nihilism and Hermeneutics in Post-Modern
Culture, trans. John R. Snyder (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1988),
21 and 26.
158. In Dialogue with Nietzsche.
159. Ibid., 130.
160. For Vanimo's treatment of these themes, see "Hermeneutics and Democracy"
and the essay "Disenchantment and Dissolution" in the Transparent SOciety.
161. Lyotard, for example, explains [hat Libidinal Economy was in part a
purgative which sought to rid political reflection of both Lacanian Hegelianism
and Althusserian Marxism. See JUSI Gaming, trans. Wlad Godzich (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1985), 89.
162. See for example 7"e End ofModernity, 180.
163. A good indication ofVattimo's suggestions in this respect is the following passage
in Nihilism and Emancipation: "To realise everyone's entidement ro a meaningful
existence, or, ifyou like, their right to 'happiness,' is the goal that philosophy is striving
ro ana in by finding the meaning of hisrory nO[ in quantitative development btl[ in a
generalised intensification ofthe meaning ofexistence, implying solidarity rather than
competition and the reduction of all forms of violence rather than the affirmation of
metaphysical principles or the endorsement of scientific models of society" (36).
164. Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, trans. Hazel E. Barnes (New York:
Washington Square Press, 1956), 798.
165. Some of the criticisms I have made ofVattimo here are neatly summarised i n a
passage he writes about Nietzsche, which seems equally true of his own work: "[WJ
ithin his oeuvre there is a prophetic tension that never seems to reach its climax in a
description of structures, an outline of specific tasks, or the assertion and denial of
clear-cut positions." Dialogue with Nietzsche, 157.
166. Two volumes: Anti-Oedipus, trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, and Helen
R. Lane (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983); A Thousand Plateaus,
trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesora Press, 1987).
167. Libidinal Economy, 42.
168. Deleuze and Guanari warn that lines of flight "themselves emanate a strange
despair, like an odour of death and immolation, a state ofwar from which one returns
broken: they have their own dangers. . .Why is the line offlight a war one risks coming
back from defeated, destroyed, after having destroyed everything one could? This,
precisely, is the fourth danger: the line of flight crossing the wall, getting OUt of the
black holes, but instead of connecting with other lines and each time augmenting its
valence, turning to destruction, abolition pure and simple, thepassion ofabolition. . .like
suicide, double suicide, a way Out [hat turns the line of Aight into a line ofdeath." A
Thollsand Plateaus, 229.
169. "March 23," inJean-Franfois Lyotard: Political Writings, trans. Bill Readings and
Kevin Paul (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 65.
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Notes to Conclusion
I. Nausea, trans. Robert Baldick (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1965); The Outsider,
trans. Joseph Laredo (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982).
2. Baudrillard writes: "1he dialectic stage, the critical stage is empty. . .1here is no
longer a stage, not even the minimal illusion that makes events capable of adopting
the force of reality. . ." "On Nihilism" in Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila
Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994), 161 and 164.
3. Vattimo writes that "[aJccording to a well-known thesis of Heidegger, rhe name
'Occident,' Abend/and, not only designates our civilisation's place in a geographical
sense but names it ontologically as well insofar asAbendlandis the land of the sening
sun, of (he sunset of Being." "Toward an Ontology of Decline," trans. B. Spak
man in Recoding Metaphysics: The New italian Philosophy, ed. Giovanna Borradori
(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1988), 63.
4. See for example Baudrillard Lille, ed. Mike Gane (London; New York: Routledge,
1993), 83-4.
5. See the discussion of this point in chapter four.
6. Jean-Paul Sarrre, Being and Nothingness, trans. Hazel E. Barnes (New York:
Washington Square Press, 1956), 798. See the discussion of this point in the
previous chapter.
7. For examples of such critics, see the Introduction, note 54.
8. Here I follow Paul Patton, who develops a similar argument in his article "Deleuze
and Guattari: Ethics and Post-modernity," Leftwright Intervention 20 (1986): 24-32.
In this article Pafton contrasts the neo-Aristotelean ethics advocated by Alasdair
Macintyre with the ethics developed in Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's
A Thousand Plateaus. He argues for the superiority of Deleuze and Guattari's
approach because, while Macintyre's ethics set themselves against the pluralistic
and fragmented character of contemporary social and individual life, Deleuze and
Guattari's ethics acknowledge and work within this fragmented condition.
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